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NOTE 
WHEN this book was originally printed in 1874 but little had been done in respect of Indian Inscrip

tions; since then, Mr. Fleet and others have added much to what was known, and thus, with the help of 

the exhaustive reviews of the first edition by Profr. Weber in the " Jenaer Literaturzeitung" and ·by M. 

A. Barth in the '' Rev ue Critique", as well as the opportunities afforded to me by a visit to Java in r 876, 

I am enabled now to bring out a revised and enlarged edition. 

I have permitted myself more than once to use a provisional hypothesis, but, in such cases , I have 

pointed it out. In the present state of Indian philology and archceology, there can be no objection to this 

course ; but it must a lways be remembered that it is not free from danger, and the popular but unwarranted 

inferences from a similar provisional hypothesis of an 'Aryan race' are sufficient warning to all engaged in 

such studies. 

To the Hon. D. F. Carmichael I am indebted for the use of an inscription which has furnished a better 

specimen of the transitional T elugu character than the one used for the former edition. 

To Mr. J. F. Fleet, Bombay c. s., I am greatly obliged for help in revising the plates, a nd my thanks 

are again due to the Basel Press and especially to my friend Mr. Sikemeier, for help in looking over the 

intricate proof-sheets . 

A.. B. 



I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N. 

t trust that this elementary sketch of South-Indian Palceography may supply a want 

' long felt by those who are desirous of investigating the real history of the peninsula 

of India. 

From the beginning of this century (when Buchanan executed the only archceologi

cal survey that has ever been done in even a part of the South of India) up to the 

present time, a number of well meaning persons have gone about with much simplicity 

and faith collecting a mass of rubbish which they term traditions and accept as history. 

There is some excuse for Buchanan, but none for his followers ; the persistent retailing 

of this "lying gabble" (as Genl. Cunningham aptly terms it) has well-nigh ruined the 

progress of Indian research, and caused the utter neglect of a subject that evidently 

promises much1l . The Vedic literature will always remain the most attractive object of 

lJ It must be obvious that these traditions are merely attempts at explanations of the unknown through current ideas, 

which iu S. India amo unt to the merest elements of Hindu mythology as gathered from third-rate sources. Mouhot the 

illustrious discoverer of the Cambodian temples, though a naturalist and not an archreologist , saw this very plainly. He 

says ("Travels in the Central Parts of Indo-China'', vol. ii . pp. 8, 9): "All traditions being lost, the natives invent new 

ones, according to the measure of their ca:paci ty." The Mahatmyas are equally worthless with the oral legends, for they 

are modern compositions (mostly later than the Ioth century A. D.) intended to connect particular places with events 

entirely mythical and belonging to modern or even foreign religious systems. How worthless tradition is in S. India, a 

few examples will easily prove. The ch ain of rocks from India to Ceylon is (as is well known) connected with the myth 

of Rama's conquest of Lanka, but this localization of the mythical event must be quite recent ; for, fii·stly, whatever may 

be the age of the Ramayai:ia, the worship of Rama is quite modern. .LI.gain, had there been any such myth current in the 

place during the early centuries A. D., we might expect something about it in the Periplus or P tolemy, especially as the 

former gives the legend then current about Cape Comorin ; but there is nothing of the kind to be found. Lastly, there is 

nothing whatever (Mr. D' Alwis assures us) known of the legend in Ceylon. Again, the localization of the events of the 

Mahabharata is endless; every few miles in S. India one can find the place where some battle or other event occurred, and 

so it is also in J ava. Such legends, therefore, are absolutely worthless, for they prov.e no more than that the Mahabharata 

and Ramayal).a are or were favour ite stories over a large part of the East. But the traditional practice in respect of 
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study in relation to India, but there is much besides to be studied. The history of 

Indian civilization does not cease (as some appear to think) with the early period of 

Buddhism. About the early centuries of the Christian era, we find the Buddhist-Brahma

nical civilization extending from its home in the North over alien races inhabiting the 

peninsula of India, and in the course of some few centuries it had already extended over 

Burmah, the Malay Islands, and even to the forests and swamps of Cambodia. But this 

.immense progress was not a mere reception of stereotyped forms and opinions by 

uncivilized peoples ; it was on the contrary (and _herein lies the interest of the subject) a 

g radual adaptation 1l to circumstances, including the creation of national literatures in 

many lang uages, which were then first reduced to writing and system. In South-India, 

at all events, new sects rapidly arose, which have reacted powerfully on Northern India. 

Books containing the various relig ious opinions that have prevailed more or less in these 

Hinduized, or rather Brahmanized, countries, are yet easily accessible ; but the chrono

log ical framework is almost entirely wanting, and this can only be supplied from the 

inscriptions still existing in large numbers. If an outline of the historical events of the 

last fifteen centuries of South-Indian history could be g ained from these inscriptions, the 

wearisome dry dogmatic treatises would begin to possess some human interest, and the 

ceremonies is worth little more, though in this case religious prejudices can hardly interfere. Thus for the S om a many 

different plants are used. T he Brahmans on the Coromandel Coast take the 'Asclepias Acida', those of Malabar the 

'Oe1•opegia Decaisneana' or 'Oei·opegia Elegans' . H ow different in appearance these three plants are, may be readily seen 

b y a comparison of the figures of them given by Wight in his "!cones" ii., 595 ("Asel. Acida") and his "Spicilegium 

N eilgherriense" pl. 15 2 and 1$5· (The P arsees must originally h ave used the same plant as the Brahmans did, now they 

use quite a different one. cfr. H aug's "Essays", p. 239). \Vhich then, if any of them, is the original Soma? A nd this 

loss of trad ition must (apart from the obvious development of rites) have begun very early ; fo r otherwise, it is impossible 

to account for the variat ions in the details of the same ceremony as described, e. g. b y the diffe rent <;rautasiitras . Thus we 

find, in the Cayanas, that A pas tamba directs the construction of the altars in a different way to that prescribed by 

Bodhayana. So again the great diffe rence in the way of uttering the Vedic accents and the singing of the Sama Veda, 

must strike every one who hears them. These differences , at all events, cannot be original ; for they occur among followers 

of the same <;akha of the Veda. The Ayoka tree of S. India is the 'Guattei·ia longif olia'; that of the N orth, the 'Jonesia 

a~o lia' . T radition is worthless all over the East in exactly the same way. Once, when crossing in a boat from the Nubian 

b ank of the Nile to the temple of P hilae, I asked the native boatman what he knew of the temple? He replied directly : 

" It is the Castle of Ans A lwujiid". T his personage is the hero of a popular Arabic fairy-tale ! H ad the boatman been 

a native of India, he would have . answered : «R a ma's (or the Plil).c).ava' s) p alace", and backed up his story with an 

endless legend. What ' I have here said about the worthlessness of local tradit ions in the East has been, long ago, asserted 

in respect of other countries. See, e. g. V olney, "Egypt and Syria" (Engl. transl. of 1788) ii., p. 2 4 ~\ Von H ahn, 

"Sagwissenschaftliche Studien", pp. 58 ffg. F . W. E llis wrote, about sixty years ago, of "the mist of fic ti~with which 

the Indians contrive to envelop every historical fact", but not even his recognized authority seems to h ave h ad much effect, 

as yet. 

! ) Of1• . W. von Humboldt's remarks on the Kawi (old J avanese) literature in his treatise on the K awi langu age. ii. p. 4. 

I 
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faint outlines of a long obliterated picture would reappear; faintly at first, but with 

time and patient research, they would (like fossils in the hands of the geologist) · present 

a living picture of a past; if not attractive, at all events strange. The prospect of such 

a result should tempt the few European students of Sanskrit in South-India who at 

present, in the hope of learning something of Indian matters, devote their attention to 

mechanical poems which repeat themselves with "most damnable iteration," or to plays 

compdsed by pedants during the worst times of India. This real history of South-India 

can only be gathered from inscriptions. 

A manual of Palceography like the one I have here attempted has a double object 

in view-to trace the gradual development of writing by means of documents of known 

date, and thus, also, to render it possible to assign a date to the larger number of docu

ments which do not b ear any. For this purpose I have given a chronological series of 

alphabets traced (with few exceptions) 1J from impressions of the original documents ; 

these are by no means perfect, as I have selected only the most usual letters, as these 

alone can assist in determining the date. Unusual letters are often formed after analogy 

or capriciously, and thus have, in Indian Palceography, but little value. 

Indian, and even South-Indian Palceography is hardly a new subject, though much 

that is really new will, I believe, be found in the following pages, which were originally 

intended to form part of an introduction to a Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit MSS. in 

the Palace of Tanjore, now in the press. As, however, I found that that work would 

necessarily be of cons.iderable size, I have preferred to publish these pages separately. 

The foundations of Indian Palceography were laid by J. Prinsep some forty years ago 2J, 

when he showed that the Indian alphabets then known to him were probably derived 

from the S. Ac;:oka character which he first deciphered; since then, little or nothing has 

been done except Sir W . Elliot's lithographic reproduction of the Ha1a Kannac;la alpha

bet, at Bombay about 1836 3>. Dr. Babington had already given an old TamiJ alphabet 4J, 

and Harkness republished both with some unimportant additions5 >. The materials I 

.have used have been collected by myself during several years, and in very different 

parts of the country, and are (I have every reason to believe) fairly complete. 

1) Plates xii., xiii., xvi ii. and xix. 

2J Bengal Asiatic Society's Joiwnal, vi., pl. xiii. 

3) The only copy I have seen had ·no title, hence I cannot give the exact date. 

4) Transactions of the Royal Asiatic Society, ii., pl. xiii. 

5) London, · 1837. ("Ancient and Modern Hindu Alphabets", b.y Capt. H. Harkness 37 pp.) ~ 
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Many attempts have been made by Mackenzie, Sir W. Elliot, Mr. C. P. Brown, 

Mr. H.J. Stokes and others to collect the inscriptions of South-India; but, though the 

importance of this work has been often acknowledged, few results have followed, as no 

individual (except perhaps Sir W. Elliot) could hope to be able to finish such a task. 

When the greater part of the plates and text that follow were already printed (b~tween 

one and two years ago), this important subject was still viewed with indifference ; since 

'then, the lndz'an Antz'quary in Bombay, and the labours of Profr. Kern at Leiden and 

Profr. Eggeling in London raise hopes that will not be disappointed. The treatment 

of parts of the Ac;oka edicts by the former 1 ' marks the epoch of a real scientific study 

of Indian inscriptions, and his knowledge of Indian antiquities and ways of thought has 

cleared up what seemed likely to remain for ever obscure. Profr. Eggeling is the first to 

publish the W. Calukya documents, and to show what they really mean. But the subjects 

of these researches present many difficulties. If ·South-Indian inscriptions present 

comparatively few puzzles, so far as the characters used are considered, they can only 

be satisfactorily explained by . a knowledge of Sanskrit and the Dravidian languages 

which rests upon a more certain foundation than is now usual. If the absence of notes 

and abbreviations render transcription easy and certain, there .is much in the language 

of the documents that will create serious difficulties. The earliest and most important 

grants for historical purposes are nearly all in Sanskrit, but the scribes were seldom 

content with leaving the names of places untranslated, and to restore these names to 

their Dravidian forms, and thus render identification possible, is often a task beset with 

difficulties 2l . A large number of documents are in Canarese and Tami,1, but as the 

I) "Over de Jaartelling der Zuidelijke Buddhisten", 4 ° Amsterdam, I 87 3. 

~J The Sanskritizing of Dravidian names b y official sc ribes seems to h ave happened in the following ways: 

A. Alteration of the whole name. 

r. Oo1·1·ect t1·anslation. e. g. Tlilavrinda=Pai:iaikk~q.u; Va~lirai:iya . 

2. Jl1is-t1·anslations . e. g. Blilli(puri} =Kocci (Cochin); K a il:ci(pura) = Ka1\ji (Conjeveram). 

B. Pa1·tial t1·anslation of the last part of a compound word, and which= town, village, mountain, etc. e. g· 

Konkal)apura= Konka1fa-l1a])i or rather Konkai:ii-ha!!i; Kollicala=? Golkoi:iq.a. 

O. Mythological pe1·versions of Dravidian names the meaning of which was early lost. e. g. Pli1!9-iyan into 

P ai:iq.ya, hence derived from Pai:i9-u; Rlishtra from Rat~a=Req.q.i; Tailjavur; Mahlibalipura from Mlimallai

pura; <;:ribali from <;iva!)i. Such perversions are generally intended to localize the N. Indian myth ology. 

D. Substitution of an entirely new name, the fir st part of which is the name of the God worshipped, and the 

second part s t h a 1 a or some equivalent word. 

I hope some time to be able to bring out a map of S. Indi a in which all such names will be entered, as far as I have 

been able to identify them. 

I 
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orthography fluctuated, and the vocabularies of these languages have been but little 

studied in a scientific spirit, it is not too much to say that not a single early inscription 

in either of these languages has as yet been explained in a perfectly satisfactory 

manner 1J. These documents contain the earliest specimens of the Dravidian languages 

(beyond single words), that we possess; they are, therefore, of capital importance for 

the comparative study of the South-Indian dialects, but have not as yet been used at all,' 

excepf by Dr. Gundert. 

These grants will again by their local irregularities of spelling throw great light on 

the history of the literary dialects of those languages, and especially of Canar:ese 

and Telugu. It is certain that the earliest literary culture in the Deccan was purely 

Sanskritic, and that compositions in the vernacular (except in TamiJ) scarcely existed 

before the 1oth century A . D.; but these were always artificial to the last degree, and 

contained Sanskrit words in profusion, they were in short Ka v y as 2>; hence for 

specimens of the language as actually used we must depend on the earlier inscriptions. 

The Tami); literature has also fallen under Sanskrit influences, but to a less degree; yet 

as it is scarcely probable that the grammarians had ended their work at the date of the 

earliest documents, these will furnish important information illustrating the history of the 

language. 

I have thus briefly pointed out what we may hope to gain by a study of the South

Indian inscriptions, and, to all aware of the utter uncertainty attending all Indian re

searches, the prospect must be a very attractive one. But there are many difficulties, as 

I have also pointed out, and there is one obstacle that I must not omit to notice. From 

the beginning, Indian studies have been infected by a spirit of vague sentimentalism, the 

cause of which it is difficult to find, and which has reasonably caused prudent enquirers 

to doubt the value of much that has been done. To all students of Indian literature 

one can only repeat the words of advice addressed by M. Chabas to the Assyriologists.: 

"Nous invitons les assyriologues serieux a pousser de leur cote le cri d'alarme, et a 

1 ) Dr. Guudert's labours on Malaya]am, and more recently, those of Mr. Kittel on Canarese will soon remove this 

obstacle; a really good Tamil Dictionary is yet, however, to be written. The best now existing is that printed at Pondi

cherry in 2 vols. 8° ("Par deux missionaires Apostoliques"). 

2J C/1•. Andhrayabda:cintamal).i, i., I. "Viyvayreyah kavyam" which siitra gives the object of the work. The analogy 

between the_ South-Indian artificial poems in the Dravidian languages and those in the old Javanese called Kawi is 

complete, and there can be no doubt that the last thus got their name. All thes~ compositions are, more or less, 

macaronic verses. 
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maintenir leur science au-dessus de la portee des enthousiastes .qui en abusent" 1J. If 

an eminent Egyptologist finds it necessary to address his cautious fellow-labourers 

in this manner, how much more does the warning apply to Indianists? If Egypt 

and Assyria present merely ruins and broken fragments, these are at least real, 

whereas Indian literature is, mostly, but a fata-morgana of ruins that have disappeared 

ages ago. 

I owe my best thanks to the Rev. G. Richter of Mercara for a loan of the Cera 

grant in his possession. To the Rev; F. Kittel I owe many important references 

and suggestions, as will be seen by the text and notes. The Basel Mission Press at 

Mangalore has spared no pains to bring out this Monograph in a complete form; and I 

am especially indebted to my friend Mr. C. Stolz and the other authorities there for 

the trouble they have taken, I hope, not in vain. 

1 J Etudes sur I' Antiquite historique d'apres les sources Egyptiennes", 2nd ed., p. r 28 . 
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CHAPTER I. 

THE PROBABLE DATE OF THE INTRODUCTION OF 

WRITING INTO INDIA. 

'HAT the art of writing was imported into India is now allowed by tnost Orientalists 

~who can claim to be heard, but how and when this occurred is by no means c~ear1 l. 
The earliest written documents that have been discovered in India are the proclam

ations of the Buddhist king Piyadasi or A~oka which are written in two different characters; 

and the silly denunciations of writing in which the Brahmans have always indulged, 

render it excessively improbable that they had anything to do with the introduction of 

the art. The inscriptions of A~oka are of about 250 B. C., but it seems probable that 

writing was practised to a certain extent in Northern India nearly half a century before 
that period. , 

Nearchus (B. C. 325) expressly states that the Brahman laws were not written2J. 

Megasthenes a few years later (c. 302 B. C.), mentions that they had no written books, 

and that they did not know letters (grammataY) or use seals, but he also mentions mile

stones at a distance · of ten st~dia from one another, "indicating the bye-roads and 

intervals" 1>. It is difficult, though not impossible, to suppose that these indications were 

made by the stones merely, and that there were not any marks on them to tell more than 

IJ Kopp (in 1821) first suggested a foreign Semitic source of the Devanagari alphabet. Dr. R. Lepsius followed in 1834: 
and then with much stronger arguments came Profr. A. W eber (Z. D. D. 111. G. x. pp. 389 and ffg . "Indische Sk izzen" 
pp. 127-150). He has always been the strongest supporter of this theory. But many consider it probable : Profr. T h. Benfey 
("Orient und Occident" iii., 170); Profr. Max Miiller (A. S. L i 2nded. p. 521). Profr. N. L. W estergaard ("Uber den altesten 
·zeitraum der Indischen Geschichte" p. 37) h tsitates. He considers it likely that writing was, originally, in India a secret 
known to the traders only. I am not able to refer to Biihtlingk's article on the age of writing in India mentioned by Lassen. 
Profr. Pott ("Etymologische Forschunge11, Wurzel-Wiirterbuch" ii., 2 p. liii.) is not however satisfied (1870). Mr. E. T homas 
(1866) suggested a Drav idian orig in of the Indian alphabets . Profr. Lassen repudiates a foreign origin for the Indian alpha
bets (I. A. K. Vol. I. 2nd ed. p. 1008) altogether. Profr. Whitney ("Studies" p. 85) considers a Semitic origin probable. 

2) Frag. F . in "Reliqua A rriani et Scriptorum de rebus A lexandri". Ed. C. Miiller, P aris, 1846 (p. 60.) 
::J "Megasthenis Indica" ed. Schwanb-ck, Frag. xxvii. (fr. St rabo. xv. I. 53-56) p. I 13. 
4 ) Do. Frag. xxxiv. (from the same source). pp. 125-6. · 
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the mere position of the stones could do'J. The inscriptions of Ac;:oka are also in them
selves proofs that writing was about 2 50 B. C. a recent practiGe, for they present irregu
larities of every kind2J. That these inscriptions are of a period immediately after the 

introduction of writing has been insisted on by Profr. Wassilj ew, who also remarks that 

it is not long after their date that the Buddhists refer to their scriptures as written3
l . 

On the other hand Nearchus is also represented as stating that the Indians wrote 

letters on a sort of cotton cloth or paper'1i. 
Again, passag es in Megasthenes have been understood by Schwanbeck to imply the 

use of writing at the period when he visited India. These are : ( 1) some passages which 
describe the proclamation at the beg inning of the year of a sort of astrological calendar 
for the coming seasons0J; again, ( 2) the statement that births were considered for astro
log ical purposes0J. But it is obvious that such usages afford but a faint presumption 

that writing was necessarily employed to enable them to be practised. There are many 
savage tribes still existing which are utterly ignorant of writing , and nevertheless do 

exactly the same things. Thus the description g iven by Megasthenes might apply to 
the 'Medicine men' of America, and the F etish priests of parts of Africa at the present 
day who are utterly ignorant of any art at all like writing . The Aztecs who, at the best, 

had only an imperfect hierog lyphic character, were g reat astrologers. Megasthenes 
also mentions (3) songs in honour of g ods and deceased persons1>; but there is no neces

sity to assume that these were written. The (4) milestones that he describes, I have al
ready mentioned. On the other hand it is expressly stated by Megasthenes that the 
Indians had no wn'tten laws, and strangely enough this is quoted by much later writers 
like Strabo, who must have been able to correct this statement if wrong at their time. 

1 J It is however singular that, as yet, none of these milestones h ave been discovered. 
~ ) Thu s in the th ird tablet we find a1iap itam, and in the fou rth atfapayisali, but in the sixth a r\api 0 • T he reduplicat ion 

of consonants is universally omitted where it should be fo und (c. g. piyasa, janasa, arabhisante, dukaram, svagam, dighaya, 
etc.). Nor is the orthography uni form; we find in t he Southern inscrip tions : etarisam and etlid isam also. Again in the 
Southern inscri ptions we have anathesu, but in the N orthern (at K.apurdigiri) an1 hesu. A gain the Southern inscriptions 
h ave both dasana and dasai:ia. T he insertion of nasals before consonants is also excessively irregular. But this may per
hap s be att ributed more properly to the carelessness of the masons who carved the text on the rock s. The existence of in
scriptions like the Ayoka edicts proves that writing was more or less commonly understood, but it is impossible, looking at 
the above irregularities aud the numerous others that occur, to suppose that writing was then used to express the minute 
distinctions that we find in the grammarians' rules. F or other similar irregularities , see Profr. Biihler' s "Three N ew Edicts" 

PP· 7, 9 , 32 , 34 etc. 
8 ) "Der Buddhismus" p. 30 (28). It is much to be reg retted t hat this admi rable work, which marks an epoch in Indi an 

studies, is not known by an English translation. The author' s immense learning has not p revented him from giving his 
result s in the clearest way, and he h as evidently worked without any prejud ice. See also Haug, "Uber das W esen und den 
W erth des W edischen Accents (4° . Munich, 1874) p. 18. 4) u. s. p. 64, a . 

5) " Megasthenis Indica" ed. Schwanbeck Fr. I. 42 (p. 91). 
GJ D o. Fr. xxxiv., 5 (p. 126). 
7J Do. F r. xxvi., l (p. 11 2). 
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The next point for consideration is: whence did these two alphabets come that we 

find in use in India in the third century before our era? 
During several centuries before that time, the natives of India had opportunities of 

becoming acquainted with many different systems of writing then current in the vVest 
and in Persia. 

The Phrenicians who voyaged for Solomon came to Southern India at least, and ex

porte<f from thence peacocks which were called in Hebrew by a Tami.\ name1>. The 

Persians about 500 B. C. conquered India (that is probably, the Punjab and part of India 
Proper or Northern India), under Darius; and in the inscriptions at Persepolis and Naksh
i-Rustam India occurs as the 21st and 13th province, respectively, of that monarch's 
empire~> . According to Herodotus India was the 2oth satrapy, and paid as tribute 360 

talents of gold. To pay such a very large sum a g reat extent of the country must have 
been subject. 

Still earlier conquests by Semiramis and Sesostris3J are mentioned, but the former is 
certainly mythicaP>, and the latter rests on the assertion of Diodorus Siculus alone. As 

his statement is not, as yet, corroborated by Egyptian monuments, little weight can be 
attached to it, but that the Egyptians traded with India, and that from very early times 
can hardly be doubted. 

Thus, before the conquests of Alexander, the natives of India had ample opportunities 

to learn the art of writing from others, or to invent a system for themselves, and thus it 
must be held that they copied, for there has not been found as yet the least trace of the 
invention and development of an independent lndz'an alphabet5l, while of the two characters 

in which the inscriptions of Ac;oka were written, the northern has been conclusively identi
fied (by Mr. E. Thomas) with an Aramaic orig inal, and a number of letters in the Southern 
alphabet point clearly to a similar source. I shall also show, further on, that there is a third 

I! That the H ebrew tuki is the Tami). . t o)'ai seems to be determined. The identification is finally due to Dr. Caldwell 
(" Comparat ive Grammar" p . 66) and is in every way satisfactory. The remaining foreign term3 in the same H ebrew passage 

appear h owever to have not been fairly considered as yet, and all proposed identifications of "almug" or "algum" would 
present the greates t difficulties. What has been proposed is to be fo und in Pro fr. Max Miiller's "Lectures on . the Science 

of Language" I. pp. 224-5 . The word Tukiim has been last d iscussed by M. Vinson in Hovelacque's "Revue de Lingui s

tique" VI. fasc. 2, very fully. That it cannot be derived from yikhin, the o shows. 
2 ) On the Empire of Darius see Menant "Les Achem~nides " pp. 167-9. K osso\vicz ("Inscriptiones Palreo-Pe rsicre Achre me

nidarum" pp. 72-3 and 76-7 .) translates the passages as follows: (Inscription of P~rsepolis) " 2. Edicit D arius rex: Voluntate 
Auramasdae hae simt provincire, quas ego tenui cum isto Pers iae populo . ... mihique tributum afferebant: Susiana ... . 
India" etc. (Inscription of Naksh-i-Rustam) 3. Edicit Darius rex: "Hae sunt provincire quas ego cep i extra a Persia (ex tra 
Persiam). Ego eas meae ditioni s foc i, mihi tributum afferebant quodque eis a me edicebatur hoe obsequentissime faciebant , 
lex quae mea es t, haec ab ·iis observabatur: Media .... , ....... Indi" etc. The original Pers ian word is 'Hi(n)dus'. 

~ ! Chabas "Etudes sur l'antiquite historique" p. 94. Thothmes iii. (? 1500 B. C.) penetrated to 'the country of elephants', 
but by 2 500 B. C. there was regular intercourse with S. Arabia. (Brugsch "His to ire d' Egypte" I. p. 8 1.) 

•U La L egende de Semiramis , par F. Lenormant (1872). p. I I etc. 
5) Max Miiller, Sanskrit Grammar (2nd edition) p. 3. 

l * 
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alphabet used only in S. India, the Vatteiuttu or old TamU alphabet, which must also have 
been derived from the same or a Semitic source; but which is apparently, not derived 
from, nor is the source of the Southern A croka alphabet though in some respects very 
near to it. Perhaps the most important proof of the Semitic orig in of these two last 

alphabets is the imperfect system of marking the vowels which is common to them both. 
They have, like the Semitic alphabets, initial characters for them, but in the middle of 
words these letters are marked by mere additions to the preceding consonant. In the 

Vatte),uttu it is difficult to avoid the conclusiort that the initial i and u are anything more 
than the consonants y and v. These points are intellig ible only on the supposition that 

the Indian alphabets are derived from the Phcenician, which was formed to suit langua
g es in which the vowels are subsidiary to the consonants, a condition which is not met 
with either in the Sanskritic or Dravidian lang uages. The character in which the Nor

thern Inscription of A<;:oka (at Kapurdig iri) is written, is from right to left, like all the 
Semitic characters; and the character of the Southern Inscriptions which runs in the 

contrary direction, yet shows traces of once having been written the same way1J . 

Mr. E. Thomas2
J has lately propounded a theory that the Southern Acroka alphabet 

is orig inally Dravidian, and then adapted to the N. Indian languages. This could only 
be the case if we assume the Vatte.Jpttu to be the prototype, but as this is an imperfect 
expression of the Dravidian sound-system3J, it cannot be an indigenous invention, and 

the theory presents many other objections. One insuperable difficulty is the entire 

absence of trace$ of any alphabet having existed in S. India before the Vatte.~uttu , and 
that all written monuments now known to exist prove a g radual invasion of the South by 
Buddhist and Brahmanical civilizations which brought more complete alphabets (derived 

from the Southern Acroka character) with them in historic times, and meeting the old 

Tami} alphabet or VatteJuttu g radually supplanted it. It is especially remarkable that 

lJ The Southern Inscriptions of A~oka have e.g. yv where vy must be read, (e. g. i11 katavyo) and the v is put under the 
r ight end of the y. A gain the vowel e precedes the consonant which in reading it must follow. The peculiar way of 
marking r to be read before or after the consonant above which it is marked (as was first pointed out, I believe, by Profr. 
W estergaard) appears to me also to point to the same conclusion. So also the marks which qualify the sign for roo in the 
cave character, and which are affi xed to the 7·ight side of the sign. 

2) In the J ournal of the R. A siatic Society, N P.w Series V. pp. 420-3, see p. 420 n. "The Aryans invented no alphabet" 
of their own for their special form of h uman speech , but were, in all their migrations, indebted to the nationality amid whom 
they settled for their instruction in the science of writing : (4) The D evcinugcwi was appropriated to the expression of the 
Sanskrit language from the pre-existing Inuian P ali or Lat alphabet which was obviously" originated to meet the requirements 
of Turanian (Dravidian) dialects." Mr. Thomas goes on to co nnect the advance of Sanskrit Literature and Grammar "with 
the simplified but extended alphabet they (i. e. the Aryan invaders of Inuia) constructed in the Aryan provinces out of a very 
archaic type (! ?) of P hcenician, and whose graphic efficiency was so singularly aided by the free use of birch bark." On p. 42 3 
he appears to consider that the D rav idians were taught by Scythian invaders who preceded the "Vedic Aryans". It is not 
clear if Mr. Thomas considers that the primitive alphabet which he assumes to have existed, was i1wented in India or an 
importatio n. 3J Below, App. A . 
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this last never had separate signs for the sonant letters (g etc.) which must have existed 

if Mr. Thomas's theory is correct, but though as I shall afterwards prove, the Tami), 
language had these sounds in the third century after our era, the earliest monuments do 

not exhibit any marks or letters for them. 
Very few Sanskrit books are nowadays even supposed to belong to a period when 

writing did not exist in India, and the only early ones that appear to mention writing 
are ~he grammars attributed to Pal).ini and to others. But the age of these works 
is by no means clear1l; and even if it be supposed that the Mahabhashya (or great com

mentary on Pal).ini by Patarijali) has not been since worked over again and again and 
tampered with (a supposition it is for intrinsic reasons, very difficult to avoid), this .com
mentary would only prove the existence of Pal)ini's Sutras in the second century before 
our era, a time when writing was certainly in common use in India. 

Par:i.ini implicitly mentions (according to the Mahabhashya) the wr1tmg of the 

Ya van as. It has not yet been fully determined what was intended by this term, nor 
is it clear whether it was in use in India or not2

J. It can mean either Persian or Greek 

1) Profr. Goldstiicker considered Pai)ini to have lived before Buddha ("Pa1,ini's Place" pp. 225-227) chiefly on the ground 
that the sutra viii., 2, 50 ("nirva1,o 'va te) does not provide for the peculiar Buddhist sense of nirval).a, and that therefore it 
is subsequent to Pat)ini. The same identical sutra, however, occurs in the Grammar attributed to <;akatayana (iv., r, 249), 
and is explained by the commentator (Yaxavarman) in a manner that makes it appear as if Goldstiicker's interpretation were 
too strict- avate kartari I nirval).O munih I nirva1,ah pradipah I ' avata' iti kim I nirvato vatah J nirvat.am vatena I 

Profr. Benfey ("Geschichte d. Sprachwissenschaft" p. 48 n. I) puts Pal).ini's Grammar at about 320 B. C. The latest 
authority is Profr. Aufrecht who says ("Annual Address" by A. J. Ellis Esq. as President of the Philological Society, 1873, 
p. 22): "Sanskrit Grammar is based on the grammatical aphorisms of Pat)ini, a writer now generally supposed to have lived 
in the fourth century B. C. at that time Sanskrit had ceased to be a living language. " Cfr. Whitney "Studies" pp. 75-7. 
Lassen I. A-K. i., 866; II. p. 477 (2nd ed.) puts Pa1,ini at 330 B. C. If his date be put a little later, many difficulties 
would disappear. See my "Aindra Grammarians" p. 44. 

2J The passages (text and C. Mahabhashya) are: (P. iv., i. 49) "Indravarul).abhavayarvarudramric;lahimara1.1yayava· 
yavanamatulacaryal).am anuk." On this s ii t r a the Mahabhashya (Benares edition, p. 27 of eh. iv. in Vol. iii.) remarks: 
"Himaral).yayor mahattve" I 'Himaral).yayor mahattva' iti vaktavyam I mahad dhimam himani I mahad ara1.1yam aral).yani II 
"yavad doshe" I 'Yavad dosha' iti vaktavyam I dushto yavo yavanl JI Yavanal lipyam J 'Yavanal lipyam' iti vaktavyam J 

yavananl l ipih II etc. 
The other Grammar gives the substance of this sutra in several (<;akatayana I., 3, 52-57) :-

52. Matulacaryopadhyayad an ea J 

53· Varm)endramridabhavayarvarudrad an I 
54· Suryadevatayam J 

55· Ac;l J (This allows surya also). 
56. Yavanayaval lipidushte I 

On this last sUtra Yaxavarman's C. runs: Yavanayavabhyam yathakramam lipau dushte ea 'rthe striyam anpratyayo bhavati 
yavananam lipih yavanani I yavananya I dushto yavo yavani I yavanya JI 57 Himaral).yad urau I etc. This is really modern. 

The word lipi (which occurs in a sutra of Pal).ini-iii., 2, 21, corresponding to <;ak. iv., 3, 132, i. e. divavibha niyaprabha
bhaskararushkartrantanantadinandili1)ibalicitraxetrajatighabahvahardhanurbhaktasatikhyat tah I/) is in some respects remark
able. The Ayoka edict (where it first occurs) is called a dhammalipi and is said to be lekhita or lekha pita. As in every case 
writing originally consisted of scratches or incisions on a hard substance (bricks were used in Assyria; bamboos in China, 
and stone in Egypt p1·imitively), one would expect instead of a word from Vlip (=smear), a derivative of Vlikh (=scratch); 
especially as the last is always used in India to express the act of writing on any substance (e. g. in the Manavadharmayastra). 
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writing. If the date of Pal).ini is put before 350 B. C., the first would be the probable 
meaning, as has been assumed by Profr. Goldstiicker1>; if later than that, it could not · 
possibly mean anything but Greek, for which Profr. vVeber has decided2

J. 

But Pal).ini's sutras show that writing was known in his time, and many expressions 
render it impossible to doubt that he used writing, and that to express minute details3J; 

and one of his sutras (vi., 3, r r 5) shows that the figures for eig ht and five· were then 
used for marking cattle. That writing must soon have come into general use in India 
for literary purposes cannot be doubted, for without it, it is impossible that the systematic 
prose treatises which form so large a share of the Sanskrit literature, could ever have 
been composed4

J. 

In all the earlier Sanskrit works there is very little, if any, reference to writing, and 

the preference for oral teaching exhibited by them is very marked; in fact the Brahman 
seem to have regarded the writing of any of their sacred or grammatical works as a 
deadly sin. But in the mediceval treatises it is evident that this most useful of arts had 
gained recognition in spite of priestly fanaticism and exclusiveness. Thus the earliest 

Sanskrit treatise on prosody which is attributed to Pingala contains nothing that can be 
held to imply the use of writing; the later imitation which describes the Prakrit metres, 
however, contains a sutra which proves the use of writing at the time it was composed5>; 

so also does the recent ( r 3th century) grammar, the Mugdabodha. 

Now in the cuneiform inscript ions of the Achaemenides d'ipi is the term used fo r those edicts. Thus in the Behistan inscription 
of Darius we find (iv. 15) "tuvm ka hya aparam imam d' i pi m vainlihy." T hou whoever beholdest afterwards this w1·iting ! 
It seems to me, therefore, not unlikely that 1 i pi has been introduc~d into India from the Persian dip i. Both Kossowicz 
and Spiegel refe r d'ipi to the Sanskrit V lip, but I see (by a note) t hat Dr. Hincks took this word to be Semitic. I h ave lost 
the reference, so cannot give his derivation, but the root ktb will occur to every one. With an admittedly Semit ic ultimate 
origin of the Indian alphabets , it is natural to expect a foreign term for the art of writing, and I would, therefore, suggest 
that 1 i pi is not a derivative of V lip, but, a corrupt fore ign term. The primilfaoie derivation from V lip assumes that 
l. writing is indigenous to India, and 2 . that it originally began there with marks not scratched on a hard substance but 
vainted on the prepared surface of a suitable stuff; both which assumptio11s are strongly negatived by facts. (cont1·a Pott' s 
W. W. v. pp . 180- 1). On lipikara=maker of inscriptions, see M. Miiller, in ~igv. iv., p. lxxiv., n. 

I) "Pli1~ini's P lace" p. 16. "It would seem to me that it denotes the writing of the Pers ians, and probably the cuneiform 
writing which was already known, before the time of D arius, and is peculiar enough i11 its appearance, and diffaent enough 
from the alphabet of the (1 7) H indus, to explain the fact that its name called for the format ion of a separate word." 

2) "Indische Studien" iv., 89. In the Berlin "Mouatsbericht" for Dec I 87 1, p. 616 n. he says : "der Name ... Ya van a . .. 
ist iibrigens jedenfalls wohl schon vor A lexander' s Zeit, durch die friiheren Perser-Kriege n1imlich, in denen ja auch Inder als 
Hiilfstruppen gegen die Griechen mit im F elde standen, den Indern bekannt geworden." Profr. W estergaard is also of opinion 
(Uber den 1iltes ten Zeitraum p. 33) that Greek writing is intended, and no one can doubt that this is the correct view. 

~J " Pai:iini' s P lace" pp. 34-61 Profr . ViTestergaard appears to have arri ve:! independently at the same conclusion. 
4 ) Cfr. Haug's " Essays on the Religion etc. of the Parsees" p. l 29. ·"In the fragments of the Ancient Literature as 

extant in the Zend-Avesta, nowhere a word of th~ meaning ' to write' is to be found. That is merely fortuitous ; because 
systematical books on scientific matters can never be compo;ed without the aid of writi11g." cfr . Whitney, " Studies" p. 82. 

5 ) " P rakrit Pingala" I., 2 . Diho samjuttaparo bindujuo etc. Here bindu can only refer to a written mark o. It is ex-
plained by Laxminlitha (in his "Pingala rthapradipa"): ' bindujuo' binduyuk.tah slinusvlirah. 
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That a literature of considerable extent can exist without being 1written has been 

conclusively shown by Profr. Max Muller in his "Ancient Sanskrit Literature," but it 
could not possibly include scientific and systematic treatises, though the oral transmission 
of long epics is quite probable '!. 

The foregoing facts will, I think, prove that the art of writing was little, if at all, 

known in India before the third century before the Christian era, and as there is not th.e 
least trace of the development in India of an original and independent system, it natur
ally f;llows that the art was introduced by foreigners. 

I have already mentioned the numerous indications that point to a Semitic original 
of the Indian alphabets, and which are generally received as suffiCient ; the .imme_diate 

orig inal is, however, as yet uncertain. Three probable sources may be suggested. The 
first is that the Indian alphabet came direct from Phrenicia, and was introduced by the 
early Phrenician traders21

• The second is that the orig inal of these alphabets is to be 

sought in the modified Phrenician alphabet used by the early Himyarites of Arabia, and 
this has been lately put forward as an ascertained and certain fact31

• As a third possibility 

I would suggest that the Indian alphabets may be derived from an Aramaic character 
used in Persia or rather in Babylonia. 

As regards the first possibility, it seems altogether inconsistent with the evidence 

regarding the scanty use of writing in the fourth century B. C. already g iven; for, as 
Phrenician communications direct with India must have ceased full five-hundred years, 
if not more, before that date, it is almost incredible that the art should not have arrived 

at perfection as applied to the Indian languages in that time, and have been in common 
use ; but this is (as has been already shown) far from being the case. Again it is difficult 
to understand how the forms of the letters could be retained with so little modification 

for such a long period as this view would require; for, from the date of the inscriptions 
of Ac;:oka (250 B. C.), documents with undisputed dates show that changes were marked 
rapid, and the progress of adaptation no less so4>. 

1J Cfr. Grote's "History of Greece", ii., pp. 144-1 48 on the long period during which the Homeric p oems were recited 
before they were committed to writing. 

2J "Orient und Occident" iii., p. 170. "Dass es einen uralten Zusammenhang zwischen Indien und dem W esten gab, 
wissen wir mit Eutschiedenheit durch Konig Salomon's Ophirfahrten. Sicher!ich waren diess nicht die altes ten. Die Phiini
cier waren gewiss schon lange vorher Vermittler des Handels zwischen Indien und dem W esten und wie sie, hiichst wahrschein
lich, die Schrift nach Indien brachten, mochten sie und vielleicht lEgypter selbst auch manche andre Culturelemente 
hiniiber und heriiber bewegt h aben." 

3 ) By F. Lenormant ("Essai sur la propagation de !'alphabet Phenicien" Vol. I., pt. I., Table vi.) The author makes 
the "alphabet primitif du Yemen" the source of both the I-Iimyaritic and Magadhi (!! ) alphabets. 

4J It is also worthy of notice that all the Southern A~oka Inscriptions from G ujarat to Ganjam (it1 the Bay of Bengal) are 
in precisely the same character. This looks as if the art of writing h ad then first spread over Northern India from the 
place where it was firs t used, perhaps Gujarat. In the course of a few hundred .xears, however, the alphabets used in 
Gujarat and Bengal had already become so different as to be very little alike in appearance. 
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vowel points used by the Semitic races, it seems that there is not the least evidence for 
believing that it was used by these last earlier than at a time when it was already in 
use in India. This problem is, perhaps, the most important that awaits solution out of the 

many regarding Indian palceography. 

A cursory inspection of the alphabet used in the Southern A<;:oka inscriptions will 
satisfy any one accustomed to such enquiries, that the character from which it is derivea 
did not comprise a sufficient number of letters, and that new signs were made by altering 
some of th~ old ones 'J. This is, in itself, sufficient proof that the Indian alphabet was 

adapted, and not an indigenous invention. Other facts also point to an adaptation from 
a Semitic character. It is possible (if the Phrenician origin of the S. A<;:oka character be 
admitted) to fix the period when it must have occurred within certain, though wide, 

limits. The late illustrious scholar Viscount E. de Rouge has (in his masterly treatise . 
"lVlemoire sur l'origine Egyptienne de l'alphabet Phenicien") shown that the Phrenician 
alphabet was derived from Egyptian signs about the I 9th century B. C.2

J Another 
not less eminent Egyptologist has shown that the tribute brought to Thothmes III. (I 7th 

century) proves that the Phrenicians had then commercial intercourse with India3>. About 
the 1 7th century B. C. is, then, the earliest period at which it is possible to fix the introduc
tion of the alphabet into India. But, again, though the changes in the Phrenician alphabet 
were, so far as is now known, of a very slight character even during several centuries, 

it is yet possible, even with the scanty information available, to trace some progress in 
development, and it is evident1J that the source of the S. A<;:oka character must rather 
be sought in the forms current in Phrenicia in or about the 5th century B. C. or even later 
than in the earlier forms. The N. alphabet is, on the contrary, nearer to the older 

forms, but it in no way concerns the people of S. India. Thus a~l known facts tend 
to prove that the earliest date of the introduction of the Phrenician alphabet into India 
in what became the S. A<;:oka character, cannot have been earlier than 500 B. C. and 

was probably not earlier than 400 B. C. At present, all available information points to a 
Phcenician-Aramaic origin of the Indian alphabets, but the information is too scanty 
to justify a more precise inference. Writing was, certainly, little used in India be
fore 2 50 B. C. 

1) Mr. Thomas has proved this clearly by his fig ures on p. 4u of the fifth volume of the New Series of the B. As. Society's 
Jou1·nal. The letters eh, th, slh, th, ph show their origin very clear!}:'· 

2J p. 108. This is now contested by Deeclce who considers that the Phcenician alphabet is derived from the cuneiform 
syllabary. Z. D. D. M. G. xxxi. His attempt is, however, according to so competent an authority as Profr. Sayce ("Academy," 
xi., p. 557) far from successful. He admits, that the Indian alphabets came from the Phcenician. 

3J Chabas, E tudes, p. 120. 

4) See plate iii. bis, iv., in Lenormant's "Essai" (i). 

2 
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In considering the question of the age and extent of the use of writing in India, it 
is important to point out that the want of suitable materials in the North at least, before 

the introduction of paper, must have been a great obstacle to its general use. . The best 
material for writing on to be found in India is the palm leaf; either of the Talipat 
(Corypha unzbraculifera), or of the Palmyra (Borassus jlabellifornzi's) . But the former 
appears to be a recent introduction from Ceylon into S. India, and it is there by.no means 
common even on the W est Coast, and is hardly known elsewhere. The palmyra also 
appears to have been introduced from Ceylon or Tinnevelly into the rest of the Peninsula; 
it is by no means common out of the South1

l·. The materials mentioned at an earlier 

date (excluding lotus leaves and such fancies of poets) almost preclude the existence of 
MSS. of books or long documents. The 'bhnrjapatra' which is understood (apparently 
on philological grounds-I cannot find out what tree furnishes this singular tissue) to . 
mean the bark of the birch-tree, could not have been available everywhere in large quan
tities, nor would it be very suitable2J. The supposition of those who . with Whitney and 

Bohtlingk assert that writing was, in India, long used only esoteri"cally for composition 
and the preservation of texts, while the instruction was entirely oral, is, on these g rounds 
almost certainly correct. 

Arrian3J (quoting Megasthenes) calls the palmyra palm by its proper name (tala)4l, 

but its leaves are not mentioned anywhere by classical writers as affording writing 
materials used in India. Pliny5l indeed mentions palm leaves as used for this purpose, 

but he refers the practice to Egypt before the discovery of papyrus. 

Paper was probably introduced by the Muhammadans; in all parts of India it appears 

to be called by some corrupt form of the Arabic name 'kagat'. Its use in S. India is at 
all events very recent, and even now scarcely ever occurs except among the MahratI 
colonists. I have seen a Telugu MS. of a Sanskrit work written about the end of the 
1 7th century, and Paulinus a St. Bartholemceo notices MSS. on paper of the Bhagavata 

IJ Voigt. "I-Iortus Suburbanus Calcuttensis" p. 640. Roxburgh, however, states that it is "common all over India". 
(Flora Indica, III. p. 790.) It requires the leaves of many trees to make an ordinary g?·antha. Palm leaves (there called 
lonta1·) were and are used for writing the Kawi or Old Javanese in J ava and Bali. When I was in Java I scarcely saw half 
a dozen of these palms. Cfr. Junghuhn "Java" I. p. 188. 

2) MSS. written on this substance are said to be in existence, but I have not seen any. Cfr. Schlegel's R amayal).a I. pp • . 
xv-xvi. A famous MS. on this substance is that of the Paippalada yakha of the Atharvaveda found lately in Cashmere. 
Dr. Biihler (Journal Bombay As. Soc. No. xxxiv. A. vol. xii. p. 29) calls the tree Baetula Bhojpatrci and shows that 
the bark is common enough in Cashmere. However in considering a question such as this, it is necessary to remember that 
only indigenous products deserve mention, for in the earlier times commercial facilities did not exist. The oldest MS. yet 
found in India is on talipat leaves. 

3) "Indica" ed. Diibner, eh. VII., 3 (p. 209). 
4 ) In S. India the palmyra is called 'tala'; the talipat, 'yrila la.' 
5J Ch. XIII., 21. 
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(in Travancore r 8th century); but the bigoted Hindus of the South still consider this 
material to be unclean and therefore unfit for writing any book with the least pretence 

h 1) to a sacred c aracter . 

CH APTER II. 

THE SOUTH-INDIAN ALPHABETS AND THEII\ . 
DEVELOPMENT. 

DP to about the first century A. D. the only written documents which are of a tolerably 
' certain date, and, thus, of use in S. Indian Palceographical enquiries are the Southern 
· Inscriptions of Ac;:oka. Of these three new examples have been lately discovered2J, 

others (of which the existence has long been known) are found at numerous places in 
India Proper, (which is north of the Vindhya range), from Girnar in Gujarat, to Jogada 
Naugam in Ganjam3

', the northernmost province of Madras on the Bay of Bengal; but 
not to the south of the line extending from the one place to the other. What the state 
of civilization was in the Deccan and TamiJ country in the third century B. C. it is 
impossible to say, but Piyadasi addresses his proclamation to kings in the Peninsula 
in the same sentence with the Greek sovereigns to whom he appeals4 J. It is therefore 
most improbable that the South of India was Buddhist at that time, and it is almost certain 
that it was not Brahmanized. It is possible to show, historically, how the Brahmans 

l)L. Varthema (who travelled from 1503-1508) remarks that P aper was in his time used in Pegu 'not leaves as at 
Calicut' (ed. of 1517 f. 61) . 

2J Buhler, "Three new Inscriptions of Ayoka", 1877. 
3l 19° 13' 15" N. and 84° 53' 55 11 E. The description of the place is given in a report to the Madras Government re· 

printed in the Indian Antiq1ta1·y, I., pp. 219 -221 . It was first discovered by Sir W. Elliot (Madras J. VI. N. S. p. 103). 
4> Tablet II. "Evam api sarnantesu yatha Co~a Pa(1~)~a Satiyaputo K.etalaputa etc. " The third word is read pacantesu 

by H. H. Wilson 1), and taken to be for pratyanteshu a word which is not supported by authorities. A s pan:! s, and c and m 
only differ in a ve ry trifling degree, I venture to read samantesu which is far preferable. P rinsep suggested, and no doubt 
rightly, that Co~a refers to the C6).a kingdom in S. India; Pro fr. H . H. Wilson, however, (pp. 14-15 of his article on the In
scriptions, separately printed from J. R . As. S. xii.) seems to think that these names refer to the North of India; but as the 
Co~a kingdom of the South was always famous, it does not appear necessary to assume another Co~a kingdom in the North 
as yet unknown. 

The alphabets of these inscriptions are so well known that it is unnecessary to discuss them or give them again here. 

1 J Mr. Burgess's collotype reads p nca 0 

2* 
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gradually supplanted the old Buddhist-Jain civilization of the Peninsula, the earliest 
historical civilization of which there is any record in that part of India; and the fact that 
the Vedas of the South are the same as those of the North, proves conclusively that 
this was done at a time when the Brahmal).as and Sutras had been definitely reduced to 
their present form, or at a time, at all events, not before the Christian era. There is 
not much historical evidence to prove that there were Brahmans in Southerr! India before 
the seventh century A. D., and there is very little to indicate that there were Buddhists 

or Jains there before that date1>. The exodus of members of both sects from the favoured 
North to the unattractive South, was, probably, the result of political events in the 

former country. The Jains as heretics were most likely driven out by the . orthodox 
Buddhists2>, and the Brahmans followed some centuries later, owing to the ceaseless 

conflicts that had disturbed their orig inal friendliness with the Buddhists, and to foreig n 
mvas10ns. In the South they g ot the mastery perhaps sooner than in the North. 

At all events, the oldest inscriptions that have been found in Southern India are far 

from being as old as the A c;:oka edicts, and the paucity of them- for the only place 
where they occur is AmaravatI-shows that Buddhism cannot have advanced to any 
conside~able extent. The cave hermitages, peculiar to the Buddhists, appear to exist 
in many other parts of S. India, in the Deccan3J and even near Madras. In a hill about 

a mile to the east of Chingleput there is a cave now made into a Liti.g a temple, but 

which was evidently intended for a Buddhist hermit's cell, and many of the curious caves 
and monolith temples at Seven Pagodas appear to have been orig inally made for the 
same purpose4

J. At AmaravatI and at Seven Pagodas"J there are inscriptions of a few 
words each, which are written in a character precisely similar to that used in the cave 
inscriptions near Bombay. It is tolerably certain that these last belong to the first 

. century before and the first and second centuries after the Christian era. There is not, 
however, a S. Indian inscription which can be accepted as genuine with a date before 
the 5th century of the Christian era, though one or two (without dates) exist which may 
be safely attributed to the fourth century A . D. The earliest inscriptions belong to 

I) Fa-Hian (A. D. 400) mentions only one B uddhist establishment (? E llora) in the Deccan, and mentions that it was ve ry 
difficult to visit S. India in his time. (Beal' s "Travels of Buddhist P ilgrims", pp. 139-1 4 1.) 

2) Dr. B uhler has ascertained that the J ains are the heretical Buddhists excommunicated at the first Council. I had shown 
that (in 1872) by 'Nirgranthas' J ains were intended, and Nirgranthas are mentioned in an A yoka Inscription. 

3 ! J. As. So c. of B ombay. V., pp. I 17 ffg. 
4) Hiouen-Thsang appears to have considered Conjeveram [Kien-tchi= K ai1ci (so also in the Canarese books), which in

scriptions prove to be more correct than the Brahmanical fic tion Ka 11ci] to have been th southern limit of Indian Buddhism 
in his day (c. 640 A . D.). A s the Brahmanical system of <;a1ikara sprung up in the next half century, this must have been 
near the most flourishing period of S. Indian Buddhism, yet Hiouen-Thsang's lamentations over the decayed state of his re
ligion are perpetual. 

· 5JV. Tripe' s "Photographs of the E lliot Marbles etc." (obl. F o., Madras , 1858), and Trans. R. A s. S. ii. 
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three dynasties, the Calukya of Kalyal).apura in the Deccan, to a as yet nameless dynasty 
which ruled the country (Vengi) between the Krishl).a and GodavarI before the middle 
of the seventh century A. D., and to the Cera dynasties which ruled the modern Mysor.e, 
Salem, Coimbatore and part of the Malabar Coast. These three classes of inscriptions 
present alphabets which, though well marked, are merely varieties of the Cave character, 
and it is, therefore, impossible to suppose that the civilization now prevailing in S. India 
but which took its rise in the North orig inally can really have commenced to work on 
the South before the earlier centuries of the present era. In the tenth and eleventh 

centuries northern influences commenced again to prevail in parts of the Deccan, and 
introduced the DevanagarI alphabet which has there assumed forms peculiar to the 
South of India. 

In the S. Ac;:oka inscriptions we find a system of writing precisely similar to that 
used in later and even the present times, and, as it cannot be of foreig n (Semitic 1 >) but 

must be of Indian orig in, it is necessary to remark that the way of writing consonants 
which follow one another immediately without the intervention of a vowel occurs already 
in these inscriptions. Thus we find dv, pt, mh, rv, vy, s~, sth and sv in the Gimar edict, 

and the letters are placed above one another just as is done now. In the Rupnath edict 
vy, occurs. The usage was therefore already general in the 3rd century B. C. Prakrit 
inscriptions in the Caves show few traces (e.g. s~) of this way of writing~ 1 , but the Sanskrit 
inscriptions of the. same period furnish many examples. In the Prakrit inscriptions a 
consonant (as Profr. Kern has shown) is sometimes doubled by a dot before it3>. 

The Cave character chiefly differs from that of the Ac;:oka inscriptions in a preference 

of angular forms (e. g-. in m) where the former has curves. Typical letters are k (in the 
Cave character, the bottom stroke is leng thened turned up to the left) ; j which is made 
very square ; 1, v, which are angular compared with the rounded A c;:oka forms; r is 

also longer than in the Ac;:oka character. This ch~racter was in use over a very large 
extent of country and accordingly presents slight varieties in form as regards the letters, 
more in respect of the numerals. If it be necessary to mark this fact, the variations 

might be (as Dr. Buhler has suggested) disting uished as the Eastern and Western Cave 
characters. It is not, however, possible at present to utilize fully this distinction 
in respect of the derivation of the S. Indian alphabets, as the earliest documents in 
S. India are not of an earlier date than the fourth century A. D., and respecting the 
course of development during several centuries we have, thus, no information. It was, so 

l) The only primitive system of writing in which letters are ever put above one another is the Egyptian, see Brugsch 
"Hierog. Grammatik", p. 4. 

2l There are several examples in the Mathura inscriptions. J. R. As. Soc. v. (New Series) pp. 182 ffg. 
3 J E. g. in J unnar I. thakapurisa 0 sa is for 0 sassa. 
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much may be safely said, very trifling and there is reason to believe that the S. Indian 
alphabets are derived from the Western Cave character. 

The further discussion of the Cave character would lead me into long details which 
are beyond my present scope. 

In this chapter I shall consider the different forms of the letters in use at different 
periods as proved by inscriptions, confining myself entirely to the forms of the letters. 
But as the history of the expressions of the phonetic elements of the Dravidian 1s a 
matter of importance even in palceographical questions, all material that could be dis

covered relating to this subject will be found collected in an Appendix (A). 
The derivation of the South-Indian Alphabets (except the Vatte.\uttu) may be repre

sented as follows in a tabular form: 
B. c. 250 S. A<;:oka character 

A.D. I 

I 
350 Oem 

I 

I 
Cavel) 

I 

I 

I 
Oalukya 

I 

I 
Vengi 

I ~ 

I 
Gupta2J 

E. Calukya Old J avanese (Kawi) Old Grantha Vv. Calukya Vatleluttu .... I 
I I I Nagari 

I 1000 
Transitional 

I 
I I 

Middle Gr. Ha)a-kannaga Old Telugu ::::Old TTM.hyiJ"m 

-1-1 
Old Nandi-Nagari 

I 
1600Tuju Malaya)am Grantha T a mq Canarese T e lugu Modern Nandi-Nagari 

J a v an e s e etc. 

lJ The Cave inscriptions and the ch aracter used for them etc. are discussed in the Bombay Jo iwnal: I. pp. 488-443 (Caves 
of Beira and Bajah near Karli, by Westergaard); II. pt. ii., pp. 36-87 (General Description of all the Caves, by Dr. J. Wilson); 
III. pp. 71-108 (Bird); IV. pp. 132-4 (Inscriptions at Salsette, by Stevenson); pp. 340-379 (Second Memoir, by Dr. Wilson); 
V. pp. 1-34 (Kal).heri Inscriptions, b y Stevenson); do: pp. 35-57 (Nasik Cave Inscriptions, by the same); do: pp. 117-123 
(Cave-temples etc. in the Nizam' s Dominions, by Bradley); do: pp. 151-1 78 and 426-428 (Sah yadri Caves, by Stevenson); do: 
pp. 336-348 (Caves at Koolvee in Malwa, by Impey); do: pp. 543-573 (Caves of Bligh in Rath, by the same); VI. pp. 1-1 4 
(Klil).heri Inscriptions, by E.W. West); do: pp. II6-120 (Kal)heri Topes, by the same); do: pp. 157- 160 (Excavations at 
Kal).heri, by the same); VII. pp. 37-52 (Nasik Cave Inscriptions, by E .W. and A.A. ·west); do: pp. 53-74 (Ajanta ·In
scriptions, b y Bhau Daji) ; do: pp. l r3-131 (Junagar Inscriptions, by Bhau Daji); VIII. pp. 222-224 (Bedsa Cave Inscriptions, 
by A. A. W est); do: pp . :n5-233 (Cave and Sah Numerals, by Bhau Daji); do: pp. 234- 5 (Inscription at Jusdun, by the 
same). ."Indian Antiqua1·y", ii ., pp. 245-6. (Ra mgarh, Chota Nagpur); iii. , pp. 269-274 (Ajantli); vi., pp. 33-44 (Junnar). 
There is also much on these caves in Mr. Burgess's works on Archreology. Weber, "Indische Studien" xiv., (explanation 
of Junnar Inscriptions, by Profr. Kern). K ud a and N a n a g h a ~ Ocwe Insci·ipt·io ns (by Mr. Burgess) 2 sheets folio, circu
lated by the Bombay Government, 1877. Some of these are of a very archaic ch aracter and must be not much later than the 
A~oka edicts. See also 1.1ransactions of the Oi·iental Congress for 1874. 

2) Specimens of this character are to be found in the Bengal Jo u1·nal and in Cunningham's "Reports". (I. p. 94 etc. ) 
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The names that I have g iven to the different characters in use in S. India at different 

periods, are mostly derived from the names of the dynasties under which they obtained 
currency; for a change of dynasty in S. India generally brought about a change of 
even such details as the form of royal grants, and these constitute almost the entire 

palceographic material existing from the earlier times. 

§ 1. TELUGU-CANARESE ALPHABETS. 

Of the South-Indian alphabets, the most important from every point of view are the 

Telugu and Canarese. The parts of the Peninsula where these characters have been 
developed have been of the g reatest importance in the political and literary history of 

the South, and chronologically they are the first. 

The earliest documents existing belong to the Telugu country comprising the deltas 
of the Krish!).a and GodavarI, where also, at Amaravati, the most important '!uddhist 
remains in the South, have been found. The orig in of this kingdom does not probably 
go back beyond the second century A. D., for it is no.t mentioned in Ptolemy or by the 
Periplus of the Red Sea by the name found in the inscriptions-Verig ide<ra- or even 

by the later name Andhra used by Hiouen-Thsang ( 7th century 1>). The names and 
dates of the kings are quite uncertain, for only two grants of this dynasty appear to be 
in existence, and one of these is almost entirely illegible2>. The dates they bear, are also, 

like those of all early inscriptions, merely the year of the king's reign, and this is not 
referred to any era. This dynasty was supplanted in the beginning of the seventh 
century A. D. by a branch of the Calukyas already established at Kalya!).a about the 
beginning of the fifth century A. D. and which is the first lii'stori"cal dynasty of the Deccan. 
It appears that the Pallava kings of Conjeveram belonged to the Verig i family; probably 

Conjeveram was a dependent province which became their chief place after the conquest 
of V erigi by the Calukyas. 

Taking Fa-Hian's account of the Deccan (400 A. D.) it is excessively improbable 
that the history of that part will ever be traced back to an earlier date. 

l) T here is not the least mention of any Telugu kingdoms in the A~oka Inscriptions. Probably that part of India was 
not then civilized at all, but inhabited by wild hill-tribes. 

2) Mr. Fleet, I regret to say, also gives up all hope of reading the second inscriptioO:. 
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A. The Vengi Alphabet. (Plates i. Cl/nd xxiv.) 

Compared with·the Cave character the Vengi alphabet presents little development, 
and I think that this fact justifies the date I have assigned to the speoimen ·g iven in 
Plate xxiv. 1J 

In a the curl at the foot which disting uishes this letter from the short a is extended, 
and this is a peculiarity which appears only in this character. 

The perpendicular strokes on the left sides of j and b are here curved, as are the 

top and bottom lines of i;i.. 

v in the second inscription to which I have referred, is represented by a triangular 

form disproportionately large compared with the other letters, and thus very near the 
Cave form. 

The suffixed forms of the vowels differ somewhat from those in the Cave character. 

i w1lich is in the last represented by a semicircle open to the left is here open to
wards the top of the consonant which it follows or is united to it; i which was orig inally 

represented by a semicircle open above and attached to the consonant, or by a semicircle 
open to the right is here represented by a curl which marks the long vowel very clearly. 

u which was originally marked by a semicircle open at the bottom, and under the 
consonant it follows, is here represented by a highly characteristic curved form which 

does not appear in any other alphabet. 
In the compound consonants the second and third letters still retain their complete 

original form. The superscript r still preserves the straight line of the original r of the 

Ac;oka inscriptions. 
r is here represented by a form that occasionally occurs in the inscriptions of the 

I J That the dynasty, to which the inscription given in P late xxiv. belongs, preceded the Calukyas was first pointed 
out by Sir W. Elliot in the Mad1·as Joiwnal (Vol. xi. pp. 302-6). The capital (Vengi) appears to have entirely vanished; 
it is said to have been the place now called Pedda Vengi or Vegi in the K!·ish1.1-a District, bnt there are several places of 
the same name in the neighbourhood. As in the Telugu Mahabharata which belongs to the twelfth century A . D. Rajah
mundry is called the N ayakaratnam of Vengideya, the old capital must have been deserted long before that time. Hi~uen

Thsang (iii., pp. ID5-II0) calls the small kingdom that he visited ''An-ta-lo' (Andhra) and the capital-'Ping-k'i-lo'. It 
appears to me that this is intended for Ve1i.gi ; the 'lo' being merely the locative suffi x '-lo' of the Telugu nouns, naturally 
mistaken by the worth y Chinese pilgrim monk for a part of the word. So the Portuguese called <;alayam-Chaliatta, using 
the inflected form of the nam~. Julien' s suggestion 'Viti.khila' only fails in there not being the slightest trace of such a place. 
T he -i in Ve1i.gi is uncertain ; it occurs both short and long in the Sanskrit inscriptions. In Canarese it is certainly short ; 
in Tamq the name appears as Ve1i.1ai (great inscription of Tanjore), and this indicates a short vowel, Vengi seems to be a 
Sans~ritized form of V engi. cfr. I}a11ci for Ka1Ei etc. Vengi seems impossible as a Dravidian word. Yengo also occurs. 

'Andhra' is properly the name of the country between the two rivers, and only became synonymous with ' Telugu' owing 
to that kingdom being the native place of the writers in and on Telugu in the twelfth and following centuries. 
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w. Calukyas up to the end of the sixth century, viz., with a short loop turned to the left. 

In the E. Calukya deeds the loop is generally turned to the right, if it is not complete. 
Final m is represented by a small m less than the other letters, which is also peculiar 

to the Veti.gi character. The existence of a distinct sign for upadhmanrya (~)etc. is 
especially worthy of notice, as proving that the Sanskrit alphabet was in the fourth century 
A. D. already adapted to suit the niceties of the grammarians. This character has also 

a sign z for the vajrakriti (i".e. h before k and kh) as has been indicated by Mr. Fle~t. 
As in the Cave inscriptions, so also here, we find that a small cross-stroke or thicken

ing of the top end of the line is made in all cases where the letters begin with a perpen
dicular stroke downwards. The character of the Ve1i.g i inscriptions is angular like that 

of the Caves, wh
1

ereas the A<;:oka letters are rounder. . 
The cross stroke has, no doubt, arisen from the necessity of marking clearly the 

end of the line, especially in inscriptions on stone, but, developed in the course of time, 
it has become the angular mark v- above some T elug u and Canarese consonants which 

has b een strangely imagined to be the short vowel a. ·This error was started by the 

first Telugu Grammar by A. D. Campbell 11, but has b een constantly repeated down to 

the present time without any reason at all 2>. 

On the inscriptions in this character in Java, and on the early Kawi (Old Javanese) 

character, see Appendix B. 

B. Wester11 Calukya31
• (Pllites iii., iv. and xxv.) 

The earliest specimen of the Western Calukya character was, hitherto, supposed to 

be a grant by Pulake<;:I, dated <f· 4 1 1 (or A. D. 489 ), and of which an abstract is given 
in the Journal of the R. Asiatic Society 4 >. This has, however, been found by Mr. F.leet 

l) Second edition (I 820) p. 3. The error is probably of native origin as this mark i s- called in Telugu-talaka\tu. 
2) See the last published Telugu Grammar by the Rev. A. Arden (187 3) p. 7 where it is called a 'seconcla1·y' form of et. 

3J The origin of this name (which is also written Calukya, Calluk ya, Caulukya, Calik ya and Calkya) is obscure. A grant 
of 1086 (E . of p. 2 I n .) ment ions a 'Calukyagiri' where Gauri was worshipped (see next page). But the event to which this 
passage refers, must - if i t ever occurred-be put about the 4th century A . D. or some seven hundred years before the date 
of the inscription which records it! I am unable to find any other traces of this hill; it may be one of the numerous 
mountains in Central India where barbarous rites (as described by Colebrooke and, in later times, by Forsyth) st ill prevail. 
The legend evidently belongs to a comparatively recent period in the history of the family, and when it h ad become of great 
consideration in Central India. The family appears to h ave been known even in J ava ; in a document of 84 I A. D. an 
interesting list of names of co untries occurs : "kling, ... gola, tjwalika, malyala, kan~ake" .. . kling = kalinga ; gola is correctly 
copied from the original p late, but it must be for Cola; tj valika (cvalika)=calukya; malyala=malaya!a; kan~ake may per
haps be read kan;iataka ; anyhow, it is plain what is intended [ Cohen-Stuart, "Kawi Oorkonden," p. 8 (tek st) and 5 b., 4 
of the facsimile]. A purely mythical explanation of the name h as been found (by Mr. Fleet) in an inscript ion ; this derives 
the name from culuka= a water-pot! 1. A. vi ., p. 74. CJ1·. also Vikrama1~ikadevacarita I., 46, for the same derivation. 

41 Vol. v. pp. 343 fig. J\tfr. F leet has sent me a photograph of a leaf. The T ami! inscriptions of the IIth century 
(Tanjore and Seven Pagodas) call this kingdom "irat(a-pa~i (i . e. Re~c:Ji-kingdom) se.ven and a half lakhs." 

3 
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to be a recent forgery; the character of the writing, I firid, makes this perfectly evident. 
The earliest I can use is, however, a grant on copper plate, of Mail.gala of about 
5 78 A. D. which is a little before the most flourishing period of the Calukyas in the 
beginning of the seventh century A. D. 1J It is not the earliest known authentic grant of 

1 The defeat of Harsh avarddhana, the king of Kanoj, by a Calukya which is satisfactorily established by Cunningham 
("Reports" i., pp. 280-282), shows the rapid growth in power of the Calukyas of Kalya1~apura. T his defeat was not, how
ever, by Vikramaditya (as Genl. Cunningham states) but b y Satyayraya, his father, as is proved by several inscriptions. 
One (in possession of a Jain acarya at Hyderabad) has: <;;:ri-Pulakeyimaharajasya prapautrah ... . <;ri-Kirtivarmapri(thi)v i
vallabh amaharajasya pautrali samarasamsaktasakalottara patheyvara<;ri-Harsh avarddhanaparaja(yopala)abdhaparameyvarapa
ranamadheyasya Satyayrayayriprithivivallabha .. sya priyata;nayah etc. Another (photographed in the Mysore collection) 
has nea1·ly the same phrase: .... <;ri-Harshavarddhanaparajayopalabdhaparameyvaraparanamadheyah Satyayrayayriprithivi
vallabhamahadhirajaparameyvaras etc. This defeat must be put near the end of the 6th or beginning of the 7th century. 
The genealogy of the dynasty of these kings was first given by Sir W. Elliot in the London Asiatic Soc.iety's Jom·nal; 
and his paper was afterwards reprinted with corrections in the .Mad1·as Joiwnal (vol. vii., pp. 193-2I 1). With a few 
additional corrections required by inscriptions since discovered, and some of which were pointed out by L assen (I., A. K. iv.), 
also omitting the mythical beginnings of the dynasty, the table is as follows: -

Pulakeyi-Vallabha or Pulikeyi, Polakeyi or Polakeyi t) 

I 
Kirttivarma P:ithivivallabha I. -------

I 
Matigaliya (ascended the throne 566 A. D.2) was reigning in 578) 

-----------------------~, 

Satyayraya-<;riprithivivallabha (or S. V allabhendra 
or Pulakeyi) began to reign separately in 610 A. D. 3) 

I 
Candraditya 

and Vijayabha\\a rika 

I 

I 
Vikramaditya I. 

I 

Kubjavish1:rnvarddhana (Eastern Calukyas. See next 
Table, pp. 19-20) was probably reigning in 607 A. D. 

According to the Kmi~ubefarajakkal, <;ankaracarya lived 
during this reign, a statement nearly correct. 

Vinayaditya-Yuddhamalla I. (V. Satyayraya) began to reign in y· 602=680 A. D. 

I 
Vijayaditya began to reign in y• 617 (695 A. D.) 

I 
I I 

Vikramaditya II. and Lokamahadevi * ** * 
began to reign in y• 655 (733 A. D.); 
invaded Conjeveram (Fleet in/. A. vi. p. 85) 

I I 
Kirttivarma II. Kirttivarma III. 

I 
o It is necessary to remark that this genealogy and dates can only be regarded as provisional, not as definite. 

lJ A grant of 1086-7 A. D. (1·eferred to as E on p. 21, n .) traces t he Calukya family to the Somavam9a throug·h a number 
of mythological personages and kings of Ayodhyii to a Vijayaditya who: vijigishaya Daxii;i.npatham gatva Triloeanapallavam 
adhixipya daivadurihayii lokiimttaram agamat. Tasmin sainkule purohitena v~iddhiinintyai9 ea siirdd ham anta{r)vva(ti" pa)tni 
tasya Mah iijavimurilemun iimiigrahara m upagamya tadv ilstavyena Vi s h1.rnbh a~~asomayiij in n d11hi t~i nirvvi9esham ab hiraxitii safi 
Vishi;i.uvarddhanan namdanam asiita; sii ea tasya kumiirakasya k(a)lakramopetiini karm "ii;i.i k(a)1·ayitvii tam avarddh ayat; sa 
ea miitr ii viditavritt iinto niggitya (? nirgaty a) Calukyagirau Namdabhagavatiin Gau rim iiraclhya Kumiiraniirnya1,1amiitdgai;i.iim9 
ea sainttarpya 9vet(ii)tapatraik a9amkhapa1nocamahii9abdiidi'ni kulak ramiigatani nix(i)ptiin i * * * * * * * samiidiiya Kadamba
gangiidibhiimip iin nirjitya Set11Narmadiimadhyam daxi1,1apathan piilayiim nsa. 'l'asya Sidd ijayad ityo Vishi;i.uvarddhanabhii
patih Pallaviinvayajiitiiyii Mahadevy 19 ea nand anah. / tatsutah Pul ake9ivallabhah; tatputrah Kil'ttivarmma. 'l'asya tanayah 
... . Satyii9rayavall abhendrasya bhriita Kubjavish1,1uvarcldh ano dviicla9a varshii1,1i Ve1igide9am apiilayat etc. 

2J '.!.'his date is due to Profr. Eggeling. 
3) See Mr. Fleet's remarks Indian Antiqua1·y, vi. p. 73. 
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this dynasty; for there is an inscription of Mangalrc;:vara d. c;:. 500 . in the Badami cave, 
but this is not accessible to me. The Aihole inscription is d. c;:. 556 as finally read by 
Mr. Fleet 1

J. 

All these inscriptions are in an upright square hand with the letters very well formed; 
the forgeries (of which there are several) do not imitate this style, but resemble the in

scriptions of their t eal dates. 

So far the flourishing older dynasty of the Calukyas, which after Vikramliditya II. appears to h ave been fo r a time almost 
overthrown by feudatories such as the Rashtrakuta, Kalabhurya, and Yadava chiefs, and the history of this kingdom is, thus, 
very obscure for the eighth and ninth centuries. With Tailapa the restorer of the Calukya power in the later dynasty, all 
once more becomes tolerably certain, especially as regards the dates of the ~eigns . A very poetical account of the fi rst sove
reigns of this line is given in Bilha9a's Vikramlinkadevacarita; it is often contradicted in details by the Co)a inscriptions. 

Tailapa 

I 
Bhimarlija 

I 
Ayyana 

I 
Vijitaditya (Vikramaditya, Satyliyraya) m. Bonta Devi {y· 895-919=973-997 A. D.) restorer of the dynasty 

I 
Tai!abhupa-Vikramaditya III. 

I 
Satyliyraya m. Ambika' Devi 

(? ¥· 919-930=997-1008 A.D.) 

I 
Vibhuvikrama-Vikramaditya IV. 

(? r 930-940=1008-1018 A. D.) 
(not mentioned by Bilhai)a) 

I 
Someyvara Deva II. (Soyi or Sovi Deva) 

I 
I 

( D a s a v a r m a m. B h a g a v a t i D e v i ) 

I 
I 

(Ayyana) 
I 

Jayasimha (Jagadekamall a) 
(? ¥· 940-9 6z= 1018-1040 A. D.) 
(mentioned in the T anj ore inscription) 

I 
Someyvara Deva (Trailokyamalla, 

Ahavamalla) I.(?¥· 962-991=1040-1069 A. D.) (took Dhara) 

I 
I 

Vikramaditya V. (Kalivikrama) 
I 

J ayasimha 

(? r· 991-298=1069-1076 A. D.) (y. 998-1049= 1076-11 27 A. D.) (viceroy in Banavasi) 

I 
Someyvara Deva III. (Bhulokam alla) 

(¥· 1049-1060= rr27-1I38 A. D.) 

I 
I I 

Jagadekamalla Tailapa II. (Trailokyamalla) 

(y· 1060-1072= I 138-1I50 A. D.) (¥· 1072-rro4= rr50-rr82 A. D.) 

I 
Virasomeyvara IV. (Tribhuvanamalla) 

(¥· 1104-1111=rr82-r189 A.D.) 
Mr. Fleet lias pointed out (Indian Antiquai·y, vii., p. 20) that the form 'Calukya' was used by this later dynasty. 

IJ I owe a facsimile of Ma1igala's inscription to Mr. Fleet ; he has edited it in the Indian Antiqum·y, vol. vii., p. l6r. 

3* 
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A feature common to all the later inscriptions of the W estern Calukyas but which 
does not occur in any others, is a marked slope of the letters to the right. The Eastern 
Calukya character is, on the other hand, remarkably square and upright; this distinction 
is quite sufficient, after 6 50 A. D., to show the orig in of an inscription. 

Somewhat later, about 700 A. D., is the beginning of the change in writing subscript 
vowels which afterwards formed the chief difference between the Telugu-C.anarese 
.alphabets on the one hand, and the Grantha on the other-a tendency to bring the 
marks for a, e and o from the side of the consonant to which they are attached, to the 
top, and again to bring the mark for a subscript form from underneath the consonant to 
its right side. The character in Pl. iv. (690 A. D.) uses almost universally the older form 
(cfr. ku, tu, etc. in Pl. iv.). 

Only the cursive forms of a and a occur in the later inscriptions of the Western 
Calukyas after about 6 50 A. D., so far as they are known to me, and this again distin
guishes them from those of the Eastern dynasty which preserve most generally the older 
forms of these letters up to the middle of the tenth century, though we find both forms 
co-existing in inscriptions of the eighth and ninth centuries. 

The W. Calukya method of writing r above a following consonant is primitive, like 
the Ve11gi, and differs from the Cera form (see Pl. ii.); it did not last long, for about 700 

A. D. the r is made clearer by a slope to the right, and this (between 1 200 and 1300 

A. D.) developed into the modern Telug u form, and then, at last, was written separate 
to the right of the consonant it precedes in utterance. 

Ch appears at the time of the oldest South-Indian inscriptions to have had the form 
of t><J ( cfr. pl. iv. cch); in the modern alphabets this is quite lost, and this letter has the 
ordinary form of c with the addition of a small stroke underneath, such as marks the 
aspirate in Q, ~ etc. 

Interesting as the inscriptions of the W estern Calukyas are historically, owing to the 
synchronisms with events in the history of Northern India that they exhibit, they are 
but of little importance in the literary history of the South of India; for it is certain that 
the kings of Kalyal).apura always favored the culture of the north 1 

• 

W ith the temporary fall of this dynasty the Western Calukya alphabet appears to 
have gone entirely out of use2>. 

The earlier Kadamba inscriptions are in a character very near what is here 

described. 

IJ Vidyapati of Someparadeva (Ahavamal!a) I. (1 040- 1069) was Bilhai)a, a native of Cashmere. 
2 ) Several of the inscriptions of this earlier dynasty h ave already been published in the Joiwnal of the R . L1sic1tic Society 

of London, and in the Bombciy Joiwnal. ( ~ee for the last: Vol. ii., 1-12,- pp. 262-3; Vol. iii., pp. 203-213. The first 
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c. Eastern Calukya. (Plates v., vi. and xxvii., xxviii.) 

In the early history of the Dravidian part of India, this dynasty is of the greatest 

importance, but as yet rio account of it has been published. It succeeded the V eri.gi 
kings early in the seventh century, not long after the famous defeat of Harshavardhana 
by Satyac;:raya of Kalyal).apura, and was founded by his younger brother1>. In tne 

of the g;ants described belongs to the reign of Vijayaditya, and is dated, ¥· 627=A. D. 705. The .second is dated in the 
tenth year of Vijayaditya; the third appears to belong to a fondatory). Facsimiles of some from the sixth to about the 
fourteenth century are given in the "Collect ion of Photographic Copies of Inscr iptions in Dharwar and Mysore" published 
by the Committee of the Architectural Antiquities of Western India. See also I. A. i., p. 80 (Tribhuvauamalla ro83 A. D.); 

P· r 4 r (? Someyvaradeva ii., 875 A . D .); iii., p. 305 (Mangaliya of 578 A.D.); iv., p . 278 (Jayasimha ii., A.D. ro28); v., P· 
67 (Pulakeyi ii. , 585 A. D.); p. 342 (in the reign of Vikramaditya, 1093 A . D.); vi., pp. 72-8 (Satyayraya, 613 A. D. and a 
doubtful one of Vikramaditya i., without date); pp. 8 5-94. (Viuayaditya, 690 A. D.; do: 692 A. D.; do: 69 5 A. D.); p. 

137-142 (Vikramadityatribhuvanamalla, A. D. 1096; J agadekamalla, ? I 139 A . D .)- nearly all by Mr. Fleet. 
1) The dynasty is given as follows in a number of inscriptions which I have been able to consult; nearly all of which (an 

unparalleled circumstance in India) give the number of years that the several kings reigned. A. (from Masulipatam) d. 5th 

year of Vish1.rnvardhana II. B. (in the N ellore Sub-Collector's Office on five plates) contains a grant by Yuddhamalla (about 

95o). C. on fi ve plates (? the Godavari Collector's Office) d. y· 867 = 945 A. D., being in the reign of Ammaraja. D . a grant 
of Kulottunga-Coja-Deva, d. 1085 A. D. E.= a grant by Kulottunga in the 23rd year of his reign (= 1087) from Pittapur. 

F. a grant by Kulottuliga (Viracojadeva) son of Vikramaco)adeva, d. y• 1056=1134 A. D. 
The number of years each king reigned follows in () his name. Those names which are not of actual sovereigns of Vengi 

are in spaced t ype. 
Kirttivarmli: (see above, p. 16 n .) 

I 
I I 

Satyayrayaval l abhendra Kubjavishz.mvardhana I. (18) about 620 A. D. 

I 
I 

Jayasim.havallabha I. (3o)lJ I 
Indrabhattaraka (Iudraraja D .) 

I 
Rajanaudana-Vishi:rnvardhana II. (9)2J 

I . 
Maligi(-yuvaraja D.); E. omits the name and has only tatsiinur mma (sic) yuvarajah (25) 

I 
0 I I (1) JayasimhavallabhaII. (E. Jayasimha) (13) 

(2) Kokkili (Kokili, Kaikkili) (6 months) 

(3) VishIJ.uvardhana III. (37)3) 

I 
(<;aktivarma)Vijayadityabhattaraka I. (18; 16 according to E.) 

I 
l) B. D. E. F. make Jayasimha reign 33 years . 

. 2) .A.._ "Ql'ikil'ttivarma1;iah pranaptii ... ,. Qrivish1;mvarddlmnamahiir iijasya napt(ii) ..... Ql'ijayasimhavallabhamahiiriijasya 
priyabhratur ane~ayuddh iila1ik{ita9arirasye 'ndrabha~~iirakasya priyatanayah 9rimiin Vish1;1uva rddhanamahiil' iij ah" etc. D. F. 
make lndrabha~~araka reign for seven days. 

3) D. has: "tasya (i. e. Kokkileh) jyesh\o bhl'iitii tam ucchii\ya saptatri?n9at. 
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inscriptions of this dynasty their territory is often called V e.ti.gi, and it forms the second 
and last Ve.ti.gi dynasty. 

I 
Vishnuvardhana IV. (30)1) . I 

Vijayaditya-Narendra-Mrigaraja II. (48 according to E. 40) 
• I 

Kalivish1:mvardhail.a V. (1 year 6 months)2) 
I , 

• I I Gm;ianka-Vijayaditya (E. Gm;iangavijayaditya) 
III. (44 ; but according to F. 40 only) Yuddhamalla I 

Vikramaditya Yuvaraja 

I 
Calukya-Bhima (30) _ 11 
Kollabhiganda-Vijayaditya (6 months)3) 

I 
Ammaraja (7) __ _ 

I 
Vijay a ditya 

Vikramaditya (11 months) 

Raja-Bhima (12) 51 

I 
Ammaraja II. (2 5)_ 

I 
Dananripa (?) (3)6J 

I 
<;aktivarma (12) 

I 
* * * * (25) 

Tlirapa (r month)4) . I 
Yuddhamalla (7) 

( Time of anarchy? 

I 
Vimaladitya (7) , 

Vimaladitya was succeeded by R ajaraja Co)a owing (it is stated) to an intermarriage of the Co)as and Kalinga Calukyas, 
which really occurred. His son Kulottunga succeeded him in 1064 A. D. (il1acl1·as Journal, xiii., Pt. 2, p. 40), and as 
Rajaraja reigned 41 years (D. E. and F.) this makes the date of the end of Vimaladitya's reign to be 1023 A. D. Both 
D. and E. explicitly term R ajaraja son of Vimaladitya. For the passage in E. see note 4 below. The Tamil inscriptions 
(e. g. the inscription at Tanjore) state that Vengina<fu was conquered; Indian history shows that snch marriages as the one 
mentioned above, were always the result of a conquest. 

1) D. F. make his r eign last 36 years. E. makes it 26. i 
2) C. F. have : dvyardhavarsh nµi; B.-.Ash~iida9a masii(n); D. - dvyardhavarsham. E. has: adhyardhavarsham; is this 

a mistake in copying an older document? 
3 ) E. has eleven months. 
4) D. E.-Tii«ij. apa. E.' omits the length of this r eign. 
5) D. tam ucohiitya di9iid .Ammaraj(ii)nujo Riij abhimah dviida9a varshii1,1i. 
6) In D. only the years a re clearly legible. E. has after .Ammariija II. ta(j)jyesh~o Diinii * * as tdm9at; tatputra(h) 9akti

varmii dvada9a; t adanujaVimal iidityas sapta ; tatputro Riijarii:jadeva ekacatviirhn9at; tatputra(h) 9riKulottungaco«ij.adeva 
ekonapancii9at etc. E. has: tatsiinur .Ammai·O:jah pa:icavim.9atim; tasya dvaim O:turo Danan ~ipah triµi; tatas saptaviin9ativar
shaµi devadurihayii Veiigimahir anayikii 'bhavat; tato Diiniinnavasutah 9aktivarman~ipo dv ii:da(9a) varshiii;ii bhiim apiilayat; 
tatas tadanujas sapta vatsar iin bhiitavatsalah Vim O:!aditya (sic) bhiip a!ayiimiisa medini(m) I tattanayiinaya9ali jayalaxmi
dhama Riijunarendrah catviirinu;atam abdiin ekam ea punar mahim apii!ayad akhiliim etc. The causes of the time of anarchy 
at the end of the lOth and beginning of the llth century are not known, but may be fairly attributed to the Co\a invasions . 
.At the beginning of the 1 lth century (see Tennent's "Ceylon" i., p. 402) the Co\as had conquered that island, and not long 
after they must have effected the successful invasion of Bengal which is recorded in the great inscription at Tanjore. 
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This dynasty is of the greatest importance so far as S. India is concerned, for it can 

be traced with some certainty, and affords clues to the dates of important events. 

The earliest inscription I have seen, is a g rant by the first sovereig n Visht).uvardhana 

I.; it is on copper-plates, and was found in the Vijayanagaram Zamindary in 186 7 (Pl. 

xxvii.). Except in regularity and neatness, the character of the writing of this document 
differs very little from that already described as the Ve1i.g i character, and does not ex: 

hibit any cursive forms ; these first appear in the latter part of the seventh century. 

The chief distinctions between the characters used for the W estern and Eastern 

Kalinga1> inscriptions have already been g iven. As the two countries were under 

branches of the same royal family about the same periods, it is convenient to call the 

respective characters after the two dynasties of the Calukyas; but it must be recollected 

that there is no real connection b etween them palceog raphically, except so far as their 

common orig in through the 'Cave character' is in question. 

The decided tendency of the Eastern Calukya character to preserve archaic forms, 

clearly distinguishes it from the character used under the Western dynasty. This last 

seems to have been affected by the North-Indian early NagarI, as it almost copies 

C. carries the genealogy down to Ammaraja, and it is dated 945 A. D. in his reig n. The grants D. and E. would make 
the beginning of his reign four and six years respectively after this date. The 'di screpancy is not, however, sufficient to 
throw doubts on the list given above, and is probably owing to the uncertainty of the <;aka era. It is obvious that the 
number of entire years of most reigns only being given, the list cannot be absolutely correct. 

The total of the reig ns of sovereigns of this dynasty amounts t o about 40 3 years, which brings the first year of K.ubja 
Vishl).uvardhana to about 620 A. D., and as his elder brother Satya~raya reigned in K.alyal).apura about 600 A. D. , this date 
is by no means improbable. It is nevertheless imposs ible to suppose that the K.alitiga Cl\lukyas were est ablished in the old 
Vetigi kingdom for some years after that date. Thus the grant printed in pl. xxvii. was found far north (in Vizagapatam), 
and it seems probable that the Cl\lukyas first seized the northern part of the Telugu sea-coast, and then conquered the south. 
The eclipse mentioned in the earliest known grant of this dynasty (see App. C. and plate xxvii.) shows that Vishl).uvardhana 
was reigning in 622 A. D. 

1) K.alinga, or rather Tri-kalinga is a very old name for the greater part of the Telug u Coast on the Bay of Bengal. The 
latest mention I know, is in the g rant of Yuddhamalla (already referred to as B.), which says of this king (about 950 A. D.) 
"Vengibhuvah patir abhii(t) Trikalingakotteh" (4 line 3). Hioue11-Thsang also mentions K.alinga (7th cent.). Pliny (vi., 67 
of the edition published by T eubner) says : "Insula in Gange est magme amplit udinis gentem co11tinens unam, nomine Modo
galingam." Dr . Caldwell (Comp. Gr. pp. 64-5) took this to be for the old T elugu, 'Modoga and litiga' and to mean 
"three-li1igas" , and, thus, accepted the native etymology of 'Telugu'. There can be no .doubt that it is merely Muq.u-K.alitiga 
or Three K.alingas, and has nothing to do with litiga. T he native etymology of 'Telugu' first occurs, I believe, in the 
K arika of Athar val).acarya who copied and qiiotes H emacandra, and therefore could not h ave lived before the thirteenth 
century. In his second edition, however, Dr. Caldwell gives up this explanation (p. 32). 

'Telugu' is evidently from a common D ravidian root V te! or V tell) which means 'to be clear or bright', and the 
Trilinga theory is certainly not supported (as Dr. Caldwell appears to think) by P tolemy' s Triglyp ton or Trilingon (vii., 2, 
2 3), which is most probably a copyist' s error for Trikalitigon. At all events a derivative of 'glypho' could never mean 

liti ga. Cunningham ("Ancient Geography of India," p. 51 9) recognizes three K.alingas, and rightly doubts the name 
having anything to do with liiiga. 

J) Ta mq: !=Tel: l; Dr. Caldwell "Comp. Gr." p. 194. .A.. D. Campbell suggested this derivation: Tel. Gr. p. vi. 
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the horizontal stroke at the top of letters used in the latter. It also uses cursive forms 
to a large extent. 

The Plates iii., iv. and v., if compared, will show how correct is the account · by 

Hiouen-Thsang (about 640 A. D.) of the writing used in his time in the Deccan and 
on the sea-coast. He says1l: "La langue et la prononciation different beaucoup de 
celles de l'Inde centrale; mais la forme des caracteres est en grande partie la meme." 

All unquestionable grants by kings of both the Calukya dynasties that I have met 
with are in Sanskrit. The later they are, the greater is the neglect of the minute rules 

for orthography laid down by the Sanskrit grammarians, especially as regards the use 
of the bind u. I shall give a summary of the results that I have asc~rtained, further on, 
in describing the modern alphabets used in the Telugu and Canarese countries. · (p. 29.) 
It is, perhaps, to be regretted that editors of Sanskrit texts, in these days, are in the habit 
of restoring exactly the orthography of the earliest grammarians; if we rightly do so in 

the case of Vedic texts where the MSS. justify this course, as well as the fact that we 
have here to deal with relics of a time when Sanskrit was a living language, the case of 
most t exts is quite different; they were written long after Sanskrit had become a 

dead language, and represent no real pronunciation; to complicate the orthography 
of such texts is unmeaning p edantry, and can lead to no good result2J. It is certain that 

their authors (often profound grammarians) never followed the primitive orthography
why should foreign editors in the present day? The oldest inscriptions (e. g . Girnar) 

use the bindu for m in the cases where it does not represent m before h, and this is the 

only exception. 
I may, however, here properly call attention to the remarkable practical results of 

the minute studies of the early Indian grammarians as regards the analysis of Sanskrit 
phonetics. When the Brahmans from the North of India introduced literary culture 

to the Dravidians (except probably the TamiJ race) and to the Polynesians, they came 
armed with the results of these studies which might seem of not the least practical value, 
but it would be difficult to find a clearer instance of the ultimate practical utility of the 

most recondite scientific research; for they were thus able, in what was certainly a very 
short space of time, to furnish a number of foreign and uncultivated languages . with 
admirably exact plionett'c systems of writing, and to this alone is to be attributed the rapid 

growth of indigenous literatures among those peoples. The merit of this work will be 
more apparent, if one compares it with early attempts of Europeans in the same way. 

1) "Voyages des Pelerins Bouddhistes," i ii., p. ro 5. In ro3 r A. D. Albiriinl mentioned this character which he called 'andri'. 
2) Of1·. \Vhitney's remarks: "Atharvaveda Prati~akhya," p. 140 on the 'characteristic tendency' of the Hindu Gramma

rians 'to arbitrary and artificial theorizing'. 
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The monstrosities of the English are, unhappily, too well known, but there is a singular 

example in a book written by an Italian of learning and culture, who was one of the first 
in modern times to travel in Western India-L. Varthema. He knew Malaya!am well, 
and gives several specimens of it; the following sentence will do for my purpose: "Matile 
matile: gnan ciatu poi". This he explains by "non piu non piu chio son morto," 'l and it 

represents the Mal. 0cdi1 0cdi1 6Y()):>CYO ru~ cSn_j:iro1 ma&i ma&i nan eattu poyi. A knowledge 
of the Italian pronunciation would perhaps enable any one to utter this in a way intelli
gible to the natives of Malabar, but the value of the native letters being once known, 

no difficulty could occur. So if we take Father Estevao's tr~nscriptions of Ko11kaIJ.i2l, 

and the Dutch way of writing Malay3> both of about I 600 A. D., their inferiority to the 
Indian adaptations is evident, though all are really very well done. Nor were the men 

who adapted the Sanskrit alphabet to the Dravidian languages and the Javanese, mere 
mechanical workmen, they could add the necessary new signs to some extent as will 
appear in the course of this work. They often, however, used Sanskrit letters to 

express others which are, phonetically, different, though similar. (App. A.) 

D. Transitional. (Plates vii., viii. and xxix.) 

What I have termed the transitional period, or from I ooo- I 300 A. D., marks the 
rise and most flourishing period of the North Dravidian literatures. During the whole 
of this time the older kingdoms decayed rapidly, feudatories became more or less 

independent, and changes in the limits of territory subject to the different sovereigns 
were perpetual. The encouragement ofliterature was, however, general, and this period 

is also marked by the rise of several religious sects. The result, palceographically, was 
that by I 300 A. D. the old Telugu-Canarese alphabet which was in use from the coast 

of Canara to Rajahmundry, presented scarcely any varieties or differences of form of 
the letters sufficient to justify a distinction being made '1'. From I 300 A. D. up to the 
present time, however, a marked divergence has arisen between the alphabets used by 

the Telugus of the coast and the Canarese people; and this divergence has been much 
increased since the introduction of printing in the course of the present century. 

I) Fol. 75 a. ed. of Venice, 1517. I have correctly divided the words printed: gnancia tu poi. 
?.J See my "Specimens of S. Indian Dialects" No. 1. pref. pp. ll·l3 (2nd ed.). 
3
J See the Dialogue in De Bry's smaller voyages (E. Indies) Pt. ix. pp. 33. ffg. (Lath1). 

4
J Al-Biriini, however, (Reinaud, "Memoire'', p. 298) distinguishes in 1030 between the Karnata and Andri 

characters. 
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The feudatories which overthrew the Western Calukya kingdom appear to have been . 
,partial to the N. Indian culture, and used the NagarI character for their g rants 11 • 

The Co!as (who succeeded the Eastern Calukyas) preserved the indigenous character 
and used Sanskrit for the northern part of their territories, but soon gave these up for 
TamiI. Thus, at the time of the Muhammedan invasions and settlements in the peninsula 
about the beginning of the fourteenth century, the use of the South-Indian alphabets 

was confined to the extreme south of the peninsula, and did not extend much beyond 
the present northern limits of the Madras Presidency. That the Telugu and Canarese 
alphabets and literatures did not become entirely obsolete, is owing to the considerable 

power of the Vijayanag ara2> dynasty in the 14th, 15th and early part of the . 16th 
centuries, and to the steady patronage of South-Indian Hinduism by the kings of this 

dynasty during that period of time31• It is owing to this influence that many inscriptions . 
from about 1 500 to 16 50 A. D. in the North-TamiJ cquntry and even still further South 
are in the Telugu character. This is especially noticeable in the old Tol).c;lainac;lu (or 
neighbourhood of Madras), and it is to the same influence that must be attributed the 

numerous settlements of Telugu Brahmans over greater part of the TamiJ country, and 

especially in Tanjore. 
The transitional type of the Telugu-Canarese alphabet differs from the Kalinga

Calukya by the admission of a number of new forms which eventually became permanent; 

they are used, however, concurrently with the older forms except in a few instances. 
The exclusive new forms of letters are : 1) c, in this the top is opened out; 2) dh, 

in which the old square form is now provided with a "' at the top, 3) and bh. This last 
was evidently written in the alphabet of 945 A. D. by two strokes, the second being 
made from the first, and prolonged down in a curved form; in the transitional alphabet 

which began in the next century the.se two strokes are separated. 4) Q has a more 
cursive form than in the alphabet of the previous century. 

As in the alphabet of 94 5 A. D. there is little distinction between the long and short 
i superscript. In the older alphabets the long i is marked by a curl in the left end of 
the circle which marks this vowel, e.g. n (i) and Q (i ), but from the tenth century this 

distinction is almost lost. 

1 ) I shall for this reason notice them when describing the variet ies of the Nagari characte r used in the South of India . 
2) Or Vidyanagarn. T he last (Mr. K ittel tells me) occurs in the C. Basava-P ur a 1.ia, ch. lxiii., 2-3 (1369 A . D.). Both 

forms seem equally authentic, but the first seems to be the earliest , and occurs in a grant of I 399. Cfr. Colebrooke's Essays, 
ii. p . 263 . Couto's explanation (Dec. vi. f. 92 b. of orig. ed.) shows th at about 1 600 'Vijayanagara' was the accepted fo rm. 
He says that the name signi fies: "Cidade de vitoria." 

BJ The Telugu poet Bhattamiirti was encouraged by Nar~saraya, and A!lasanni P eddai.wa by Krishr.iaraya. (" llfad1·as 

J ou1·1wl," v. pp. 363, 4.) 

----------------
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In the .eleventh century the modern forrrt of the subscript u begins to appear, and is 
used far oftener than the old form written underneath the preceding consonant; but the 

reverse is the case with the long u which rather preserves the old form. In the next 
century the modern form of ii (to the right of the preceding consonant) prevails neatly 
universally, but the old form of the short u is by no means entirely disused. The 
secondary forms of e and ui and ai are very nearly the same as in the alphabet of 945 
A. D.; z'. e. written at the top of the preceding consonant, whereas in the earlier forms 

they are on the left side. 0 and au are also very little changed in form. 
It is necessary also to notice the changes in the 'way of distinguishing ph from p. 

In the earliest form (Pl. i.) this is done by the upper end of the stroke on the right side 
being curled round to the left ; in the later alphabet of the tenth century there is a loop 

on the middle of the inner side of this stroke. In the alphabet of the next century this 
loop has become a slanting stroke across the upright stroke, and finally about a century 

later this is underneath the middle of the letter. 
It is necessary here to notice the use of a sign for 9, and also the signs added to 

the orig inal Sanskrit alphabet to express the Dravidian letters !, !'• etc. 
A sig n for y does not occur in the S. Ac;:oka and Cave inscriptions, but only sh and 

s. In the Sah, Vengi, and later characters we have a distinct sign. Now in some of 
the earliest Ceylon inscriptions M. Rhys Davids detected two s~bilants: one the ordinary 
s, the other a{:', and the two are indiscriminately used for s1

J, and this has been assumed 

to be quite peculiar to Ceylon2
'. The importance of the discovery in respect of phone

tics is very great, but I think it will eventually be admi.tted that this letter is merely 
the Sanskrit sign for ¥· If the sign for .this letter in the earlier S. Indian inscriptions be 
referred to, it will be seen to be almost the same. It is certain, at all events, that this 
sign was early in general use, for we find it in the earliest Javanese (Kawi) inscriptionsnl; 
but the Ceylon form is evidently the earliest and, I think, will help to show the real orig in 

of the sig n for the Sanskrit ¥· In the later Ph~nician and in the Aramaic character4 J of 
from the seventh to the fourth century B. C., the letter 'shin' has the form \.f) or l~ or lJI, 

I ) Indian Antiquai·y, i. p. 140. 
2J See the late Dr. P. Goldschmidt' s Repo1·t (of 1876) p. 4 in which he says: "A graphical peculiarity of the most 

ancient inscriptions is the use of two s (one the common s of Ayoka's inscriptions, the other one resembling a Greek 
Digamma, a f<;>rm unkown in India), which it would be difficult to account for without the supposition that the pronunci
ation of s in Ceylon must have struck the Hindu introducers of the art of writing as somewhat different from their own." 
See also Acarlemy, xi. p. 139, 

:l J See especially '<;riman° ' in the Tjaroenten inscription (? middle of the 5th century A. D.). It occurs in several in
scriptions of the 8th century A. D., e. g. in the <;aivite one from Brambanan (Cohen-Stuart, No. xxiii., lines 1-4 etc. re-
peatedly), also in the Sumatra insc~·iptions . . 

4> See pl. ix. of vol. i., pt. 1 of Lenormant's "Essai". 

4* 
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and this is obviously the orig inal of the sh of the earlier southern inscriptions, which is 
B (e.g·.) in the Mathura (or E. Cave) character1>. In the northern character this is inverted 
to express sh, and it appears to me that this same letter, but inverted, is used in the S. 
alphabets to express c;. Such divergences between the N. and S. Acroka characters exist, 

and prove an independent development. The N. and S. (Acroka) signs for s are, however, 
clearly derived from the later form of 'Samech'. 

The sign for ~ in the Telugu and Canarese alphabets is a development of the sign 
for <:l; it is very nearly the same up to about 1 200 A. D.; a little after it appears with 
the tail turned to the left, and thus has become a distinct sign2

'. 

The Telugu and Canarese languages also required an additional · sign for :r, this is 
represented by e:'.l or e'.l. The origin of this sign is not clearly ascertained ; it occurs 
in early inscriptions in Canarese but later in Telugu. 

There is also the form w which represents the S. Dravidian 1 (IP) and which does 
not occur in Telugu. The origin of this is also unknown; it is used often to express the 
Sanskrit sh before p, e. g. in pushpa, and may be intended for ;; and to suit the vulgar 
pronunciation pufpa. 

It seems likely that these additional signs were the invention of people from N. India
the first Jain or Brahman pioneers in the South-whose attention would at once be 
attracted by these strange sounds; for though the Canarese-Telugu alphabets are mere 

adaptations from the Sanskrit, they were not complete and wanted signs for ~ and o. 
Now to this day, the people of N. India cannot distinguish or pronounce properly 
the Dravidian e, e, o and o, and it, therefore, follows that the adaptation was by northern 
people. 

The transitional stage continued till the end of the thirteenth century A. D., and 
includes a period of great literary activity not only as regards the Telugu and Canarese 
languages, but also in Sanskrit. The reforms of the Vedantist Ramanuja belonged to 
the twelfth century, and he obtained great influence in Mysore where he converted the 

sovereign (a Yadava of the southern dynasty of Dwarasamudra) from the Jain persuasion. 
This king appears to have encouraged Telugu literature (because, no doubt, it was 
thoroughly brahmanical and orthodox), as much as his immediate predecessors had 
encouraged the Canarese3l; and Nannaya Bhana (a native of the east coast) composed 
under his patronage (about 1r 8 0 A. ·n) a Telugu Grammar in Sanskrit, and began a 

I I J. R. As. Soo . New Series , vo l. V. pl. i. Both~ and U occur in the Kangra inscription. See P rinsep's "Essays' ' 
ed. Thomas, i. p. 159 . (pl. ix.) 

t ) In the inscriptions .from the T elugu country we find Co)a always written Co~la , but the T elugu 9- = J is probably a late 
degeneration; ! seems to be a primith·e Dravidian sound. 

&.J See Mr. Kittel' s preface to his edition of Ke~iraja' s Canarese Grammar. 

-----------· 
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translation of the Ramaya!J.a which was fin ished by another Brahman, also a native of 
the east coast, a little later 1

J. These events are nearly contemporaneous with · the final 

ruin of the W estern Calukya dynasty which fell i~ 11 82 , and then the Yadavas became 
independent both in the North (Devagiri) and South, and thus shared the greater part of 

the old Cera and Calukya king doms. 

E. The old and modern Telugu- Canarese Alphabets. 
(Plates ix. and x.) 

The next stage in the development of the northern Dravidian alphabets is the Ha!a

kannaQ.a and old Telug u, between which it is impossible at present to establish any 
distinction. This alphabet dates from the end of the thirteenth century, and the distinc
tion between it and the character I have termed transitional consists merely : r) in the 
disuse of the few remaining older forms which I have described in the last section as 

being found in that alphabet, and the exclusive use of the new forms; 2) in the absence 
of distinction between d and dh, p and ph and some other aspirates ; 3) in the absence 

of marks to distinguish i and 12
' . Between this alphabet and the modern forms the 

differences are but trivial. 
As will be easily understood in the case of an alphabet like this which was in use 

from the Canara coast to the mouths of the Krishl).a and GodavarI, there were several 
slight varieties or hands, but it would take far too much space to notice here more than 

a few points, even though such details are of interest as partly subsisting up to the. 
present time. 

The earliest important variation, I have noticed, is in the form of t. About r 300 this 
letter appears in inscriptions on the west (or Canara) coast with a double loop ~. that 
to the left is only partly closed, whereas on the east coast and the central territory 
between the two, the form ~ with a sing le loop is preferred3

J. In the modern Telug u and 

Canarese alphabets, this is exactly reversed. In the inscriptions in the Canarese country 
visarga is represented by a circle large enough to occupy the same space as the other 
letters, in the eastern country a very small circle only was in general use. Again the 

- ·-~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

11 This poet(?) was named Tikk a1:u.ia; he died in l 198 A. D. (Brown's " Cyclic T ables," Madras edition, p. 58). Nagavarma, 
the author of the Canaresc Prosody, was also a Telugu from Vengi ; h is date is, however, uncertain. (lVIr. K ittel' s ed. p. xxv.) 

21 See Mr. F leet' s remarks on an inscription of A. D. 1510. Inclian Antiqv,a1·y , v. p. 73· 
31 F or the Canarese forms I use an inscription on stone at Mangalore, cl. ¥· 1225 = 1303-4. I have an excellent 

photograph (by Messrs. Orr & Barton of Ba ngalore) from an estampage- impression by Mr. K ittel, and h ave examined 
the original ; Mr. K ittel has also k indly given me a transcript. 
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Canarese form of k ('o) was 'orig inally the most general one1>, whereas the modern 
Telugu '13' was confined in the fourteenth, fifteenth and sixteenth centuries to the northern 
part of the present Nellore district, where a very round hand has always prevailed. 
Owing to that part of the Telugu country having been one of the earliest British 
possessions in Southern India, this hand was adopted as the model, on the introduction 

of Telugu printing in the beginning of this century at Madras. At ·present, the 
Canarese is especially distinguished from the Telugu alphabet by the method of marking 
the long vowels i, e and o, by the addition of a separate sign (-e) following the 
consonant with the usual short vowel affixed; this is entirely wanting in Telugu. The 

earliest instance I have noticed is in a palm-leaf MS. of the first half of the sixteenth 
century A. D., but it does not .occur in any old Sanskrit MSS. in the Canarese character 
at all, nor commonly in Canarese MSS. till much later. The Telugu method of marking 

the short and long e and o does not appear till the seventeenth century. About this 
period apparently owing to the revival of Sanskrit studies for a time, the distinction 
between aspirated and unaspirated letters becomes again usual, and has continued up 

to the present, though really alien to the Dravidian lang uages. It began much earlier 
in Telugu than in Canarese, and even in the Sanskrit MSS. on g rammar written in the 
latter character, it is but seldom made; a fact, which, by itself, proves the prevalence 

of oral teaching2>. 

From the earliest inscriptions down to the latest, the gradual extension of the use 
of the bindu (o) is very remarkable, and appears a tolerably safe test of the age of a 
document. I shall therefore g ive briefly the results I have gathered. 

In the early inscriptions the Cera bindu is above the line, the Calukya on the line3
' : 

but after the twelfth or thirteen_th century it is always, and in all S. Indian characters, 
written on the line. This is even the case in the Nandi-nagarI, though here, it, by being 

in this position, renders the writing unsightly. 

As regards the employment of the bi'ndu, the broad rule is: the later the inscription, 

the more incorrect and indiscriminate is its use. In the earlier inscriptions it is seldom 
used for ri., ~' n, and m before a consonant of the same class i 'n a word; but it is used 

for all these nasals except I?-• by the fifteenth century; and from that time to the present 
one occasionally finds m~. The common practice of using the bindu to express all the 

J J See pl. xxxi. 
2 ) Cfr. the alphabet given in pl. ix. · I have already given a facsimile of a Canarese Sanslmt NIS. of about 1600 

A . D. in my edition of the Vamyabrahmai.ia. T he difference bet ween t he writing of MSS. of the fi fteenth and sixteenth 
centuries is very slight; the body of the letters in the latter is not so large, or so round and close togeth~r. 

3) Irregularities however are found; see Mr. F leet' s remarks in India1i Antiqwwy, iv. p. 8 5. 
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nasals, even including a final m, which some editors m Europe have copied from the 
more modern MSS. from N. India, is, therefore, a very old practice in the South, though 
it is most certainly erroneous according to the chief grammarians, and, therefore, as 
Profr. Whitney contends, is to be rejected, though convenient in practice1>. It is 
hardly necessary to remark that the bfrtdu is properly the sig n of the unmodified nasal 

or anusvara . 

.r have not noticed in any inscription the nasalized semi-vowel; it sometimes occurs 
in Telugu Vedic MSS. and then has the form of K. Nor have I met with the ardhanusvara 

to which some Telugu grammarians allude2 >. The ~ {r) of the Telugu inscriptions 1s 
now disused3>. 

The use of visarga is generally incorrect in the inscriptions; it is seldom converted 
according to rule. In S. India the alternative allowed by the grammarians of assimilat

ing visarga to a following sibilant is almost universally accepted, and the reduplication 
of the sibilant then omitted. This is a common source of error in reading S. Indian 

inscriptions and MSS. The separation of the superscript r from the following consonant 
(as pronounced) above which it is written, begins about 1300 A.D. After 1350 it is 

always on the right hand, e. g. rka is written 'fiF (kr). By 1550-1600 A.D. the modern 
secondary form of e is always used, e. g. ve is written ~. (For the older form see Pl. viii.) 
In the fifteenth century both forms co-exist; in the fourteenth the modern form begins 
to appear. 

Allusions to the current alphabets are almost as rare in the S. Indian medi~val 
works as in the Sanskrit. Atharval).acarya (who cannot be earlier than the end of the 

twelfth or beginning of the thirteenth century) describes the transitional alphabet just 
as it was changing into the earliest modern form ("Karikah" 29-3 2 ) 1>: 

29. b. paneavargadayo van:iah ~ali.kha-(a e:9)~arli.ga-(g 7i')disanmibhah II 
30. tiryagrekhayuj a~ ea 'rdhvam dai:u;l arekhanvita adhah ("' and I ) I 

t a eva ea dvitiya(h) syur urclhvam rekhadviranvitah (sic) II 
3 I. prathamas tu tr itiya(h) syus tr itiyante caturthakah I 

rekhadvayadhoda1.i<;J.ena yukta(h) syur anunasikah II 
32. miladda1.1c~advayopetah prathama paya*smEitah I 

pun:ieudusad,ri~ah pun.ias t v ardhas t v ardhendusannibhah II 

There is much here very unintelligible, but the description of some of the letters 
clearly points to about 1200 A.D. The Canarese "Basavapural).a" (of 1369 A.D.) 

1.J Profr. Max Miiller (Hitopadeya, p. Yiii. and S. Gr. pp. 6-7) allows it as a convenient way of wri ting. 
2 ) v. App. A. 
3J This letter is etymologically of significance ; and, therefore, cannot be neglected. 
4l I follow a transcript of the unique and very incorrect MS. in Mr. Brown's collection at Madras. 
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mentions the Telugu, Canarese, Grantha, Tamil (Dravi!a); La!a (i·. e. Lata or Gujarat) 
and Persian alphabets1>, and this would seem to indicate that there was then a greater 
distinction between the Canarese and Telugu alphabets than we actuaily find. 

Nor is it quite clear what letters the medi~val grammarians considered to belong to 

the alphabet. Al-BirUnI of Khwarizm (who lived from 970-1039 A. D.)2
> puts the 

number of Sanskrit (NagarI) letters at fifty 31; Nannaya Bhaga, in his Telugtr Grammar 
(and of the twelfth century), also puts the Sanskrit letters at fifty, the Prakrit at forty, 
the Telugu at thirty-six4>. The commentators are, however, not agreed as to whether 
both x (ksh) and ~ are intended to be included among the Sanskrit letters 5 l. Lassen 

("Indische Alterthumskunde" iv. p. 796) takes the ~igveda ~ to be the fiftieth letter 
of Al-BirUnI; it may reasonably be doubted if that was the view held in India. The 
Canarese Grammar includes both x and 1ai. 

The Vajrakriti and Gajakumbhakriti of Vopadeva (i·. e. h before k and kh, and 
before p and ph) very rarely occur in modern MSS.; they have the form of Z and oo. 

The last occurs as in only one old inscription, so far as I know. (Pl. i.) The northern 
form (:=:) is also used in MSS. sometimes. The Vajrakriti has been identified by Mr. Fleet 

in the same inscription (Pl. i. See above p. 1 6). He has also found an instance of avagraha 
(s)7', and of a new form of the sign for virama8

> much like a subscript u. This is the 
N. Indian form as we find in NagarI; the S. Indian virama is written above the letter. 

The chief general differences between the modern Telugu and Canarese characters 
and the older ones is, that in the former the vowels attached to consonants are, relatively, 
of but small size compared with the body of the consonants; in the later character they 

are so much larger, as almost to be out of proportion °\ 

----------------·-------- ------·------· 
I) I owe this reference to Mr. Kittel; it occurs in eh. '" 
2) Elliot, "~fohammedan Historians of India" (by Dowson) I. p. 42. ii., pp. l-9. 
3) R einaud, "Memoire, " p. 297. 

4 ) "1rndhrayabdacintama1.1i", I. l 4. adyayah pai1capd van.1a h. r 5. Prak rites tu te dayona/i syuh. 16. Shattrimyad 
atra te. 17. Anye ea 'nupraviyanti yabdayogavayat. (i. e. in Sanskrit or Prakrit words used in Telugu). 

5) Ahobala (r8th century) says in his C. on the first of the Sutras quoted in the last note : "Atra kecid a, a . .... . . 
xa)avaqiasahita iishmal).ay ea hala ity ucyante I milit va pa11cayad van.1a bhavanti 'ti vadant i I 
. .... )avan.iasya 'grahal).ani ea sammatam I/" (~1 S.) 

G) '«;abdama1~idarp a1~a" (by Mr. Kittel) p. I I . See Appendix A. 
7) lncl. Antiqiuwy, ii., p. 299. 
8) Do. vi., pp. 136-7. 

kesha11cin mate 

DJ A good specimen of Canarese writing of the end of the 16th century exist s at K.arkal (S. Ca!lara) in a stcla with a 

grant to the Jain temple there, cl. r· 1508= 1587 A. D. 
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§ 2. THE GRANTHA-TAMI~ ALPHABETS. 

A. Cera. (Plates ii., xi. and xxvi. ) 

The Grantha, Modern Tami), Malaya!am and Tu!u alphabets all have their origin in 
the Cera character, a variety of the 'Cave character' which was used in the Cera king
dom during the early centuries A. D. From the third .to the seventh century appears to 
have been the most flourishing period in the modern history of this kingdom; it then 
extended over the present Mysore, Coimbatore, Salem, Tol).c;lainac;lu, South Malabar and 

Cochin. It was, however, one of the three great old Dravidian kingdoms and existed 
already in the third century B. C. What civilization it had before the period referred to, 
there is. no information; nor is there the least trace as yet of any inscription before the 
early centuries A. D. 1J The existing inscriptions show that about the fourth or fifth 

century A. D. the rulers of this kingdom received the Jains with great zeal, and made 
most liberal endowments to them in the territory that constitutes the modern province 

of Mysore. 
The Cera alphabet changed but little during a considerable time; the earliest and 

latest authentic inscriptions which are in existence, and which belong to a period of 
about four centuries, show very few innovations. Two varieties of this character must 
be distinguished; the first, which was in use in that part of the Cera country which 

constitutes the modern Mysore and Coorg up to the final end of the kingdom which 

was conquered by the Co!as about 877 A. D., and which then fell into disuse being soon 
supplanted by the vVestern Calukya and transitional characters ; and the second, which 
was used in Tol).c;lainac;lu (the neighbourhood of Madras) which was a feudatory of the 

Cera kingdom till about the end of the seventh century when it fell under the Co!as. 
This last alphabet then became under the new dynasty the medium of introducing 
brahmanical culture to the Tami) country2>. 

1 l The history of the Cera kingdom is excessively obscnre, and will, probably, always remain so. Like in most Indian 
kingdoms that have preserved an existence for several centuries, there were, in all probability, many revolts of feudatories 
and changes of dynasty; it is thus very little use to accept the " Kuli'~ude sarajakkal" as an authority, for it bears evident 
signs of being a very recent compilation from grants and local traditions most clumsily put together. It is translated in 
the Madms Joiwnal, vol. xiv. pp. 1· 16. The most important investigation (as yet) respecting the Cera kingdom is by 
Profr. Dowson (in Jou1·nal of the R. A. S. of London, vol. viii. and also printed separately). 

2J In the third century B. C., the Ayoka Edicts show that K era]aputra (i. e. the Cera sovereign) was one of the three 
great powers of the South. Ptolemy (2nd century A. D.) and the P eriplus of the R ed Sea (3rd century A. D.) prove (§ 34) 
that this was still the case. According to the former (vii., 1, 86) Kariir was then the capital. Hiouen-Thsang (about 640 
A. D.) does not mention this kingdom, but under the name of the kingdom of Koli.kal).apura (the present Koli.lrnl).a·haJ!i) he 
describes a part of it ("Pelerins Bouddhistes" iii. pp. 146-9). The dynasty which the inscriptio11s mention extends from 
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The earliest unquestionable inscription as yet known is that of which the alphabet is 
given in Pl. ii. and which has been published in facsimile in the Indian Anti'quary1l; the 
date is about 467 A. D. A later inscription of the same dynasty is also given in the same 
Journal21• Its date is, though not clearly put, as there is an obvious error of the engraver 
in omitting a letter in the date, beyond doubt. This runs (v. l. 8): "ashtanavatyuttareshu 
tchateshu c;:akavarsheshv atiteshu". The ~ in tchateshu is clear, and though ssha(t)' is 
entirely wanting, yet as 'shat' is the only possible numeral it must be read 698 (=777-8 
A. D.) The difference in character between the alphabets of the two inscriptions is so 
slight that I have not thought it worth while to give both. 

In Pl. xi. I have given the alphabet of a Cera inscription which, if genuine, would be 
(being dated about 24 7 A. D.) one of the oldest Indian grants known; it is, however, a 
forgery3l. As nevertheless even forged grants have their value as evidence, if not of 
the early centuries A. D. down to the ninth, but it was probably in these later times a feudatory revolted against the older 
dynasty to which Ayoka and the classical authors refer. The Mercara grant (Mr. Richter's) gives the kings as follows: 

Ko1igai;ii Koii.gii;ti or Koii.guiJi (i.) The eighth king of the so-called chronicle! (about 3 50 A. D.) 
Madhava (i.) 
Ari-(i. e. Hari)varma (The grant d. 247 A. D. is attributed to him!) The true form of his name appears from 

the grants of yaka 435 (ii. a, 6.) "yrimaddharivarmmamahadhirajasya," and less plainly in that of \!• 276 (i. b., z). 

Vishi;tugopa 
Madhava (ii.) in 4S4 A. D. 
Koii.gai;ii (ii.) in 467 A. D. 

The Nagamaii.gala grant continues: 
Durvinita (? From 478 A. D. was reigning in SI 3 A. D.) 
Mushkara 
<;;:rivikrama 
Bhuvikrama 
Prithivi Koii.gai;ti (? A. D. 727-777). 
Rajamalladeva (?) 
Satyavakya (987 A. D.) Mr. Kittel has edited 3 important Canarese inscriptions of this king of 780 (?), and 

809 \!• s.; the third having no date (I. A. vi., pp. ror-3); I have photographs of these through his kindness. 
The great Inscription at Tanjore (Ilth century) mentions a Seraman, but also a king of Karuvai (or Karur) and a 

Govindacandra (king of Kannacj.a). 
There are, however, many difficulties about the genealogy and succession which remain to be cleared up. It would be 

well to term this 'the later Cera dynasty'. 
I) Vol. I. The transcript needs some corrections. Jinalakke is clearly "for the Jinalaya" (Jain temple) and not "for 

the destruction of the J ains", as the whole inscription is Jain in style (cfr. the mention of the Vasus). I have been able to 
examine the original plates of this very valuable document, through the kindness of the Rev. G. Richter of Mercara. 

2) Vol. II. r SS ffg. See especially Dr. Eggeling's remarks (iii. pp. I S4l· 
3 J The reasons are: r. C and bh open at the top as here do not occur before the tenth century. 

2. U, kh, gh, Ii. and j are also modern forms of the letters, and of about the same date. 
3. Subscript n is written in two ways, a practice comparatively recent. 
4. The stroke in ph to distingnish ph from p is also late (about roth-r rth century). 
S· The historical data contradict more or less those of other inscriptions. 
6. The <;;:aka era was not used in S. India so early as the third century. In the fifth century it is very unnsual. 
7. Lastly (to judge from an impression) the plates are far too well preserved; the letters are all sharp and clear; 

this would not be the case if the grant was engraved in the third century A. D. There are other grounds, but these are, 
I think, sufficient for rejecting this grant. · 
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facts, yet palceographically, I allow this one a place. It shows the condition of the 
N. Cera character about the tenth century, which was then fast becoming assimilated to 
the Calukya and transitional alphabets of the North. This was, no doubt, owing to the 
conquest of the Cera kingdom by the Colas in the ninth century, and the separation 
which followed between the two divisions of the Cera kingdom, that above, and that 

below the Coimbatore Ghauts. The first became assimilated to the nor~hern kingdoms; 
the later had a new development under the Colas. Thus the old Cera alphabet of the 
North became superseded by the Telugu-Canarese, and that of the last developed 
into the Grantha-Tamil This tendency appears to have existed in the eighth century; 
the fall of the Ceras rendered it much more rapid. The chief distinction between the 
Cera and Calukya characters is the tendency of the former to preserve the old subscript 
forms of u etc. when attached to a consonant, whereas in the latter these are gradually 

moved up to the right side of the preceding consonant. 

Eastern Cera. (Plctte xii.) 

What I have termed the Eastern Cera is of interest as being the source of the Cola 
Grantha, and hence of the modern S. Indian Sanskrit alphabet. I have used the term 
"Eastern Cera" rather to indicate the source from which it was derived, than with 

reference to the reign of the Ceras over the sea-coast of the North Tami,\ country, 

a fact hardly doubtful, though, as yet, not fully supported by the evidence of ins

criptions. 
This alphabet was confined to the old Tc>J:iQ.ainaQ.u or Pallava kingdom of Conje

veram1J, and is an offshoot of the early Cera before the full development of the horizontal 

I) The account of the divisions of this kingdom by F. W. Ellis [in his Paper on Mirasi Right (pp. 51-9) edited by 
C. P. Brown, Madras, 1852] is still unquestionably the most valuable contribution to S. Indian Ancient Geography that 
has been written. It is much to be desired that Mr. Ellis's papers be collected and published in an accessible form, so as 
to be a lasting memorial of a truly great scholar. About the time that Bopp laid the .foundations of the comparative 
philology of the Aryan languages, Ellis did the same for the Dravidian family [preface to Campbell's Telugu Grammar (1816) 
and "Dissertations"]; he was the first to decipher and explain the grants to the I sraelites of Cochin, and he did this in a 
way that is still a model. (See J11acfras J ournal, vol. xiii. part ii., pp. 1-11.) His labours to promote the study of Hindu 
Law and of Tami~ (annotated edition and translation of the Kura! left unfinished, etc.) are still of the highest value. He 
was also the first to collect the S. Indian inscriptions. He died (accidentally poisoned through the carelessness of a native 
servant) while on an archrelogical tour in the Madura Province. His monument (at Ramnad) has an inscription in English 
and Tami~, the former of which runs: "Sacred to the memory of Francis w ·hyte E llis E sq. of the Madras Civil Service 
whose valuable life was suddenly terminated by a fatal acc ident at this place on the 9th lVIarch 181 9 in the 41 st year of his 
age. Uniting activity of mind with versatility of genius he displayed the same ardour and happy sufficiency on whatever 
his varied talents were employed. Conversant with the Hindoo Languages and Literature of the Peninsula, he was loved 
and esteemed by the Natives of India with whom he associated intimateJyl), and his kind and playful disposition endeared 

lJ S. Gordon, "Researches in South-India 1823-8" (London 1834), says (p. 54): "The natives are grateful for this favor 
(permission for a procession) to l\ir. Ellis, then Collector of Madras, who was poisoned at Ramnad, on his way to Ramiseram ; 
he assumed the native dress, and adoptecl their modes." (?!) 

5* 
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line at the top of the letters of that alphabet; it is, therefore in origin, very near the 
Cave character; and the introduction of this alphabet into Tol).c;lainac;lu is, probably, to 
be placed about the fourth century. In the second century A. D. (as we know from 
Ptolemy) this country was inhabited by nomads. In the seventh century Hiouen-Thsang 
found a small kingdom of which Kansi (or Conjeveram) was the capital. He calls it 
Ta-lo-pi-tcha or Dravic;la1>. The name of the family of kings of which inscriptions occur 
at Seven Pagodas (Mamalaippuram, the old port of Conjeveram) was Pallava, and they 
appear to have been formidable enough to have been attacked by the Western Calukyas 
about the middle of the seventh century.. Still later (about the eighth or ninth 
century) the country was conquered (according to Ellis) by the Colas who had revived 
again after a long eclipse. 

Of these Pallavas but little is known. The general use of the title 'varman' is 
common to them and the V e1i.gi kings; and this and some other facts make it most 
probable that they belonged to one family. They had numerous contests and alliances 
by marriage with the Cera, Cola and Calukya families, but in the 1 1 th century they 
were mere feudatories of the Colas, and on this account were, apparently, repeatedly 
attacked by the Western Calukyas. They disappear about the 14 th century A. D. 2J 

him to his own countrymen among whom he was distinguished no less by his capacity as a public servant than by a mind 
fraught with intelligence and alive to every object of interest or utility. The College of Fort St. George which owes its 
existence to· him is a lasting memorial of his reputation!) as an Oriental Scholar, and this stone h as been erected as a 
tribute of the affectionate regard of his E uropean and N ative friends." 

So little interest in science is there in S. India, that this eminent man is chiefly recollected among the N ative Roman 
Catholics by some quasi-devotional poems in Tami~ which are attributed to him. 

1) Al-Biriini (1 lth century) mentions Dravisla but as distinct from KaiEi, though a Co)a province (Reinaud, "Fragments", 
p. 104). I see there is a paper by E . B urnouf on Dravi<Ja in the J. A s. for Oct. 1828, pp. 241, ffg., but it is not accessible 
to me. 

2) The genealogy of two inscriptions was first given by Profr. Egg~ling (I. A . ii., p. 272; iii., p. 152) and has been 
finally extended and settled by Mr. F leet (do: v., p. l 54). The dates are not known, but it is safe to attribute these 
sovereigns to the 5th and 6th centuries. 

Skandavarma I. 2) 

I 
V iravarma 

I 
Skandavarma II. 

I 
I I 

Siinhavarma Visl11:rngopavarma or Vish1.mvarma 
I 

Si?nhavarma II. 
As regards the name 'Pallava', Mr. K ittel (" Nagavarma", p. xxi. n. ) connects it with pollava and Tel. palle=arustic. 

The Pa!)is (a cognate Tamn caste) are now very degraded, but they may not have been so always. The Co)as and Pa9<fiyas 
were merely Ka)!ar or 'R obbers', a low cas te at the present time. 

The 'P alakka<Ja' of the first of these inscriptions must be the modern P ulicat. In the l Ith century the Pallava 

1) It l asted but a short while ; the l\fadras University is a differen t institution and does not even continue old traditions 
of scholarship. 

2) If th is Skaudavarmii or his grandson be the prince of that name who is mentioned in a Cera g rant of' 51 3 A. D. (?) 
as is likely, it may yet be possible to establish a synchronism. The references in the earlier Cii!ukya gr ants are all vague. 
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Th.e character used in the two. inscriptions of this dynasty that are m existence is a 
slightly developed form of the Vengi character, in the direction of the florid fotm found 
in the Seven Pagodas inscription (Pl. xii.). The secondary form of i is the same as in 
the Vengi, but is clearer in the Pallava inscriptions. The letters m, I, v, 9 and h are 
nearer to the Grantha forms. Q and the secondary form of u are identical in the Pallava 
and later character found in the Seven Pagodas inscription. 

Tl].ere can be no question that the caves and monoliths at Seven Pagodas, and in the 
neighbourhood, are of Buddhist-Jain origin1>; the sculptures on the so-called rathas 

(monoliths) show (if anything at all) a slight admixture· of (_;aiva notions, such as appear 
in the later Buddhism. ·Over several of the figures are, however, Vaishl).ava names 
(e. g. c;rINarasimhah) which ill-agree with the representations. In some of the caves are 
pure Vaishl).ava and (_;aiva mythological scenes. Taking into consideration the fact that 
this place is not mentioned by Hiouen-Thsang together with the nature of the sculp
tures, the original work is to be attributed to Jains of about the fifth century, and the 
alphabet of the inscriptions corresponds with this date. But as the caves now exist, 
they have been subsequently extended and adapted to the worship of C:iva 2J, or to 
the combined worship of Vishl).u and (_;iva in the same temple, which is so remarkable 
a feature in the older and unaltered temples in the neighbourhood of Madras3J, and 
which can only be attributed to the influence of the Vedanta doctrine as preached by 
(_;ankaracarya4

J. It is to the period of the adaptation that the dedicatory inscription, 
from which the alphabet in Pl. xii. is taken, belongs. The king under whom it was done 
is termed 'lord of the Pallavas' (Pallavec;vara) with the epithets "victorious · in battle" 

capital was Conjeveram (Tamil inscriptions and Bilha9a's Vikramankadevacarita). The later Calukyas never then attacked 
Tanjore, the real capital of the Co)as, but only Conjeveram and (according to Bilha9a) Gangaku9<J.a which is clearly 
Gati.O'aikko9<J.ansolapuram to the north of the Coleroon, and which was a great Coja town. 'Dayanapura' (=Tooth-town) 
as Mr. Fleet pointed out, must be a translated name, ·and it appears to me that the original must be Palakka<J.a. 
For pallu=tooth; ka<J.a= place. I s this, then, o'ne of the places where there was a tooth-relic of Buddha? There was 
such a place in Kalinga according to the Pali "Dathavamso." 

1J Mr. Fergusson long ago stated this. ("Histo1·y of Indian and Easteni A1·chitectu1·e," pp. 175, 327 ffg.) 
2J Mr. Kittel has kindly informed me that according to the C. Basava Pura9a (eh. iv. 3-6) the first linga was found in 

Kerikala Cola's time or c. 950 A. D. None of the great <;iva temples of S. India can be traced back beyond the 11th 
century A. D. (See Caldwell, "Dravidian Grammar'', p. 86). This statement is fully supported by the inscriptions, and it is 
now certain that the linga worship is an importation from the North into S. India in, comparatively, recent times. See also 
Kittel' s "Lingakultus", p. 16. ffg. 

8.' An often engraved temple of this description is the one at Seven P agodas on the sea-shore which is washed by the 
waves at high tide; another is on the northern bank of the Palarn also near the sea and a few miles south of Seven Pagodas. 
These are the best examples that I know, but there are many others (often more or less altered) in the same neighbourhood. 
In the first, the Vish9u cell is behind that in which the ling a is found; in the others I know, the two cells are side by 
side. . .'!here is a correct plan of the first temple in No. 6 of the large map in Major Carr's book, and an incorrect one in 
pl. xxm. 

4! <;ankaracarya must be put at about 650-700 A. D. See my "Samavidhanabrahma9a" vol. I. pref, p. ii. n. He 
preached at Conjeveram, it is said, but the tradition has little to recommend it. . 
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(ra r:iajayali), or "very fierce in battle" (atirar:iacar:iQ.a7t), and had, therefore, come under 
the northern brahmanical inftuence 11 • 

The inscriptions in question are not dated; the earlier ones (which consist of merely a 
few words in explanation of the fig ures on the so-called ratltas) are in a character very 

near to the V eng i and early Cerq., but distinguished from them by a few important 
variations. The first of these is the use to a considerable extent of secondary forms 
of a, e and o separated from the consonant to which they belong and follow in pronun
ciation 21; thus ra, va, <;a and ha occur in these words with the a separated only, and in ka, 
bha and ra both united to the consonant and also separate. To and no occur with the 

o separate. Besides these variations some of the letters, and especially <; , show . an 

approach to the Grantha form. These an~ the two Pallava inscriptions represent the 
earlier stage of development. 

A still further development in the direction of the Grantha forms is to be found in 

the inscription on a monolith at Seven Pagodas, now used as a Gar:ie<;:a temple; and also 
again in a still more developed form at Saluvati.kuppam. There can be no doubt that 

these inscriptions must be put at about 700 A. D. The first four lines of the Gar:ie<;:a 
temple inscription describe <;iva in a way that was only possible after <;a1'lkara's develop
ment of the Vedanta; and as the rest states that a Pallava king built "this abode of 
<;ambhu", the inscription cannot be later than the eighth century; for the Colas about then 
conquered Tor:ic;lainac;lu3l, and rendered such an inscription in praise of a king of the old 

dynasty, impossible4J. Again, decidedly archaic forms of letters occur; e. g. the secon-
lJ The yambhu of these inscriptions is shown by the sculptures to be Mahlideva-t; iva; one inscription mentions Plirvati. 
2 ) See plates 16, 17 and 18 in R. A. S. Transactions ii . and in Major Carr' s Collection of Papers relating to the Seven 

P agodas (Madras 1869, 8vo.) . I put at the editor's disposal my copies of the inscriptions at Seven Pagodas and also at 
Saluvankuppam, as well as the result s of excavations which I had made in 1867, and some of these are printed by Major 

Carr (pp. 221·22 5). 
3) According to Ellis. (Madras Lit. Trans. I.) I cannot find the authority. 

4) Major Carr has given my transliteration of this inscription (in Nagari) on pp. 22 1-2; as, however, it is not quite 
correct, I give it again here. (I mark the half-yloka by ; ). 

r. Sambhavasthitisamhliraklirary.am vitakara1:iah; bhiiylid atyantakamliya jagatli(m) ka mamardanah Ill 
2. A maya\' citramliyo ' sav agm:io gm:iabhajanah; save (?) ni rantare j iylid * * * * * * * * 
3. Yasyli 'Iigushthabharakrantali kailasah sadaylinanah ; plita lam agaman ma* yrinidhis t a * * * * * Il l 
4· Bh aktiprahvery.a manasli bhavam bhushai:ialilayli; doshry.li ea yo bhum(au) * * jiyat sa yribharay ciram Il l 
S· Atyantakamo nripatir nirj itliratimai)qalah; khyato ra1:iajayah l'ambhos tene 'dam veyma karitam 111 
6. * * * pra1:ianish ka)ah . ..... ... ... . .. vijayatli ya1ikarakama (rda) nah Ill 
7. Rajarlijo navaraymal' cakravartij anarddanah ; tarakadhipatih svastho jayatat tara1.1linkurah 11! 
8. \:rimato 'tyantaklimasya dvishaddarpapahari 1:i ah; yrinidheh kamarlijasya hararadhanasa1iginah Ill 
9 · A bhishekajalapun:ie citrarak tambujlikare ; aste viylile sumukhah yirassarasi yalikarah Ill 

lo. Tene 'dam karitam yambho-(r bhavamn bhiitaye bhuvah kailasa-)mandirayubham prajanlim ishtasiddhyartham 
l l ..... ..... shash\i .......... ..... · l'ivam . . . .. ....... . .. yesha(m) na vasati htidaye kupathagativimo-
l 2. xako rudrah Il l atyantakamapallaveyvara l'ri-

See pl. 14 in Major Carr' s Collection of Papers, and in Dr. Babington's article (Trans. R. A. S. ii.). The translation 
given b y the las t (pp. 266-7) and reprinted by Major Carr, is not sati sfactory. For JVIajor Carr's "known as Rary.ajaya" 
(p. 224), " famed, victorious in battle" should be substit uted. Line r o is . completed from the Saluvankuppam inscription. 
In Dr. Babington's transcrip t the last lines are mixed up. 
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dary form of a which is occasionally turned up instead of down, and which early dis
appeared in the Calukya and Cera characters. That again this inscription is later than 
those on the so-called ratlzas , follows from the words "atyantakamapallave<;:vara <;:riha (!?) 
ral).ajayalz" being written in this character over a nondescript fig ure on one of them. 
Vv ere all these explanatory labels over the fig ures of one date or of about the same date, 

such a difference in the writing would not have occurred. There is another circumstance 
which· corroborates the date I have assigned to this inscription- the existence of a 
NagarI transcript of some verses selected from it with additions at Saluva1i.kuppam. 
The NagarI is precisely that of the eighth or ninth century, and it is accompanied by a 

transcript in old Grantha very near to that of the eleventh century as g iven in Pl. xiii. 
It will be seen that I have put together the Cera and Pallava characters on the 

ground of their orig inal similarity, and after-development in the same way. 

B. Cola-Grantha and Middle Grantha. (Plcttes xiii. ancl xiv.) 

The development of the early stages of the Grantha character is very difficult to 

trace, for the reason that the N. Indian civilization, when it got as far down in the 
peninsula as the TamU country, found there a people already in possession of the art of 
writing, and apparently a cultivated language1

J. Thus Sanskrit did not regulate the 

Tami.~ phonetic system, nor did it become more to the people than a foreign learned 
language; it thus remain.ed almost exclusively in the knowledge of the Brahmans, and 

the Grantha alphabet is nothing more than the character the Tami,1 Brahmans used and 

still use, for writing their sacred books in a dead language~ As there are no old MSS. 

written in this character, the records we possess of its early stages are most imperfect, 
and consist chiefly of Sanskrit words which casually occur in Tami.~ inscriptions. I am 
aware of the existence of only a few Sanskrit inscriptions in the Grantha character more 

than three centuries old, and these are not dated, except one of I 383. 
The only interest this character possesses is the proof it affords of the derivation 

of the modern Grantha alphabet from the Cera, and thus from the Southern A<;:oka 
character. The first traces, I have found of it, are a few words in the grant B. to the 
Persian Christians, and which are, therefore, to be referred to the early part of the ninth 
century A. D. The letters are somewhat carelessly formed, but are almost identical 

with the Cera of the same period (cfr. Pl. xxvi.). To the fall of the Cera kingdom in 

I) T his is proved by the entire absence o f old inscriptions in the Tami~ country" in the Grantha or Granth a· Tami~ 

characters, all such are in the Vatte~ uttu. See § 3 (below). 
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the ninth century must be attributed . the sudden appearance of brahmanical culture 1ll 

the TamiJ country and Malabar1>. 
The letters in the upper part of Pl. xiii. are taken from two sources: I. the inscrip

tion round the shrine of the great temple at Tanjore (which belongs to the end of the 
eleventh century A. D.2l; and 2. an undated inscription near Muru(l'amati.(l'alam (in the 

Chingleput district) which is evidently of about the same date. 
The only point to which it is necessary to call attention is the advance made in about 

two centuries in the separation of the secondary forms of a, e, ai and o, as shown by 

these inscriptions. In 825 A. D. only the G (e) was clearly separated from its consonant; 
about r roo A. D. a is also generally separated (cfr. Pl. xii., ka, ta, na, pa, ma, ya, ra, ha); 
the form in which it is attached being rare ( cfr. ea, 9a). The modern Grantha alphabet 
dates from about I 300. 

Owing to the long occupation of Ceylon by the Cola kings, the Grantha character 
probably affected the modern Singhalese alphabet3l . 

I J The succession of the Co)a kings is as follows : 
K e rikala-Co)a (? about 950 A. D.) 
R ajaraja-Co)a alias N arendra1J (40 or 41 years) 1023 to 1064. 

I 
Vira-Co)a (D.) alias Kulottnnga-Co)a (i.) alias Rajarajendra (Rajaraja) Koppakesarivanna2) (49 years) 1064 to 

1rr3. His ab hi s hek a took place in 1079. 
I 

Vikrama-Co)a (15 years) 1rr3 to 11 28 . 
I 

Kulottmiga-Co)a II. II 28 to ? 3) Ruled over the whole T amil country (Cald well 2 p. 13 5) for, at least, 30 years. 
I . ... ... 
I 

Vikramadeva, reigning in 12354). 
In the following century (1310) the Co)a and Pat~cj.ya kingdoms were conquered by Muhammedans (Elliot, iii. pp. 51, 

90, 203, etc.) and then by Vijayanagara; the inscriptions of the latter dynasty claim this, and grants in the S. Arcot 
district prove that it was the case so early as 1380, but even before the Muhammedan invasion the Co)a kingdom had much 
declin.ed, and the Madura kingdom was the chief one in the South, though it, with part of Co)a, had been (as. Mr. Rhys 
Davids proved) conquered by Ceylon (about rr73 A. D. Tumour, Mahavamso p.lxvi. Bengal As. Soc. J. N o. 2 of r872). 

2) Letters taken from this are marked*. This immense inscription was photographed by Capt. Tripe in r859 and 
published by the Madras Government. T here is little Sanskrit in it except an introductory verse (Svasti yrih \ eta
viyvariipayrel).itnaulimalopalabhitam \ yasanam Rajarajasya Rajakesarivarma1~ah II ) which belongs to a part of the inscrip
tion dated in the 26th year of the king's reign (=1090 A. D.), and a few words in the Tamil text. 

3) The Singhalese put the invasion of Ceylon by the Co)as in 1023, and state that it was in 1071 the revolt began. 
(Tennent's "Ceylon" i., pp. 402-3.) This can hardly be correct, though it is according to Tumour. 

t ) F. (seo above, p. n.) calls him Rajaraj anarendra; E. Rajariij a-Co)a; D. Narenclra. This king must have r estored 
Tanjore which according to Al-Biruni was in ruins at the beginning of the 11th century (Rein aud, "Frngments", pp. 92, 121; 
"l\1emoiro'', p. 284). This fact confirms the earli er Ciilukya boasts of conquest, and was certainly owing to thorn. 

2J That Koppakesari v. is the same as R iijarajendra is proved by the inscriptions at Tanjore and at the Var iihasviimi 
temple at Seven Pagodas. (See Madras Joiwnal, xiii., pt. 2; p. 36.) He seems to have been a great patron of Bralunaus and of 
(,.Jaivism, but he must also have been liberal to Buddhists, for Buddh a mitra (the author of a TamiA grammar) called his 
work Viraso.\iyam after him. . 

3 ) He was reig·ning in 11 34 A. D. the date of E. In hi s time there must have been a great many Buddhists in Tanjore, 
as Parakrama Bairn (king of Ceylon 11 55-11 86) fetched his priest from there according to the l\fahavamso: 

Atha 'pi Cojade~iyam nanabhasavisiiradam \ 
Takkagamadharam ekam mahatheram susani'i a tnm JI 
Raja i· ajaguru~~hiine ~hapitva tassa santike I etc. (Ceylon J. 1867, p. 26). 

4) Inscription near Seven Pagodas. (Madras .Jom·nal, xiii., pt. 1; pp. 50- 1.) ICali11ga was lost in 1228 A. D. 
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C. Modern Grantha11 (E. Grantha) and Tu~u-Malaya~ain 

(W. Grantha). (Plates xv., xvi. and xxxiii.) 

The materials for the history of this section of the S. Indian alphabets are also 
excessively defective. These alphabets were up to quite recent times in very limitetl 

use, and except in Malabar, are still applied merely to write Sanskrit. The name 
'Grantha' by which the E. coast variety has been known for some centuries2J, indicates 
that it was merely used for 'books' or literary purposes. This being the case, it is 

hopeless to look for old specimens, as palm leaf MSS. perish rapidly in the Tami) cotmtry 
where they are mostly written on leaves of the 'Borassus flabelliformis,' far inferior to 
the Talipat leaves in ·beauty and durability. The oldest MS. I have been able to 

discover is Tanjore 9,594 which must be of about 1600 A. D. Autographs of medi~val 
authors who must have used this character (e. g. Appayya Dixita in the sixteenth century 
A. D.) appear to be no longer in existence. 

There are at present two distinct Grantha hands. The brahmanical or square hand 

( cfr. Pl. xiv.), and the round or Jain hand which has preserved the original features of 

the early Grantha far better than the other. The first is used chiefly in the Tanjore 
province; the last by the Jains still remaining near Arcot and Madras. 

By far the largest number of Grantha MSS. now existing are brahmanical, and the 
lesser or greater approach of the writing to the angular Tami) forms, is a certain test 

of the age of a MS. Such a hand as that shown in Pl. xxxiii. became quite obsolete by 

1 700 A. D. The only modern MS. that I have seen at all like it, came from Palghat 
(Palakkac;lu); but occasional Malaya!am forms of letters show its origin8>. 

The Tu!u-Malaya!am alphabet is a variety of the Grantha, and like it, was originally 
applied only to the writing of Sanskrit; it is, therefore, the Grantha of the West, or the 
original Co!a-Grantha as modified in course of time in a country secluded from all but 
very little communication with the east coast of the peninsula4

J. The importation of 
this alphabet into the S. Vv. coast must obviously have occurred after the Grantha had 

1 ) The first complete representation of the E. Grantha alphabet is in "A Sanskrit Primer" by Harkness and Visvambra 
Sastri, (sic) (4°, Madras, College Press, 1827); the letters are, however, badly formed. The type now in use at Madras 
i s very little better in this respect. 

2J See the reference to the Basava-purar,ia (1369 A. D.) on p. 31. 
3 ) MSS. in all these h ands, and of different ages occur among those I presented to the India Office Library in 1870. 
4) The history of the west coast is very obscure. There were, it appears, in the earliest times as down to the present, 

a number of small kingdoms given as twenty-five b y the Portuguese. In the I Ith century the west coast was more than 
once invaded by the Co)a king, and it is termed Malanac).u in the Tanjore inscription,. though it is not clear to what extent 
of country this name should be applied. 

6 
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assumed its characteristic forms, or about the eighth and ninth centuries A. D. 1
> But it 

is remarkable that the Tu!u-Malaya!am character preserves older forms which were 
modified at later times in the Grantha. ( cfr. the Grantha 'mu' of the 1 1 th century with 

the modern Grantha l2l-n and the Malaya!am CZJ etc.) 
Up to about 1600 A. D. the Tu!u2

> and Malay~qam alphabets (as shown by Sanskrit 

MSs.) are identical, and hardly differ from the modern Tu1u hand g iven in Pl. xiv. MSS. 
from Malabar proper are generally written in a very irregular sprawling hand3>, those 

from the Tu!u country are neater. This character was termed in Malabar Arya-eJuttu, 
and was only applied to write Sanskrit works · up to the latter part of the seventeenth 

century when it commenced to supplant the old VatteJuttu hitherto used for writing 

Malaya!am. In the Tu!u country it cannot be said ever to have been used for writing 
the vernacular language-a Dravidian dialect destitute of a written literature. 

The application of the Arya-eJuttu to the vernacular Malaya!am was the work of a 

low-caste man who goes under the name of Tunjatta EJuttacchan, a native of Trikkal).<;1.i
yur in the present district of Malabar. He lived in the seventeenth century, but his 
real name is forgotten; Tunjatta being his 'house' or family-name, and EJuttacchan 

(=schoolmaster) indicating his caste. It is probable that there was a scanty vernacular 
literature before his time4l, but it is entirely owing to him that the Malaya!am literature 
is of the extent it is. He translated the Sanskrit Bhagavata, and several ·similar 

mythologico-religious poems, leaving, however, a large infusion of Sanskrit, and writing 
his composition in the Arya character. His translations are often erroneous, and 

beyond adopting the VatteJuttu signs for f• 1 and~. (o, !P and ~) he did nothing whatever 
to systematize the orthography which till lately was most defective5J, or to supply 

signs for letters (e. g. ¥) which are wanting in most of the other Dravidian languages. 
The Sanskrit literature was, after this, no longer a secret, and there was perhaps no 

part of S. India where it was more studied by people of many castes during the 

eighteenth century. 

l) See the words (from the grant to the Persian Christians), given in pl. xiii. 
2) I have been told by a Brahman of the Mlidhva sect that the founder (Anandatirtha, i" I 198 A. D.) wrote his works in 

this character on palm leaves, and that some are still preserved in a brass box and worshipped at U<;lupi. It is probabie, 
but I h ave not been able to get any corroboration of this story. The MSS. (if still existing) must be reduced by time to 
the condition of tinder; for the oldest MS. that I h ave seen in S. India which was of the I 5th century, could not be 
handled without damage to it. 

SJ The types used in printing the first edition of the Malaylijam Gospels (at Bomb ay in 1806) exactly represent it. 
4) Dr. Gundert considers the Malayli)am Rlimliyal).a to belong to a period of perhaps some centuries before the arrival 

of the Portuguese. 
5) The distinction between e and e, and o and 5 was first made within the last thirty years by Dr. Gundert. In a new 

fount of types used by the Carmelites at Kuuamlivu (Cochin t erritory) an attempt is made to separate the secondary forms 
of u and ii. 
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Turijatta E.~uttacchan's paraphrases were copied, it is said, by his daughter. I have 
seen the MS. of the Bhagavata'J which is written in a round hand slopihg to the left (or 
backwards), and thus precisely agrees with the current hand used in Malabar proper, 
and which was imitated in the types cut to print Spring's Grammar in I 836. The 

modern types vary considerably. The Travancore hand is more angular2>. 
The Sanskrit MSS. in this character (inscriptions there are none to my knowledge) 

present a peculiarity which deserves notice-the substitution of 1 and ~ for a final t or 

~' when these letters -unchang ed precede other consonants, or are final. Thus for tatkala 
we find cm<OOcfuoeJ ( talkala ), and for tasmat cm~ o<OO ( tasmril). This practice is totally wrong 
according to all authorities, and probably arises out of the tendency of the people of 
Malabar to slur over all surd consonants3J. 

Apart from this singular practice, the Sanskrit MSS. from Malabar are among the 
best that can be had in India. Up to quite recent times the study of Sanskrit literature, 

and especially of the mathematical and astrological treatises, appears to have been 
followed in Malabar with more living interest than anywhere else in the South. 

It is hardly necessary to remark that the Arya-eJuttu or modern Malaya!am alphabet 
is necessarily affected by the old TamiJ orthography as far as it is applied to the writing 

of Dravidian words. So in a Malaya.Jam sentence M, except if initial, should be pro
nounced o in a Malaya!am word, but t in one that is Sanskrit; C/J should also be pro
nounced ?f and g in the same circumstances. This, however, is but little observed, and 

Sanskrit words are commonly Dravidianized. 
The Tami.~ and Canarese grammars g ive rules for Dravidianizing Sanskrit words 4J, 

but the subject deserves more attention than has yet been paid to it. These influences 
unquestionably affect the orthography of Sanskrit MSS. written in S. India. 

1J This is preserved at PuAakkale, a village in the Cittur Ta lUk of the Cochin territory, and not far to the south of 
P alghat (Palakkac).uJ. The MS. was much broken and injured. by damp when I saw it in 1865. The author' s stool, clogs 
and staff are preserved in the same place ; it thus looks as if Tm1jatta E~ultacchan was a sanyas i of some order. 

2) There are some JVISS. in this hand, among those I presented to the India Office Library in 1870; including one of 
the Madhaviya Dha tnvritti. The t ypes used to print books at Trevandrum follow this model. The first printed specimen 
of the Arya-eAuttu that I have seen is in the preface of vol. i. of Rheede's "Hortus Malabaricus". But Malaya)am was 
printed already in 1577 when J. Gonp lves, a Spanish lay-brother of the Jesuits, cut type .with which a Catechism was 
printed at V aypicota near Cranganore. (Sousa, "0riente Conqnistado", ii., p. l lo). The complete alphabet was printed by 
the Propaganda at Rome in 1772, 8°. "Alphabetum Grandonico-Malabaricnm." 

3) P. Paulin us a St. Bartholemeo followed this practice in his "Vyacaranam". (Sanskrit Grammar), and was in conse
quence ridiculed, but most unjustly, by Leyden and the Calcutta Sanskrit scholars of the last century. 

'1J NannUI, iii. sutras 19-21. "<;abdamai.iidarpai:i.a" pp. 46, ffg. cfr. also the introduction to the excellent Tamil-French 
Dictionary, published at Pondichery (in 2 Vols. 8vo.) "par deux Missionnaires Apostoliques". 

6* 
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D. Grantha-TamiVJ (Plates xviii., xix. and xxxiii.) 

The earliest inscriptions in which this character occurs are of the tenth century, 
and belong to the earlier kings of the revived Cota kingdom ; they are at Conjeveram 

and in the neighbourhood of Madras and in the KaverI delta. South of Tanjore, there 
are few old inscriptions in this character2>. 

The origin of this TamiJ alphabet is apparent at first sight; it is a brahmanical 
adaptation of the Grantha letters corresponding to the old VatteJuttu, from which, 

however, the last four signs (~, ~. f and i;i) hav·e been retained, the Grantha not possessing 
equivalents. The form of m , is also rather VageJuttu than Grantha. ·c;a1i.karacarya 
is said to have preached with much success in the Cola kingdom; that it was the seat 

of a great brahmanical mission in the tenth century is shown by the inscriptions. This 
alphabet, accordingly, represents the later brahmanical TamiJ culture as opposed to the 

older culture of the Jains of Tanjore and Madura, and the Buddhists of Tanjore; but 
the earliest stage of the history of this alphabet is very obscure before the 11th century. 

Inscriptions in this character abound in all the Northern TamiJ country, where there 
is scarcely a temple of any note which has not acres of wall covered in this way. I need 

only mention the g reat temples of Conjeveram and Tanjore. It is, however, very unusual 
to find any with dates that ca:n fully be identified, most being only in the year (a1~9-u) of 

the king's reign (or life?), and genealog ical details being very rarely given in them. As 
the list of the Cola and Pal)c;l.ya kings is uncertain, it is thus impossible to procure 

1) The fir st specimen printed in an E uropean book that I know of is of 1625 (Purchas' "His Pilgrimes" vol. i., Bk. i., 
p . 185.) But this was not the first: In l 578 Father J oao de Faria cut Tamq types, and printed on the "Pescaria" 
(Tinnevelly) coast in the same year : "0 F los Sanctorum., a dout rina Christaa, h i'i copioso confessionario, & outros livros" 
(Sousa, Oriente Conquistado. ii., p . 2 56.) I give the exact words as several d ifferent accounts have been given which are 
incorrect. F. de Sousa S. J . compiled his work from MSS. (not now in existence) at Goa in the l 7th century. It was 
printed in 1710, and he died at Goa in 1713. Tami~ was printed also in the 17th century at a place in the Cochin 
territory called Ambalakkaslu where the Jesuits had a house. F . Paulinus says ("India 01-. Clwisticma"): "Anno 1679 
in oppido Ambalaci.Ua in lignum incisi alii chararteres Tamulici per Ignatium Aichmnoni indigenam Malabarensem, iisque 
in lucem prodiit opus inscriptum: Vocabulario Taniulico com a dignifica~ao Po1·tug1•eza composto pello P. Antem de 
P1·oen~c' da Comp. cle Jem, jJJiss. de J1Jadm·6. " T hi s writer was born in 1624, went to India (Madura) in 1647, and 
died at T ot\iyam (Madura district) in 1666. Barbosa Machado ("Bibliotheca Lusitana" i., p . 182.) from whom I have 
taken the dates of F. da Proenva's life, did not know of his Tami~ Dictionary, and since Profr. de Gubernatis has made 
a fru itless search in the library of the Propaganda, there is little hope that a copy will be discovered. If any exist, it. 
must be in the 'Mission House' at Halle, or at Goa. The first (engraved) Tami~ alphabet that I know of, is in Baldre us 
(1672) "Beschrijving der Oost-Indische Kusten Malabar en Choromandel" p. 191 ffg . The first printing press in India 
was that of I. de Endem at Goa-r563 . 

2) The old Grantha-Tami~ alphabet was given by Babington in P l. xi ii. of vol. ii. of the Transactions of the Royal As. 
Society of London; he apparently took it mo~tly from the inscription of Saluvailkuppam, which is probably of the year 
1038 A. D.; but he added letters from other inscriptions of later times and from other places. I have examined this 
inscription which is ve ry roughly cut, and therefore preferred that at Tanjore which i s of various dates chiefly from 1073 
A. D. to 1089. It includes a large number of grants with many clauses in each. 
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a series of palceographical standards, and I, therefore, give only three specimens1
J. 

These will show how very little alteration and development occurred between i 07 3 and 

1 600 A. D. A very near approach to the modern Tami} character must already have 

been reached about 1350 A. D. ( cfr. Plates xiv. and xix.). The most important point 

is the conversion of the curve at the top of k, s, t, n, and r into . an angular stroke, 

thus ::r: q:, and this feature appears in an inscription of about 1 200. The last letter 

to finally assume the modern form was k about 1 500. The greatest development has 

occurred in this present century owing to the increased use of writing, and to the 

arbitrary alterations of the type founders2
J. 

The Grantha-TamiJ differs from the Grantha-alphabet m precisely the sa1ne way as · 

the VatteJuttu, as far as the reduplication of consonants and the expression of the 

absence of the inherent vowel (virama) are concerned . The puJF or dot above the 

consonant which serves the purpose of the virama, does not occur m any of the 

inscriptions I have seen, and i~ is omitted in the earliest printed books3
J. The famous 

Jesuit C. J. Beschi (in India, 1704-1744 ?) is the author of a great improvement in modern 

Tami} orthography- the distinction between the long and short e and o. This he 

effected by curving the top of the 6'- used to express the short e, thus a, and the same 

sign serves (in the compound for o) to express the long o"J. Before then, he states, 

I) Our information about the Co)a kings is confined to the I Ith and 12th centuries (see above, p. 39, note). As regards 
the old Pa1:i<).ya kings we know still less. (See "The Madura Country" by J. H . Nelson, 1868). It is possible that the 
mention of some of these kings by the Ceylon annalists, Marco Polo, and the Muhammedan Historians may eventually furnish 
a clue. What information there is, has been last collected and discussed by Dr. Caldwell, "Dravidian Grammar" pp. l 39-146. 
536. According to an inscription al Chillumbrum (Sibambaram), Vikrama Pa1:i<).ya was succeeded in the l Ilh century by 
his son Vira Pa1:i<).ya who was conquered by Koppakesari the Co)a. He established his yo unger brother on the throne 
there. This prince's name was Gafr~ai-kko1.1<).a Co)a, but he took the name Sundara Pa1:islya Co)a (Inscr. at Karuvur). In r r 7 3 
Madura was conquered by the Singhalese who put a Vira Plil).<;lya on the throne, and about 13 ro-r 3 I 5 by the Muhammedans, 
under whom it continued till about 1370 when it fe ll underVijayanagara. From about 1100 down to 1310 there is muoh 
confusion, and it is impossible to identify the kings; this i s probably to be explained by contests of the Pa1:i<).yas and 
Pal).<).ya-Co]as for the throne. Dr. Caldwell gives the last Pa1:i<).yas as follow~: 

Parlikrama Pliry<).ya (1516-1543) 
Vikrama Paryc;lya (1543-15 65) 
Vallabhadeva, A tiviraritma (1565-1610) 

He was alive in 1605; in literature, he is chie fly remarkable as a diligent translator or patron of translators from 
Sanskrit. I have a grant by a Sundara Pa1:i<).ya cl. Rudhirodgliri thirteenth year of his reign; this can only be 1623. Valla
bhadeva, therefore, died in 161 o. But all these Pa1:i<).yas had no real power. 

2) The fi rst edition of the N. 'f. in Tami). (4°. Tranquebar, 1714) is printed with type that exactly reproduce the 
character of the T amil inscriptions of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. 

3J It appears to have been known to the Tamil grammarians. 
4) "Grammatica Latino-Tamilica, in qua de vulgari Tamulica lingua" etc. (Tranquebar, 1739, 12°) . -"longis (e et o) 

nullo notatis signo brevibus superscribendum docent illud signum(-). Attamen nullibi hrec signa praterquam paucis aliquot 
dictionibus ex inertia for tasse amanuensi um superscribi vidi unquam . . ... . . . addo excogitasse me alium et faciliorem modum 
distinguencli e et o long a a brevibus: scilicet, cum utrique inser viat littera G combn dicta; si h rec simplici forma scribatur, 
crit e breve et o breve : s i autem inflecletur in partem superiorem, ut infra dicam de i-longo, sic <8, e at o erunt longa.'' 
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the short a and o were occasi·onally ·distinguished by a stroke (the Sanskrit prosodial 

mark) above them. In the alphabet as given by Baldceus (1672) the same character 

stands for e and e, 0 and o; but he notices the fact that these letters are long and .short. 
Beschi omits to mention the information given by the Tamil grammarians which is 

of some interest. The Tolkappiyam (i., 1, 16) states that a dot is to be put over e and (). 

This practice was, therefore, recognized by the grammarians about the 8th ·century. 

In the 11th century the VIrasoliyam of Buddhamitra (i., 6: "eiaravo~arameyyir puHi 
meyvum") repeats this rule, and so does the Nannul in still more recent or, as Dr. Pope 
considers, in quite recent times. Of this also, I have not been able to find the least 
trace in the inscriptions. 

The angular form of this TamU character is owing to a wide-spread practice in the 
South of India, of writing with the style resting on the end of the left thumb nail; in 

Malabar and the Telugu country the roundness of the letters is to be attributed to the 
practice of resting the style on the left si"de of the same thumb. 

The map shows a great extension of the Grantha-Tami.J. alphabet to the North 

extending over the deltas of the Krishi:ia and GodavarI; this occurred under the Co!a 
rule in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. Inscriptions in Tami.1 and in the form of 
character given in Pl. xviii. still exist (or existed till lately) in some of the islands of the 

GodavarI delta, and the village accountants were orig inally all Tami.1 Brahmans 1>. The 
ritual of many temples was also in this language. This however did not continue long, 
for in 122 8 the Co!as lost Kalinga which was conquered by the Orungal king~>, and 

by the beginning of the fourteenth century, Telugu inscriptions and grants only 

appear. 
Tamil is remarkable among the Southern lang uages for using a number of abbrevi

ations for common words such as month, year, fanam etc. These appear in common 

use at the beginning of the 1 6th century3>. 
In the 16th and rarely in the 1 7th century, an abridged style of writing Tami.1 is not 

unusual in which the long a is connected with the preceding consonant; thus r:J =ra 4>. 
Other letters e. g. lL (=~~) are also joined in a similar way; this manner of writing 
exists now in the cursive hand only. 

lJ This remarkable extension of Tamil to the north was fir st pointed out by F . V\T. E lli s ("On the Law-books of the 
Hindus" in :Madras Lit. Trans. i.); I was able to ve rify it for myself in the Nellorc province. 

2) "About the year ... A . D. 12:?8, the fourth p rince of this [the 'Orungal] line drove the Sh6zha R aja entirely out 
of Calinga; this fact and date being proved by a remarkable inscription on a stone now standing on the wes ternmost point 
of the island of Dive" . . . E llis, it . s. 

3) They are to be found in most Tamil Grammars. 
4) See inscription of y· 14 54 (= 1532-3 A. D.) on the Gopnra of the Pi!)aiya r Temple in the Fort at Tanjore. 
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v 

§ 3. THE VATTELUTTU. (Plates xvii. and xxxii.) · 

This is the original TamiJ alphabet which was once used in all that part of the 

peninsula south of Tanjore, and also in S. Malabar and Travancore where it still exists 

though in exceeding ly limited use, and in a modern form. It may, therefore, b e termed ' 

the Pal)c;lyan character, as its use extended over the whole of that kingdom at its best 

period; it appears also to have been in use in the small extent of country below the 

ghats (South-Malabar and Coimbatore of the present day) which b elonged to the Cera 

kingdom. As it was only gradually supplanted 1J by the modern TamiJ character be

ginning about the eleventh century under the Co!as, it is, therefore, certain that the 

Tolkappiyam, Kural and all the other early TamiJ works were wr~tten in it, under the 

most flourishing period of the "Pa~1c;lya" (or Madura) kingdom, or before the eleventh 

century when it finally fell under the Co!as. 

But though it is certain that the beg inning of the Tami.~ literature may be safely 

put about the ninth century, there is nothing to show that there was in any way a 

literature before that time. The legend of Agastya's settlement in the South is, of 

course, historically worthless 2>, and though the three Dravidian kingdoms 3
l were un

doubtedly ancient, we have nothing about their condition till Hiouen-Thsang's visit 

to the peninsula about 640 A. D. He says of the inhabitants of Mo-lo-kiu-tch'a 

(Malakuta) 4
\: "Ils ne font aucun cas de la culture des ]ettres, et n'estiment que la 

poursuite du lucre" 5>. He mentions the Nirgranthas or Digambara Jains (ascetics) 6
l 

as the most prominent sect in the South, and this corresponds with the actual 

JJ Tolkappiyam, i., 14 mentions the V . forms of p and m. 
2) According to the Virafo~iyam, a highly Sanskritized Tami~ Grammar of the I rth century, Agastya got his knowledge 

from Avalokita! But the author' s name Puttamittiran (Buddhamitra) sh ows his religion plainly enough. 
S) The Pat)c).ya kingdom (e.g .) is mentioned in the Ayoka inscriptions (250 B. C.) by Ptolemy (vii., r, II, vol. ii ., p. 143. 

ed. Nobbe) in the second century A. D. and by the Periplus in the third century A. D. The Mahavamso (ed. Tumour) makes 
Vijayo (543 B. C.!) marry the daughter of the king of Dakkhina Madhura called "Panduwo" (p. 5 r), I do not find any 
subsequent mention of the Pal).cj.yas in this very monkish chronicle. I put the date of the P eri plus at the third century A . D. 
following Reinaud. 

•1) l\falakii:~a is mentioned in the T anjore inscription, and tl1ere can be little doubt that the CoJ.a. kingdom of Tanjore is 
to be understood by it and not Madura as has been supposed. 

5) "Voyages des P elerins Bouddhistes" iii., P· r 2 r. 
G) I proposed the identification of the Nirgranthas with the J ains (in I. A. i., p. 3 ro, n.) on .the ground that in the 

J ain Atthapahuc}aka (i. e. Ashtaprabhritaka) Nirgranth a is constantly used as an epithet of the true (Digambara) Jains, and 
that, therefore, it could not be referred to the Brahmans as h ad always been done hitherto, and also on the ground of 
probability, as e. g. Hiouen-Thsang's account (iii., p . 27) of the Nirgranthas is much more likely of J ains than of 
Brahmans ; but I have since got additional information which makes my identification certain, and can leave no doubt that 
J ain ascetics are intended by the word 'i:i.iggantha' (nirgrantha), though the word is now not understood b y the J ains. 
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remams of the early TamiJ literature which are m fact Jain, but he would have 

hardly said what he does if the grammars and the Kural then existed." . The earliest 
apparent or probable mention of writing in S. India is the passage in the Periplus of 
the R ed Sea which describes Cape Comorin. Among other facts the author mentions 
that "it is related · (fotopstto:t) that a goddess bathed there". Considering that this 

log-book was composed in the third century, and that, therefore, the Greek is very late, 
jt is quite possible that this word fotopsito:t may mean that the legend was written, 

and the earlier editors and translators of the text took it in this sense 1l, but the passage 
is by no means beyond doubt in this respect 2l. . The earliest Tami} Grammar by 

A'l!'attiyan (Agastya) clearly refers to writing, if we may trust a quotation (preserved by 
a commentary on the Nannul) which compares the relation between a letter and the 

sound it stands for, with the relation of an idol to the deity it represents. The age of 

this .is unknown. 

The VatteJuttu was gradually supplanted by the modern Tamil after the conquest 

of Madura by the Colas (eleventh century), and it appears to have entirely gone out of 
use in the TamU country by the fifteenth century3l. In Malabar it remained in general 
use up to the end of the seventeenth century among the Hindus, and since then, in the 

form of the Kole.~uttu, it is the character in which the Hindu sovereigns have their 

grants drawn up. The Mappi!as of the neigbourhood of Tellicherry and in the Islands 

Thus in the Digambara cosmogony called 'Trilokasara' the gathas 848-850 describe the persecution of some Jain ascetics 
by Kalki (a king said to have lived 394 years after the <;akaraja) . These run: 

848. So ummaggahiniuho eaiimuho sadadivasaparamaii calisarajj ao jidabhiimi puchai: samattigai:i am I 
C. Sa Kalki unmargabhimukhay caturmukhakhyah saptativarshaparamayushyay eatvariinyadvarsharajyo jitabhiimih 

sau svamantrigai.1ain pricchati. 
849. Amhat).a?n ke avasa? i;iiggantha atthi! kldisayara? 9iddanavattha bhikkhabhoji jahasaltham idi vayai;ie I 
C. A smakain ke avaya? iti. mantri1.iah kathayanti: nirgranthah santl 'ti. punah Pricchati: kid5iyakara? iti. 

nirdhanavastra yathayastram bhixabhojina iti mantrir.iah prativacanani yrutva-
8 50. Tam par.1iiiqe 1).ipaqitapathamapit).qani tu sukkam idi geyam i;iiyarne sa jlvakade cattahara gaya mui:iii:io I 
C. Tesham nirgranthai:iam pai:iiputanipatitam prathamapii;iqani yulkam iti grahyam iti raj1io niiamena jivena 

k5itena tyaktaharah santo munayo gatah. 
The Nigat).thas (i. e. Nirgranthas) are frequently mentioned in the Pali "Dathavamso" (of the r 2th cent.) as h eretical 

enemies of the Buddhists who worshipped Vishi:iu (see iii., 23); this answers to Jains, but certainly not to <;aiva Brahmans. 
The Nirgraµthas are already mentioned in an Ayoka edict. 

1) See the edition in Hudson's "Geographi Grreci Minores" vol. i. p. 33 , where the passage is translated : "Lileri s 
enim memoriaeque proditum est deam olim singulis mensibus ibi lavari fui sse solitarn". The latest and more critical editor 
(C. Miiller) has on the other hand: "Dea aliquando ibi commorata et lavata esse perhibetur". ("Geographi Grreci Minores." 
p. 300 of vol. i. of Didot's Edition). It is therefore uncertain. 

2) I pass over the statement of I ambulus ("Diodorus Siculus," ed. Dindorf, ii. 59 in vol. i., p. 222) as it is impossible 
to explain it by any Indian alphabet as yet known. 

3) I owe the fact of the existence of the Va\te~uttu up to so recent a time in the S. Tamil country, to the Right 
Rev. Dr. Caldwell. 
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used this character till quite recently; it is now being superseded by the modified 

Arabic character which has relig ious prestige on its side1>. 
The ultimate orig in of the VatteJuttu is ·again a difficult problem in Indian Palceo

graphy. In the eighth century it existed side by side and together with the Grantha2
' ; 

it is, therefore, impossible to suppose that the VatteJuttu is derived from the S. A<;:oka 

character, even if the conclusive argument of the dissimilarity between the phonetic 

values of many of the corresponding letters b e neg lected3
'. Again the S. A<;:oka 

character would have furnished a more complete representation of the TamiJ phonetic 

system than either the Vatte.\uttu or the modern (Grantha) TamiJ alphabet does'1>; it 

must, therefore, follow that the alphabet was formed and settled b efore the Sanskrit 

g rammarians came to Southern India, or we should find as accurate a representation as 

they effected for T elugu and Canarese. The TamiJ g rammarians, however, evidently 

found the language already written when they began their labours, and thus this pai::t of 

their g rammars is comparatively imperfect"). Again as the VatteJuttu is an imperfect 

alphabet, it cannot be the orig in of the S. A<;:oka character; for , if it were, the evidence 

of the extension and adaptation must b e far g reater than it is. It is plain that many of 

the aspirated letters in the S. A<;:oka character are formed from the corresponding 

unaspirated letters, but if that alphabet were formed from the Vatte.l.uttu, it would 

have shown traces of a similar formation in the letters g, j, 4, d and h for which there 

are no forms in the VatteJuttu. But these letters appear to be primitive in the S. A<;:oka 

character. The only possible conclusion, therefore, is that the S. A<;:oka and Vatte,\uttu 

alphabets are independent adaptations of some foreig n character, the first to a Sanskritic, 

the last to a Dravidian lang uage. There are, however , resemblances between the two 

that point to a common Semitic orig in; and these extend perhaps to two-thirds of the 
I) See No. ii. of my "Specimens of South-Indian Dialects". 
2 ) Cfr. the grants to the I sraelite and Christian communities in T ravancore. These were first attempted (like most 

branches of S. Indian arch reology) by Dr. J ohn Leyden (see his Life by Morton, Calcutta, 1823, p . 52). E ven in a 
treatise like the present it may no t be out of place (as so little is now known about this distinguished scholar) to 
give an unpublished piece of information about him, viz., his ep itaph at Batavia. It runs: "Sacred I to the memory of J 

John Casper Leyden, M. D. I who was born I at T eviotdale in Scotland, and who died I in the prime of li fe I at Molenvliet 
near Batavia I on the 28th A ugust 18 I I I two days J after the fall of Cornelis I I T he poet ical talents and superior li terary I 
attainments of Dr. Leyden rendered him an J ornament of the age in which he lived - I His ardent spirit and insatiable 
thirst after I knowledge, was perhaps unequalled: J A nd the friends of science must ever I deplore his untimely fate- I 
His principles as a man were pure and spotless I A nd as a friend h e was firm and sincere. I -Few h ave passed th rough 
this li fe I with fewer vices or with a greater I prospect of happiness in the next". I owe this copy to the kindness of 
Dr. Stortenbecker, the fir st Colonial Secretary at Batavia ; when I was there, I was unable to seek out Leyden's tomb, 
but I doubt not that it is well cared fo r by the Dutch. In J ava, at least, cemeteries are not allowed to be desecrated 
and become the abomination and d isgrace that they so often are in British India. 

3) See A ppendix A. 4 1 See Appendix A. 
5) The T elugu and Canarese grammars explain .the res pective phonetic systems by a steady reference to that of Sanskrit ; 

the T amil grammars do not refer to the Sanskrit at all in this way. · 

7 
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VatteJuttu letters ; the others differ totally, yet several of. these sounds n, ! , r ) exist in 
the other Dravidian lang uages, and distinct letters have been invented to express them. 
Thus the TamiJ-Malaya!am 1 is expressed by Y', the Canarese identical letter by e..J. 

Ag ain the Telug u-Canarese ! is expressed by t'.J, wher'eas the same letter in Tamil is 
written '!l, so the Telugu-Canarese and Tami.1 l which are identical in sound are written 
quite differently. There is also a peculiarity in the popular Tamil way of naming the 
letters; in Sanskrit (excepting repha=r) names of letters are formed .by adding -kara to 

the letter in question; in Tami.l. -na is affixed to short and -vena to long syllables, every 
consonant being named with some vowel following it 1>. 

There is another peculiarity in the VatteJuttu system of writing , which .might appear 
also common to the early Prakrit (Cave) inscriptions in India, and to those of Ceylon; 
but there is, in reality, a difference. This peculiarity consists in the writing of consonants 
which follow one another without the intervention of a vowel, on the same line, not 

perpendicularly, as is done in the other Indian alphabets. Instances of this occur in the 
VatteJuttu documents in numbers in every line, and it is the chief feature in this system 
as compared with those of the other Indian alphabets. In the Cave inscriptions this 

practice does not really exist; the duplicated letters (which constitute the bulk of the 
instances of consonants directly following one another) are either not marked, or marked 

by a 0
2>. In the Ceylon inscriptions, the practice is to omit reduplicated letters, and 

instances of the Sanskrit system occur31• 

The neglect to mark the duplication of consonants is a primitive Semitic practice4J; 

but in PahlavI (so far as can be ascertained) the duplication of consonants was marked, 

as we find in the VatteJuttu; one example is, beyond doubt, viz, the duplication of n. 
It is thus evident that the VatteJuttu differs greatly from the Canarese and Telugu 

alphabets ; but if one compares the forms of I, k, t, r, and even a and a, in both, it is 

hardly possible to avoid the conclusion that they are derived from the same source. 
That an alphabet should have been imported independently into Northern India (pro-

l ) T he order I have given to the Vattel uttu corresponds with that of the T ami.\ alphabet, and is that of the Sanskriti zing 
grammarians. There is, however, a siitra in the N anniil which appears to me to indicate that t hi s was not the case when 
the grammarians began their labours. It runs : "Sirappii;ium i1.rnttit)UU serinb' ii;i<;l' amm~bai;ia~lattara 1~e mu!·aiy a~um" 
(ii., 18). i. e. "The series of letters beginning with 'a' (and) arranged accord ing to their p riority and r~ lat ionshi p , is here . 
their order". it)<;lu = here (atra), i. e. in th is grammar. If this order were the usual one, this explanation would have been 
unnecessary : I am unable to fi nd any trace of this other arrangement of the Tami.\ alphabet. T he Kura! (i ., r) mentions 
' a' as the fi rst letter. T he Nanniil (ii., 7 r) directs -a~aram for the names of consonants, -karam for short vowels, -kan for 
the fo reign ai and au, and -karam for the long vowels etc. T his is clearly an imitation of the Sanskri t. Again the same 
work (ii., 43) mentions the tollai va<;livu or 'old forms' of the le tters. 

2J See above p. I 3· 
3) I gather this from remarks by Mr. Rhys D avids and Dr. P. Goldschmidt. 
1) The signs now used to supply this defect are all of modern origin. 
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bably Gujarat) and also into the TamiJ country much about the same time, seems strange; 
but it is nevertheless most likely, considering the circumstances of foreign trade with 
India as reported by the cla,ssical authors. The Periplus, for example, mentions a 
large trade with Ariake, 1:. e. Bombay and the country of the Pralqit-speaking peoples ; 

there is then a gap, and again large trade with Limurike. Now this is simply the W estern 
Tami,\ country or Malabar 1 >, and between the two provinces there was the Pirate Coast 
which _preserved its evil name till within recollection of many. There would be no 
trade there, and the Western and S. Western Coast would thus be in fact distinct 
countries. Again there could not have been any communication by land, for Fa-hian 

(400 A. D.) mentions the Deccan as uncivilized and inaccessible; it is, therefore, more 

likely that the S. Ac;:oka character and the VatteJuttu are totally distinct importations, 
than derived the one from the other. 

What was this source? There is quite as much reason for supposing a Semitic 
original in this case, as in that of the S. Ac;:oka character, resemblances to some of the 
Pha:nician and Aramaic letters being equally apparent in both21 • Of all the probable 

primitive alphabets with which a comparison of the Vatte.iuttu is possible, it appears to 
me that the Sassanian of the inscriptions presents most points of resemblance3l. The 

number of letters also in both, narrowly agree. At present the difficulty is to find 
certain and dated examples of the Aramaic characters used in the early centuries B. C. 
and also similar specimens of the Vatte.~uttu; there is also the difficulty of deciding 
which of the many derivatives from the Pha:nician alphabet, but of which it is possible 

this S. Indian alphabet may have been formed, was actually used for this purpose. 
Another remarkable feature in the VatteJuttu is the system of marking the secondary 

vowels. This is intermediate between the systems of the Northern and the Southern 

!) The Periplus and Ptolemy have ~tp.opt'X.~, but as the .Peutingerian T able, the Ravenna geographer and Guido have 

Dimirice; there can be no doubt that the copyists have mistaken A for .~ .. an exceedingly easy error in Greek. Dimurike is 
thus Tamil+ ike; now Malaya)am was called T amil formerly, and at the time of the classical writers (beyond doubt) the 

languages in no way differed. It is thus impossible to identify Dimurike with Canara, (as was done by Vincent I) following 
R ennell for quite illusive reasons), but it must be taken to mean S. Malabar, and the three great ports Tundis, Mouziris 
and N elkunda (Nincylda) are Ka<;lal(t)m.u).i (near Beypore) , Muyirikko<;lu (Kishaii.kotta opposite to the site of Cranganore) 
and K.alla<;la (inland from Quilon up a large river). The Vatteluttu must, therefore, have been imported at one of these 
places. The reasons for this new identification would take too much space here, and must be given elsewhere. (See Col. 

Yule's remarks on the map of Ancient India in Smith's "Ancient Atlas", 187 5.) 
2) I must, however, point out that Profr. Max Millier is not satisfied in respect of the S. Ayoka character (Sanskrit Gr. 

p. 3). He quotes Prinsep's "Essays" by Thomas, ii., p. 42. 
3 ) The development of the Pahlavi from the early Aramaic character is traced by M. F. L enormant in the "Joui·nal 

Asiatiqite" for August and September 1865 (pp. 180-22 6). The resemblance between some of the Vatteluttu letters and 
the corresponding Proto· and Pcrsepolitan Pahlavi forms (as given by F. L enormant) is ve ry st ri king. Cfr. a; Pahlavi d 
with t; i; 1 (r); m; n; p ; k; s with s etc. There is ample evidence as to trade between Persia and the IV. Coast of India. 

I) "Commerce and Nav igation of the Indian Ocean'', ii. p. 45 6. 

7* 
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Ac;:oka alphabets, and thus connects both. I was led by this striking fact to suggest m 
an article on the Vatte}uttu tJ that the Northern alphabets had, in this respect, copied 
from it. At present it appears to me that it is best to consider the Ac;:oka alphabets 
and the Vatte}uttu as independent; the evidence afforded by the few facts that are 
satisfactorily known in respect of these characters is too imperfect to allow of more 

precise conclusions being drawn. Vatte}uttu is the modern Malaya!am name of this 
character, and means 'round hand' apparently to disting uish it from the Kole}uttu or 
'sceptre hand'; it appears to be the best name for this alphabet as it prevents all con
fusion with the modern Tami}. 

§ 4. THE SOUTH-INDIAN NA.GARI ALPHABETS. 
(Plates xx., xxi., xxii., xxx. ctnd xxxi.) 

The South-Indian form of the NagarI character as current in modern times, usually 
goes by the name of Nandinagari, a name it is quite as difficult to account for, as 
DevanagarI?.J. The NandinagarI is directly derived from the N. Indian DevanagarI of 

J .1 In the Indian Antiqtba1·y V ol. i., p. 229 . This article is, I believe, the fir st to call attention to this alphabet. 
Specimens of the character occur in the pr~face to Rheede's "Hortus Malabaricus" (1678), and in Fryer's " New Account" 
(1698) p. 33. The author gives it as Telugu, but the specimen on p. 52 is T elugu and not Malabar (TamiV as he states; 
he h as made a mistake between them. 

t) The word 'Naga(ri)' first occurs, it seems, as the name of an alphabet in the La Ii t a vista r a, a life of Buddha that is 
in its original form perhaps two thousand years old; but as it exists in Sanskrit and Tibetan, it would be very unsafe to put 
it at an earlier date than about the seventh century A. D. The Tibetan version (of which Profr. Foucaux has published 
a most excellent edition and translation) was made in the ninth century by three natives of India named Jinamitra, Danayila 
and Munivarma with the assistance of a Tibetan Lotsava named Bande Ye-ses-sde·s; this fact is st ated in the Tibetan index 
to the g reat collection called Bkah-hgyur (Kandjur) in the description of the work in question (Rgya-tcher-rol-pa 
i. e. L alitavistara), and is to be found on p. 16 (No. 95) of this index as reprinted at St. Petersburg. Naga(ri) occurs 
as the name of an alphabet in eh. x. (v. p. I I 3 of vol. i. of Pro fr. Foucaux' s edition) which describes how the young 
prince, afterwards known as Buddha, was t aken to a school and completely posed the pedagogue. Sixty-four alphabets are 
mentioned some of which are, no doubt, mythical, but others are real (e. g. Drav i<).a, Atiga and Bailga), though it is against 
all the evidence of the inscriptions that they existed as distinct alphabets before the ninth or tenth centnry A. D. If 
therefore the framework of the L alitavistara be old, this passage is certainly an interpolation, though very valuable evidence 
regarding the ninth century A. D. But this Tibetan version by no means bears out the meaning usually ass igned to the 
word Devanagari - "nagari of the Gods or Brahman", nagari being usually referred to n ag a r a and bein;; supposed to mean 
'writing used in cities '. The Tibetan text has here the ordin ary name (in that language) of the Nagari character
"klu-'i yi-ge" (as a translation of the Sanskrit 'naga-lipi') and this is also literally "writing of the nag as", (C/1'. J aeschke's 
W. B. p. 7.) It is evident, therefore, what the natives of India understood nagalipi or nligari to mean in the ninth century 
A. D., and it only remains to be seen if this derivation is possible. I think this question must be answered in the affir
mative, as not only Prak5it but also Sanskrit words exist which are formed in the same way. (Bopp's Comp. Grammar, 
ed. Brea!, § 940.) There is yet another possible explanation of 'nligari' - that it means the writing of the Nagara or 
Gujarat Brahmans. (C/1" 'nligara' in Molesworth' s Mahr. Dictionary.) A lbiruni (Reinaud, "Memoire", p. 298) mentions 
the 'nagara' character as used in Malva, and the 'a rda-nligari' (i. e. ardhanligari) as used in Scinde. 
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about the eleventh century, but it is from the type that prevailed at Benares and in the 
W est, and not from the Gau~i or Bengali. This last is chiefly distinguished · from the 

other types by the way of marking the secondary e and o, which is done by a perpendi
cular stroke before the consonant in the case of e, and by a similar stroke before 
and another after the consonant in the case of o, and this is, very nearly, the actual 
Bengali system. The other type marks these vowels in the same way as is done by 
the ordinary Nagari alphabet. Thus the S. Indian Nandinagari is derived from the 
Siddhamatraka character, used, according to Albiruni (ro3 I A. D.) in Benares, the 

Madhyadec;:a and Cashmere'>. It now differs greatly from that type or from the N. Indian 
Devanagari, and is remarkably illegible; but this deterioration took place very slowly, 
and is unquestionable owing to the practice of writing on palm-leaves. The Nagari 
inscriptions in S. India are all, with one exception, subsequent to the te.nth century; this 

exception is at Seven Pagodas in the temple of Atiral).acal).Q.ec;:vara near Saluvankuppam, 
and is in nearly the same character as a dated inscription of the seventh century found 
near Nagpur and published in the Bombay Journal 2>. As this inscription is given in 
two different characters, this must have been done for the benefit of pilgrims from the 

North. It has already been published '>. 
A few inscriptions in a variety of this character have been found near Jayapura (in 

the Ganjam district), they are of the tenth century~>. This character appears, there, to 

have been the origin of the Oriya alphabet. 
Inscriptions in the same character, both Hindu and Buddhist, occur· in considerable 

numbers in Java. Grants") , explanatory remarksr.', inscriptions on ri~s and Buddhist 

1) H e (see Reinaud' s "Memoire", p. 297) says: "les traits sont horizontaux et ne debordent ni au-dessus ni au-dessous 
de la ligne ; chaque lettre est surmontee d'une ligne horizon tale au-dessous de laquelle elle se developpe. On compte 
plusieurs ecritures dans I' Inde. La plus repandue est celle qui porte le nom de s id d ha-ma tr a c a ou substance parfaite; 
elle est usitee dans le Cachemire et a Benares, qui sont maintenant Jes deux principaux foyers scientifiques du pays." 

2J Vol. I. pp. 148 ffg. 
3) "Transactions of the R . As. Society", II., pl. 15 (in Dr. Babington's Paper on Seven Pagodas). For the position 

of the place see the map in !l1ad1·as Journal, xiii., and in Major Carr' s reprint of papers on this subject. I had this little 
temple cleared of sand in 1867, and took copies of the inscriptions which I gave Major Carr. 

4 ! The dynasty to which these belong seems to h ave been es tablished by fugitives of the Vengi family in the 7th 
century. (See p. 22 n.) During the anarchy from 977 to 1004 A. D. these kings agaiµ rose to power for a time, and appear 
to have resided at Kalinganagara. The succession is: 

J ayavarmadeva 

I 
Anantavarmadeva (in 985 A. D.) 

I 
R ajendravarmadeva 

5! There is a stele with a long grant (?) in this character in the Museum at Batavia; it i s, unfortunately, very illegible. 
6! On statues in the Batavia Museum. These have been partly published by Friederich "Over Inscriptien van Java en 

Sumatra" pl. i. Some such are visible on sculptures figured in Raffle's "Java". 
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confessions11 of faith have all been found m this character; it is, therefore, of some 
importance, and I, accordingly, now give the alphabet. (Pl. xxii.) 

It is thus plain that the examples which occur of this character m S. India and 

Java must be due to emigrants from the North who saw fit to leave their own country 
in considerable numbers. It may be not impossible to discover the causes of this 
emigration, which, in later times, is probably to be attributed to the Muhadimadan 
.conquest. In earlier times, religious disputes may have been the cause. 

There is little trace of development of this character. 
In the Deccan, Nagari inscriptions begin to commonly appear during the tem

porary fall of the Kalya.l).a Calukyas2>, and this character appears to have been 
much used by the revolted feudatories 3

l . On the revival of the original dynasty the 

1 J See plate xxii. From a bronze statuette in the Batavia Museum. 

2) For a specimen see the grant under Akalavarsha cl. Y• 867 (=945 A. D.) in the Indian Antiqiiai·y, i., pp. 20 5 ffg. 
S) The chief of these feudatories (often independent) are as follows: 

i. R ashtrakiita, or Ratta. General remarks on, and genealogy of this dynasty occur in Bombay Joiwnal, i., p. 2 l l 

and iii., p. 98; "Indian Antiquai·y, i., pp. 207-9. do. iv., p. 274 and 279. For inscriptions see As. J. v., (d. 973 A. D.) 

Bombay Joiti·nal, i., pp. 209-224 (d. r· 930=1008 A. D. in N agari); ii ., p. 272, n. pp. 371-6 (d. r· 675=753 A. D. also 
Nag. ! ?); iv., p. 104 (d . r 855=A. D. 933 also in Nag.) R ash\ra seems to be merely a brahmanical perversion of the Telugu 
"Rec).c).i". Mr. Fleet has succeeded in restoring the complete genealogy. See Indian Ant·iqitai·y, iv., 280. 

ii. Kalabhuri. (Kalacuri seems to be erroneous). 

JJ1adi·as Joitrnal ("Hindu Inscriptions" by Sir W. Elliot) vii., pp. 197, 21 l-221, and 224-225. Indicm Antiqitai·y,. 

iv., 274; v., 45 · I 
The most important of the three kings whose names occur is Vijjaladeva the first; he conquered \:rai!apa ii. (of 

Kalyar.iapura), and during his reign (1156-1165) the revolt of Basava and the Li1igayats broke out which cost him eventually 
his throne and life. · 

iii. Kadamba (neighbourhood of Goa). Probably an old branch of the Calukyas. "Notes on Sanskrit Copper-plates 

found in the Belgaum Collectorate" by J. F. Fleet (Bombay Joiwnal, ix., pp. 231-246). "Some further Inscriptions relating 
to '1:he K adamba Kings of Goa" by the same (do. pp. 262-309). See also Sir \V. Elliot's article in Madi·cis Joui·nal, 
vii., pp. 226-9. Indian Antiqttai·y, iv. , 208. v., p. l 5. 356. vi., pp. 22-32. 

iv. Sindavamp. For the genealogy as established by Mr. Fleet, see Inclian Antiquai·y, v., p. l 74. 
The new dynasties which replaced the older Calukyas in the Deccan from the 13th to the l4th centuries are: 

i. Devagiri Yadavas. See Lassen (I. A.-K. IV. pp. 945-6). 

ii. Dvarasamudra Yadavas. (do. IV. pp. 972-3). 
iii. The Kakateyas of Orukkallu (Orutigal). From the twelfth century to l 31 r. 

I have not been able to find any inscriptions of this dynasty. 

iv. The Rayas of Vijayanagara; from about 1320 to 15 65 . 
The following is the list as I have been able to correct it from several sources (see my "Vamyabrahmai:ia,'' p. xvi.); the 

dates, however, are only ap proximate 1), 

Sangama of the Ya dava family and Lunar race!! 
I 

Hari~appa (1336-1350) I 

t) Faria y Sousa ("Asia Portuguesa" ii. pp. 189-190) gives a list <if the kings down to 1545, but with much confusion 
in parts. The European writers and travellers of the 16 th and l 7th centuries, however, give much valuable information. See 
especially: Couto, Decada vi., 5, 5 (f. 92 of the first ed ition, 161 4). There is much confusion in all the accounts of the 
earlier times after Vira and down to Krishi;i.ar aj a, and inscriptions fail for this period. This is owing to the first conquest of 
Vijayanagara (about the end of the I 5th century) by the Muhammadans. 
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use of this character continued, as the sovereigns betrayed a great partiality to 

N. Indian literary men. There is not, apparently, the least trace of any patronage 

Bukka i. (1350-1379) m. Gaurambika 

I 
Harihara (1379-1401) 

I 
Bukka ii. (1401-1418) m. Tippamba 

1-------~, 
Devaraja, Viradeva 01· Virabhiipat i (1418-1434) Krishl).araja 

man·ied P admamba cmcl Mallamba 

Vijaya ( ? 1434- 1454) and others? 

Prau<jJia Deva ( ? 1456-1477) 
Mallikarjuna (1481-1487) 

R a macandra (1 487) 
Vin1paxa (1488-1490) Narasimha (I490-1508) 

I 
I 

(V i r an a r as i m h a) I 
Krislu:iaraja (1508-1530) 

Acyuta (1534-42) 

I 
Sadliriva (made an alliance with Viceroy J. de Castro in l 546) 

(This Sadliriva succeeded as a child: "thirty yeares was this Kingdome governed by three brethren which were Tyrants, 
the which keeping the rightfull King in prison, it was their use euery yeere once to show him to the people, and they at 

their pleasures ruled as they listed. These brethren were three Captaines belonging to the father of the King they ke pt in 
prison, which when he died, left hi s sonne ve ry young, and then they tooke the gouernment to themselves". (C. Frederick 

in: "Purchas His Pilgrimes". ii., p. 1704· cf1·. Couto, Dec. vii ., 5, 5; f. 93 b.). 

I 
R amarajaI) (killed in l 565) 

V irappa Nayak) 

r 

I 
Timma (Tirumala Bomma). (Transferred 

the seat of government · to Pennako1,1<j.a 

in 1567, Purchas, ii. p. 1705) 

I 

I 
Bengatre (sic in Purchas. He was killed 

in 1565. According to Couto, Decada vii., 
2, 8. His name was Venkataraya) 

I I Rangaraja 

(? 1572-1585) 
Venkatapati2) ( ? l 585-16 14) at Candragiri (Purchas , i i. 1746) 

·Virara ma. (?) This name occurs in inscriptions, bnt Venkatapati was the last of his race. 

The earlier kings of this dynasty h ad conquered all S. India before the end of the l 4th century ; but they left many of 
the original kings (e. g. the last Pal).<j.yas) undisturbed for a time; in the 16th century they h ad their deputies (called 
N ayak) at Madura (from about 1540), T anjore and Gingee (Sinji). In the r 7th century these Nayaks acted as independent 

sovereigns; the last N ayak of Tanjore Viraraghava (e. g.) granted Negapatam to the Dutch by a grant on a silver plate, 
now in the Museum at Batavia. T hese predatory chiefs and the rabble they brought with them are the "Badagas" of 
whom the early Portuguese Missionaries complain so much. They did not reach the extreme South till about l 544. 
(Lucena, "Vida do Padre F. Xavier'', p. rr5 b; Sousa, "Oriente Conq." i., p . 23r.) There i s a good account of the 

condition and relations of these Nayaks at the end of the l6th century by Pimenta (a 'Visitor' ? f the J esuits) who was 

on the Coromandel Coast in 1599· Purchas (vol. ii., pp. 1744- 1750) gives an abridgement of it; as also does J arric 
("Thesaurus", i. pp . 625-690). Venkatapati was then at war with the N ayak of Madura. 

IJ According to Ferishta, Ramar iij a was ruling in 1535 . 
2) This genealogy rests on the Villapiikkam grant of 1601 ancl similar documents. 
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bestowed by them or by their successors the Yadavas of Devagiri 11 on vernacular 
culture. 

The Muhammadan invasion of the Deccan in 1 3 I I, and the destruction of the old 

kingdoms, brought about the establishment of the Vijayanagara dynasty, under which 
not only the Sanskrit, but also the vernacular literatures were much cultivated. The 

early inscriptions of this dynasty are either in the Ha!a-kannada or NandinagarI 
. character; the latest (of the I 5th and I 6th centuries) are almost exclusively in the last. 
In the South, Grantha was occasionally used. They constitute by far the largest class 
of S. Indian inscriptions, for the sovereigns of this dynasty at the end of the I 5th 
and beginning of the I 6th century repaired or endowed· most of the large temples 
in the South2J. 

The S. Indian NandinagarI alphabet calls for very little remark, as from the earliest 

examples of the fourteenth century up to I 600 A . D. there is scarcely any development. 
It is certainly one of the most illegible characters in use in all India. 

MSS. in this character are not uncommon, as it is the favorite alphabet of the Madhva 

sect, which counts an immense number of adherents in S. India, especially in Mysore, 
the neighbourhood of Conjeveram, and Tanjore. All members of this sect are Brahmans, 

and all learn more or less of the books on their dogmas written by Anandatlrtha 

(Madhvacarya) and his successors. The NandinagarI is used nearly exclusively for 
writing on palm-leaves ; for writing on paper, the ordinary Mahratha hand of Deva

nagarI is used, and the writing is often exceedingly minute. All the inscriptions on 
copper-plates, and MSS. on palm-leaves that I have seen are numbered with the ordinary 

Telugu-Canarese numerals. This character was evidently at the beginning of the I 6th 
century the official character of the Vijayanagara kingdom, for in it is written the 
name of Krishl).araja ·on the coins which gave rise to the name "pagoda"3

:. 

The modern NagarI (or Balbodh) character was introduced into S. India by the 

Mahratha conquest of Tanjore in the latter part of the seventeenth century41
, and was 

IJ The well known law-book the Mitlixarli was composed in the reign of Vikramliditya v. (10 76- 11 27); but it is not 
known of what country the author was a nati ve (Bombay Journal, ix., pp. 134-8). T he V idylipati of this king was a 
Cashmere Brahman named BilhaIJ.a. (See letter from Dr. B iihler in I ndian Antiquary, iii., p . 89 , and his edition of 
BilliaIJ.a' s "Vikramlinkadevacarita"). _ 

2 ) Many examples are already published. "Bengal As. Soc. Transactions," iii., pp . 39ffg.; also in vol. xx. Colebrooke's 
"Essays", ii., pp. 254-267 . "Indian Antiqua1·y", ii., p. 371 , and following vols. 

3) See the Glossary of Anglo-Indian Terms, by Col. Yule and myself, now in the press. s. v . ' Pagoda'. 
4) The date of the final conquest of Tanjore by Ekoji, and the end of the Nliyak (Telugu) princes is far from certain. 

Orme in the last century could not be sure about the date, though h e had all the Madras Government records at his 
disposal. Anquetil Duperron (" R echerches sur l' Inde", I. pp. 1-64) -has gone into the question ve ry elaborately, and puts 
the date at 1674-5, which appears to be as near as can be expected. 
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chiefly used in Tanjore, where it is still ci1rrent among the numerous descendants of the 
Deccan Brahmans attracted there by the liberality of the Mahratha princes. 

NOT E. 

S. India had long been frequented by foreigners before the Europeans effected 
settlement there in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries1>. Some of those early 

colonies still subsist, but the people while r etaining more or less of their nationality 
have, however, lost the colloquial use of their o'wn orig inal tong ues, and adopted 
S. Indian vernaculars which now are generally written with foreign characters. The 
most important of these foreign colonists are :-

A. Arabs. 
The descendants of the early Arab colonists, though very numerous in S. India, are 

perhaps not in any case of pure descent. In Malabar and the south-west they are 

called 'Mappi!a'; in the east (or Tami.~ country) their name is 'Labbai' or 'Lebbai.' 
There does not appear to be any trace in the Telugu country of a similar race. True 

Muhammadans they are2
J, but few have any knowledge of Arabic; their books and 

letters are now written in Malaya!am or Tami.~ with a modified Arabic character. This 
has, however, been introduced only in recent times. I have given an account of the 
system already elsewhere3J. 

b. Persians and Syrians. 
The earliest Christian settlements in S. India were Persian, and a few inscriptions in 

PahlavI still remain which belong to that period1l. They were, however, supplanted by 
the so-called Syrians who are now in appearance exactly like all the other inhabitants 

1) A great many inscriptions by foreigners must have disappeared quite recently, such (e. g.) as the Chinese stone with 
(apparently) an inscription ; mentioned by Garcia de Orta (1563) as taken from Cochin b y the Zamorin (" Colloquios da India" , 
Varnhagen's reprint. f. 58b and 59). So also Marignolli's pillar (c. 1347) see Yule's Cathay", p. 344. 

2) T hey all affect the S. A rabian costume especially the 'Qalansuwah' (a stiff cap of variegated silk or cotton. See Dozy's 
"Dictionnaire des noms des vetements chez les Arabes", pp. 365-371) if they can afford it. The 1Wuhammadan Arabs ap
pear to have settled firs t in Malabar about the beginning of the ninth centu ry; there were heathen Arabs there long before 
that in consequence of the immense trade conducted by the Sabeans with India (according to Agatharchides. i. , p. 64 of 
Hudson's ed. Of1·. also the Periplus of the Red Sea). 

3J "Specimens of South-Indian Dialects", N o. ii. 
4 ) Cfr. my Essay "On some Pahlavi Inscriptions in S. India" (4 ° Mangalore, 1873). The most important of these 

inscrip tions is the miracle-working cross of St. Thomas at the Mount near Madras; unfortunately for the credulous, there 
can be no doubt that this is of heretical (Nestorian) origin. 

s 
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of Malabar, and use Malaya.lam as their language; this they often write with Syriac1
> 

(Karshuni) letters to which they have added from the Malaya!am •Arya' .character the 
letters deficient in the former. Syriac is merely used in the churches, though apparently 
it is pretty generally understood by the more intelligent members of the community. 
A few tombstones and similar relics in Travancore show that the Syriac-Malayalam 

· alphabet is of recent introduction, and that the Syrians originally used only the Vafte.J:uttu 
.character. Buchanan2

> mentions bells with inscriptions in Syriac and Malaya!am, but 
I have not seen or heard of any3

J. 

As both these alphabets belong (so far as my information extends) to recent times, 
it is useless to do more than mention them here. 

From the r 7th century on, it is remarkable that different peoples of S. India, though 
long settled in other and, to them, alien parts, have most obstinately preserved the use 
of their own characters. Thus the sacred books of the Vaishry.avas, which are in Tami.1, 

have been lately printed (at Madras) for the use of the Telugu Settis in the Telugu 
character with some ingenious additions to mark the TamiI sounds which do not exist 
in Telugu. Among the Tanjore MSS. are several with marg inal notes in the NagarI 

character but which are in the Telugu or TamU language. 

l) Z. d. D. M. G. xxii., p. 548 (from Land's "Anecdota") copied in Lenormant' s "Essai sur la propagation de I' alphabet 
Phenicien'', ii. pp. 24-5 (pl. vi .). 

2) "Christian Researches", p. II 2. 

3) The T anjore inscriptions (r Ith century), prove that utensils, bells, articles of jewelry, copper and stone images were 
usually dedicated in Pagodas in great numbers (c/1'. Hemadri's 'Danakha1!sla'). 



CHAPTER llL 

THE SOUTH - INDIAN NUMERALS. 

(Plate xxiii.) 

~HE history of the numerals used in India is of the last importance, as on it, pa.rtly, 
~depends the solution of a very important question- the orig in of the European deci-

mal systems of notation by which the value of the numbers depends on position and 
which also involves the use of the cipher. The facts furnished by the S. Indian inscrip

tions unfortunately are of little more value than to throw doubts on the speculative 
conclusions arrived at by Woepcke originally1

J, but which are now commonly asserted in 

popular manuals2
J. These are: that the early Indian numeral sig ns and ciphers are derived 

from the initial letters of the words denoting the same ; that these numeral figures were 
brought to Europe by two distinct courses-firstly, about the early centuries of our era 
by Neo-Pythagoreans through the intercourse between Alexandria and India; and 

secondly, by the Arabs, who adopted them about the ninth century3
l. The last proposi

tion is the only one of the three which rests on any historical evidence ; the rest are 

inferences drawn by vVoepcke with some probability, and have been so far accepted 
by the most eminent Indianists1

J. Whether the inscriptions that have been discovered 
1 l IV'oepcke, "Memo ire sur la propagation des chiffres I ndiens" (separate impress ion, l 86 3) pp . 2-3. The author 

mentions the imperfect ev idence, and then asks if all at tempt to draw conclus ions must be abandoned. His own opinion 

he states as fo llows : "J e ne le pense pas, pourvu qu'en tachant de construire un ensemble, on fasse consciencieusement 
connaitre Jes parties conjecturales pour Jes distinguer d'avec Jes parties certaines, et pourvu que !'on ne presente Jes ex
plications hypothetiques auxquelles on est oblige de recourir que comme la resultante la plus probable cles faits connus clans 
le moment; pourvu en fin que !'on soit toujours pret ,\ modifier ses conclusions clans le cas ou la decouvcrtc de documents 
nouveaux en rendrait la necessite evidente." It appears to me that the explanation of the Cave numerals, and the ascer

t ainment of the complete seri es of unit s, as well (as I shall show) that these numerals were used over greater part of 
S. India, now warrant a different conclusion to that of '\V'oepcke as regards the origin of the current figures. 

2J A . Braun (Die E rgebnisse der Sprachwissenschaft, p. 26.) says: Dass einige dieser Ziffern eine grosse Aehnlichkeit 
mit den unsrigen haben, sieht man so forl. In de r T hat verdienen unsere Zahlze ichen es eigentlich auch nicht, arab ische 
genannt zu werden, denn sie stammen urspriinglich aus Indien; die Amber waren nur die Ueberbringer, nicht die Erfmcler 
derselben". 

B)For the first proposition see pp . 44-52 of \Voepcke's "Memoire"; for the second, pp. 123-6; as regards the third, the 
Indian Embassy to Al-Manyiir was in 77 3 A . D . It seems very probable, however, that the chief scientific information 
that the earlier Arabs got from India came entirely through Persia. Cfr. Dr. Haas's valuable Paper on Indian Medicine, in 
the Z. d. D. M. G. vol. xxix., and the quotation from the Di1ikart in I-Iaug's "Essay on Pahlavi,'' p . 146. 

•l ) Max Miiller, "Sanskrit Grammar" p . 9 (2nd ed.); "Chips from a German \Vorkshop,'' ii . , p. 295 . A lso by Profr. 
Ben fey in his "Geschichte d. Sprach wissenschaft" , p. 802 . 

8* 
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since these ,conclusions were arrived at, as well as some facts as yet unnoticed, do or 
do not support them, is now a matter for serious enquiry. 

The earliest known examples of Indian numeral fig ures occur in the Ac;:oka inscrip
tions which have already been often mentioned, and which belong to the middle of the 
third century B. C. In the Kapurdig iri inscription the number 'four' is expressed by 
four upright lines, thus llll' l. Later inscriptions in the same character furnish other 
examples ; the most important is one from Taxila, which is of the fi rst century B. C. and 

in which the number 7 8 is expressed by 3 x 2 0 + r x r o + 2 x 4; the figures for 20, 1 o 
and 4 being distinct sig ns. The fig ures for 'four' in these two inscriptions (1111 and +) show 
a considerable development between the third and first centuries B. C. _It is, therefore, 
certain that the method of denoting numerals, which prevailed in the early . centuries 

B. C. in the Panjab and Ariana, began with the use of strokes equal to the number to 
be expressed, and that this primitive system had, by no means, become perfect in the 
first century B. C. 

The Southern Ac;:oka inscriptions, which, as I have already said, are alone of 

importance for South-Indian palceography, do not contain any numeral sig ns except the 
Khalsi inscription which has x for 'four,' and those recently discovered at Rupnath and 
Sahasram which have figures for 2 56, but which are, probably, somewhat more recent. 
But there are inscriptions from Mathura, which are in nearly the same character, 

belong ing to the first or second century A . D., probably , which show a well-developed 
system entirely distinct from that which is found in the Arianic inscription of Taxila of 

about the same date. In this the first three numerals are expressed by one, two and 
three horizontal strokes, the rest (four, etc.) have distinct figures ; and there is a distinct 
figure for each of the orders of numbers (ten, twenty, etc.) up to one hundred which 

has, as well as one thousand, a sig n to itself. The intermediate units are expressed 
by simply adding their sig ns ; for example, 'twenty-five' is expressed by the sign for 
'twenty', followed by that for 'five'. There is not the least trace of the use of the cipher 
in this system. It is obviously an independent and ingenious development of much the 
same elements as were used in the Arianic system, but far more perfect. It is quite 

impossible to derive these sig ns from the initial letters of the words for the numbers, as 
they bear no resemblance at all to the Southern Ac;:oka letters which begin the corres
ponding words, nor excepting the sig ns for 'eight' and 'nine' do they bear any resemblance 
to the same letters in the K apurdigiri character; and the likeness in both these cases 

is very superficial. This system of numerals was used in the Cave inscriptions of 
I) The late'\\.1 lustrious scholar who deciphered this inscription (Mr. E . N orris) told me that this gave him the clue by 

hich he recognized it as a A~oka eqict, and was thus able to decipheI it. ~ b 
L co-vur _ ~ ruvi 1 1 o / • M.t.'I<-.. _ f\., , , ' . ja '? X'I {. If J 
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Western India, and in many other parts of India during several centuries ; owing to the 
combined researches of several scholars this system is now fully understood. The 
latest inscription in N. India appears to be of the fourth century'!, but nearly the same 

numerals occur in inscriptions of the early Vengi dynasty of Kalii'lga which must be 
referred to the fourth and fifth century, and the sign for 'ten' occurs in a. Cera inscription d. 

466 A. D. The system of numeral figures, still used by the TamU people, forms a step 
in adv;ance, the distinct signs for 'ten', 'hundred' and 'thousand' only being preserved, and 
those for 'twenty' up to 'ninety' being discarded. Apart from this still existing system, 
there is no evidence as to the use of these 'Cave numerals', as they are usually termed, 

after the fifth century, for inscriptions with dates in fig ures are, as yet, wanting from 
that time till about the tenth century in Northern India, and till about the year 1000 

A. D. in S. India2
J. At these dates, we find, in the respective countries, the exclusive 

use of numeral figures with a value according to position and the cipher; and the 

figures have much the same forms as are now current 3>, and which so closely resemble 
the Go bar numerals, also . in use and with the same value according to position in Europe 

also about the eleventh century. Though it has often been asserted that the modern, 
or NagarI, numerals are mere abbreviations of the initial letters of the words denoting 
the corresponding numbers4>, I think that a comparison of the later forms of the Cave 

numerals with them, will render it perfectly clear, that, this is not the case, but that, all 
the indigenous numerals used in the various parts of India are simply derived from the 

Cave numerals which are not, as I have already shown, derived from the .initial letters 
of the corresponding words. This derivation is also the only one which satisfactorily 
explains the forms of the numerals used in the North as well as in the South of India!\> 
and Java. 

It therefore appears that, neglecting all possibilities, in favour of which evidence 
does not exist, (such as the simultaneous existence of the more modern system of notation 
with the older in the fifth century A. D. or even earlier), the only possible conclusion is 

that, the great improvement of using numerals with a value according to position, and 
consequently the use of the cipher, first occurred in Central India about 500 

A. D. Now though the inscriptions fail us as yet for this period, the acuteness 

IJ The Kaira plates. See Prinsep's "Essays" by Thomas, I. p. 257. 
2) A Kawi inscription of the 9th century, however, bears a date (763 ~· ) in figures. See pl. ii. of Dr. Cohen Stuart's 

"Kawi Oorkonden." About 880 A. D. the cipher (o) was in common use in Java (do : pl. i x., xi ., xiv., xv.). 
3 According to Albiruni (Reinaud, "Memoire", p. 299) the numeral figures aii.ka used in different parts of India in the 

uth century varied in form, but value by position was generally known. 
4) Woepcke, "Memoire" pp. 44-53. 
5) See pl. xxiii. 
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of Woepcke detected some evidence in the works of the astronomers who lived in 
India during the fifth and following centuries. These are : Aryabhata who himself 
tells us that he was born in 4 76 A . D.1

', Vara.ha Mihira who died in 587 A. D.2J, 

Brahmagupta who lived about 6 00, and Bhattotpala who lived about I ooo also of our 
era. All these writers composed their treatises in metre, and to suit the exigencies of 
the strict limits thus imposed on them, the three last were obliged to express the terms 
of their calculations by words, and these not the usual ones, but by symbolical words 

denoting natural objects, and in a conventional way, (as here used) also numerals. 
This peculiar system (which will be fully explained further on in this chapter) implies 
value by position, and also has words which express i'ndi'r.;ctly the cipher3

'. . This same 

system is also used in the Suryasiddhanta which is of very uncertain date in its actual 
form. It is thus perfectly clear that the Indians knew of numerals with a value accord

ing to position in the sixth century A. D., but the system of Aryabhata which is totally 
different to the one described, appears to render improbable the assumption that he 
also about 500 A. D. found this system in common use, though he was acquainted 
with it4J. He himself uses the successive vowels of the Sanskrit alphabet to express 

place, and thus his system agrees in principle with the Tami.\ notation; a, a and i corres
ponding in value with the Tami} signs for 'ten', 'hundred' and 'thousand.' Woepcke, 

however, considers that Aryabhata invented this notation to suit his style of composition 
in verse, and that the system of notation by words with value according to position 
was 'probably anterior to Aryabhata' 5J. If it had been then in common use, would not 

Aryabhata have used it? Beyond the end of the fifth century there is, therefore, nothing 
to indicate the use of the cipher; for the high orders of numerals (equivalent to billions, 
trillions, etc.) first noticed by Profr. W eberGJ do not necessarily imply anything of the 

l) See p. 58, (iii. ro), of Pro fr. Kern' s ad mirable edition. 
2J B ombay Joiwnal, viii., p. 241 . 
3) It must be remarked that these words all mean 'blank', 'vacancy' or ' sky', and that there is nothing to show t hat t here 

was a distinct mark or figure fo r' the cipher ; thus this Indian notation b y words exactly corresponds with the system of t he 
abacus. W oepcke wrongly translates t wo of these words ( ~ii nya and kha) by 'le point' (p . I 03), and there is t herefore 
nothing in these astronomical t reatises to show that the figure cipher was used in India e ven in the sixth centu ry A . D. 
T he Ind ian c;bacus was by using heaps of cowries fo r the numbers, the number of these shells being equal to that of t he 

number to be expressed, the cipher being a blank space. T h us .-.j I"·= 303 ; "·I"· = 33. Warren " K ala Sankali ta", 
p. 334) mentions a counter as used to express the cipher, but I have never fo und this to be done. 

•JJ I owe this correct ion to M. Barth ("Revue Critique", 28 Aoiit, r 875, p. 132). May not A ryabhata be the disco ve rer 
of the decimal notation in India ? 

5) u. s. p. l 17 n . "Il ne faudra it pas conclure de !'existence d' une notation alphabetique inventee par A ryabhala que 
cette invention est necessaircment anterieure a celle des chi ffres . Aryabhata, q ui ec rivait aussi en vers, avait besoin d'une 

notation qui se laissait mett re en ~ lokas , et t rouvait peut-etre que la methode des mots symboli ques, t res probablement 
anterieure a A ryabhata, manquait de brievete et de precision." A ryabhata (so the MSS. have his name) wrote in Arya 
metre, and words wo u1d suit h im better than letters ; the fac t remains that he did not -use value by posit ion. 

6J Z. d. D. M. G. xv., pp. 132 !Tg. 
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kind. An illustrious French mathematician and a more eminent · French philosopher 

have shown that this invention may have occurred (as was the case) in the middle ages 

of Europe spontaneously1l; it must also have occurred independently in India, but as 

the facts stand at present, it is impossible to connect India and Europe in the transmission 

of this particular invention from the first country to the other. As it is not proved to have 

been known in India before about 500 A. D., it is impossible to see how it can have been 

transl).'litted from thence to Europe before the rise of the Arabs, for direct communication 

ceased about the fourth century A. D . 2l , and in Europe, at all events, the little 

intellectual activity that was displayed ran in entirely ·different courses during the sixth, 

seventh, and eighth centuries. Nor is there the least trace of the use of such numerals 

during this period. The Arabic numerals now in use certainly came from India, but 

numerals with value according to position and the cipher were already in use in Europe 

(by the Neo-Pythagoreans) b efore they were adoptecl3>. If the derivation of the 

numeral figures from the initial letters of the Sanskrit words denoting the respective 

numbers be g iven up, there is nothing left to show where the figures were first used, 

by the Pythagoreans in Europe or the astronomers in India. The assumption that the last 

was the case, but which (as I have already said) an examination of the earliest forms of 

the numerals preserved 111 inscriptions will prove to be impossible, is the foundation of 

the theory that Europe is indebted to India in this respect; in fact Woepcke chiefly 

relies on it4 l, but this assumption was made by J. Prinsep about 1838, or long before 

the Cave numerals were exp1ained. The resemblance between the Neo-Pythagorean 

1) Chasles who is supported by Comte. The last says ("Cours de Philosophie Positi ve", v. p. 326 note): "Personne 
n'ignore ni l'heurense innovation realisee au moyen age, dans les notations numeriques, ni la part incontestable de 
!'influence catholique a cet important progres de l'arithmetique. Un geometre distingue, qui s'occupe, avec autant de 
succes que de modestie de la veritable histoire mathematique (M. Chasles), a tres-utilement confirme, dans ces derniers 
t emps par une sage discussion Speciale, an sujet de ce memorable perfectionnement, l' aper~n rationnel que devait naturellement 
inspirer la saine theorie, du developpement humain, en prouvant qn'on y doit voir surtout, non une importation de l'Inde 
par les Ara bes, mais un simple resultat spontane du mouvement scientifique anterieur, dont on peut sui vre a isement la 
tendance graduelle vers une telle issue par des modifications successives, en partant des notations primitives d' A rchimede 
et des astronomes grecs". 

The abacus of the ancients was so near the modern system of numeration, that they would have but little felt the want 
of it. Martin ("Histoire de l' Arithmetique") had already in 1857 traced our decimal notation to a natural t ransformat ion 
of the abacits about I 100-1130 A. D ., and this has now been rendered beyond doubt by N ar.cl ucci's most important discovery 
that the Boethian numerals with value by position were already in use at the end of the l 2th century, an earlier date than 
that at which the Arabic numerals were so employed in Europe. See his E ssay: "Intorno ad tin Manuscritto della Biblio
theca Alexandrina continente gli Apici di Boezio senz' Abaco e con V alore di Posizione." Rome, 1877. 

2) R einaud "Relations politiques et commerciales de !'empire Romain'', p. 265-9. Woepcke ("Memoire" p. 67) allows 
that if the invention came from India, it must have been t ransported thence: "dans les premiers siecles de not re ere." 
Thus his hypothesis is no longer tenable, for the Gobar figures do not resemble the early forms. 

3) "Memoire", p. 194· This has, however, been doubted, but without sufficient reason, as now fully appears from 
Narducci 's discovery. 

4) Do. P· 53 · 
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numerals in their cursive form on the . one hand, and the India Cave numerals and 

the fo rms derived from them on the other, is too striking not to be noticed; · but this fac t 

does not warrant a presumption that one is borrowed from the other; more probably, 

both are from a common source. The question of what might have been the common 

orig inal of the Neo-Pythagorean and Cave numerals is one for the decision of which 

evidence must yet be discovered, but a provisional hypothesis may be allowed. 

The ultimate Phrenician orig in of the Indian alphabets being , as I have already 

sliown 1>, admitted on grounds that, except new discoveries of an unexpected kind b e 

made, are tolerably conclusive; it is natural (though not absolutely necessary), to look to 

a similar foreig n source for the elements of the Indian systems of notation. The Phrenician 

inscriptions supply ample evidence that such a system was in use long before the Indian 

alphabets could have been borrowed, for that must have happened in comparatively 

late times, and they also supply proof that the source of this system was that used in 

Egypt 2 >. The Egyptian hierog lyphic system, in fact, can hardly be said to differ 

from the Phrenician. . 
The following forms, though collected from inscriptions of different countries and 

dates, will show the elements of the Phrenician system of numerals : ll = 23l; 11 1= 3 4>, 
llll = 45l; -i:i or --.= 106

l; Hor ...3 = 2o7J. For 'hundreds' the sig n '\ 8J or 'C!._9J is used, and 

to express the number of 'hundreds' dots or strokes are put at the right. Thus "" H H ""( I= 

I50 10l; 111 ..3...3 i:_ ·· = 243 11 >. In the Palmyrene system we find an adaptation of this. The 

hieratic and demotic numerals (a development and simpli'fication of the hierog lyphic or 

primitive system) were also certainly used in Egypt before the possibility of any 

civilization in India. Thus the Eg ypto-Phrenician system of numerals was in wide use 

long before we find traces of any such system in India ; and there can be no doubt that 

the Phrenician was the system used by those ·natives of India who wrote their language 

in the N. A c;:oka characters '2J. If, however, we compare the numerals in the S. Ac;:oka 

inscriptions, it is evident that, though the system there found more or less corresponds 

with the Egypto-Phc.enician, a marked development is, nevertheless, presented in some 

respects. The circumstances already mentioned (on p. 60) show that this development 

was g oing on in the ' third century B. C. ; it consisted not in a general modification 

1 > PP· 4, 7 etc. 
2) Ofr. Z. d. D. M. G. xxi. p. 486 . 
3) Inscription of Carthage. 4J Inscription of Urnm al Awamid. 5J I nscrip tion of Eschmunezcr. 
6 1 Inscriptions of E schmunezer and Marseilles. 7l Inscrip tions of Marseilles and U mrn al A wamid. 
SJ Inscription of :Marseilles. 9) Inscription of Umrn al A wamid. JO) Inscri ption of Marse illes. 
ll) I nscrip tion o( U mm al A "·arni c\. 
12) E . T homas in " Numismata Orientali a" pt. i., p. 1 9 . 
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of the system, but in the invention of new and simpler symbols for the compounds 
which :were hitherto in use. In the last discovered (and perhaps latest) Ac;:oka inscrip
tions examples occur which show that about the third century B. C. distinct figures 
were in use for the units, tens and also for hundreds; the last being qualified by marks 
on the right to express the number of hundreds. The general similarity of this system 
to the Egyptian demotic is thus, I think, sufficient to warrant a provisional conclusion 

that the S. Indian (Ac;:oka) system is derived from it, but developed in India. Of the 

Egyptian demotic figures for units, those for 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 have a striking 
likeness to the corresponding Cave numerals 1>. 

But it is necessary to notice here a recent theory which might seem, at first 

sight, to be decisive against this hypothesis, especiaUy as it appears to warrant the 
conclusion that these numerals are of purely Indian origin. If, however, the real 
bearing of this discovery be considered, it will, I think, prove rather a remarkable 
indigenous development, not an independent invention, and is, thus, most 1n accordance 
with what we know of the process of adaptation in India, e. g . of the Greek astronomy2J, 

and the evident traces of adaptation and extension in the S. Ac;:oka alphabet. 
It has been known for some time3> that the books of Nepal and those of the N. Jains 

have their pages numbered by a singular series of letters which are 'e'(1); 'dvi'(2); 

'tri' (3); kha' (4); 'tri' (5); 'phra' (6); 'gra' (7); 'hra' (8); 'o' (g); 'bri' ( 10); 'tha' (20); 'la' 
(Jo); 'su' or 'sU' (100) etc. As primitive customs and usages 'often linger in out
of-the-way corners like Nepal, it was a very shrewd idea of Pal).<;l.it Bhagvanlal Indraji'1J 

to compare these syllable-figures with the Cave numerals, and the resemblance, at once 

found in many cases, is very striking, but there are most serious difficulties in the way 
of accepting these Buddhist numerals as a complete explanation of the Cave forms. 
a) It must be observed that the Nepal Buddhists and also the Northern Jains have a 
distinct series of syllables for all the units; but the Cave numerals show at once that 
the figures for the units from one to five, at all events, cannot possibly have been derived 

1) M. Barth has never had a doubt that the Cave numerals are of Egyptian origin. 
~) Albiruni (Reinaud, "Memoire" p. 334) gives a remarkable instance of the Indian tendency in this way: "Les livres 

des Indiens sont rediges en vers; Jes indigenes croient, par la, Jes rendre plus aises a retenir dans la memoire; ils ne 
recourent aux livres qu'a la derniere e:dremite. On Jes voit meme s'attacher a apprendre des vers dont ils ignorent tout a 
fait le seas. J'ai reconnu, a mes depens, !'inconvenient de cet usage. J'avais fait, pour Jes indigenes, des extraits du traite 
d'Euclide et de l' Almageste; j' avais compose un traite de l' Astrolabe a leur intention, afin de Jes initier aux methodes des 
Arabes; mais aussitot ils mirent ces morceaux en slokas, de maniere qu'il etait devenu peu facile de s'y reconnaitre."
I have myself seen the Penal Code put into Tami~ verse ! ! On the Indian treatment of foreign names, see my "Aindra 
Grammarians", p. 109. 

3) Cowell and Eggeling, "Catalogue of Buddhist Sanskrit 1v!SS." p. 52. 
4J hidian Antiqiia1·y, vi., p. 48 etc. 
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from such syllables 1 '; the fig ures for one, two and three consist of a corresponding 
number of strokes, those for four and fi"ve are derived from a cross and a cross with 
the addition of a curved line. But the figures for the units are of the greatest impor
tance as showing the orig in of the system, for they were certainly always in common 
use, and thus could not readily be changed. Again, I cannot see the least resemblance 
between the oldest forms of the Cave figures for seven, ezght, nz"ne and ten, ancl the 
syllables 'gra', 'hra', 'o' and bfi as used to mark those figures in the Nepal system. The 
partial resemblance of the figure for sz·x to phra seems accidental. ·where the evidence 
should be clearest, it thus fails entirely. With still · higher numbers the explanation often 

again fails, for strokes or figures of units are added to the right side of the figu.res used 
to express 'hundred' and 'thousand', and here, again, there is a striking resemblance to 
the Phcenician system. How by an indigenous system of notation 10ox4 could be 

equal to 400 is very hard to understand. b) It also remains to be explained on what 
principle these syllables were selected. The meaning of 'e', 'dvi' and 'tri' is plain, but 
the rest baffle all attempts to trace their meaning, and, thus, there is reason to believe 
that the selection was not made on a consistent principle throughout, as one might expect. 

c) It must, lastly, be noticed that the resemblance to the syllables in question can only 
be said to begin with later forms of the numeral figures, such as the Gupta and Valabhi; 
in these it is plain, but it is not so in the earlier forms. 

If it be kept in mind that the Egypto-Phcenician system of notation was certainly 
known and used in N. India2 >, and also that the syllabic origin of the Indian figures can 
only be fully shown in certain cases 3> where (e. g. 80 and go) that system had originally 
no distinct marks but used compound figures ; if, again, it be remarked that the re
semblance of the numeral figures to the syllables in question-at least so far as the 

units and the figures for 20, 1 oo, 1 ooo go-is hardly to be traced in the earlier, but 
is plainer in the later form of the figures, I think that the natural inference to be drawn 
is that this proposed explanation of the Indian (Cave) numeral figures by assigning a 
syllabic orig in for them, can only be accepted in some cases (e. g. 80 and go) and that 

in others (or the majority of cases) it has arisen from a fancied resemblance found , 
between the Cave numerals and certain syllables, but which, so far as their origin goes, 
have really nothing in common. 

IJ Profr. Kern in Inclian .Antiiziia1·y, vi., p. 143 . 
2) Above p. 64. 
3) It may be remarked that of the two types we find in the Cave numerals, it is only in one (the vVestern) that a full 

resemblance to the syllables suggested can be found, as even Dr. Biihler (the chief advocate of this theory) admits in fact: 
"Three New Edicts of A~oka", pp. 23-5 . 
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The explanation is a remarkable one, but, thus, very limited in its results. . Except, 
however, new and ample materials (from the early centuries B. C. and A. D.) be yet found 
for de~iding the question, every explanation of the ultimate origin of the S. Indian system 
of notation must be regarded as merely a provisional hypothesis 1). 

§1. THE MODIFICATION OF THE 

'CAVE' NUMERAL FIGURES FOUND IN THE VENGI 

AND CERA INSCRIPTIONS. 

The Cave Numerals, given in Plate xxiii., are taken from those which occur in the 
inscriptions of the Western Caves as far as the second line is concerned; the upper 
are from tlfe Mathura inscriptions2>. The two inscriptions of the Ve1i.gi dynasty (as 

I have termed it already) which preceded the Calukyas, and therefore must be earlier 
than the seventh century A. D., have the plates numbered. In one, numerals occur up 

to three, and in the other (which is given in Plate xxiv.) up to joztr; these are collected 
in Plate xxiii. The Pallava inscriptions (which are a little later) supply the figures 
for fz"ve and sz"x. 

The horizontal strokes of the Cave numerals are here semi-circular, and the figure for 

four is also of a more cursive form; the figures for /i"ve and sz"x are also modified. 
Much the same numeral figures appear to have been .in use in the Cera kingdom at 

the end of the fifth century A. D. In the Mercara Plates (ii. line 9) co "sahasrana<;lu" 
occurs 3J. This is left unexplained by those who have attempted this inscription, but 
the figure is evidently a slight variation of the Cave numeral 10, and the words thus 
should be read "dac;:asahasrana<;lu"; the 'ten-thousand' being a division of the country, 

and probably referring to the tribute paid by it. 
I have not met with any other examples of this system of numerals in Southern 

India. 

I l In considering this question it will be well to recollect what Comte says: "The fortunate custom of hieroglyphic 
writing. . . . • . . led to the permanent adoption of hieroglyphics in the case of numbers." He also remarks that the 
decimal notation (with value by position) could not have come from alphabetic writing. ("Pos. Polity" English tr. iii., 
182. ) Now in India there is no trace of indigenous hieroglyphs. 

2 ) Bombay Joui·nal, viii., pp. 22:-232; and Jo urnal of the ll. A. S. New Series, V. pp. 182 ffg . 
3) A good facsimile of these very important plates is given in the first volume of · the Jncl·ian Antiiziiai·y. The expla

nation, however, needs much amendment. 

9* 
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§2. THE TAMIL NUMERAL FIGURES. 

The figures used in this system are given in Plate xxiii. from inscriptions of about 
I 5 20 and a MS. at Tanjore which belongs probably to the end of the sixteenth or 
beginning of the seventeenth century; as Tami,1 MSS. (except the very recent _ones) 
are all undated, and these figures rarely occur in inscriptions earlier than the sixteenth 
century, it is difficult to procure a complete series of an ascertained date. This is, 

however, of little importance; for the earliest examples known (about 1400 A. D.) are 
precisely of the same form as those still in use. 

These figures are remarkable as forming the stage of development between the 
W. Cave numerals and the modern systems, and are, therefore, relics of a system that 
became more or less obsolete in the sixth century A. D. 'J; we find here separate figures 

for ten, lzundred and thousand nearly identical with the W. Cave forms; but the figures 
for twenty etc. are rejected, and tens, hundreds or thousands are · expressed by prefixing 

the sign for . the uriits to the left side of the figure representing the order. The use of 
the cipher and value of position are Grantha (or Brahmanical), and till lately have been 
but little used, though Sanskrit MSS. are almost invariably numbered in this way. 

The figures used to express fractions are peculiar to the Tami,1 people, and there are 
many others in use besides those which I have given, and which I have chiefly taken 

from the first edition of Beschi's Ko<;lun-Tami.J. Grammar (p. 149). They are derived, 
no doubt, from initials of corresponding words, which abbreviations are also combined 

in some cases; the invention must be attributed to the Tami.1 traders of no very remote 
period 2J. 

The Tami.J. numeral figures are obviously cursive torms of the Cave numerals modi
fied by the prevailing practice of writing on palm-leaves with a style, a practice which 
renders necessary curved rather than straight lines, as the last, when with the grain or 

course of the fibres of the leaf, are nearly invisible. 
I have not been able to find any traces of distinct Vatteluttu numerals. 
The Malayalam numerals (which I have given in Plate xxiii.) are those in actual use. 

Their history is quite uncertain, as there are very few, if any, examples of them older 
than the middle of the last century, MSS. being numbered most generally with letters. 
They are evidently derived from the same source as the rest, and are nearest to the 

I) The Kura! (xi., 2) mentions acquaintance with numbers (e1:u:ia) and letle i·s as being like eyes to men. This is of about 

850 A. D. 
2) In the older inscriptions (at Tanjore e. g.) all numbers and fractions which occur, are written at full length. 
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TamiJ figures, but include the cipher. The Malaya.lam way of expressing fractions is 
the same as we find in the Telugu and Canarese countries, and is, therefore, North
Indian. 

§3. THE TELUGU-CANARESE NUMERAL FIGURES . . 

These figures appear in common use about 1300 A. D. 11 with value by position and 
also the cipher, which is always represented in S. Indian documents by a small circle. 
In Northern India a dot also appears with this signification, but the necessity of writing 
on palm-leaves has, in S. India, led to the adoption of the circular form as alone. per
fectly distinct. The earliest specimens of these numerals that I have met with occur on 
the outer rims of the plates of a c;:asana of 1087 A. D., already mentioned (p. 21 n.) 
as E. These do not go beyond nine, but the cipher is plain in an inscription of much 
the same date. 

The Telugu-Canarese numerals (as g iven in Plate xxiii. from a Ha!a-kannaQ.a MS. of 
1428 A. D.) are almost identical in all the inscriptions across the peninsula, and remained 
the same till quite recently. In the Telugu inscriptions I have, however, observed, in 
some cases, a slight difference in the form of the figure 5, which sometimes wants the 
middle connecting stroke. The figure 3 is generally perpendicular in the Telugu 
inscriptions. 

The Telugu-Canarese system of fractions is, like the TamiJ, based on a division of 
the unit into sixteen parts; they are marked by the N. Indian system, and this appears 
to be of recent introduction. 

A comparison of the numeral figures in Plate xxiii. will conclusively show that they 
are all more or less cursive modifications of the W estern Cave numerals. As the Cave 
numerals are from Western and Northern India, and present a number of distinct types, 
there is no real difficulty about some which present variations of form, for the perfectly 
evident origin of I, 2, 3, 4 and 7 quite justifies the conclusion that the smaller number, 
of which the orig in is less obvious, do in fact come from the same source2

J. The 
origin of the S. Indian numeral figures is, thus, the same as that of the S. Indian 
alphabets. 

I) If S ir vV. E lliot' s collection of transcripts of inscriptions in the neighbourhood of the KEishl).li and Goda var i can 
be trusted, the notation of dates by these numerals was not uncommon in the eleventh century; but I am jnclined to think 
that this is not the case, and that the copyi st has often put the figures for words written at full length in the original. 
The oldest inscription with a date in figures in Java appears to be that g iven in pl. ii. of Dr. Cohen-Stuart's "Kawi 
Oorkonden"; it is of the 9th century, and is, therefore, strangely enough, older than .any S. Indian document with a date 
in figures. 

21 T he Gobar is from 'Voepcke 's ".Memoire" p. 49; the Nagari is from Prinsep's "Essays" as collected by Mr. Thomas. 
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§ 4. THE JAVANESE NUMERAL FIGURES. 

One of the most interesting features of the Kawi and Sanskrit inscriptions of Java 
is the complete information they give about the numerals. 

From the 9th century A. D. onwards we find the decimal system of notation in 
full use 1>. 

The earliest certain specimen2J is of 841 A. D., and it is easy to see that these 

figures are a slight modification of those in the Veri.gi and Pallava inscriptions, such as 
would occur in the course of some four hundred years which is the difference of date . 
between the two. After this period the progress of change is rapid, and by the 14th 
century it had gone so far that the figures used are wholly unlike those which are their 
original source. This fact is remarkable as, except in the case of a few letters, 

the Kawi character underwent but little change in form for a long while. In later 
times the modification has been very rapid. 

It is necessary to remark that as the plates which compose crasanas are very rarely 
numbered, it is very difficult to get complete series of the numeral figures used in earlier 
times. It cannot, however, be doubted that they were in much more common use, than 

the rarity of their occurrence in old documents would lead an observer to infer. 

NOTE: 

The different 1'1Iethods of rnarking dates 
used in South-Inclict. 

The numeral figures are only used in comparatively modern inscriptions; in the older 
ones and also in many modern ones the numbers are commonly expressed by words or 
letters. The eras and cycles to which the dates are ref erred also present considerable 
difficulty, owing to the variations found in differen~ places. 

1) C/1'. plates i., ii., v., vii., ix., xi., xiv., xv. and xxii. of Cohen-Stuart's "Kawi Oorkonden." z. d. D. M. G. xviii., 

pl. 495 etc. 
2) There is another of a fow years earlier, ·but it is very illegible, and, therefore, uncertain. 
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A. THE ERAS. 

a. The Kaliyuga. 

The usually received date of the Kaliyug a is the March equinox of 3 102 B. C. 
It was known in the fifth century A. D. 1

i, but has never become very g eneral m 

inscriptions, and is now, in S. India, chiefly used in Malabar for the ~anciful way of 
marki!lg dates by a sentence. In most cases I have seen, the number of days and 
not of years is mentioned2

J. I believe that the use of this date is unusual, except in 

comparatively modern times, and is a ground for doubting the authenticity of any but 
modern inscriptions. It is the base of the 'ahargal)a' system of the Indian astrologers, 
and the use of it to indicate dates is, almost certainly, due to these men who would 

naturally be employed to calculate the dates of grants. 

b. The <;aka Era. 

This era is now usually supposed to date from the birth 3J of a mythical Hindu 

sovereign called <_;alivahana, who defeated the <_;akas, and began Monday 14th March 
78 A. D. (Julian style). The account of the origin of this era has apparently been 
repeatedly modified to suit current ideas. In the earlier inscriptions it is usually called 

•<;akavarsha', •<;akasamvatsara' or •<;akanripakala'; about the tenth century it is termed 
the year of the •<;akaraja,' '<;akadhipa' or •<;akadeva,' and still later it is termed •<;ali
vahanac;:aka' or '<;alivahanac;:akabda'. 

AlbirunI (A. D. 103 1) speaks ·of this era as one m use by the astrologers4l; and as 
they had a great deal to do with royal grants by determining the auspicious time for 
making them, it is easy to see how this became the most usual way of marking the 
dates of inscriptions. But it is certain that this era was quite unsettled and compa

ratively little used before the tenth century. The earliest authentic inscriptions in 

IJ By Aryabhata (e. g. iii., 10). Albiruni mentions it. R einaud, "Fragments", p. I 36. 
2 J \Varren' s "Kala Sati.kalita" (p. I 8) states that in S. India it is usual to date documents in both the K ali and <;aka 

year. This is contrary to my experience, so far as documents before I 500 are concerned. 
SJ Some say: from the consecration. 
4 J "L'ere de Saca, nommee pas Jes Indiens Sacakala, est posterieure a celle de Vikramaditya de 135 ans. Saca est le 

nom d'un prince qui a regne sur Jes contrees situees entre J'lndus et Ja mer. Sa residence etait placee au centre de ]'empire, 
dans la contree nomm~e Arya vartta. L es lndiens le font naitre dans une classe autre qu~ ce!le deo saky::is ; quclques-uns 
pretendent qu'il etait soudra et originaire de la ville de Mansoura. II y en a meme qui disent qu'il n' e ta it pas d~ la race 
indienne, et qu'il tirait son origine de regions occidentales. Les penples eurent beaucoup a souffrir de son despotisme, 
jusqu'a ce qu'il leur vint du secours de !'Orient. Vikramaditya marcha contre Jui, mit son armee en deroute et le tua 
sur le territoire de K orour, situe entre Moultan et -le chateau de Louny. Cette epoque devint celebre a cause de la joie que 
Jes peu ples ressentirent de la mort de Saca, et on Ja choisit pour ere, principalement chez Jes astronomes". Tr. by Abb6 
R einaud, ":.\Icmoire", pp. 79-80, and in "Fragments Arabes et P ersans ine::lits relatifs ~ l'lnde'', pp. 140-141, J 45. 
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which it occurs belong to the end of the fifth century A. D., but it is first mentioned 
by Vara.ha Mihira, an astronomer who lived in the sixth century A. D.; and he makes 

the commencement of it coincide with Kali year 3 I 79. The great popularity in all 
parts of India of this author's works is probably the reason why this is now the re
cognized computation, but it has been adopted since the tenth century. Up to that date 
and even later, there are inscriptions with dates by the <;aka as well as other methods, 

(~.g. the Brihaspati cycle) which show a variation of two or three years, more or less, 
from the usual computation. Albirilni (A. D. ro 3 I) mentions that the <;aka year then 
commenced I 3 5 years after Vikramaditya; this is the received opinion, and from that 
century <;arm dates may be computed with certainty in the ordinary way. Before that 
period they must be considered as more or less uncertain. 

The <;aka year seems to have been originally introduced by the Digambara Jains, 
but though the inscriptions prove that their computation of it was the same as the 

brahmanical, the account they give of it differs from the ordinary one. The Trilokasara 
says: Pal).achassayavassam pal).amasajudam gamiya Viranibbui:do j Sagarajo; to Kakki 

cadul).a vatiyamahiyasagamasam 11 848 11 C. <;rI-VIranathanivritteh sakac;:at pancottara
shatchatavarshal).i pancamasayutani gatva pac;:cat Vikramankac;:akarajo 'jayata j tata 
upari caturl).avatyuttaratric;:atavarshal).i saptamasadhikani gatva pac;:cat Kalky ajayata II 
Now the death of Viranatha (or Mahavira) the last of the Tirthankaras is put at 388 
B. C. 1J; then, according to the above, the <_;aka era would begin in 2 3 9 A. D., but this 
is impossible, so the era of Mahavira must be put at 5 2 7 B. C., and this again differs 

from the era mentioned by Prinsep as current in the North of India-5 I 2 before 

Vikramaditya or 569 B. C.21 The Javanese <;aka era is 74 A. D., that of Bali 80 A. D. 
Friederich ("Over Inscriptien van Java en Sumatra" p. 78) says that only the <;aka era 
has been found in use in the archipelago. From these details some notion may be 
formed of the excessive uncertainty of Indian chronological data before the early 

centuries A. D. The more exact they appear to be the more suspicious they are. It is 
not too much to say that a tolerably exact chronology is only possible after the tenth 
century, and then by the aid of inscriptions only3

J. 

It is necessary to remark that the <;aka year is reckoned by either including the 

current year (the most usual practice in India), or by excluding the current year and 

1) According to the <;;:atru1\jaya-Mahatmya. Buhler ("Three New Edicts of A¥oka", p. 21) rejects this work as a forgery, 

and accepts the date 526-7 B. C. 
2) "Useful Tables" p. 166 in Prinsep's "Essays" by Thomas, Vol. II. 
Si The rough equation for converting this era into the Christian date is:+ 78-J;-. The beginning of the year being at the 

March equinox; if the <;;:aka 'ati ta' year be mentioned, the equation is:+ 79-1-· For more exact reckoning, a long calculation 

is necessary. 
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g iving only the number of complete years that have elapsed, in which case the word 
ama is used; this last is not usual in Indian (except the W. Calukya) inscriptions, 
but is nearly universal in those of Java. 

c. The Vik1•amadityct Era. 

The passion for systematizing and thus falsifying even history in accordance with: 
the popular astrological and relig ious notions of the day, has, it is evident from the 
above, led to repeated alterations in the dates assigned to real or fictitious events in 
Indian history. The era of Vikramaditya is apparently one result of this folly. It is 
all but unknown in S. India (except in the Deccan), though under the name of 'samvat' 
is the one most commonly used in the North. It is said to begin 5 7 years B. C.1

J It is 
used by the c;vetambara Jains (of the N. of India). 

d. The Kollam, Ko~ambam (01• Quilon) Era. 

This is usually called a cycle2J, but it is in reality an era; it began m September 
824 A. D. It is supposed to commemorate the founding of Kollam (Quilon), and is only 
used in the S. Tamil country and Travancore3!. 

e. Cycle of Brihaspati4>. 

Each year in this cycle has a name, and in the inscriptions this is coupled with the 
c;aka year or year of the king's reig n. The earliest examples to be met with in S. India in 
which the cyclic years occur are of about the tenth century. The names are as follows: 

1. Prabhava. Bhava. 
Vibhava. 
c;ukla. 
Pramoda, Pramoduta (si"c ? Pramodita). 

5. Prajapati, Prajotpatti (?) 
Angirasa. 
c;rimukha. 

Yuva. 
1 o. Dhatu, Dhatri (?) 

ic;:vara. 
Bahudhanya. 
Pramadi, Pramathin. 
Vikrama. 

1 J The equation is : + 56Jl. It is mentioned by Albirilni (Reinaud, "Fragments", p. l 39). 
2) "Cycle of Para~urama"-Prinsep. 
3) The equation is : + 824{. 
4J The first account, by an European, of this Cycle, and a very good one too, is in the "Open-Deure" (1 651 ) of Rogerius 

who lived from 1631 to 1641 at Pulicat as Dutch chaplain. (See pp. 58-9.) As. Res. iii. "On the Cycle of 60 years" by 
Davis . Suryasiddhanta by Burgess, (New Haven, 1860) p. 35 ,-a list of names (fr. Davis) is given on p. 36. This list is not 
to be found in the Sanskrit treatises, but is supposed to be generally known; fo r this reason it is impossible to amend 
some of the names which are clearly corrupt. 

10 



1 S· Vishu, Vrishabha (?), Bhric;:ya. 
Citrabhanu. 
Svabhanu, Subhanu. 

Tarar.1a. 
Parthiva. 

20. Vyaya. 
Sarvajit. 
Sarvadhari. 
Virodhi. 

Vikrita, Vikriti (?) 
2s. Khara. 

Nandana. 
Vijaya. 
Jaya1J. 

Manmatha. 

30. Durmukhi. 
Hevilamba, Hemalamba, - 0 bi. 

Vilambi, - 0 ba. 
Vikari. 

<;arvari. 

3S· Plava. 
<;ubhalq·it. 

<;obhana, <_;obhakrit. 
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Kroclhi. 

Vic;:vavasu. 
40. Parabhava. 

Plavanga. 
Kilaka. 

Saumya. 
Sadharal).a. 

4 s. Virodhikrit, Virodhakrit, Virodhyadikrit. 
· Paridhavi. 
Pramadica, Pramadin. 

Ananda. 
Raxasa. 

50. Anala (?), Nala. 
Pin gala. 

Kalayukta. 
Siddharthi. 
Raudra, Raudri. 

SS· Durmati. 
Dundubhi. 
Rudhirodgari. 
Raktaxi, Raktaxa. 

Krodhana. 
60. Xaya2>. 

This cycle is originally founded on a practice of reckoning time by the revolutions 

of Jupiter (Brihaspati), but there is no record of its correct use; the present practice of 
erroneously reckoning sixty solar years as equal to five revolutions of the planet has 
always, it appears, prevailed as far back as reference to this method can be found. 
Though this cycle is in common use everywhere in the South, the names are often much 
varied, especially by the Jains3

l. It is not improbable that this system is an adaptation 

1) According to Mr. C. P. Brown the order is sometimes: J aya, Vijaya. 
2) This list is compiled from Col. \Varren's "Kala Sati.kalita", Mr. C. P. Brown's "Cyclic Tables '', inscriptions, and 

the practice of the people of S. India. I am not aware that any old list exists. 
3) The Tamil names are merely corrupt forms of the Sanskrit. For them, see Beschi's Koc).un-Tamil Grammar. To find 

the year A . D. corresponding to the first of the cycle it is not necessary, here, to do more than remark that the last must 
always end with 7, and that the I Ith, 21st, 31st, 41 st, 51 st years of the cycle (as used in S. India) must also correspond 
with A. D. years ending with 7. Thus the first years of cycles would correspond with A. D. 67, 127, 187, 247, 307, 367, 
427, 487, 547, 6o7, 667, 727, 787, 847, 907, 967 etc. The corresponding years <;aka and A. D. are given by 
Mr. Brown down to 1857. 
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with Sanskrit names of an old way of reckoning time originally current in S. India; it 
is mentioned by AlbirunI1

) in the eleventh century, but his reference to it is commonly 
understood to· mean that it was of recent introduction in the North and West of India2J. 

This cycle, as used in North and South India, differs not in the names or order of 
the names but in the period at which the first year comes. In S. India the present year 
( r 87 4) is Bhava or the eighth of the cycle. This difference is owing to the practice 
which. obtains in S. India and Tibet of considering the years of the cycle as identical 
in duration with the ordinary luni-solar year. 

f. Other Ercts bitt little used. 

Some of the Calukyas attempted to set up local eras, but these dates occur in com
paratively few and unimportant inscriptions, and are too uncertain to be worth ·mentioning 
here. 

The South-Indian Co!a and Pal).<;1.ya kings appear to mention the year of their reign 
most generally, and the second also, but rarely, the Quilon era. The task of establishing 
the succession of these dynasties and the dates is thus likely to prove very formidable; 
there is, however, some foundation in Marco Polo's mention of Sundara Pal).<;1.ya as the 
king of the South in his time ( r 3 th century), and also in the synchronism between the 
Co!a king Kulottmi.ga and the Calukya Ahavamalla as established by Sir VI!. Elliofll. 

The explanation of the date in the grant to the Cochin Israelites is not as yet 
certain. The term is: "Yal).<;1.u iral).<;1.am al).<;1.aikk 'eoir muppattaram al).<;1.u"-z'. e. (literally) 
"the year opposite the second year, the thirty-sixth year." Ellis explained it 1 l by the 
thirty-sixth year of the third (? second) cycle, but it is impossible to reconcile it with 
the Quilon era, and it appears to me here to mean the thirty-sixth year (of the king's life) 

opposite to (or corresponding with) the second year (of his reign or of the cycle). 
Similar dates occur in the Tami.~ inscriptions, and the meaning of mel viz., 'equivalent 
to', is beyond doubt. Thus in an inscription of A. D. r 532 (PiHaiyar temple at Tanjore) 

1) R einaud, "Fragments" p. 140 n., states that Albiruni devotes an entire ch apter to this cycle. 
2) D o : u. s. An inference as to the recent date of the origin of this cycle (vi:1:., 9 59 A. D.) is drawn by the Abbe 

Reinaud, but it is certainly wrong. T he Brihaspati-cycle is referred to, e. g., by A ryabhata (iii., ro) who lived at the 
end of the 5th century A. D. and the years of it occur commonly in inscriptions of that century. It does not appear in 
use in the K awi inscriptions. . 

ii) Macl?-as Joiwnal, xiii., pt . 2 , p. 40. See above p. 19 n. and p. 40 n. 
1) Do. pp. 3 and ro. Dr. Gundert (do. pt. i., p. 137) doubts the meaning of el> ir, and the usual translation is rather 

of 'me!' than of 'ebir', for it is by no means certain that the two h ave the same meaning. Dr. Caldwell (Comp. G1·am1na1., 
p. 60 n.) takes it to mean the year of the cycle of sixty to which the year of t he k ing's reign answers. 

10* 
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we find: "<;akabdam 145 4 ioin mL:I nandanasamvatsaram", and m fact, c;:. 145 4 corres
ponds with the cycle year N andana. 

It was a practice in the TamiI inscriptions to note the day of the year by a number, 
e.g. "the 26th year, 3 10th day" (Tanjore inscription, iv.), or even to count the days of 
a king's reign lJ. In this, as in so many other details, the TamU inscriptions f.re unlike 
those of the North, and form, unfortunately for the chance of obtaining e.Ja.ct dates, 
a class by themselves. 

The above information 1s sufficient to decide approxi'mately the dates of most S. 
Indian inscriptions; to do more it is necessary to know the complicated details of the 
!uni-solar year as used in S. India, but this would need a large volume alop.e 2>. Even
tually, no doubt, it will be necessary to take these details into account, as well as the 
references to eclipses which are so frequent in Indian grants, and by which it must 
often 3J be possible to calculate the date with the utmost exactness; at present it is 

rather to be desired that existing inscriptions should be preserved, than that much time 
should be spent on any single one. 

The expunged and intercalated months and days are a chief feature in the luni-solar 
calendar, and now-a-days great attention is paid to them in consequence of disputes on 
ceremonial matters; I have not seen these intercalated days or months marked in any 
old inscription, probably because grants should not be made at such times 4J; but in 

modern documents this is always done, and the absence of nija or adhika in such a 
case would discredit any modern deed. Now-a-days, deeds are executed on such dates 
just as on others 5). 

1) Gfr. Indian Antiquai·y, vi., p. 142. 
2) W arren's "Kal a Sa nk a li t a" (4 °, Madras, 1825) is still the only work on this subject. The information in Prinsep's 

"Useful Tables" is mostly from it. 
It has often been asserted and denied that traces are to be found of a primitive (Dravidian) S. Indian calendar anterior 

to the present one which is entirely of Sanskrit origin, but nothing has as yet been adduced to prove the position. I find, 
h owever, that there is a Tu)n calendar which h as names for the months different from the Sanskrit, and which are most 
derived from the Tu)u names of crops reaped at those seasons. These months now agree practically with the !uni-solar 
months, and the names are : Pagg!J; Bei;a; Kartel\1; A\i; Sol).a; Nirnala ; Bontel!J ; J a rde; Perarde ; Piinteh~; Mayi; Suggi. 
Of these the second, fourth, and perhaps the ninth are of Sanskrit origin ; the rest are pure Tn)u and have no connection 
with the Sanskrit names for divis ions of time. 

~) N ot alwctys, for the cyclic periods of eclipses are too short to help in many cases where there is little beyond a mere 
mention of an eclipse. 

4 ) See Hemadri' s 'Danakhal).qa' eh. iii. (pp. 78-80 of the B. I. edition). The whole of the chapter is of great interest 
to students of Indian inscriptions. 

5) The expunged and intercalated months and days were in common use in the I Ith century. Albiriini (i;. 1030) 
mentions the first by the usual name 'malamasa' which the Abbe R einaud ("Memoire", p. 352) has strangely read 
'miilamasa', though Albiriini correctly explains 'mala' which here means (as he says) the dirt that accumulates between the 
nails and the skin, and hence by a truly Indian metaphor we get 'malamasa'. Such a metaphor, surely, could not by any 
possibility occur in any other language. 
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B. THE METHOD OF' EXPRESSING NUMERALS. 

a. By words. 

The earliest inscriptions found m S. India in which the date is referred to an era 
have it written at full length in words. After the seventh century the dates are mostly 

expressed by significant words, and after the tenth century this is always done. The~e 

significant words appear to be a device of the Indian astrologers, as the earliest 
examples occur in their treatises. The first complete list is that given by Albirilni 
(A. D. 10 3 r); the following is from his list as translated by Woepcke 1 

J supplemented 
from Brown's "Cyclic Tables" and inscriptions. As no limits can be placed to a fanciful 
practice like this, I cannot give this list as complete; it is merely ~n attempt to make 
a complete list 2 l . 

Cipher . ..... . <;;unya; kha; gagana; viyat; aka.era; ambara; a.bhra; ananta*; vyoma*. 

1 . ... .. Adi;·~ cracrin; indu ; xiti; urvara; dhara; pitamaha; candra; cruamcru; 

rupa; racrmi; prithivI *; bhu *; tanu *; soma t; nayaka t; vasudhat; cracra:ti.kat; 
xmat; dharal).It. 

2 . ... . . Yama; Acrvin; ravicandrau; locana; axi; Dasra; yamala; paxa; netra; 

bahu*; karl).a*; kutumba*; karat; drishtit. 
3 . .. ... Trikala; trijagat; tri; trigul).a; loka; trigata; pavaka; va1crvanara; 

dahana; tapana ; huta-crana; jvalana; agni; vahni *; trilocana *; trinetra *; 
Rama*; sahodara *; crikhin t; gul).a t· 

4 . . . . .. Veda; samudra; sagara; abdhi; dadhi (?); dicr; jalacraya; krita; jala 
nidhi *; yuga *; koshtha *; bandhu *; udadhi t. 

5 ...... (.ara; artha; indriya ; sayaka; val).a; bhuta; ishu; Pal).Q.ava; tata; 

ratna *; pral).a *; suta *; putra *; vicrikha t; kalamba t; margal).a t. 
6 . . .. .. Rasa; anga; ritu; masarddha; raga*; ari*; darcrana*; tarka*; matat; 

crastra t. 
7 ... . .. . Aga; naga; parvata; mahidhara; adri; mum; rishi *; Atri *; svara *; 

chandas * · arva * · dhatu * · kalatra * · raila t ' ' ' ' ' )" . 
1 J ".Memoire" pp. r o 3-9. 
2J This system was first explained by v. Schlegel. H ere (as is so perpetually the case in Indian literature) we find 

that the present system has had JHeclecessors . In the 'Jyotisha' (see Pro fr. Weber's ed. p. 6) iiya= 4; yuga= 12; 

bhasamiiha=27; riipa= I. In the 1 Chandas' similar expressions occur.-In the above list I give firstly those words given 
by Albiriini about which there can be no doubt; then others mentioned by Mr. C. P. Brown which I mark * . Lastly 
I add terms not already mentioned, which .I have found iu inscriptions, and which I mark t . This system is also used in 
the J avanese inscriptions. Sec v. Humboldt's "Kawi-Sprache" i., pp. I 9-42 . Crawford "On Hindu R eligion in Bali.'' As. 
R es. xiii., pp. 150-r. See also on the Javanese calendar, Gericke in "Verhandelingen" (xvi., pp. 65-80). "lets over de 
J avaansche Tijdrekening"; and Cohen-Stuart' s Essay in the "Tijdschrift voor Neder.landsch-Indie", 1850, i. pp. 215-324. 
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8 . ..... Vasu; ahi; gaJa; dantin; mangala; nag a; bhiiti *; ibha t; sarpa t (?). 
9 ...... Go; nanda; randhra; chidra; pavana; antara; graha*; arika*; nidhit; 

dvarat. 
10 ..... . Die;:; ac;:a; kendu; ravalJ.ac;:ara; avatara*; karma*. 
11 . . . . . Rudra; fc;:vara; Mahadeva; axauhil).I; lab ha*. 
12 . .... . Surya; arka; aditya; bhanu; masa; sahasramc;:a; vyaya* . 

. 13 ... . .. Vic;:va; Manmatha *; Kamadeva*. 
14 . . . . . . Manu; loka*; Indra*. 
15 ...... Tithi; paxa *; ahan *. 

16 .... . . Ashti; nripa; bhupa; kala*. 

1 7 ...... Atyashti. 

18 ... . . . Dhriti. 
19 .. .. .. Atidhriti. 

2 o ...... N akha; kriti. 
21 .. Utkriti; svarga*. 

22 ..... . Jati *. 
24 ...... Jina*. 
25 ..... ... Tattva. 

Albiruni ( 103 1 A. D.) says that numbers beyond twenty-five were not noted 

in this way. The following, however, occur but in late documents only. 
27 ..... . Naxatra*. 

32 ...... Danta*, Rada. 
33 .. . ... Deva*. 
49 ...... Tana*. 

This list might be made much more extensive, as it is obvious that any synonyms 

of any word that can be used to signify a number can be used; e.g. any word 
signifying 'moon' besides those mentioned as equivalent to 1, may be used for the 
same purpose, and so with the others. The ordinary numeral words are commonly 
mixed with the words given above. 

In marking numbers by this system units are mentioned first and then the higher 
orders; e. g. ~ishinagakhendusamvatsara is year 1087; gu1J.ac;:astrakhendugal).itasamva0 = 
1063; dahanadrikhendugal).itasamva0 =107 3. It appears, however, that occasionally in 
recent inscriptions the words are put in the same order as the fig ures are written. 

From .600 A. D. up to 1300 nine. out of ten inscriptions that bear dates, have them 
expressed in this style, which is, therefore, of the greatest importance. 
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b. Exp1·ession of numbers by letters. 

Three systems of this kind are known in India 1>: that of Aryabhata, which he used 

in his treatises on astronomy, and which does not appear to have ever been used by any 

one else or in inscriptions; that used in S. India (but almost exclusively in Malabar, 

Travancore and the S. TamiJ country), in which the date is given by a chronogram; and 

a third system in which the letters of the alphabet are used to mark the leaves of MSS. 

It _is unnecessary to describe the first, as it is never used in inscriptions, and the text 

of Aryabhata's work (once almost inaccessible) has been admirably edited by Profr. 
Kern (1874). 

The second system gives values to the consonants of the Sanskrit alphabet as follows 2 l : 

k kh g gh n 
2 3 4 5 

c eh J jh n 
6 7 8 9 0 

t th d dh 1). 
2 3 4 5 

t th d dh n 
6 7 8 9 0 

p ph b bh m 
2 3 4 5 

y r I v <; sh s h 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

The order of the letters is from right to left, in double letters the last pronounced 

consonant only counts, and vowels have no value. Thus Vishl).u= 54; badhnati annam 

sasarpi= 17,750,603. 
7 7 I 

grammatical errors. 

3 5 3060 5 
As might be supposed, the use of this method brought numerous 

The peculiarity of this system is that it allows dates to be expressed by words with 

a connected meaning. This system was commonly in use in the fifteenth century3l, but, 

apparently, not long before then. The oldest specimen of this notation ( 1187 A. :p.) is 
in Sha\lgurw;:ishya's commentary on the l\.igveda Anukramal).ika4

J. It is now much used 

for remembering rules to calculate horoscopes, and for astronomical tables. The resem-

I) The earlier system used by Pary.ini is not otherwise known. See my "Aindra Grammarians" p. 88 (based on 
Goldstiicker's "Pa1:iini's Place'', p. 50). 

2J It was first explained by the late C. M. Whish (in pt. i. pp. 54 ffg. of the Transactions of the Madras Society). 
Mr. ·Whish was one of the first to pay attention to Sanskrit astronomy. He died at Cuddapah, April 13th, 1833. His 
scientific reputation is not so great as it might have been; for if h e did not originate, he; at all events, gave circulation to 
some forgeries. His paper on this system of notation was translated by J acquet ("J. Asiatique 1835). On this method 
of marking dates see also Z. d. D. M. G. xvii., pp. 773 ffg. (by Profr. Weber). 

BJ lndian Antiquai·y, ii., pp. 361-2, and other inscriptions. 4) I. S. viii., p. i6o note. 
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blance to the Semitic chronograms is . complete. This method is also used in a kind 

of anukramal).I which exists for the ~ig-, Yajur- and Samavedas, but .apparently in 
S. India only. These lists of contents (for they are no more) must be modern 1>. 

The third system is only applied to numbering the pages of MSS.; it was used a good 
deal in Malabar, and also occasionally in the Telugu country, but not to any extent in 
JHSS. written in this century. It is also known in Ceylon and Burmah. By this ~ystem 

~he consonants (with short a, and in their usual order) stand for I, 2, etc. up to 34, and 
then they are repeated with long a, e.g. ka =35 , kha 36 and so on. By the addition of 
the other vowels the series may be continued to a considerable length. Another system 

(used by the Buddhists and Jains in N. India) uses syllables in an apparently arbitrary 
manner; this is (so far as I am aware) unknown in S. India. I have already2

J given the · 
chief of these. 

In MSS. one often finds an abridged way of writing numbers, e. g. 20 II I II 2 etc. 
for 20; 2 I ; 2 2 etc. And this has been suspected with reason to exist in some inscrip
tions. It was done (according to AlbirilnI) in reckoning by the 'Lokakala'. 

This formidable number of eras and complicated calendars might seem to encourage 
hopes of an accurate chronology, but such hopes are entirely delusive. The exact length 
of a king's reign is seldom given in years and days, but fractions of years are taken as 
years. Again, Hindu kings in S. India often nominated and consecrated their successors, 

and the length of the reign is sometimes reckoned from this event; an approximation, 
not certainty, is then, all that is to be hoped for. The most important information likely 
to be soon available respecting Indian eras is to be hoped for in the edition and transla

tion of AlbirilnI's works already begun by Profr. Sachau. But it must not be for
gotten that AlbirilnI himself found the greatest confusion in respect not only of Indian 
eras, but also of the beginning of the year, and that even he could not solve all the 

difficulties he detected (Reinaud, "Fragments", pp. 139, I 45). Hiouen Thsang3
J long 

before this had occasion to notice the confusion that prevailed. From what is now 
known respecting Indian chronology, there can be little doubt that originally a number 
of local eras and calendars were used, and that these have been gradually superseded 
for the most part by the more precise eras and calendars of the astronomers, and in 

recent times by the 'Lokakala'. 

I) •Catalogue" p. 49. "Index to Tanjore MSS." p. 4. 
2) See p. 65. 
3 J "Pelerins Bouddhistes" ii., p. 49 3. 



CHAPTER IV. 

ACCENTS AND SIGNS OF PUNCTUATION. 

' HERE is very little to be said about the method of accentuating Vedic MSS. in 

~ S. India, as this is but seldom done at all, and the accented MSS. hardly deserve 
mention here as they are rarely above a century old. . 

§ 1. RIG AND Y AJUR VEDAS. 
0 

In the oldest MSS. only the udatta is marked. In the Telugu MSS. this is generally 
done by a circle ~; in the Grantha MSS. the letter u or a circle is written above the 

syllable, thus: ~. o. In this respect MSS. of the Samhita and Padapatha agree1 >. In the 
last the words are separated by a perpendicular stroke: j The a v a gr ah a is seldom 

marked, but when it is done a zigzag line is used: l 

§ 2. THE SAMA-VEDA. 

The accentuation of the Sama Veda, as used in South-India, is a subject beset with 

difficulties, of which it is impossible here to give more than a very brief notice, for not 
only do the MSS. of different <;akhas present different systems, but the MSS. of the text 
followed by one and the same <;akha often present essential variations2 >. MSS. of the 

Arcika parts of this Veda are seldom accented, as being of little importance, for the 
ganas really constitute the Veda. Occasionally one finds the udatta marked by a circle. 
The musical notation of the ganas as practised in S. India is very complicated, and is 
explained in a separate paribhasha3r. It appears to be on much the same principle as 

the musical notation of the ancient Greeks, and consists in using combinations of a 
consonant with a vowel to express a g roup of notes. This old system (as it is termed) 

which was used by Sayary.a, has been nearly superseded by the N. Indian notation by 
numbers, which was introduced from Gujarat into Tanjore during the last century at the 

1) A s I have repeatedly stated elsewhere, the Atharva V e da is unknown to the S. Indian Brahmans. In Weber' s 
"Indische Studien" (xiii., I I 8) there is an account of the accentuation of a N andinligari MS. of the ~ig Veda. 

2: See my "Catalogue of a Collection of Sanskrit MSS.," pt. i., pp. 48, 49; "Arsheyabrahmar,ia", pp. xli-xlvii.; "Classified 
Index to the Tanjore MSS.," p. 10. 

8) I have already given specimens, with an account of the P a ribh as h li in my "Catalogue" pp. 44-5. The 
Jaiminiya ~likha has a different notation and paribhasha. 

11 
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earliest. Even now, it is excessively hard fo find a Sa ma-Ve dI who can g ive any ex
planation at all of these notes, and in a few years the only g uides will be the treatises 

on the formation of the ga na s which indeed are, probably, the only safe ones at present. 
Palceographically, the notation of the Vedic accents is a subject almost devoid of 

interest. The different methods used for the different Vedas are all of very recent 
orig in, comparatively; and have arisen in different parts of India much about the, same 

time, and in consequence of the decay of the old way of learning the Vedas by heart. 
In S. India there is no pretence of a complete or even uniform system, and MSS. with 
accents do not appear to occur before the middle of the sixteenth century. The 

multitude of treatises on Vedic phonetics still existing in S. India must always have 
made the want of a~cented MSS. but little felt, and all the old Vedic Brahmans that I have · 
met with, never attached the least value to them. 

As the S. Indian alphabets have no system of accents at all agreeing with those in 
use in the North of India, it follows that in the early centuries A. D. the accents were 
not marked at all. 

It is thus quite certain that the endless varieties of accent-marks are merely individual 
and more or less perfect attempts to accentuate the Vedic texts according to the teaching 
of the Pratic;:akhyas. 

§ 3. PUNCTUATION. 

The edicts of Ac;:oka cannot be said to have any marks to indicate the close of a 
sentence, and the perpendicular stroke I is not much used in the inscriptions of the early 

centuries after the Christian era. In later ones single I and double II stroke both occur 
with precisely the same sig nifications (either to mark the division in a verse, or to indicate 
the end of a sentence or paragraph) as in the northern documents. 

§ 4. ORNAMENTS TO MSS. 

The oldest MSS. on palm-leaves contain merely the text, and that continuous from 

the beginning to the end; even the end of a section being marked by a I only. After 
the I 5th century this awkward custom was generally g iven up, and the divisions of a 
text plainly marked by ornamental flourishes which are various forms of the word 'c;rr'. 

About the same period were written the earliest examples of MSS. with diagrams or 
illustrative pictures'!. The later inscriptions have commonly at the commencement very 

1) See an example in Hunter' s "Orissa " i., p. 168 . The K arkal MS. of the 'T rilokasara' is the best I have seen. 
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rude representations of sacred emblems, e. g. the trident and drum of <;iva1>; the conch 
of Vishi:m; the sun and moon; the linga with a worshipper etc. 2>; the Jains put an 
elephant. 

§ 5. COR REC TIONS, ETC. 

Erasures are generally made by a line above or below the erroneous letter or word, 

and occasionally (in crasanas on metal plates) the erroneous letter or word is beaten out. 
Omissions are marked by a small cross (kakapada or hanzsapada) over the place, 

and the letter or words that are wanting are then written underneath the line3>, or in the 

margm. If there are several such corrections on the same leaf, it is often difficult to 
make out the place to which each belongs, and this is a frequent cause of error in the 

transcripts of MSS. Copyists in India will always insert any marg inal note they may 
see, in the text1>, but are quite indifferent where they insert it. 

\i\There a word or letter is to be transferred this is done by writing numbers above. 
corresponding to the required order. 

In S. Indian MSS. of commentaries on texts, the words of the orig inal are very seldom 

given in full, but the first two or three syllables are quoted, a cross is then put, and then 
the last word or syllable of the sentence which is to be explained is then given. Thus : 

"athato darcra+ vyakhyasyamalz". 
The use of the bind u ( o) in S. Indian Prakrit MSS. is very peculiar; it is put before 

a consonant to show that it is doubled (e. g·. sa 0 go=saggo), and this is done even if the 

consonant it precedes is aspirated (e. g. cho0 thi=choththi for chotthi)5>. This practice 
may be a survival of a similar system used in the Cave inscriptions in Prakrit, as Profr. 

K ern has shown. The sign ° is also used to express ;f or yy ; e. g . a 0 o=ajjo or ayyo6>. 
In a Tami.~ grant (Pallava) of the eleventh century some words which are several 

times repeated are g iven in an abbreviated form, e. g . 'go:, for 'gotra'. It is, perhaps, 

remarkable that abbrevations should occur so seldom, for the 'bijaxara' system has long 
been held in esteem in India. 

1) Cf1" E llis "On Mirasi R ight", p. 67. 
2) See I ndian Antiqita1·y, vol. v. plate opp. p . 362. 
s) There is an example in the Mercara plates of this. 
4 ) See Biihler's "Apastamba-Dharmasiltra", i., p. 7. 
5 ) See Fischel, 'Urvayi' in "Monatsber. d. Berliner Acad." 1875 , p . 616 . 
G) Do: pp. 6r4-5. A lso E. 1\'Iiiller, "Beitrage zur Grammatik des J ainaprakrit" , p. t z. 

0 
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CHAPTER V. 

THE WRITING MATERIALS USED IN INDIA, 

AND ESPECIALLY IN THE SOUTH. 

~ have already incidentally mentioned various substances used for writing on in S. f rndia; for convenience' sake, it may be well to collect and complete that i_nformation 
here. · 

A. Books. 
1. Bhiu"ja-ba'rk appears to have been first used in India for this purpose, but only 

in the North1>. It is mentioned in the Amarakosha, and incidentally, in the Raghuvamc;:a 
and similar poems2

J. 

Th~ earliest real description of its use that I have met with is by AlbirilnI (about 
1030 A. D.) who writes: "Dans les provinces du centre et du nord de l'Inde, on emploie 
l'ecorce interieure d'un arbe appele touz. C'est avec l'ecorce d'un arbre du meme genre 
qu'on recouvre les arcs; celle-ci se nomme bhoudf Cette ecorce a une coudee de long, 
et elle a en largeur la longueur du doigt, ou un peu moins. Pour la rendre plus propre a 
faire du papier, on l'oint d'huile et on la polit; par la, on lui donne de la force et on la 
rend lisse. Ensuite, quand on veut fixer l'ordre des feuillets, on les pagine; puis on 
enveloppe le tout clans une etoffe, et on le place entre deux planches de la grandeur 
des feuillets. Des livres portent clans l'Inde le nom de pouthi'. C'est sur la meme ecorce 
que les Indiens ecrivent leurs lettres et qu'ils marquent tout ce qu'ils ont besoin de 
communiquer au loin" 3J. This bark is written on with the aid of a reed pen and ink 
of a kind which will be mentioned afterwards4

J. MSS. on this substance are unknown 
in S. India. 

2. Palm-leaves of the Borassus flabelliformz's, Coryplia umbraculifera and C. talz'era. 

These have always been, and still are, the chief material for books not only in 

1) See above p. ro. 
2) Q. Curtius (viii., 9) mentions that at the time of Alexander's invasion the Indians wrote on bark, but others mention 

only cotton cloth or paper. 
3} Reinaud, 'Memoire', pp. 305-6. 
4) The latest and most complete description of this material and the way it is used is to be found in the Bombety Joiwnetl, 

vol. xii. pp. 29 ffg. 
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S. India, Ceylon, Indo-China, the Malay1J . Archipelago and Burmah2>, but even m 
Bengal and other parts of N. India. 

These leaves are used in two ways: 

a) The letters are scratched on them with a style, and the lines thus formed are 
afterwards made clear by being filled with some black matter- powdered charcoal or 
lamp-black- rubbed in with some juicy vegetable stalk such as that of the yam. This is 
the n:ost general way of writing on these leaves. 

b) The leaves are written on with a pen, and both black and red ink. This way of 

writing seems peculiar to the N. of India and particularly to Cambay and Gujarat. 

I have met with some Jain MSS. written in this way in S. W. India, but they had . been 
brought from the North. 

The use of palm-leaves, as material to write on, is certainly of considerable age in 
India, and from thence it spread to Ceylon and Indo-China3J. This use was probably 
common from the period of the introduction of writing into Eastern and Southern India, 

but it is not possible to fix the exact date. 

In the seventh century A. D. this material is repeatedly mentioned in the Life and 
Travels of Hiouen Thsang 4!. According to these authorities5J the collection of the 

. three pitaka made and circulated by l\!Iahakacryapa was written on tala leaves, and at 
the time Hiouen Thsang visited India these leaves were in general use. 

About 1030 A. D. AlbirUni writes0J: "Dans le midi de l'Inde, il y a un arbre qui 
ressemble au palmier et au cocotier; il produit un fruit bon a manger7

J, et des feuilles 

d'une coudee de long et de trois travers de doig t de large : on appelle ces feuilles 
tary 8

i . C'est sur ces feuilles qu'on ecrit; on pratique ensuite un trou au milieu, et l'on y 

fait passer une ficelle, qui retient les feuilles les unes contre les autres." 
The early European travellers in the East all mention palm-leaf books as being in 

general use in India9>. 
lJ A Chinese writer (15th century A . D.) notices this fact . See "Notes on the Malay A rchipelago and Malacca" compiled 

fro m Chinese sources b y \V. P . Groeneveldt, p. 40. (Batavia, 1876 .) 
2) In Burmah the Oo1·ypha leaves are used for books only ; the Palmyr ct fo r letters etc. Mason's " Burmah", p . 522 . 
3) The Palmyra (Bo1·asms) seems to be indigenous in S. India or Ceylon. The T alipat seems to be indigenous in Ceylon 

only. T he botanists appear not h ave considered the original home and diffusion of these useful palms. 
4) "Pelerins Bouddhistes", i. pp. 158 and 202 ; iii. p . 148. 
5) F ryer ("New A ccount", p . 33) and some others err in supposing t hat the leaves used for writing on are those of the 

cocoa-palm. I n the Mahavainso (ed. Tumour, p. 204) a fug iti ve king is said to have written a g rant on a Panclanits leaf, 

as he could get nothin g else. 

GJ Tr. by Reinaud, "Me moire" , p. 30 5. 
7 J The palm referred to is for this reason the Boras.rns jlabellifo1·mis. Albirlini se~ms not to have known the Oo 1·yp ha 

or Talipat. 
SJ i . e. tala. 
D) See, e. g., Barros, Decada, i., ix., 3 (f. 180 of vol. i. of the :id. ed.). 
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The oldest Indian MSS. known at present are on palm-(talipat-)leaves, but with the 
writing in ink. One of these discovered by Profr. Bi.ihler is d. samv. 1 1-89 or A. D. 
113 2, and is the oldest Indian MS. known. It is a MS. of the Jain Avac;:yakasutra1J. 
About this there need be no doubt. The next which is dated 11 5 1 or 1 2 29 A. D . is so 

well preserved that it seems difficult to believe that it is not a . copy of an older :wrs. 
with the date of the orig inal left unchanged, as is often the case2 >. The oldest palm
leaf MS. that I know of the first class is of A . D. 1 42 8 from which I have taken the 
alphabet in Pl. x. It is a Canarese MS. 

The meanness which is so characteristic of S. India, displays itself conspicuously in 
the MSS. written there. It is very seldom that the least attempt is made (except in 
Malabar) to trim the leaves, and to provide proper covers for them. In Ceylon, Burmah 

and Indo- China, on the other hand, the palm-leaf MSS. are always beautifully written, 
and are often real works of art. In S. India, MSS. are hung up in the kitchen chimney; 
in the Ceylon monasteries I observed that each one of importance is preserved 

carefully in a box made for the purpose and to fit the MS. 

3. P la tes of Metal. Books of this kind exist, though examples are very rare. 

The earliest mention of such occurs in the Life and Voyages of Hiouen Thsang . 

These state that Kanishka : "fit graver, sur des feuilles de cuivre rouge, les textes de 
ces Traites (Commentaries on the Tripitaka), les renferma clans une caisse en pierre 
soigneusement scellee et batit un Stoupa pour l'y deposer" 3

J. Such legends are not un

common in all parts of India4
J, but instances of books written on plates of metal must 

always have been very uncommon, and it is only possible to refer to two or three ex

amples at the present time. 
Some Telug u works written on copper plates existed some sixty years ag o at Tripatty, 

and, perhaps, are still to be found. Campbell (in 1 820) writes : "Having heard that a 
number of poems, engraved on some thousand sheets of copper, had been preserved by 

the pious care of a family of Brahmins in the temple on the sacred hill at Tripatty, I 
deputed a native for the purpose of examining them; but, with the exception of a 

J ) "Report", 1872-3. 
2 ) It belongs to the R. As. Society (No. 11 2 Sanskri t) and there is a splendid facsimile o f a lea f in pl. i. of part 

i. of the Palreographic Society's "Facsimiles of Ancient MSS. Oriental Series." (1 875 .) 
3) "Pelerins Bouddhistes" i., 96; i i., 178 . A plate of si lver with t wo words on it was found in the Manik yala tope. 

P rinsep' s "Essays" b y T homas, i., p. roo note, and pl. vi . 
4 ) A similar story is told about Sayai~a's works(" ~Zigvecla" , ed. Max Miiller, vo l. i., p. xvii.) , but i t rests on a ridiculous 

book ("Biographical S ketches of Dekkan Poets", Calcutta, 1829-p. 45) which asse rt s : "Some of the author 's works were 
dug out of a p it, by the emissaries employed by the late Col. Mackenzie, to collect literary materials in t he ceded d istr icts 
in the year 18 I l . T he characters in which these works were written, are mixed (! !) and obsolete." T his is pure inventi on ! 
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treatise on g rammar, of which a copy was taken, the whole collection was found to 
contain nothing but voluminous hymns in praise of the deity"1

J. 

A small Pali MSS. of recent date written on silver plates is in the British Museum; 
it is from Ceylon. 

These are the only examples that I can refer to of books written on plates of metal. 

4. B oards of w ood etc. In Burmah, Buddhist rituals are often written on slips of -
wood covered with gold or silver lacquer, the letters being black. Numerous examples 

of these splendid MSS. are to be seen in the British Museum and similar libraries in 
Europe. I have not met with the least trace of such in· S. India, nor have I ever heard 

of any such practice in India. 
Some of the Indian law-books2J mention a board as used by judges to reduce notes 

of pleadings into form ; this must have been a kind of black board, but I have not seen 
anything of the kind in use. The Lalitavistara 3 1 mentions sandalwood boards used in 

school like slates. 

5. Prepctred cloth. This is the earliest wntmg material in India so far as trust

worthy historical information goes, for it is described by Nearchus1
', who says that the 

Brahmans wrote : ~v mvo6m f.lo:v 'X.s'X.po-.wsvmc;. This is obviously the 'pata' or 'karpasika 
pata' of the Smritis and compilers of the Digests5J, and must, therefore, have been in 

use down to comparatively recent times, but I have not met with a specimen of it, nor 
have I anywhere met with a description of this substance. 

The form in which cloth is now used for writing on is of a different kind, it is that of 

'ka<;latam' as it is termed in Canarese, and this is (so far as I am aware) used only by 
the Canarese of all the peoples of India, though the Siamese have precisely the same, 
and the Bataks of Sumatra use a kind of cloth which is folded in the same way though 

it differs from the Canarese and Siamese material in being light-coloured. 
The Canarese cover the cotton cloth with a paste made of mucilage (from tamarind 

or similar seeds) mixed with powdered charcoal, and when dry it is folded transversely, 

and written on with a steatite pencil or chalk, so that the letters are white on a black 

l) A . D. Campbell, " Telugu Grammar" (2nd. ed. of 1820) , p. xiii. 
2) K atyayanasmriti (quoted by Madhava): 

P urvapaxam svabhavoktam pra cj.vivako 'bhilekhayet I 
, Pa1;cj.ulekhena phalake, tatah pattram vi~odhaye t II 

T his passage must be relatively modern. '\Vri ting is frequently mentioned in connection with judicial proceedings , but 
such a record as is here intended, can only h ave been used in modern times . 

3) Seep. 12 I of P rofr. Foucaux's ed it ion (Tibetan), Vol. ii. 
4) "Reliqua A rriani et Scriptorum de rebus Alexandri", ed. Miiller, p. 61. 
5 ) See below eh. vi. 
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ground11
• Books of this kind are now seldom used except for merchants' accounts, and 

I have not met with any old specimens. The earliest reference2
> to this kind of books, 

is of about r 2 50 A. D. 

G. Pape1•. The use of paper m India seems to be subsequent to the r r th century 
A. D., but, up to quite recent times it was unknown in S. India, and is, even now, r e
g~rded by rigid Hindus as unclean. In all the dialects of India it is called by more or 
less corrupt forms of the name 'kagad' by which it was known to the Arabs0>, and its 
foreig n origin is, thus, apparent. 

According to AlbirUnI 4> (and there is no reason to doubt his accuracy) paper was 
discovered by the Chinese at Samarcand, when Transoxiana was under their power, or 

in the earlier centuries A. D., and from Samarcand the manufacture gradually extended 
to other countries. 

The earliest Indian MS. on paper that has, as yet, been discovered is of r 3 r o 

A. D.51
, but there are many others in existence of anything like this age, and most of the 

MSS. in existence are subsequent to r 500 A. D. The miserably destructive climate 
of India is quite sufficient to account for this seemingly strange circumstance. 

The paper used in .the South of India during the I 6th, . r 7th and I 8th centuries 

came chiefly from Portugal, though, latterly, some was imported from China. English 
paper was but little used. The water-mark affords an easy means of detecting forgeries. 

Perhaps the first exact historical mention of books in India is that by the Chinese 

which records the importation of Buddhist books from India into China in 7 3 
A. D. At the beginning of the 5th century A. D. we have Fa-hian's testimony that 

books were then rare, and he also tells us that he had to copy for himself what 
he wanted6>. But two hundred and fifty years after this there was not so much 
difficulty; copyists were then to be found7l and Hiouen Thsang appears to have had little 

difficulty in collecting a considerable library. With the Buddhists and Jains it has 
always been esteemed a virtuous act to have sacred books copied in as elegant a way 
as possible, and to present them to monasteries8

) or learned men, but though this practice 

is also mentioned by Hindus (e. g·. Hemadri), the Brahmans do not seem to have taken to 
1) See also my "Vamyabrahmai.ia", p. xxxvii. 
2) Mr. Kittel has kindly given me this information. 
3) On p. ro I termed kagad an Arabic word, but it is not one 01·iginally. vVhat its real origin is, I cannot find. 
'!) Reinaud, 'Memoi re', p. 305. See also von Kremer's "Culturgeschichte des Orients unter den Cha!ifen," ii . pp. 306 ffg. 
5) "Notices", x. p. iii. (Report) . 
6) Beal, "Buddhist Pilgrims," pp. 142 etc. 
7J "Pelerins Bouddhistes", i., p. 264. 
8)Profr. Biihler ("Report on Sanskrit MSS. 1872-3", pp. r-2) mentions that: "A library at Ahmadabad contains .... 

four hundred copies of the Avayyakasutra." 
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the no~ion, and their MSS. can at once be recognized by their miserable appearance. 
This is, no doubt, to be attributed to the peculiar reliance of the Brah mans on oral 
instruction only, in consequence of which books were rather endured as a necessity 
than held in esteem. This point of view is singularly displayed in Sanskrit literature; 
allusions to books are so rare that it would at first sight seem as if they were hardly in use 
even down to recent times, and it is remarkable that the works in which such allusions 
occur. were all composed in N. India or Cashmere 1

\. The descriptions that one finds of 
the style and way of writing books which occur in some of the later Tantras and 
similar works all refer to N. India and Bengal, and nof to S. India2 >. 

Notwithstanding their wretched appearance, books are looked on with great 
veneration in S. India as representatives of SarasvatI, and are worshipped occasionally. 

B. Letters. 

For this purpose, bhurja bark, palm-leaves, plates of metal, and (in later times) paper 

were mostly used. Of Hindu letters we now have apparently no specimens of more 
than one hundred years old, except perhaps among the Mahrathas. Allusions to 
letters are frequent in the dramas and the earlier of the modern artificial poems, 
and some of such allusions go back at least 1200 years3>. 

There is also a "letter-writer" attributed t~ a Vararuci, one of a Vikramaditya's 
"nine jewels" of course4J; it is a small treatise, but shows that some attention was paid 
to the subject, and that, therefore, letters were in common use : it, however, refers to 
letters on paper or the like, whereas in S. India and Ceylon (except among foreigners) 

palm-leaves have always been used for this purpose up to recent times. For this purpose 
a strip of palm-leaf is cut in the usual form, and smeared with turmeric or some similar 

colour for ornament. The ends are split a little way to secure the whole which is fold
ed in a ring, and then fastened by a thread. The earliest complete description of such 
a letter that I know of is of the middle of the I 6th century in De Barros' "Asia"; he 
says : "As outras cousas, que serve ao modo de nossas cartas mesiuas e escriptura 

comum, basta ser a folha escripta e enrolada em si e por chancella atase corn 

.l) e. g. Brihatkatha and Kathasaritsagara. On the silence of the earlier books see Max Miiller's "Ancient Sanskrit 
Literature" (2 ed.) pp. 497 ffg. 

2) See e. g. the extract from the Nandipura1.rn in the vidyadana section of Hemadri's "Danakhal).<j.a." 
3) e. g. Vasavadatta (ed. by Dr. F . E. Hall) p. 163-Sa ea kritaprai~ama Makarandaya patrikam upanayat. 
4) "Notices", i., pp. 196-7. There is much in this tract that appears to be derived. from Muhammadan custom, and not 

to be of Hindu origin. 
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qualquer linha, ou neruo da mesma palma" 1J. The wntmg ·of letters is also often 

mentioned in the curious Tulu Sagas which refer to the Bhuta worship of Canara and 
the Konkan. Thus in the Saga of Kati and Cannayya, after a clerk has been sent 
for on a certain occasion he is ordered to write a letter. "Another man was sent ... . 
to bring leaves of a young palm-tree. He had the leaves exposed to the morning sun, 
and taken up in the evening . By this time the clerk had come . . . . . .. He asked the 

}3alla1 (chief) why he had been sent for. The Ballal said: I want you now to write a 
letter. The clerk sat down on a three-legged stool. The Balla! had the bundle of 
palm-leaves placed before him; he (the clerk) took out a leaf from the bundle, cut off 
both ends and laid aside the middle. He had oil and turmeric rubbed on it, and asked 
the chief what he should write"2 J. 

Strange as it may seem, letters were also written on substances which would seem 

totally unfit for this purpose. One of the Ac;oka inscriptions on a block of ~tone 
seems to be a letter from the king to the convocation of Buddhist priests31

• 

Thin plates of metal were also used in the South, and several letters of this kind 
are mentioned by the early Portuguese writers. A letter on a plate of gold was sent 

by the king of Vijayanagara in 1514 to the Portuguese chief~ J. Other instances are 
mentioned, and the practice was evidently a common one, but specimens (for obvious 
reasons) do not seem to be in existence. 

Hiouen Thsang51 mentions a letter which Tishyaraxita (Ac;oka's second wife) forged. 

It appears to have been sealed with red wax ( ! ), and Ac;oka (it is said) used for a seal 
the impression of his own teeth. The substance, however, on which it was written is 

not mentioned, probably bhurja bark was intended. 

c. Grants and Public Documents. 

1. Stone. This substance (though not referred to by the law-books) is the one on 
which not only the earliest proclamations existing in India were written, but which has 

been generally used down to the present time. 

IJ "Asia", Decada i.; Livro ix.; Cap. iii. (vol. i.; fol-io 180 b. of the second ed. 1628). The letter from the Zamorin to the 
king of Portugal which Vasco de Gama carried in 1498 was on an olai (Castanheda "Historia da India", i. p. 81, ed. of 1833). 

2) From a MS. collection of the Sagas (in Tu)u) relating to the Bhiita worship which I had made for me during a re· 
sidence of two years and a half in S. Canara. 

3) Burnouf, "Le Lotus de la bonne Loi", pp. 727-8. "Elle (!'inscription) est ecrite, et tres·soigneusement, sur un bloc 
detache de granit qui n'est ni d'un volume ni d'un poids considerable, n'ayant que deux pieds Anglais sur deux de ses 
dimensions, et un pied et demi sur la troisieme. Ce bloc •••. peut etre aisement transporte •... C'est une lettre." 

4) Correa, "Lendas da India", ii., part 1, p. 377. 
5) "Pe!erins Bouddhistes", ii., p. 156. 
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For this purpose the naturally smooth surface of a rock or a boulder1
l, such as are 

found all over India, was used2>, or a slab (much like an old-fashioned English tomb
stone) was prepared for the purpose. In earlier times, stone pillars were also used for 
engraving proclamations3J. In S. India, the walls of temples, the pavement, and the 

pillars of the colonnades were chiefly used for recording grants. In Java slabs were 
in use much the same as in India1

J. 

In ~11 instances known, the letters are incised, and, in some cases, appear to have 
been drilled. The stone used in S. India and Java is easily fractured and, being of 
coarse and unequal grain, soon perishes if exposed -to the weather; thus the older 
inscriptions in both countries have suffered much, and are often legible with difficulty. 

2. Metal Plates. 

a. Plates of copper were early in use for recording grants etc. The law-books 

mention this material ('tamrapata') and the vast majority of S. Indian inscriptions are 

written on such plates. Fa-hian (about 400 A. D.) says: "From the time of Buddha's 
Nirvar:i.a, the kings and nobles of all those countries began to erect viharas for the 
priesthood and to endow them with lands, gardens, houses, and also men and oxen 
to cultivate them. The records of these endowments, being engraved on sheets of 

copper, have been handed down from one king to another, so that no one has dared to 
deprive them of possession, and they continue to this day to enjoy their proper 
revenues5

J .'' The early Europe~n travellers also noticed this usage6
l. 

There is a remarkable difference in the form of the plates used in N. and in S. India. 
In the North they are generally very nearly square and are much like the shape of a page 
of a modern book. The earlier S. Indian inscriptions are written on long strips, and 
the lines of writing are lengthwise. It is obvious that this difference in shape is to be 
attributed to the fact that the plates were fashioned like the , leaves of books used in 
those respective countries. In the North the bhurja was cut nearly square; in the S. 

the palm-leaves afforded strips only. But in the course of time the form of the plates 

J) These boulders are produced, geologists say, by exfoliation, and are not true ei·1·atic boulders. 
2) It is hardly necessary to mention the chief Ayoka edicts which are of this kind. See also "Pelerins Bouddhistes", 

iii., 38 etc. 
3) Beal's "Buddhist Pilgrims", pp. 95, 108 and 109 (about 400 A. D.). Remarkable instances are still existing, (e. g. at 

Allahabad) on which are edicts of Ayoka. For an engraving of the one at Allahabad see Prinsep's "Essays" (by Thomas) 
i., p. 232 and also Fergusson's "History of Indian and Eastern Architecture", pp. 52 ffg. 

4) See e.g. the plate in vol. x. (129) of the Batavia "Verhandelingen" and the plates in Friederich's "Over Inscriptien 
van J ava en Sumatra". (Batavia, 1857.) 

5) Beal's "Buddhist Pilgrims", p. 55· 
GJ Barros (in 1552) says: "As escripturas que elles querem que dure pera muitos seculos •••• como letreiros de templos, 

doayoes de juro, que dao os R eys, estas sao abertos em pedra ou cobre." (Decada, i., liv, ix.; c. 3. fol. 180 b. of 211d ed.) 

12* 
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used in S. India was modified considerably. From the 6th to the I 4th century the 
most usual shape is a rectangle, about twice as long as it is broad, and the plates, if more 
than one, are secured by a ring passed through a circular hole at the right side'>. 

The Vijayanagara dynasty introduced the N. Indian fashion, and this continued the 
custom with their successors. The plates are here written across the narrower part of 
the plate, and the tops are rounded and often ornamented2>. 

Documents of this kind are usually on three or more plates, the outer sides of the 
first. and last being left blank; the object of this practice is evidently to preserve the 
writing from injury. The later grants are generally on a larger number of plates than 

the earlier, and of much heavier substance, owing (it seems) to the practice of cutting 
the letters much deeper than was done in earlier times. The earliest documents, being 
simple in style, could be written on three or four small plates with ease; by the I Ith 

century, the forms had become so prolix that eight or nine large plates were necessary. 
By the end of the 17th century the forms used are much shorter, but the plates used are 
generally heavy and thick, and in shape like those used by the Vijayanagara dynasty. 
Some g rants of the I 7th century are on heavy plates of copper about a quarter of 
an inch thick, and evidently intended to represent stelce3J. Private documents of the 

I 6th and I 7th centuries are on plates much less carefully fashioned, and g enerally 
consist of a single square leaf, with a sort of handle on the left side. 

To assist in preserving the parts covered with writing , a practice of raising marg ins 
round the plates by beating up and then flattening the edges, was soon introduced. The 
earliest instances belong to the gth or 10th century; in the 1 Ith century this was 

always done, and the practice continued to the I 7th century when the preparation of 
documents was generally rude and careless. 

The writing on metal plates is always incised in later times ; most usually it is done 
with a kind of chisel, for the 'graver' seems unknown in India. On very thin plates it 
is scratched with a style. The earliest documents of this kind that have been dis
covered, viz., those found in the Buddhist tapes, have the writing scratched on the plates 
or formed by a series of punctures4>. 

There is a remarkable iron pillar at Delhi with an inscription on it">. 

l) See plates xxiv. etc. 
2 J See plate xxx. 
3) Three such are in the Dharmapura Matha. 
4) Prinsep's "Essays" by Thomas, i. p. 163 note. pl. vi. 
5) See the picture on p. 507 of Fergusson's "History of Indian and Eastern Architecture" (18 76). 
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b. Plates of gold 1
> and si'lver are mentioned as being used for writing grants etc. and 

specimens of the last, at all events, are in existence stil12 l. 

c. Cotton cloth. This is mentioned in the law-books3l, but I do not know of any 
specimen. 

d. P alm-leaves, or olai·s were also used for this purpose. Some of the TamiJ 
grants of the 1 1 th century state that they are according to olai grants by the king: 
I hav~ not met with any examples of public documents of this kind. Private sale
deeds written on olais are common enough, but, naturally, they are always of recent 
date. 

Ink, Pens etc. 
Ink (mashI or masI) has been introduced into S. India in quite recent times and 

apparently by the Mahrathas. It is (I am informed) made of lac, and is almost 
indelible; water and damp have no effect on it. In the N. of India and Cashmere a 
similar indelible ink is used for writing on the bhurjapatra. Dr. Buhler has found 
out that this is composed of charcoal made from almonds boiled in cow's urine. 

Ink is occasionally mentioned in Sanskrit books, but only in the more .modern, e. gJ 

the Kathasaritsagara (i. 8, 3): "Tam (katham) atmac;:ol).itaih I atavyam mashyabhavac ea 
lilekha sa mahakavili'1l ." This idea of writing with blood occurs elsewhere (with similar 
absurdities) in Indian books. Here (like the original compositions of the tales in the 
Paic;:aca language) it is a transparent fiction of the author to account for the apparent 
incompleteness of his work. The Mahavamso mentions hiri.gula or vermilion as used 
for ink. 

The pen used in S. India for writing NagarI on paper is made of the common reed5J. 

Il A treaty between the king of Ava and the Portuguese was written on a leaf or plate of gold enclosed in an ivory box. 
2) a. A recent grant on a plate of silver which was executed at Cochin. I saw it some years ago in the office of the Collector 

of Malabar. b. A grant on a single plate of silve r and written in Telugu, by which the last Nayak of Tanj ore (Vijaya
ra ghava) conveyed Negapatam to the Dutch. c. A similar grant (in TamiV by which the Mahratha prince Ekoji confirmed 
the last in I 676. Both these are in the Museum at Batavia. 

3) See below, eh. vi. 

4) This is improved on the Brihatkatha which has: "<;;:rutva gurya<).hyakathitam karyabhiitir uvaca tam I yOl).itena likha 
xipram saptanam cakravartinam II katham vidyadharendrai:iam kathayami sthiro bhava! II 

5) Dr. Hincks pointed out that one Sanskrit word for ink 'mela ' is the Greek p.0,a:i; ' kalama' =pen is calamus. "The 
words for ink and pen have all a modern appearance." Max Miiller, "Anc. Sans. Literature", (2nd. ed.) p. 514. 



CHAPTER VI. 
) . 

THE FORMULAE OF THE DIFFERENT KIN.D .S OF 
SOUTH-INDIAN INSCRIPTIONS . 

. ,. HE South-Indian inscriptions present but .very little variety, and are ea.si~y reduced 

to the following classes: 
~ . . 

I. DOCUMENTS CONVEYING A RIGHT TO PROPERTY. 

It is necessary to carefully distinguish (as is done in the Dharma~astra), between 
documents of this description by reigning sovereigns and those by private persons. 

The first are of immense importance for history, the last are seldom (as I shall show) of 
any value in this respect. 

A. Royal Grants. 

Treatises on gifts form an important branch of the later Sanskrit law and some of 
them are very extensive digests, e. g. Hemadri's DanakhaIJ.c;la of the I 2th century A. D. 
But nearly the whole of such treatises consists of matter which is of no direct interest 

to the palceographist and archceologist, viz., fanciful enumerations of all possible objects 
that can be given, with elaborate detail of the merit supposed to accrue from each kind 
of gift, and the different ways in which it may be made1

J. But it is certain that these 
details were followed with scrupulous accuracy, and in the S. Indian inscription-literature 
gifts take the place of the sacrifices which, according to the epic poems, Indian kings 
used to have performed in order to attain their objects. The inscriptions of Java are 
full of astrological details, but those of S. India rarely go beyond the day of the month. 
These details are of importance, as they will explain, if compared with the nature of 

the objects given, the aspirations of the donor, and thus throw light on much that 
must otherwise remain obscure or unknown; possibly, these details will often serve to 

control the boundless assertions of victory and supremacy which are so common in 

1) Such verses as the following are common in the Smritis: 
"Danena prapyate svargo, danena sukham a~nute I 
Iha 'mutra ea daneua pi'ijyo bhavati manavah" II (Brihatpara·~arasamhita, viii, 2.) 
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S. Indian inscriptions, by showing that kings often had in view objects that, according 
to the inscriptions, they assert themselves to possess already. 

The pedantry of the brahmanical lawyers is not content with directing kings to be 
liberal to the priests, but also prescribes the exact forms in which this virtue is to be 
practised. According to the Nuimayukha ( 16th century) these are as follows : The king 
on rising is to perform his usual ablutions and, if the day for it, have his head shaved: 
He is ·then to hear the almanac read, and thus know what luck is promised, and what 
should be done or not. Then he must give a cow with its calf to a Brahman, and 
having beheld the reflection of his face in ghee placed in a flat dish, he should give 
that ghee also with some gold to a Brahman. After this, on occasion of the moon's 
quarters and eclipses, he should make a gift of land or a grant payable in kind, to 
Brahmans1J of course. The secondary Dharma\astras first mention grants of this des
cription, and (e. g. Yajnavalkya Dh. \·) g ive the form of the wording, the same as 
appears in the oldest grants now existing 2>. They were, therefore, drawn up according 
to rule, and the gradual extension of the original formula appears to correspond exactly 
with the rise of new dynasties. 

The passage in Yajnavalkya is as follows (i., 31 7-9)3
l: 

Dattva bhumim nibandham va k~itva lekhyam tu karayet I 

Agamibhadranripatiparijnanaya parthivah II 
P ate va tamrapate va svamudroparieihnitam I 
Abhilekhya 'tmano vamyyan atmanam ea mahipatih II 
Pratigraliaparima1,a11t danaeehedopavan:1anam I 
Svahastakalasampannam yasanam karayet sthiram II 

As they stand, these lines may be ascribed to the earlier centuries of the Christian 
era. The Mitaxara on this runs: "Yathoktavidhina 'bhumim dattva' svatvanivrittim kritva 

0 0 

'nibandham va' ekasya bhal).Q.abharakasye 'yanto rupaka ekasya parl).abharakasye 'yanti 
parl).Cini 'ti va nibandham kritva 'lekhyam karayet'. Kimartham? 'agaminah' eshyanto ye 
'bhadrah' sadhavo bhupatayas tesham anena dattam anena parigrihitam iti 'parijnanaya 
parthivo' bhupatir / anena bhupater eva bhumidane nibandhadane va 'dhikaro na bhoga
pater iti dar\itam / 'lekhyam karayed' ity uktam katham karayed ity aha 'pate' iti dva
bhyam karpasike pate 'tamrapate' tamraphalake 'va 'tmano vam\yan' prapitamahapita
mahapitrin bahuvacanasya 'rthavatvat svavam\avirya\rutadigul).opavarl).anapurvakam 
abhilekhya 'tmanam ea \abdat pratigrahitaram pratigrahaparimal).am danacchedopavar-

1J As to what kind of Brahmans, see the lengthy details in Hemadri's Danakhal).9a, eh. ii. 
2) In the other Smritis now printed the following are the chief passages: Vishl).u, vii .; Vayishtha, xvi.; Narada (tr. by 

Dr. J olly) iv., 59-7r. These, however, merely show that such documents were early in use in India, for the date of the texts 
i s unknown. For palreography, the only useful material is to be found in the later digests. 

3) Ed. Stenzler, p. 38. 

• 
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l).ananz ea 'bhilekhya pratigrihyata iti pratig raho nibandhas tasya rupakadiparimal).anz 
d1yata iti 'dananz' xetradi tasya 'cchedah' chidyate vicchidyate 'nene 'ti cchedo nadyadau 
parimal).am tasyo 'pavarl).anam amukanadya daxil).ato 'yam gramah xetrain va purvato 
'mukagramasyai 'tavannivartanaparimal).arn ea lekhyam eva 'ghatasya nadinagaravartma
deh sancaritvena bhumer nyunadhikabhavasanzbhavan nivrittyartham 'svahastena' svaha
stalikhitena matarn ma amukanamno 'mukaputrasya yad atro 'pari likhitam ity anen.a sam
_pannam samyuktam kalena ea dvividhena c;:akanripatitasamvatsararupel).a ea danakale 
candrasuryoparagadina sampannam svamudraya garuc;lavarahadirupayo 'pari bahic;: 

cihnitam ali.kitam sthiram dric;lhanz c;:asananz c;:ishyante bhavishyanto nripatayo 'nena danac 
chreyo 'nupalananz iti c;:asanam 'karayen' mahipatir na bhogapatih sandhivigrahadikaril).a 
na. yena kenacit r "sandhivigrahakarI tu bhaved yas tasya lekhakah rajna 'dishtah sa likhed 
rajac;:asanam" iti smaral).at danamatrel).ai 'va danaphale siddhe c;:asanakaral).am tatrai 'va 

bhogadivriddhya phalatic;:ayartham II " 
' The Mitaxara was (as has been shown by Dr. Buhler) written in the reign of the 

Calukya Vikramaditya V., or at the end of the eleventh and beginning of the twelfth 
century A. D. 1

> 

About a century or so later than the Mitaxara the Smriticandrika was compiled by 
Deval).l).a; this also belongs to Southern India, and the section on documents is, therefore, 
of interest, especially as it includes all that is of interest in the older texts. It runs: 

Atha lekhyanirupal).am J tatra, Vasi s h t h a/z / 

"Laukikam rajakiyam calekhyam vidyad dvilaxai:iam" \ 

C. 'Laukikam' janapadam II tatha ea Sangrahakara/z / 

"Rajakiyam janapada7n likhitam dviviclham srnritam" iti I 

Tatra 'rajakiyanz' c;:asanadibhedena caturvidham ity aha Vasish thah 

"<;;asanam prathamam jneyam jayapatram tatha param \ 

Ajnapraj1\apanapatre rajakiyam catnrvidham" II 

Tatra c;:asananz nirupayitum aha Yajnavalkya/z / (See v. 317 above). 
C. 'Nibandha/z' bal).ijyadikaribhilz prativarshanz pratimasam va kimcid dhanam asmai 

brahmal).aya 'syai devatayai va deyam ityadiprabhusamayalabhyo 'rtha/z / atra yady api 
dhanadatritvanz bal).ijyadikartus tatha 'pi nibandhakartur eva pul).yanz taduddec;:enai 've 

'tarasya pravritte/z / 'bhumim' iti gramaramadrnam upalaxal).artham / ata eva Br ihas pa tilz I 
"Dattva bhllmyadikam raja tamrapage tatha pate I 2) 

<;;asanam karayed dharmyani sthanava?nyadisamyutam" II 

1) Bombay Joiwnal, ix., pp. 134-8. 
2) v. l. 0 patte 'thava pa\e. 
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C. 'Karayet' sandhivigrahadyadhikaril).am iti <;:eshah I tasyai 'va 'tra lekhane kartri

tvaniyamat I tatha ea Vyasah I 
"Rajli tu svayam, adishtah sandhivigrahalekhakah I 

T limrapatte pate vli 'pi vilikhedl J rajaylisanam I 
Kriyliklirakasambandham samlislirthakriylinvitam" II iti II 

C. Kriyakarakayoh sambandho yasmin <;:asane tat tatho 'ktam I samasarthakriyan

vitam samxiptarthopanyasakriyaya samanvitam ity arthah I tamrapattadau lekhaniyam 

artham aha Ya j n a v a 1 k y ah I 
Abhilekhyli 'tmano vamyylin litmlina1n ea mahipatih I 
Pratigrahaparimliryam dlinacchedopavarl).anam II iti II 

C. Uddhritamahimal).<;1.alasya ~ripateh varahavapusho varadanapratipadakam a<;:Irva

dam2> adav aearapraptam 'abhilekhya' 'nantaram 'atmano vam<;:yan' prapitamahapitamaha

pitrakhyams trin uktakramel).a <;:auryadigul).avarl).anadvara 'atmanam' eaturtham 'abhile

khya' 'pratigrahaparimal).adikam' lekhayed 3> ity arthalz I pratigrihyata iti pratigrahalz I 
bhumyadir nibandha<;: ea I tasya parimal).am iyatta I 'danaechedo' diyamanabhumyader 

maryada I 
Vyaso 'pi I 

Samlimlisatadardhaharnripanlimopalaxitam I 
Pratigrahitrijlitylidisagotrabrahmaclirikam 11 iti 11 

C. Sampradanasya 'sadharal).atvavabodhakam jatikula<;:akhadikam ap1 lekhaniyam 

ity uttarardhasya 'rthah I tatha 'nyad api·1> lekhaniyam sa eva 'ha I 
Sthlinam vamylinupi'irvyam ea deyam grliman; upligatam I 
Brahmarylims tu tathli cli 'nylin mlinylin adhikritlin likhet II 
Kutumbino 'tha kliyasthadi'itavaidyamahattarlin I 
Mlecchacal).cl-lilaparyantlin sarvlin sambodhayan II 
Mlitlipitror litmanay ea pu9yliyli 'mukasi'inave I 
Dattam mayli 'mukliyli 'tha dlinam sabrahmacliri9e II iti II 

Brihaspatir api I 
Anlicchedyam anlihliryam sarvabhlivyavivarjitam I 
Candrlirkasamaklilinam putrnpautrlinvaylinugam II 
Datuh plilayituh svargam hartur narakam eva ea I 
Shashtivarshasahasrli9i dlinlicch edaphalam likhet II iti Ii 

C. Agaminripadibodhanartham iti <;:eshah I ata eva Vyas alz I 

I l v. l. prali 0 

Shash\ivarshasahasrli9i dlinlicchedaphalani tathli I 

.Agaminripasa:mantabo<lhanartham nripo likhet 11 

2J v. l. liyirvacanam. This refers, apparently, to the Calukya invocation. 
3J v. l. lekhyam. 
4) v . l. t ad anyad api. 

13 
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Tatha 'pi <;:lokantaram api lekhaniyam1
> tenai 'va pathitam I· 

Samanyo 'yam dharmasetur nripa i:i.am 

Kale kale palaniyo bhavadbhih2J I 

Sarvan etan3) bhlivinah pa rthivendrlin 

· Bhiiyo bhiiyo ylieate rlimabhadrah II iti 11 

Tato raja svayam svahastam likhet I tatha ea sa eva 
So.nniveyam prama1:iain ea svahastam ea likhet svayam I iti II 

C. Matam me 'mukaputrasya 'mukasya mahipater yad atro 'pari likhitam iti svayam 
likhed ity arthah I lekhaka<;: ea svanama likhet I tatha ea sa eva I 

Sandhivigrahakari ea bhaved yay ea 'pi lekhakah I 
Svayam rajnli samadish!ah sa likhed rajayasanam 11 

Svanama tu likhet payean mudritam rajamudraya I 

Gramaxetragrihadinlim id[ik sylid rajayasanam II iti II 

C. Etae ea pratigrahitur arpal.).Iyam tasyo 'payogitvat I ata eva Vis h 1.). ulz 

Pate va tlimrapatte va likhitam svamudrailkam ea 'gaminripatiparijnanlirtham dadyat I iti 11 

Sangrahakaro 'pi I 
R ajasvahastaeihnena rajoddeyena samyub1m I 

Yuktam rlijabhidhanena mudritam rajamudraya II 

S vali p yanavayabdoktisampiirl).a va ya vaxaram I 

<;:asanam rlijadattam syat sandhivigrahalekhakaih II iti II 

C. Sandhivigrahalekhakair likhitam uktavidham anyasmai rajadattam <;:asanakhyam 
lekhyam syad ity arthalz I etae ea <;:asanam1> na danasiddhyartham tasya pratigra
hel.).ai 'va siddheh I kim tu dattasya sthairyakaral.).artham sthiratve 'xayaphala<;:rute/z I 
tatha hi I 

Rm~addhi rodasi ea 'sya yavat kirtis tarasvini I · 
Tavat killi 'yam adhyaste sukriti vaibudha?n· padam II 

Anenai 'va 'bhiprayel).a Ya j n a v a 1kyen0 'ktam5> I 
Svahastaklilasampannam yasanam karayet sthiram J iti 11 

C. 'Kalasampannam' samvatsaradivi<;:eshitadanadino 'petam I tatha ea Vyasalz I 
Jnatam maye 'ti likhitam datra 'dhyaxaxarair yutam I 
Abdamasatadardhahorajamudrailkitam tatha I 

Anena vidhinli lekhyam rajayasanakam likhet JI iti 11 

Tatha sa eva jayapatram nirupayitum aha I 
1) v. z. ylokantaralekhanam api. 
2) v. l. mahadbhih. 
8) v. l. ylimy ea· 'py anyan. 
4) v . l. yasanadlinam. 
5) v. l. 0 na 'py uktam. 
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V yavaharan svayam drishtva r rutva va prac).vivakatah I 
J ayapatra1n tato dadya t parijnana ya parthivah II 

Kasmai dadyad ity apexite sa eva 'ha J 

J angamam sthavaram yena pramal).ena 'tmasatkritam I 

Bhagabhirlipasandigdho yah samyag vijayi bhavet I 
Tasya raj11a pradatavyam jayapatram suni reitam II 

Brihaspa tir api I 
Purvottarakriyayuktam nirl).ayantam yada nripah I 
Pradadyaj jayine lekhyam jayapatram tad ueyate II 

c. Purvottarakriyayuktam iti vrittantopalaxal)artham I yata aha sa eva I 

Vyaso 'pi I 

Yad vrittam vyavahare tu purvapaxottaradikam I 
K riyavadharal).opetam jayapatre 'khilam likhet II 

Pi'irvottarakriyapadam pramal).am tatparixal).am I 
Nigadam smritivakyam ea yathasabhyam vinircitam I 
Etat sarva1n samasena jayapatre 'bhilekhayet II iti I 

C. 'Kriyapadam' kriyabhiman;:anapadam pratyakalitapadam iti yavat I 'nigadah' 
saxivacanam I 'yathasabhyam' sabhanatikramel).a I 'samasena' samxepena I Katyayano 

'pi I 
Arthipratyarthivakyani pratijna saxivak tatha J 

Nirl).ayar ea yatha tasya yatha ea ' vadhritam svayam I 
Etad yathaxaram lekhye yathapi'irvam niverayet II iti I 

C. 'Y athapUrvam' ity etat tena prapancitam I 
Abhiyoktrabhiyuktlinlim vaeanam pran viverayet I 
Sabhyanam pracj.vivakasya kulanam va tatah param I 

Nircayam sm5itiylis trasya matam tatrai 'va Jekhayet 11 iti I 

c. 'Matam' nripadinam iti <;:eshah I tal lekhanam tu svahastena parahastato mata
lekhanasya yatha ea 'vadhritam 'svayam' ity anena purvam eva vihitatvat I ata evo 
'ktam tenai 'va 11 

Siddhenli 'rthena samyojyo vlidi satkarapi'irvakam I 
Lekhyam svahastasamyuktam tasmai dadylit tu plirthivah II 
Sabhasadar ea ye tatra smritiras travidah sthitah I 

Yathalekhya1n vidhau tadvat svahastam tatra da pay et II iti II 

C. Raja tan sabhyan janapadalekhyavaj jayapatre svahastam dapayed ity arthalz 
Vri<ldhavasishtho 'pi I 

Pracj.vi' akad ihastankani mudritam rlijamudrayli 

Siddhe 'rthe ' 'lidine dadyaj jay ine jayapatrakam II 

C. Evam uktam jayapatram pac;:catkaram1
J ity aha Katyayanah J 

1) v . l. evam jayapatram paycatkarakhyam. 

13* 
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Anena vidhinli Jekhyam pa~ditkaram. vidur budhah I i ti . I 

C. Ayam ea pac;:catkaro nin:iayavic;:esha eva na sarvatre 'ty aha sa eva 

Nirastli tu kriyli yatra pramlil).enai 'va vlidina I 

Pa~clitkaro bhavet tatra na sarvlisu vidhiyate II 

C. Kriyasadhyam pramal).enai 've 'ti vadamc;: catu:shpadvyavahara eva pac;:catkaro na 
dvipadvyavahara iti kathayati J 

Spashpkritam cai 'tad Brihaspatina J 

Sadhayet 1! sadhyam artham tu catushplidanvitam jaye I 

Rajamndrlinvitam cai 'va jayapatrik(lm ishyate II iti II 

C. Dvipadvyavahare tu bhashottaranvitam jayapatram asyai 'va pac;:catkarasyai 'va 

tatra pratisheda.e> I anyad api jayapatram tenai 'vo 'ktam I 
Anyaplidlidihinebhya itareshlim pradiyate I 

Vritanuvadasamsiddham tac ea syaj jayapatrak am II 

C. 'ltaresham' h1navadinam ity arthalz I ajrfaprajrfapanapatre dve Va s ishth e na 

darc;:ite I 
Samanteshv atha bhrityeshu rlishtraplillidikeshu vli I 

Karyam adiyyate yena tad ajnapatram ucyate II 
~itvikpurohitacliryamlinyeshv abhyarhiteshu ea I 
Karyam nivedyate yena patram prajnapanliya tat 11 iti II 

Brihaspatir anyad api rajak1yam prasadalekhyakhyam3l aha I 
Deylidikam yatra rlijli likhitena prayacchati I 
Sevayauryadinli tushtah prasadalikhitam hi tat II iti I 

C. Ato rajak1yam pancavidham caturvidham iti anasthayo 'ktam4
> iti mantavyam 

Janapadam punar Vyas e na nirupitam I 
Likhej janapadam lekh yam prasiddhaslhlinalekhakah I 

Rajavamyakramayutam varshamasardhavlisaraih 11 

C. 'Yutam' ity anushajyate I 'vasaram!i>• d.inam I anyad api lekhayitavyam ity aha 

sa eva J 

Pitripurvanlimajatidhanikarl).ikayor likhet I 
Dravyabhedam pramlil).am ea vriddhim co 'bhayasammatam II 

C. Ubhayasammatir dravyader api vic;:eshar;am I ata eva Yajnavalkyalz 1 · 

1 I v. l. sadhayan. 

Yah ka~cid artho nislwatah svarucyli tu paras par~m I 

Lekhyam tn sliximat karyam tasmin dhanikapurvakam II 

2 J v. z. 'vli ' sadanuvlidak atvena tatra prati 0 

3J v. l. 0 akhyam patr.am. 
4) v. l. anlidaroktam. 

5 I v. l. vlisarah. 
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C. 'Dhanikapilrvakam' dhanikanamalekhanapilrvam I 'saximat' nishl).atarthajnatribhu
tamadhyasthajananamanvitam I tatha kaladhanikarl).ikasaxyadilekhaniyasya yavata v1-
c;:eshal).ena nishthatvasiddhis tavadvic;:esha~1anvitam Iekhyam karyam ity aha sa eva I 

Samamasatadardhaharnamajatisvagotrakaih I 

Sabrahmaearika tmlyapitrinamadicihnitam 11 

C. 'Sabrahmaearikam' bahvriealz katha ityadi c;:akhaprayuktam gul).anama J 'atmiya,
pitrinama' dhanikasaxil).am api pitrinama I 'adi' -c;:abdena dec;:aearavaptavaradi grihyate I 
ata eva Vyasah I 

Deyasthitya kriylidhanapratigrahavieihnitam JI iti I 

C. 'Dec;:asthitya' kriyadec;:aearanusarel).a karal).am 1 'adhanam' adhih I Nara do 'pi I 

Vas ish tho 'pi I 

Lekhyam ea saximat kliryam aviluptakramlixaramlJ I 
Deylielirasthitiyutam2J samagram sarvavastushu II 

K alam niveyya rlijanam sthlinam nivasitam3) tathli I 
Dliyakam grlihakam eai 'va pitrinlimnli ea samyutam II 
J atim svagotram ylikhlim ea dravyam lidhim sasankhyakam I 
Vriddhim grlihakahastam ea viditarthau ea slixii.iau II iti II 

Grahakahastanivec;:anaprakaram1J aha y a j n a v a 1 k y a lz I 
Samapte 'rtha ri1.11 nama svahastena niveyayet I 
Matam me 'mukaputrasya yad atro 'pari lekhitam II 

C. 'Upari' iti vadan pilrvalikhitaxarasamsthanad adhastat svahastaxarasamsthanam 
iti darc;:ayati I 'ril).I' iti saxil).am api pradarc;:anartham I tatha ea sa eva I 

Saxi1:u1y ea svahastena pitrinlimakapi"irvakam I 
Atrli 'ham amukah slixi likheyur iti te samah II 

C. Ye 'tra5J lekhye likhitali saxil).as te 'py amukaputro 'muko 'tra 'rthe saxI 'ti pra
tyekam likheyulz J te eaG) dvitvadisamasankhyaya vic;:ishta bhaveyulz I na tritvadivisha- . 
masankhyaye 'ty arthalz j 'saxil).ah' iti bahuvaeanam gurutarakaryalekhyavishayam I 

Uttamar1.1adhamar1.1au ea slixi1.1au lekhakas tathli I 
Samava yena eai 'teshlim lekhyain kurvita nli 'nyathli II iti I 

C. I-laritena lekhyamatre 'saxil).au' ity uktatvad na tritvadivishamasarikhyaye 'ty 
arthah I kenaeid akaraprac;:leshakalpanaya saxisarikhyaniyamo vaiparityena varl).italz j sa 
yasmin dec;:e yathai 'va 'earas tatrai 'va grahyalz na 'nyatra 'svarasarthatvat I evam ea 

I) v. l. aviluptakriyanvitam. 
2) v. l. kramlixaram de~lielira. 

3 ) v. l. nivasanam. 
4) v. l. 0 niveeapra0 

5J v. l. tatra. 
GJ v. l. te 'pi. 
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'ttamarl).adhamarl).asaxid va yalekhakaril pa 1lpanca purusharilc;lhatvat 
iti loke vyavaharalz I saxisankhyadhikatve ea 'yam2> vyavaharo 
lekhyamatranz prakritya Vyas e n a 'py uktam I 
:p..ir;iihastam namayutam saxibh yam pitripiirvakam I iti I 

C. Ato dviprabhritibhilz samair bhavitavyam iti niyamo dec;:aearavirodhanusandheya/z3
' J 

yada tu lipyanabhijnak saxI ril).I va4
' tada Nara d a aha I 

Alipij11a ri1.1i yah syal lekhayet svamatam5J tu sah I 

Saxi va saxi1,a 'nyena sarvasaxisamipatah II 
Vijatiyalipijno 'pi svayam eva likhel. lipimGJ 

Sarvajanapadan van,an lekh ye tu vinive~ayet II 

Iti Katyayanasmaral).ae ea J saxisvahastalekhananantaram Yajnavalkyah I 

Vyaso 'pi I 

Ubhayabhyarthitenai ' vam maya h y amukasiinuna I 
Likhitam hy amukene 'ti lekhako 'nte tato likhet !I 

Mayo '.bhayabhyarthitena 'mukena 7J 'mukasiinuna I 

Svahastayuktam svam nama lekhakas tv antato likhet I 
EvamSJ janapade lekhye vyasena 'bhihito vidhih II iti I 

C. Antato lekhyasye 'ti c;:eshalz I evam uktalekhyam ashtavidham ity aha sa eva I 
Cirakam ea svahastam ea tatho 'pagatasanj1iitam I 

Adhipatram eaturtham ea pa1ieamam krayapatrakam II 
Shashtham tu sthitipatrakhyam saptamam sandhipatrakam I 

Vi~uddhipatrakam eai 'vam ashtadha laukikam smritam II iti II 

C. Na 'tra sankhya vivaxita. vibhagapatrader api laukikatvat I tatra 'cirakasya' laxa
l)am aha Sangrahakarak / 

Cirakam nlima likhitam purar;iaih pauralekhakaih I 

Arthi pratyarthinirdishtair yathasambhavasa1nskritaih 9 J 11 

Svakiyaih pitrinam5dyair arthipratyarthis:ixi1,1m I 
Pratin5mabhir akrantam arthisaxisvahastavat I 

Spash\avagatasa11iyukta111 yathasmi·ityuktalaxar;iam II iti 11 

C. 'Samstutaik' prac;:astair ity arthak I Katy a y an as tu svahastam aha 

t) v. l. 0 m rii pa. 

Grahakena svahas tena likhitam saxivarjitam I 
Svahastalekhya1n vij1ieyam pramai:iam tat sm! itam budhaih II 

2) v. l. 0 sailkhyadhikye tv ayam. 
8 J v. l. 0 virodhena 'nusandheyah. 
4 ) v . l. lipyanabhijt1ah saxit,Ja rir:ii ea. 
5) v. Z. sa1nmatam .. 

GJ v. z. lipij1iatvat. 
7 J v . l. yuktena. 
SJ v. l. esha. 
9) v. l. samslutaih. 
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C. Evam eva dayakena likhitam grahakena 'bhyupagatam lekhyam upagatakhyam 
vijneyam II adhipatram aha N a rada!z I 

Adhim kritva tu yo dravya1n praymikte svadhanam dhani I 
Yat tatra kriyate lekhyam adhipatram tad ueyate II 

Anvadhilekhye vic;esham aha Pr a j a pat i 1z I 
Dhani dhanena tenai 'va param adhim nayed yadi I 

Smritva tad adhilikhitam purvam ea ' sya samarpayet 1J 

Kf.ayaptram Pit a mah e no 'ktam I 
Krite krayaprakli~lirtham dravye yat kriyate kvacit I 
Vikretrli.numatam kretra jneya1n tat krayapatrakam II 

Sthitipatradini punalz Katy a y an en o 'ktani J 

Caturvidyapurayrel).igal).apauradikasthitih I 
T atsiddhyarthain tu yal lekhyam tad bhavet sthitipatrakam 11 lJ 

Uttameshu samasteshv abhiyli.pe samligate I 
Vrittlinuvlide lekhyam yat taj jneyam sandhipatrakam iJ 
Abhiylipe samuttirl).e prayaycitte krite janaih I 
Vi~uddhipatrakain jneyam tebhyah saxisamanvitam II iti II 

Brihaspatir api lekhyavibhagam aha I 
Bhagadli.nakriyadhlinam samvidlinam sthiradibhih I 
Saptadha laukikam lekhyan.i trividham r3jayasanam II 

C. Atra 'pi na sankhya vivaxita J adhikanam api lekhyanam etebhyo darc;itatvat I 
ata eva 'tra 'digrahaQ.am kritam J anyatha gaQ.itair eva saptavidhatvasiddher adigrahaQ.am 
apartham 2> syat I tenai 'va taj jnayate lekhyasankhya na 'vadharal).arthe 'ti J ato vividha- · 
sankhyavadvacananam avirodha!z 3J J bhagalekhyadikarn svayam eva vyacashte I 

Bhrlitarah samvibhakta ye svarueyli tu parasparam I 
Vibhagapatram kurvanti bhligalekhyam tad ueyate II 
Bhumim dattva tu yat patram kurylie eandr:irkakalikam I 
Anaeehedyam anaharyam. danalekhyam tu tad viduh II 
Grihaxetradikam kritva tulyamiilyaxarlinvitam I 
P atram karayate yat tu karyalekhyam tad ueyale !I 
J angamam sthavaram bandham daltva lekhyam karoti yat4J I 
Gopyabhogyakriyayuktam adhilekhyam tad ueyate II 
Gramo deyay ea yat kuryan matam lekhyam5J parasparam I 
R ajavirodhi dharmartham sainvitpat ram vadanti tat II 
Vastrannahinah kantare likhitam kurute tu yatGJ I 

IJ v. l. sthitipatram tad ueyate. 
2) v. l. anartham. 
~ J v. z. ato na vividha0 • ••••• •• • • • • • virodhah. 
4) v. l. yah. 
5) v. l. matalekhyam. 
GJ v. l. yah. 
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KarmaJ].i te karish yami dasapatrani tad ucyate II 
Dhanam vriddhya g: ihitva svayam kuryac ea karayet I 
Uddh\irapatram tat proktam ri!].alekhyam manishibhih II 

Anyad api laukikam lekhyam aha Katyayana!z I 
Simavivade nirJ].ite simapatram vidhiyate II iti II 

Yaj na valkyo 'pi I 
Dattva 'rJ].am patayel lekhyam. yuddhyai 'va 'nyat tu karayet II iti II 

Lekhyaprayojanam aha Marieilz I 
Sthavare vikrayadhane vibhage dana eva ea I 
Likhitena 'pnuyat siddhim avisamvadam eva ea 1) II 

c. ·Adhanam' adhi1z I adyac;: eac;:abda ril).adinishl).atarthasangrahartha1z I avisamvada1z 
kalantare 'pi nishl).atarthasya 'nanyathabhava!z j evam ea sthavaradav avisamvadena 
siddhim aloeya rajavamc;:avarshadilekhaniyanam2

> avapodvapau karyau · tesham drishta
rthatvat I ato na danadilekhye dhanikarl).ikadi lekhan1yam Ina 'pi ril).adanadilekhye prati
grahadikam I evam anyatra 'pi lekhye lekhaniyasamuhaniyam drishtaprayojanatval lekhy
asya I ata eva 'kritaprayojanasya lekhyasya karyaxamatvena lekhyantaram utpadyam I 
ata eva 'ha Yajnavalkyalz I 

De¥antarasthe durlekhyo nashtonmrishte h:ite tatha I 
Bhinne dagdhe tatha ehinne lekhyam anyat tu karayet II 

C. 'Dec;:antarasthe' sarvadha 'netum ac;:akyasthanasthe I 'durlekhye' duravabodhaxare I 
'bhinne' dvidha jate I 'ehinne' c;:Ime I Katyayano 'pi I 

Malair yad bheditain dagdhain ehidritam vitam eva va I 
Tad anyat karayel lekhyam svedeno 'llikhitam tatha 11 

c. 'VItam' vigatam I 'ullikhitam' unmrishtam I yat punar Nara den 0 'ktam I 
Lekhye deyantaranyaste ¥irr:ie durlikhite h5ite3J I 
Satas tatkalakaraJ].am asato drasht5idar¥anam II iti I 

C. Tat tathai 'va dhanadanodyatarl).ikavishayam I tatra lekhyantarakaral).e prayojana
bhavat \ 'kalakaral).am' anayanartham tasya patrasya 'nayanayogyakalakalpanam I 'drashtri
darc;:anam' alabhyapatrarthajnatrijnapanam dhanapratidane karyam ity arthalz I etae ea 
patrapatanasambhave 'pi saxil).am saxitvanivrittaye karyam I pratipadanaprakac;:anartham 
ea pratidattapatram grahyam I kalantare tu dhane deye lekhyantaram ·karyam eva I ata 
evo 'ktam tena 'pi I 

J 1 v. t. sa. 
2J v. l. 0 lekhaniyataya. 
3) v. l. tatha . 

• 

Chinnabhinnah5itonm5ishtadagdhadurlikhiteshu ea I 
Kartavyam anyal lekhyam syad esha lekhyavidhih sm5itah II iti II 
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Iti lekhyanirupal).am 1 l Ill 
These two passages give all the real information respecting royal grants and docu

ments transferring property, that I have been able to find in Sanskrit treatises belonging 
to the Dharma<;astra. The Madhaviya treatise on vyavahara merely copies the Smriti
candrika, and the Sarasvativilasa contains nothing worth quoting here 2

i. Of the numerous 

kinds of deed, described in the passage I have g iven from the Smriticandrika, we have, 
appai:ently, only royal grants, private transfers of land, and inscriptions recording 
endowments, which are of any considerable antiquity and, therefore, of interest. Of all 
these the royal grants are the most important. 

Public documents of this description being generally in Sanskrit, and being , always, 
even if in a vernacular lang uage, intelligible to a few persons only, the growth of a 
kind of symbolical language which served at once to explain the ,object of the grant, 
and also to ornament it, is easily intelligible. This symbolism is in accordance with 

the practice of Sanskrit law3J, and is obviously necessary in conditions of society such 
as have always existed in India, where the literary and intelligent classes have been, 

and are still, separated by almost insurmountable barriers from the lower ignorant 

masses. But the practice grew up in historical times, and seems to have been more 
developed in S. India than elsewhere4!. The utility of this hieroglyphic or symbolical 
language will be evident, if it be kept in mind that the stone stelae on which grants 

were written were usually put in conspicuous public places, such as under the sacred 
figtree which forms the place of assembly in a village, or by the boundary of fields, 

or inside a temple enclosure. 
The earliest symbol found on grants by Indian kings is the sacred royal emblem 

(dhvaja), a mark of authenticity, and which, by its sacred character, would preserve the 
document from destruction. This mark is generally a representation of the animal, a 

fig ure which formed the standard of the donor; thus the use of 'totems' was undoubtedly 
common in very early times in India. The ones used by the earliest S. Indian dy-

lJ This passage is from the Tanjore MSS. Nos. 77, 9.253 and 9.254. The las t was scarcely of any use. I have not 
given all the vv. ll., nor have I noticed the numerous errors of the MSS. 

2) The corresponding section in the Vyavaharamayukha (r6th cent.) is given in Stokes 's "Hindu Lawbooks", pp. 26-30, 
3 ) For example: a) A co-parcener who gives up his share is presented with a betel-leaf or some worthless object (Yajn. 

ii., II8), and his partition is thus effected. b) Land is conveyed by a bit of gold and by pouring out water ('sahira1.1ya
payodharapiirvaka', Colebrooke's "Essays" ii., p. 265) . c) Its possession is established by even a partial enjoyment of 
produce (Mit. ii., 27), d) When a girl is married a bit of gold is given with h~r . e) A son is given (in adoption) with 
water (Manu, ix. , 168). fJ So also the remarkable custom of the widow or hei r taking a bit of gold etc. from the hand of 
the deceased, and thus assuming his place. g) Again, the breaking of a jar of water (ghatasphotana) on expelling a person 
from cas te is a similar practice. Many other instances might be mentioned. 

4) It was, apparently, unknown in Java. 

14 
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nasties appear to be such as prim1t1ve tribes would select in such situations as these 
kingdoms occupied, viz., the inland mountain districts-elephant, the plains-tiger, and 
the sea-coast- fish; but it is useless to speculate on matters like these respecting which 
we can never get any real information. Combined with the distinctive emblem of the 

sovereign, other insignia of royalty such as the camar1 1J and g oad (a t'lkuc;:a) are found. 
To the royal emblem was soon added a representation of the moon, or su.n and 

moon. This is taken from the usual phrase in grants in India-·"as long as the sun 
and moon" or "moon and stars endure"--which is intended to express perpetuity. 

Up to the 14th century the symbolical part of g rants by kings of S. India does not 
go beyond what has just been described; but under the Vijayanagara king s. relig ious 
emblems became commoQ. Such consist of a representation of the deity worship

ped, and for whom the g rant is made, often with a worshipper adoring ; in the I 7th 
century, this part becomes a very considerable picture2l, and is often executed with 

skill. The practice was common both to Hindus and to Jains. 

THE EMBLEM OR SEAL. 

I shall here g ive the information that I have been able to gather on this subj ect ; 

unfortunately, authentic specimens of seals are very uncommon, and it is impossible to 
g ive anything like a series. The practice of using seals seems also of comparatively 
recent date ; they are not a legal requisite to g rants according to the earliest law-books, 

and are, apparently, first mentioned in the Yajnavalkyasmriti, though in use from at 

least the 4th century A. D. as examples in existence prove. 

a . Cera . Two or three examples occur, and in all these is simply the fig ure of 
an elephant. 

b. Pallava. One example occurs 3J; it represents a t ig er 4
l. 

c. Cii.luJcy a . Of the Kalyal).a branch I am not able to g ive an example. Of the 
Eastern (Kalinga) branch I have found five : two of the seventh, one of the roth and 
two of the .Cola successors of the Calukyas, of the I 2th century. These are remarkable 
in having a device like those of the Valabhi dynasty of Gujarat"J. That of the earlier 

lJ T he yak's tail used to drive away flies. 
2) See, e.g., l n clian .Antiqiiary, vi., p. 138. 
3 ) l nclian Antiqiia1·y, v., plate opposite p. 50. 

4) At first sight one would t ake this to be the figure of a clog or jacka l, but a Co)a inscrip tio11 of tlw I Ith century at 
T iruvic;laimarn(')(ir (in the Tanjore dist rict) mentions the 'tiger- banner of VenD"ai', and there can be little doubt that the P alla
vas belonged to this dynasty. In the nth century t h~ S. Pailavas (fcudato ries of t he Co[as) used a figure of a recl in ing 
cow (?). 

5 ) I n clian Antiqua1·y, i., plates opposite p. 16. This similarit y is another proo f that So uth-Indian civilization came 
from W . India, as is sugges ted by the origin of the S. I ndian alphabets. (See p. I 4 abol'e). 
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Kali1i.g a Calukyas, <;rrvishamasiddhi(h) is very appropriate ; later, we find the boastful 
device-Tribhuvana1i.kw;:a(h). Beginning with the rnth century, the characteristic mark 
of the Calukyas, the boar is used; this seems to have been used by both dynasties, and 
is clearly referred to by the author of the Mitaxara 1>. A branch of the Calukyas 

that reigned near Goa appears to have used a seal with the figure of a Ja in (?) ascetic. 
' . 

d . V'ijaua/n a r1rw a.. The kings of this dynasty adopted the boar of the Calukyas; 
but their seals are without a motto. There is some reason to think that they also used 
the figure of a peacock, but I have not seen an example as yet 2

) . Krishl).araya adopted 
a new form of seal on which Krishl).a is represented · playing on a flute and dancing, 
with a worshipper on either side, underneath is a small figure of a boar. 

e. The N uyltk.<J that ruled the old Veri.g i country and the north of the Nellore 

district in the 15th century, used a seal with the fig ure of a recumbent bull or cow. 

f . T h e Co~rt banner had a tiger on it, which the kings of this dynasty must have 
taken from the Pallavas. 

g. The P fi'l);fj,?Ja banner had a fish on it. 

h. 1'h e Travmwor e sign is a conch shell. 

i . The I frtd am71a seal is mentioned by Mr. Fleet3> as having a representation on 

it of an animal like a dog . This is, perhaps, intended for a lion or tiger. He also 

mentions a recumbent deer or cow as used. 
Of the original (Northern) · Vmigl and many other dynasties, I have not been able 

to find seals. 
These seals are cast on the ring by which the plates are held together, and which 

thus has the form of a huge sig net ring ; but owing to the way in which this is done, 
the metal is always spongy, and, thus, is very liable to decay. It seems that the ends of 
the ring connecting the plates were riveted, and the seal cast over this, so that no 

change could be made. The plates of the g rants found in Java were not connected in 
this way, but each one (if there were several) was separate. 

As far as I have been able to observe, the seals of royal g rants used in S. India 

have changed as follows : 

!) See above p. 96, line 8. The Garu~a seal was used by Bhoja and the kings of Dhar. See I ndian Antiquai·y, vi., 

pp. 48 ffg. The boar alludes to the V arahavatara and its object. 
2,> Couto ("Asia" , D ec. vii. , 10 , 5. f. 22'.l of the original editio11 of 1616) mentions a grant which the P ortuguese 

believed to be an endowment of t he shrine of Saint Thomas, and to date from soon after his time. T he account g iven of 
the contents, however, clearly shows that it was a Vijayanagara grant of I= · 1259= 1337 A. D. Couto describes the plates as 
bearing the king' ~ arms-a peacock. Luce 11a (" Vida do. p. F . Xavier " f. r73) g ives much the same account (1600). 

3 ) I ndian Antiquai·y, vi., p. 23 etc. 

14* 
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a. From the earliest times up to the tenth century they were small and consisted of 

little beyond a figure or a motto. 
b . From the tenth to the fourteenth century they were much larger, and in addition 

to a motto, have a number of emblems. About this time one first finds seals engraved 

on the actual plates of the deed. 
c. From the fourteenth to the beginning of the seventeenth century they ar.e again 

smaller, but have no motto, and fewer emblems. 
d . From the middle of the seventeenth century down to the present, seals contain, 

almost exclusively, titles in writing , and, very rarely, an emblem. 
Seals do not appear to have been used in Java at all. 
It is necessary to remark that many of the Vijayanagara seals are really pictures of 

the king 's standard. It is almost certain that each of the later Calukya-Cola kings, as 
also those of Vijayanagara, adopted a standard somewhat different to that used by his 
immediate predecessor ; the series of seals in existence is not sufficient, however, to 

enable me to assert this as a positive fact. 
In inscriptions on copper plates of the 1 7th century and later, it is not uncommon 

to find the seal engraved on the vacant space of the first plate. 

THE FORM OR WORDING OF ROY AL GRANTS, 

Royal g rants are of two kinds : i.) those made by the king himself; and ii.) those 
made by his minister (Sandhivigrahadhikarin) for him. The first are the most 

important. 

I. D 1irect G1·ants by the King. 

These constitute by far the largest number of the documents in existence, and are, in 

every way, the most important. They always contain several clauses which are well 
described in the Indian law-books, and are legally necessary to their validity; these are : 
a) the donor's genealogy; b) the description of the nature of the g rant, the people or 

person on whom it .is conferred, the objects for which it is made, and its conditions 
and date; c) imprecations on violators of the g rant; d) attestations of witnesses where 

the grant is not autograph, but rarely. There is some difference in the forms of these 
clauses, but each dynasty preserved much the same forms. 
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a) The k l n g;s genealogy. 

The earlier the date of the document the more simple is this part. In the very early 

grant of Vijayanandivarma it nearly complies with the direction of the Sanskrit lawyers, 
in giving the names of three generations. 

The earliest Eastern Calukya grant is also comparatively simple in this respect1i; 
the e~rliest \i\Testern Calukya grants are much more prolix. Towards the end of the 
seventh century A. D. the Eastern Calukya grants assume, in the genealogies, a style 

that is apparently peculiar to them- a simple enumeration of the succession of the kings 
with the years they reigned, and recite a few historical facts 2J. Those of the Western 
Calukyas are far more bombastic, and mention only the king's parentage 3>. The pecu-

. liarity of these Eastern Calukya grants is their historical character. The style of the 
genealogies remains almost the same for a long series of years. Thus from 700 A. D. down 

to the grants of the earlier Cola kings or about I 02 3 A. D. there is little change intro

duced. In the grants of the Western Calukyas the same remark holds good of the old 
kingdom; under the revival, a new style prevailed, and with predominant Brahmanical 

influence, long mythical genealogies came into use which were intended to connect the 
Dravidian princes of S. India with the two great mythical races of the North, and the 

kings of Oude. An inscription of the I Ith century of a Co!a prince (already referred 
to on p. 2 r, n. as E.) begins with Hari, Brahma, Atri, Soma etc.; 60 cakravartins who 

reigned at Ayodhya in uninterrupted succession, Vijayaditya of the Soma race, and 
then Vishl).uvardhana, Vijayaditya-Vishl).uvardhana, Pulakec;:i and so on to the Eastern 

<;alukyas. It is needless to remark that the Calukyas were originally Jains and could 
never have claimed such a descent. 

The Vijayanagara kings, even at their best period, did still worse. In their grants 
we also find a long and purely fictitious genealogy, for it is certain that they were 
men of low caste; but in addition to this, they indulge in the most extravagant self
laudation which is supremely absurd, if compared with the reality of their existence so 
difficult often to maintain at all. 

In India, as elsewhere, the mother of imagination is ignorance, as Profr. Blackie truly 
says. This characteristic Indian weakness was soon detected by the excellent AlbirunI 

(11th cent.). He says (Reinaud, "Fragments" pp. 148-9): "Les Indiens attachent peu 
d'importance a l'ordre des faits; ils negligent de rediger la chronique des regnes de leurs 

l) Pl. xxvii. 
2) For an example, see pl. xxviii. 
8) See pl. xxv. 
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rois; quand ils sont embarrasses, ils parlent au hasard" -a remark just as true now as it 

was more than eight hundred years ago! Again elsewhere (v. Reinaud, "Memo ire" p. 2 8 1 ): 
"Les Indiens ont toujours professe une opinion exageree d'eux et de tout ce qui les touche, 
de leur origine, de la puissance de leurs rois, de la preeminence de leur religion et de la 

superiorite de leurs lumieres. Ils font mystere de leur savoir . entre eux; a plus forte 
raison ils en font mystere pour les etrangers; a leurs yeux, il n'y a pas d'autre ter.re que 
l'Inde, il n'y a pas d'autre nation que les Indiens." This remark might also be the 

result of observation at the present day. 
The grants of the Cera dynasty that are in existence agree in the style of the ge

nealogical part very nearly with those of the Calukyas; there is an enumeration of the 
ancestors of the donor with comparatively little exaggeration 1

J. 

The Vijayanagara style is purely conventional bombast, and in bad verse for the 
most part. The succession of kings is carelessly given, and often sacrificed to the 

exigencies of metre. Fictitious conquests are mentioned in detail, and the king's cha
racter and actions are made to correspond exactly with the ideal of a Hindu sovereign 

according to the Alankaracrastra and astrological imaginations2J. This style continues 
much the same from the 14th century down to the end of the Vijayanagara kingdom 

about I 600 A. D.; the latest grants are, however, far the worst. In all of .them the king's 
panegyric is extravagant, and spun out with childish coi1ceits3

J. In the later Vijaya

nagara grants these are stereotyped, and there is rarely any difference in this part. 
The old South-Indian dynasties (Co!a and Pat).c;lya) differ from those already mention

ed in this part of the grants, though, as nearly all the existing TamiI grants are on stone, 
and therefore very brief; the omission of a genealogy is of not much significance. In 
most of these grants the king's name only is mentioned, very rarely that of his father 

or other ancestors, and the usual eulogies are generally confined to often questionable 
statements of conquests and victories. 

At first sight even, it is easy to account for these genealogical fictions. In India, as 
in other countries, there arose at a certain stage of civilization the notion that only 
certain persons could be legi'ti'niate kings. In the law-books we find that a king.should 

be a Xattriya; but with the Brahmanical revival in the early centuries A. D., only 
king~ sprung from the Solar and Lunar races satisfied the popular notions of a legiti

mate prince. The influence of the epics is to be traced plainly in this. Again, the 

1 J See, e. g., the Mercara a11d Nagamangala grants. 
?. ) C/1·. the descriptions of R ama, B uddha etc. 
3) See the requisites of an epic poem according to the Tami~s in Beschi's "Clavis" pp. 109-110 (founded on Dat~~in' s 

Kavyadar~a). In this way the later Indian poetry became merely mechanical co1'nposition. 

• 

• 
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conventional idea of a Hindu king rendered necessary the ascription of all kinds of 
fictitious conquests and qualities1

l . 

In the development of this most tedious pedantry a great similarity with the gradual 
change of style in the introductory phrases of literary works may be detected. The 
earlier works are free from the 'mangala<;loka' and the like which is so absurdly cons

picuous in most Sanskrit books. c;a1i.karacarya (about 700 A. D.) is moderate in this 
respect; but in later times it is impossible to imagine worse taste and greater pedantry 
than is to be found in the preliminary verses which are never wanting in later Sanskrit 
books, and which the inscriptions closely follow in style. 

The above will show that it is impossible to use the later inscriptions for genealogical 

purposes without the greatest care; the earlier are, fortunately, more trustworthy in 
this respect. There can be no doubt that the Jains paid more attention to history than 

the Brahmans. 
This part of inscriptions will often show the religion of the reigning king, and may 

thus furnish important historical facts; but it must be remembered that Indian kings 
have always been very lax in religious matters, and frequently changed their faith, so far 

as one can see, merely from caprice. The vagaries of a late S. Indian potentate in 
this way will be within the memory of many. As, again, it never entered into the mind 

of a Hindu to suppose that any fictitious being worshipped as a god did not exist 
' liberality to all persuasions was possible, and did really exist in India with certain re-

strictions. VIra Co!a was, e. g., a c;aiva in faith, but he nevertheless patronised a Bud
dhist. Even at the present day, Hindu bigotry is only aroused by encroachments on 

what particular sects consider their exclusive rights as regards privileges and proces
sions, or by the attempt of a rival sect to "take the shine out of" the established temple 
of the place by erecting a more substantial and higher temple near it. This is the real 

reason why (e. g .) Brahmans so often object to the erection of substantial Christian 
churches in country villages, though they have, perhaps for centuries, tolerated a humbler 

kind of edifice used for the same purpose. 

b) Desc1•iption of the Grant, Us Conilitfons, Date, etc. 

After the genealogical part, that of most importance is the description of the grant 
made and its conditions, as this part often contains information as to tenures and local 

administration, and shows how persistently the tenures varied in the different portions 

J) See, ?·g., the Mercara and Nagamangala grants. 
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of South-lndia1 >. This difference of tenures is often alone sufficient to show from what 
part of S. India a document of this kind comes, and also to detect forgeries; for, since the 
Muhammadan conquest of the South, many of the old terms have fallen into disuse, or 
even foreign words have taken their place. Thus the old TamU 'kal).iyatsi' is now 
called 'mirasi' (i". e. miras, an Arabic-Persian word= heritage), and the real name is little 

known; but this is only since about 1600 A. D., except, perhaps, in th~ Madura di~trict. 
For this reason alone, it would be safe to condemn many grants existing in the Madras, 
Arcot and Cuddapah provinces which purport to have been executed in the 12th or 

I 3th century, even were the style of writing not conclusive against them. 

As regards royal grants it is obvious that, at most, they could convey no more than 

the kings who made them were entitled to. In India, kings appear to have often acted 
illegally, but it is remarkable that they do not appear to have encroached on the rights 

of the people2l; the chief instances of wrong-doing by the earlier kings seem to have con
sisted in illegal resumption of grants, and the existing grants always refer to this sin 

in such a way that it must have been very common, like resumption of endowments in 

Europe. 

Now, .the king's dues were one-sixth of all produce according to Sanskrit law3J. 

This, then, was, originally, the utmost limit of a grant, and as village communities always 
existed from the earliest times4J and in all parts of India, the village was commonly 

taken as the administrative unit, and a grant of the royal dues from a village to 

one or more persons became the commonest form of grant; if personal privileges 

or dignities of any kind were granted, which was very rarely done"', it was always as 
attached to rights over territory; the two were inseparable. Such privileges or 
dignities consisted in the faculty of using to a greater or less extent the ensigns of 

royalty-umbrellas, palankins or particular kinds of musical instruments. A nobility, 
resembling that of the feudal times of Europe and with military service to render, seems 

to have sprung up in India after the Muhammadan invasion, and is not to be traced in 
the earliest S. Indian grants. 

l) A s indicated by F. W. Ellis. 
2) I do not refer to instances of capricious barbarity or cruelty which ''.ere common enough. 
3) G.fi·. the term ' shashthlim¥avritti' applied to Hindu kings in Sanskrit literature. In S. India it seems, however, to 

have been often a half. 
4) Strabo mentions this fact, which is to be inferred (from Manu viii., 237, 245, and similar passages) rather than con

clusively stated, but the terms of existing grants leave no doubt of it, and De L aveleye h as accepted it as established: "De la 
propriete et de ses formes primitives,'' 2d. ed. pp. 66-69. 

5 ) The grant to the Cochin I sraelites (1J1ad1·as Joiwnal, vol. xiii.; Indian Antiqiiai·y, iii., pp. 333-4) is perhaps the best 
example of such grants. · 
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As might be expected from the nature of Indian ideas1J regarding Brahmans, nearly 
all the grants in existence are to Brahman families or, often, to a Brahman settlement. 
In such case, each head of a family got one or more shares (bhaga), but his right could 
not be conveyed by g ift or sale without the royal sanction in the g rant, and this is only 

to be found in the more recent documents. Each Brahman community (agrahara) thus 
became an uni'versi'tas z'ndi'vz'si'bi'lz's, and formed an idle landlord-class, which must 

have powerfully contributed to the brahmanizing of the primitive Dravidian popula
lation.' of agriculturists. The grants of Vira-Co!a (I Ith century) seem to have been 
expressly made with this object in view. W e find; e. g., a large number of TamiJ 

Brahmans (as the names show) settled in the Telugu country, and provision is made 
not only for the support of Brahmanical temples but also for the support of Sanskrit 
science and literature. In one grant of this kind, the t eachers of the ~ig- , Yajur
and Sama-vedas each have a single share, the Mimamsa-teacher has two, the Vedantist 

one, and the Grammarian also one. Professors of .the Pural).as, medicine, astrology and 
the like g et each a share. These endowments do not appear to have helped to promote 

the study of Sanskrit literature in S. India, though they, undoubtedly, perpetuated certain 
branches of study in a mechanical way. 

These lists of Brahmans who received grants are still of g reat interest as 
regards the literary history of India, for they often include mention of the Vedic gotra 

and c;akha which each followed, as well as the science he professed. Thus, 'shac;l
angavid' is a common attribute 2>. 

The Sanskrit law-books3
' often mention grants of a 'nibandha' or corrody, and they 

explain this by so many areca nuts out of a certain weight of such nuts, or so many 
leaves out of a bundle of betel leaves. I have not, as yet, met with any such g rants, 

except at Tanjore and in the Tamil country; Royal g rants of allowances in kind (rice, 
butter, bassia oil etc.) to temples there are not uncommon. These would constitute 
charges on the treasury. 

Limited grants are not uncommon; such, e. g ., as a half of the royal dues in a 

village. 
Vvhere rights are g ranted over a village, the boundaries are carefully specified, 

and this is done in the later documents with the g reatest minuteness. These details 

1) They asserted (as is well known) that the stability and welfare of the world depended on them aud their sacrifices , 
and such notions are often met with in grants as the reason for making them. 

2 ) Oji·. the directions on p. ro r. T hese inscriptions p rove that the laukika got ras are modern. 
BJ "Mitaxara on Yajnavalkya" ii., r 2 r (p. r 86); Madhaviya, p. r 2 (of my t ranslation of the part on Inher itance and 

Succession). The modern Bengali compilation translated by Colebrooke mentions allowances of this k ind in coin. 
("Digest", Madras ed. i ., p . 443 .) 

15 -,, 
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are as prescribed by the law-books1J; and will often be of great value in arch;:eolog ical 

enquiries; for, incidentally, many interesting objects are mentioned of which there are 
now no traces 2). 

The details of the g rant and the boundaries are most commonly g iven in a vernacular 
lang uage even where the rest of the g rant is in Sanskrit. 

In the Tanjore district there are in existence two or three grants to castes ~washer

men, fishermen), but they belong to recent times. 

c) I m p 1•ecations ancl conchisiori; attestations. 

The last clause in most g rants (whether royal or private) consists of imprecations 
on those who resume or violate them; and these generally consist of the words from 

the Vyasasmriti g iven above 3l, though often with considerable variations. In later 
g rants the imprecation often is that the violator of it will incur the same sin as one who 

kills a black cow on the banks of the Ganges. I have met with this in an endowment 
in favour of a church by Tami.\ Christians of the last century! 

Finally, the names of the person who drew up the document (kavyakarta), the writer 
or engraver are sometimes added. There is little uniformity of practice in this respect. 

The names of witnesses, though not required, are often found in royal grants ; but in such 
cases it would appear that the g rant was by proclamation, and the witnesses attest 
merely the record of it. Where the names of witnesses are not found, the g rant must 

be supposed to be written by the sovereign, and 'svahasto mama' or 'svahastalikhitam' 
occurs at the end of documents of this kind1 l. 

Signatures (or rather marks) appear to have come into use about 140 0 A. D. ; they 
mostly represent objects which are held sacred by Hindus, e. g., a conch shell which is 

often used by ascetics, a goad (ankw;:a), a dagger or sword"', and similar insignia. The 
Vijayanagara kings appear to have usually signed documents ; but only Harihara seems 
to have used his own name for this purpose. 

1) Cfr. "Manavadharma~Kstra, " viii ., 245-25 1; "Mitlixara ," p . 236 (Calcutta ed. of 1829); ii., 154· N arada, xi. 
2) In a Pallava grant, e. g., of the l rth century I fi nd a "Sakkiya(~akya) ppa))i" or Buddhist temple mentioned. I 

believe that this is the only S. Indian mention of such a building in the Tami~ country. 

HJ p. 97 · 
d) T he N. I ndian lawyers (see Colebrooke's "Digest", Madras ed. i., p. 445) h ave decided that only part (" so much 

land given to such a person") need be autograph. 
5) T he sign-manual of the king of Orissa was a short double-edged sword (khal).~K). See : Beames, Comparative Gram

mar, vol. i i., p. 105 . T he bards of Gujarat used much the same sign. Forbes, Riis-Mala, vol. i., p. ix. 
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II. Grants b11 the 2Jtlin1iste1" (Sandhivig111ahadhika/rin) for 

and b11 a/uthorit71 of the King. 

The law-books refer to documents of this kmd, but they are not common. Examples 
occur in Pl. xxvi. and in the Indian Antt.quary11 • Beyond the statement (at the end) of 

the f.act that the minister wrote or made the grant, these documents do not differ in 

style from direct royal grants. 
Royal grants form the most important material tor the reconstruction of S. Indian 

history; but they must be used with great caution so far as the genealogical parts are 

concerned, for I have already abundantly proved that these are often fictitious from 

beginning to end. But it is also necessary to scrutinize most narrowly the authenticity 

of such documents, for, unfortunately, there is every reason to believe that forgeries 

of all kinds were common. 

In the brief lists of crimes preserved in the law-books, the penalty of death is 

assigned for forgeries of royal grants21• Considering the comparatively small number 

of documents of this kind which are in existence in S. India, the number of palpable 

forgeries is very great, and justifies the severity of the Indian law. The law-books also 

contain a special chapter on the scrutiny of documents (Lekhyaparixa); the rules3J are 

very strict, but evidently represent rather the ideal of pedantic lawyers than the actual 

practice which was followed; for it is not too much to say that if these rules be impli

citly adopted, hardly a single document could pass as genuine. This carelessness in 

execution is also found in the inscriptions of Ceylon'1J. The most common clerical errors 

are : omission of a letter and wrong spelling. Taking into consideration what is known 

of the history of writing in India, as well as the unusually complicated nature of the 

Indian graphic systems, and also the fact that written books were but little used for 

instruction, it is easy to see that errors of this kind must have naturally occurred, and 

1; Vol. vi., p. 87. 
2) Manavadharmaylistra, i x., 232. Yaj11.avalkyasmriti, ii., 240. 
3) e. g. K a tyliyana : V an:iavlikprakriyliyuktam asandigdham sphutaxaram I 

Ahinakramacihnam ea lekhyam tat siddhim lipnuylit II 
and- Sthanabhrashtas tv apatikti sthah sandigdha laxai:iacyutah I 

Y adli tu samsthitli varry.a h kiitalekhyam tadli bhavet II 
Harila: Y ac ea kakapadakin:iam tal lekhyam kutatam iyat I 

bindumlitravihinani ea . 

Narada (iv., 7 1) says that "a document split in two, torn . .. or badly written, is void." (Dr. J olly' s translation.) 
4 ) P. Goldschmidt "R eport on Inscrip tions found in the N. Central Province and. in the Hambantota Di strict" (1 876), 

p. 4: "Like most ancient inscriptions this also abounds in clerical errors." 

15* 
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that, by themselves, they are not adequate to throw doubt on the documents in which 

they occur. 
The forms of royal grants show a gi·adual. but very perceptible development from 

the earlier down to the more recent times, and each dynasty seems to have used forms 

peculiar to itself. 

B. Private Transfers of Property. 

Documents recording endowments by private persons are perhaps the most common 

among South-Indian inscriptions. There is scarcely a temple in South-India on the 
walls of which numbers of such are not to be found; others are on stelae or rocks. 
They convey all kinds of property, sometimes land or produce in kind, more often they 

record donations of g old, etc., and vary accordingly in form from elaborate deeds in 
the style already described i i down to brief notes of the g ift 2>. The endowments to the 

Conjeveram temples are mostly of saltpans; in the S. Arcot district (at Tirul).amalai) 
flocks of. goats are mentioned, and these records of endowments show a very primitive 
condition of society down to comparatively recent times. Inscriptions of this nature to 

which there are not witnesses must be taken to be holographs. 
These documents have not the seal, but in other respects the form is much the same 

as that of the royal grants ; it must be, however, clearly understood that their direct 

value for historical purposes is very small. Some king 's name is mentioned in nearly 
all of them, and perhaps also, the year of his reign in which they are supposed to be 
written ; but very often a purely mytholog ical king is mentioned, and in some recent 

documents of this kind, after some pural).a mythology, Krishl).araya or some other well 
known king is eulogized, and then the Muhammadan Government or the "l-Ionorable 
Company" is praised 3>. These details are, then, nearly always worthless and of no 

value for history. The year of the king 's reign, when a real sovereign is mentioned, 
is (as might be expected) often several years wrong . In constructing genealog ies of 
S. Indian royal families it will be most important to exclude all information derived 
from private documents, the value of which consists entirely in the details of t enures 

which are often very complete. 

I) See Matfras Jou1·nal, xiii. , part 2, pp. 36-47. do: part i., pp. 46-5 6. 
2) Do: part i., p. 47· 
8) F . VI . E llis ("On Miras i Right" p p. 67-82) gives four specimens of private deeds: two in Canarese, one in Telugu 

and one in T ami) .. 
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To fully understand this part of S. Indian inscriptions it must be recollected that 
down to quite recent times the land in S. India was held in common by village com
munities1 J; and, thus, the greatest number of existing private deeds are of grants to 

temples etc. by the sabaiyar (from Sanskrit: 'sabha') that is, the heads of the community 
acting on its behalf2l. The earliest documents of this kind which are now in existence 

indicate that the earliest form of communal property (in which the common land wq.s 
cultiv?-ted by all the owners in common who divided the produce3>) had already be
come uncommon ; for, though townships still exist where this system is followed, and 

there are other traces of it, yet the inscriptions indicate that the system which still 
exists to a great extent in S. India41

, viz., communal lands with shifting lots changed 

periodically''', was already widely practised. Under this system, the rights of ownership 
in a township are divided into a number of shares, and these again are subdivided often 
to a great extent. The township-land is divided into a number of kattalai which answer 
to fields. And these are subdivided into lots which answer to the shares (paii.~u) or 

fractions of shares owned by the several members of the community. But the township
land consisted only of the arable land; the ground on which the houses of the community 

were built (urnattam), that on which the serfs or artizans resided (paraisserinattam etc.), 

the village burning ground (suc;lukkac;lu), water-courses and tanks, temples, waste land 
(iraiyilinilam=land without owner) were private property, or reserved for the public in 

general, and over which the. members of the community had merely right of use. What 
could be transferred was, therefore, a certain extent of land within the township limits 
and corresponding to a share or shares or part of a share together with the undefined 

rights over the public property which attached to every member of the community, but 
which were not, and still seldom are, mentioned in deeds, or to the separate property6l of 

the individual member or family. There can be no doubt that all such transfers of 
either kind were illegal and void without the sanction of the community, and the 

IJ It is now admitted t·hat this is the oldest form of property in land - De Laveleye, "De la propriete et de ses formes 
primitives," p. 2 . 

2) On the constitution of village communities in S. India, see F. W. Ellis in Mr. Brown's collection of Papers "On Mirasi 
Right," pp. 5, ffg . The chief was called nagan in the Toi:irJ.aimai:irJ.alam villages. 

3) De Laveleye, tt. s. p. 5· 

4) There are still many such villages in the Tanjore district. According to the "Fifth Report" (p. 830) there were 1774 
,s uch in 1805-7; it is useless to look for later information. 

5) The llS ual practice now seems to be to effect a re·distribution of the lots every I 5 or I 7 years. 

GJ Acquisition of separate property by 'occupation' of res rmlliiis is mentioned in the law books, Madhava says : 
"Ananyapilrvasya jalatrii:iakashthadeh svikarah parigrahah." The technical term 'parigraha' appears to have a larger 
meaning in the earlier books. · 
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Sanskrit lawyers clearly recog nized this principle 1J; it 1s much to be regretted that 
Anglo-Indian jurisprudence has entirely ignored it, and thus destroyed a salutary 

restraint upon evil-disposed persons. The numerous attestations to transfers of property 
are intended to represent the co-proprietor's assent and ratification rather than evidence 
of execution of the documenfl >. 

t 

This peculiar system of communal villages has always subsisted in g reater inte,grity 

in the TamiJ country than in the Northern part of the Deccan occupied by the Telug u 
and Canarese people3i. 

Every villag e community had a number of public servants, priests, schoolmasters, 
artizans and menials, and all these had house-ground and allowances in return .for their 

services. It is no longer possible to explain precisely many of the technical terms 
relating to this subject which are to be found in old documents; the English revenue 
administration being based orig inally on the Muhammadan system, as modified to suit 

the theories of the so-called political economists, has, naturally, completely obscured 
the primitive system4l . 

Private documents of this description are generally in the vernaculars; the usual 
Sanskrit imprecations are sometimes added at the end, after the names of the witnesses 
who should be, at least, three. 

The earliest I have found are Tami} documents of about the eleventh century. 

There is every reason to believe that mortgages were common, but old documents 

of this kind do not appear to be now in existence. 

1) See, e. g., Mitlixarli, i., r, 31. The author (to suit his theory of properly) limits the meaning. T h at this principle 
prevailed in S . Indi a is evident from statements in the "F ifth R eport", pp. 826-7: "It is essential to the validity of every 
t ransfer that it be sanctioned and authenticated by every individual concerned in the property of his village." On the 
next page absolutely inalienable property is mentioned. " The Velllilar only could hold landed property ; to secure this, the 
right of pre-emption was in the joint prop rietors of the village, so th at no stranger, eve n of their own caste, could obtain a 
settlement in it with out the fo rmal consent of the whole." E llis, "Miras i R ight'', p. 60. T he conveyance of complete 
rights in all kinds of documents is by renunciation of what is commonly termed 'ashlabhoga': nidhi (t reasure-trove) ; 
nixepa (unclaimed deposits) ; pashli i)a (mines).; siddha (improvements actually made); slidhya (improvements which can be 
made) ; jala (irrigation water); ax i1~i (actual privileges ?); liglimi (futu re p riv ileges ?). T his seems to be a Tami~ form origi
nally, and thence translated into Sanskrit, fo r it only occurs in the later clocuments. See (fo r the memorial verse) Colebrooke's 
"Digest' ', Madras ed. i., p. 22 , where the edito r (the late Mr. Marcar) gives it . 

2 1 Eve11 at the present day a11 attes tation is supposed by nat ives to convey assent. 

3J E llis, it. s . p p. 62-3 . 

•I) T he chief information on the interesting subject of S. Ind ian communal villages is to be entirely found in books now 
fo rgotte11: "Fifth R eport"; St range's "Notes of Cases" (i., pp. 260 ffg .) ; " Minute of R evenue Board" ( r8 10); "Transactions, 
Royal A s. Society" (ii. pp. 74 ffg .) ; Briggs 's "Land Tax"; Wilks' s "South of India". For J ava see also: Ra fHes 's 
"Minute on Java" (18 14) pp. 121-3 ; and De L aveleye, u. s. T he only valuable contribut ion in recent t imes to this 
important subject is by l\fr. H . J. Stokes, "I ndian A ntiqitai·y, vol. iii., pp. 65 ffg. It is useless to search either the 
R eports of the Law-Courts or the Revenue-Administration R eports. 
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Forgeries of private documents are excessively common, and are caused by the 

usual motives ; the law-books (and especially Varadaraja's treatise) explicitly state_ the fact 
of their being common 1>. Detection of these forgeries is easy. In the first place if an 
attempt be made to imitate an older character (which is very seldom done), it is so bad 
as to betray the forger at once. Again, as the dates of the rise of the chief religious 
sects in the South are well known, forms of names and usages which owe their origin 

to these sects infallibly point to the period in which a forgery has been committed. 
All documents of this kind which contain recitals of previous transactions are very 
doubtful, for this is the favourite way of getting up a i;;ase in S. India. 

Valueless as these private documents are for what is commonly termed history, 
they are of immense importance for what is really of more consequence, the history 

of property and the social condition of the people. By the aid of such documents, 

taken tog ether with royal grants, a history of property in S. India is quite practicable 
from the r r th century down to the present time. Indeed, in the Tanjore district at 
least, it would be quite possible to trace in a satisfactory way the economical history 

of several communities. A little research in this way would remove many common 
errors. That the land-tax (for such it, originally, was in S. India- not rent) should 
amount to half the produce, has long been quoted as an instance of rapacity of the 

Muhammadan and English Governments, from the illustrious B. Niebuhr's early letters 
down to modern public discussions by people ignorant of Indian history; but it has 

nothing to do with either. The inscriptions at Tanjore show that the indigenous Co!a 
kings in the r r th century took about half the produce, and F. W. Ellis long ago 
asserted (on other grounds) that the tax was always more than the sixth or fourth per
mitted by Sanskrit la wyers2

). A little consideration of royal grants and old private 

documents would also conclusively show (as the Sanskrit lawyers asserted) that the 
government never had any right to the land. 

It is necessary to remark that in all documents in S. India the provisions of Hindu 
law are followed; there is nothing in them that can be traced to any other system. In 

lJ The early enquirers into Indian tenures do not appear to have been aware that this is the case. Some such docu
ments seem to h ave been used to mislead Sir T. Munro. See l1is "Life" by Gleig (1861) p. 163. (Letter from him to Col. 
R ead, d. 16th June 180 1.) Of late years, the number h as been greatly increased by the now common desire of the lower 
castes to prove that they are entitled to a higher position in the social scale than they actually occup y. Several such 
forgeries, I h ave seen, come from the extreme South. I h ave also seen one feeble attempt at forgery intended to falsify 
history. It i s needless to remark that only alleged transcripts are produced in such cases; there is always some reason 
given for not discovering the original, though its existence is asserted and circumstantial details about it are always 
furnished, but forge ry on copper plates or stone would involve too much trouble and expense, nowadays , to be thought 
of in S. India. 

2) it. s. p. 63 note 28 . 
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this respect the Hindu law has been, and still is, more generally adopted in S. India, 
than even in respect of inheritance or adoption 1 >. Great as has been . the influence of 
Muhammadan ideas in S. India, it has only extended to the administration. 

II. OTHER DOCUMENTS. 

A. · Most of these are what may be termed 'Historical' Insc1•iptions, as they re

cord events, such are: 
1. Memorials of Suttee. The practice of widows burning themselves with their 

deceased husband's corpse has never been common in S. India. Records of this kind 
a_re only to be found in the Telugu-Canarese country in the South; in the North (in 

Gujarat, e. g.) they are more common. 
2. Memorials of religious suicide. This amazing practice has been known to be common 

in India from the time of Alexander's expedition. It seems to have been practised m 

historical times chiefly by Buddhists and Jains2>. 
Monuments to deceased Hindus (especially Mahrathas and Lili.gaits) are not un

common in S. India, but the custom of erecting them is modern; and I have never, as 

yet, met with an inscription on one3J. 

3. Inscriptions recording the erection and repair of temples. Contrary to what is the case in 
Northern India, ·these are all very modern. The earliest, I know of, recording the 

restoration of a temple, is of the end of the 14th century4>. The reason for this is 

that all the temples in S. India, with trivial exceptions, belong to two great temple
building periods: that of the Co!as in the 11 th century, and that of the Vijayanagara 

kings in the 16th. At favourite shrines, like Madura, AvaQ.iyarkovil and RamanaQ., there 
are numerous short inscriptions recording additions and improvements chiefly at the 

cost of trading castes. None of these go back beyond 1500. The only inscription that 

I know of, on a fort, is of the 1 7th century. 
4. Inscriptions recording the dedication of sacred images, ponds, etc. Inscriptions recording the 

dedication of Jain images are to be met with in Mysore, S. Canara, and in the S. Tamil 

country. Some are old, but dates are rare in them. The most common form is: "So 
and so of such a country caused this sacred image to be made (or dedicated)"5

J. In a 

!) This is remarkable, for, except the Malaya)am "Vyavaharasamudra", there is no vernacular treatise on law that is 
even a century old. 

2) For examples see the Indian Antiqirn1·y, vol. ii., pp. 266 and 323-324. 
31 Oj1". Rogerius, "De Open-deure", p. 101 (1651); Colebrooke's "Life" by his Son, p. 152 n. 
4J Indian Antiqirn1·y, ii., p . 361. 
f>) For a longer inscription on the great image at Karkal (S. Canara) see· Incli<in Antiquary, ii., pp. 353-4. 
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few instances one finds brief inscriptions recording the deposit of a broken or defiled 
idol in a tank or some such safe place, and the consecration of a fresh idol; but these 
are also modern, and since the Muhammadan invasions. Inscriptions recording the con
struction and dedication of tanks and dams are rare, except in the country ruled by 
the later Vijayanagara kings; examples occur near Vijayanagara, at Cumbum and at 

Nellore. The great irrigation works in the KaverI delta were chiefly constructed by 
Co!a princes in the 11th and r 2th centuries, but I have only heard of one inscription on 
a work of this kind 1J; it is near Musiri (in the Trichinopoly district) and is of about the 

beginning of the 1 3th century. 

5. Inscriptions recording the erect ion of resting-places. In Malabar, charitable people 

often erect two stone pillars about five feet high, and place a flat slab on them; this is 
intended for the convenience of people who carry burdens on their heads, and who can 
thus rest on their way; if they had to place their loads on the ground, they could not 

lift them again without help. The name of the persons who have had 1mch stones 

erected is generally found inscribed on them. 

6. Inscriptions recording the dedication of statues, temple utensils, vessels, bells, lamps, etc. 

These are to be found in all temples; but as there is hardly a single S. Indian temple 
that has not been pillaged more than once, very few of these inscriptions are of any 
remote period, and they are nearly always records of gifts by strangers, even from N. 
India 2>. The dedication of statues was a common practice of the Buddhists; that the 

Hindus did so has been doubted, but without reason. Hemadri mentions the practice, 
and instances occur still earlier in the Tanjore inscriptions. Such statues were, 
commonly, of copper or stone, sometimes of gold 3', and represented not only forms of 

the god as worshipped in the temple where they were dedicated, but also of eminent 
saints and devotees. In Vaishl)ava temples, representations of the 'cakra' were commonly 
dedicated. It has also been always a common practice to dedicate silver, or even gold 
representations of the 'vahana' or animal on which the god is supposed to ride. In 
S. India many worthless objects are often dedicated in temples; such, e. g., are the 
earthen pots (which serve to shade lamps from the wind) at TirukkaJukunpm; most of 
these bear the donor's name. So again, the pottery figures of horses which are seen 

lJMr. W alhouse kindly drew my attention to it. 
2) For an inscription on a bell, see Indian Antiqmwy, ii., p. 360. 
3) 'Mahavainso' (p. 243); Abd-al-razzak (in "India in the fifteenth century." Hakluyt Soc.); Castanheda (translated by 

N. L. 1583, f. 106) mentions a gold idol of 30 pounds weight with emerald eyes; Wyllie ("Essays", p. 342) mentions an 
image of Krishz:ia, with diamond eyes, in K.attywar. There is a gold statuette of Buddha in the Museum at Batavia, and 
also a gold linga. A gold idol of Gaz:ie~a valued at£ 50,000 was taken from the Mahiathas in 1819. 

16 
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in such numbers near the temples of . Aiyyanar (a popular village-god in S. India), who 
is supposed to ride on them at night when he goes his rounds to redress wrongs or 
confer blessings and punishments. Articles of jewelry are commonly dedicated. 

B. Devotional ancl explanat01•y insm•iptions. Of these the first are common 
on the floors and in all parts of S. Indian temples ; they simply record the adoration 
of, perhaps, wealthy and distinguished pilgrims, and are very short. The inscription 
at Seven Pagodas 1> is the longest I know of. 

Inscriptions explanatory of sculptures appear to occur only on the so-called rat h as 
at the same place. 

Inscriptions in two characters occur very rarely; they are, generally, · recent and 

intended for the benefit of pilgrims. T~e first character is that in use at the place; 
the second is nearly always some form of NagarI; and the texts, repeated in this form, 
are often much abridged. 

THE above pages will show what epigraphic documents are to be found in S. India; 

this branch of Sanskrit and S. Indian literature is of evident value, but it is necessary 

to remark that it will have to be long studied, before appreciable results in restoring 

the history (in the ordinary sense of the word) of the past can be expected. The 

inscriptions already known, unfortunately, belong to a few periods and dynasties, and 

often clear up only a century at the most. Wide gaps follow which at present seems 

likely to remain so. The historical sense seems hardly to have ever existed in India; 

and facts, as recorded in these documents, are so much mixed up with mythology and 

fable, that, without corroboration, they cannot go for much. But it is only from such 

documents that any real information about the past of S. India can be gathered, and as 

proof of this, it is sufficient to point out that the inscriptions already studied have 

completely upset the traditions which used to be accepted as history. That these 

results can be so far safely accepted, is proved by the corroboration which they find 

in the Muhammadan historians, and even in the works of early European travellers. It 

1 l See abo ve, p. 38, note 4. 
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is not too much to expect that a scientific study of these documents will yet lead to 

larger and more important results. 

The chief want at present felt by students of S. Indian history is of accurate copies 

of inscriptions. Of those on copper plates, impressions are easily made with printing 

ink. F or those on stone, photography will often answer; but the best and safest method 

is by 'estampages' or impressions on moist paper. The warning against sketches or 

copies by hand has been so often g iven that it is unnecessary to repeat it here, or to say 

more than that most distinguished scholars have repea.tedly been led into error by such 

copies. In a few cases where the stone is much worn, all mechanical methods of taking 

copies will fail ; in such instances, it is, sometimes, possible to read them when the sun's 

rays fall slantingly on the surface of the stone, and, thus, the depressions are in shade. 

It was in this way that Rafn manag ed to read the Runic inscriptions of the Piraeus; 

but such readings must go for what they are worth. 

Palceography will, eventually, be of considerable use in restoring Sanskrit and other 

Indian texts, but this is too large a subj ect to enter on here. 

16* 



App E N DI x A. (See p. 14.) 

~OR the successful interpretation of the S. Indian inscriptions, as well as for extended 

~researches into Dravidian Comparative Philology, it is now indispensable that a 
history of Dravidian phonetics should be 4rawn up. The materials that exist for this 

· purpose are more extensive than might be supposed, and go back to perhaps nearly 
two thousand years. The earliest certain traces are a few words recorded in the Ac;oka 

inscriptions, and, later, a few more by the Greek geographers of the early centuries 
A. D.; secondly, some TamiJ words mentioned by Kumarilasvamin (100 A . D.), and 
others in the Mahavamso and in the travels of Chinese pilg rims; thirdly, the earlier 
inscriptions recording the campaigns of the Calukyas and Co!as ; fourthly, the native 
grammarians of about the tenth century A. D. for the most part. Much help will also 
be gained from the earlier metrical compositions1>. The Cera inscriptions show that the 

Canarese language had the peculiarities which now· characterise it, already, in the 5th 

century A . D.; and TamiJ inscriptions of a date a few centuries later prove the same 
of that language. It is, therefore, almost certain that the three great Dravidian 
languages had, already, separated and assumed their characteristic forms some two 
thousand years ago2>. 

An investigation of .this nature is important from a palceographical point of view; but, 
at present, I can do no more than show with reference to the propositions I have advanced 

_above (on p. 40 ): 
i. That the TamiJ alphabet has always been, and is still, a very imperfect system 

for expressing the Tami]. sounds, and that it is not adapted from a Sanskrit prototype. 
11. That the Canarese and Telug u alphabets are adaptations of the Sanskrit alphabet, 

and are tolerably perfect expressions of the sounds found in those languages. 
The Dravidian lang uages naturally separate into two classes-the Telugu which 

stands by itself, and the TamiJic dialects which comprehend all the other lang uages of 

S. India. As far, however, as the history of the expression by alphabetic signs of the 
sounds used in these lang uages is concerned, the TamiI and old Malaya!am stand apart; 
the Canarese and Telugu must be classed together. 

lJ Dravidian words adopted in Sanskrit, and they are many, are too much disfigured and of too uncertain source, to 
deserve a place in this list of materials fo r the phonetic history of these languages. 

2) The grants to the I sraelites and Syri ans and other inscriptions from the W. Coast prove that T amil and Malaya)am 
were really the same language in the 8th century A . D. T he dialogues in V arthema sho w that colloquial Malaya)am was 
the same in I 503-8 as it is now. Of1•. also N o. ii. of my "Specimens of S . Indian Dialects" , preface. 
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§ 1. TAMIL PHONETICS. 

As the TamiI alphabet now stands it is a very imperfect representation of the sounds 

to be met with in TamiJ. 
There are at present vowel-marks for a, a, 1, I, u, u, e, e, ai, o; 5 and au; but of 

these in addition to the usual pronunciat_ion of u and ai, these two letters have very 
commonly the value of ];!., and this is noticed by the earliest grammarians['· Again a, 
i, I, and u have distinct secondary2 1 values in some cases, viz., they become 'mixed'. 

These values occur in certain definite circumstances, but they are so numerous as 

to render the TamU alphabet very defective as far as the vowels are concerned. 
The expression of the consonants is also defective 3 J. 

Thus the following letters have distinct values:--

Letter I. fni.tz"al 2.Medial 3. Med,t'al (if doubled) 

k k ~ k 

s ' s, J t s 

t t 4 t 
t t f> t 

p p b p 

According to the pronunciation of some places k following a nasal= g, and t follow
ing a nasal = d; but it is impossible to ascertain now if this was orig inally the case 4J. 

Now the earliest specimens of TamiJ that are to be found in foreign records 

show that the language then possessed these sounds for which there are no separate 

tl Tolkappiyam, i., 2 , 24. Nanniil, ii. , 6, etc. 
2) The cause of this I have been able to discover by means of Mr. Melville Bell's admirable book "Visible Speech". 

These simple vowels are effected by thefollowing consonant when it closes the syllable in certain cases. These consonants 
are t, 1 and ), but at the end of a syllable they necessarily induce modification of the vowels. As Mr. Bell (p. 7 5) says: 
"The various positions of the tongue which produce 'centre-aperture' consonants, form vowels when the channel between the 
organs is sufficiently expanded and firm to allow the breath to pass without oral friction or sibilation. The vowel positions 
thus bear a definite relation to the consonant attitudes of the different p arts of the tongue." 

3) It is quite certain that the TamU alphabet was always limited in extent, for the Tolkappiyam (i., I, I) and Nanniil 
(ii., 4) expressly put the number of lette1·s at thirty. The Nanniil (ii., 8) says also: "Beginning with a, twice six are 
vowels beginning with k, (there) are thrice six consonants: thus say the learned. " 

It is remarkable that only in one system of writing and that just ' deciphered, we find the same character used to 
express both the sonant and surd consonants of the same class; I mean the mysterious Cypriote syllabary ("Jo ui·nal des 

Savants", Sept. 1877, p. 560). At the very first view it is easy to trace striking resemblances between some of the Cypriote 

characters and V atte1uttu letters (e. g. ~= 'X.e , 'X."I); Xe, X"/); "(€, ''(fj); but the syllabic ~ature of the former makes it difficult 
to suppose any real connection between the two in their forms as now known. F urther research into the systems of writing 
once used in the Levant and in the Aramean country will, I h ave no doubt, eventually clear up the origin of the Va\\e1uttu. 

4) In Canarese and Telugu, as spoken in some places, z;j (d) has distinctly the value· of 1) ; but not everywhere. 
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a lphabetic char:acters, and -vvhich seem to have puzzled the TamU g rammarians who 

leave them unnoticed 1l. These words are as follows : 

In the second Gimar tablet of Ac;:oka's edict ( c;:. 2 50 B. C.) we find Pa(lJ.)Q.a as the 

name of a king ; there can b e no doubt that Pal)diyan or the Madura king is here in

tended ; and Pliny, Ptolemy and the P eriplus also have Pandion: 

The next traces we find are in Ptolemy and the Periplus of the R ed Sea which may 

b e put as representing T ami.l. from the first to the third centuries A. D., and K umarila 

Bhatta who lived in the 7th century. As regards the various powers of some of the 

vowels there is not much satisfactory evidence tb be found 2 >, but the evidence regard

ing the consonants is conclusive. It is as follows: 

k, 0. 1) Sangara (=Sari.'lfac;lam) in P eriplus Maris Eryth. § 60. 2) Sangamarta = Tam. 

5a1i.')fa-maratta; (t'. e. the town or camp by the M oneti'a B arleri'oi'des trees; a station of 

the Nomad Sorae. Ptolemy vii., 1, § 68). 3) Bettigo (Ptolemy vii., 1, § 68) which Dr. 

Caldwell has rightly identified with the P ofli')fai mountain. 4) Mo:yoop (do:). 

t, ~. 1) Pandion = Pal)c;liyan. (Periplus Maris Eryth. § 58. Ptolemy vii., 1, §§ 11 & 
79. Pliny, vi., 105.) 2) Tundis, i'. e. the Tam. tul)c;li (Periplus Maris Eryth. § 54. Ptolemy, 

vii., 1, § 8). 3) Cottonara (Pliny, vi., 104); the last part is here evidently nac;lu (country) 

and the expression of c;l by r is also found in the 'sangara' of the Periplus. 4) Kuma

rila has nac;ler = nac;lai 3J. 

t, d. 1) Kolandiophonta (Peri plus Maris Eryth. § 60 ). The first part of this name 

for boats or ships is most probably the Tam. kuJinoa = hollowed; the last, oc;lam = boat'>. 

2) Modoura = Maourai. (Ptolemy, vii., r, §89. Pliny, vi., 105 .) 3) Puou-pattana (Cosmas)-

1toooo1to:to:vo:. 4) 1tooo1te:poopo: in Ptolem y. 

p. b. r) K eprobotros= K eraputra (Periplus M. Er.§ 54). The b here clearly shows the 

influence·of the TamiI pronunciation. Pliny (vi., 104) has Caelobothras. 2) Ape:11~oop(Pt.) 

3) Kumarila has p amb or pamp = pambu. The best MSS. I now find have pamb. 

It would b e easy to add other words from the Greek geographers which point to this 

fact, but as their identification presents more or less difficulty, I shall omit them here. 

The omission of the TamiI g rammarians to notice this fact that the consonants have 

IJ E xcept they intended to include them under vague statements of irregularities of pronunciation. - Nannill, ii., 33 , 

etc., copying T olk. i., 3, 6. 
2) E xcept in the words which occur in K.umarila Bhatta, and as these neglect the final u (as i t is now written) , it is 

safe to assume that it was then pronounced \,L as is the case at present, and was therefore neglected in the Nagari transcrip
tions as being a sound unknown to the Sanskrit alphabet, and almost imperceptible to foreigners. 

3 ) I have already discussed the passage where t hese words occur in the Indian Antiqua1·y, vol. i., pp. 309-31 0. Dr. 
Caldwell (C. Gr. 2nd ed. p. 5 note) h as misunderstood what K.umarila says about 'a !'. 

4) It seems to be contras ted with the ' Saii.~aqam' or raft. 
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double values (viz., as surds and sonants) is unacco untable except that they had to deal 
with a language already reduced to writing. Tami.\ words, however, appear to have 
puzzled northern and Singalese authors, and they evidently were aware that the Tami.J. 
and Sanskrit or Pali t did not mark the same sounds. Thus the Pali has Damila; the 
Sanskrit Dramila, just as Ziegenbalg in his TamU Grammar ( r 7 r 6) calls the lang uage 
"Lingua Damulica,," though Baldceus ( r 6 7 2) being a Dutchman has T 1>. To show how 
the .Dravidian sounds differ from the Sanskrit sounds indicated by the same letters 
would take too much space to be admissible here, and would need the use of special 

type. Since Mr. Melville Bell's "Visible Speech" has been published, and the Prati
c;:akhyas have been edited by Profr. Whitney and others, (to which may be added the 
use of the phonograph), an enquiry of this kind need not present any special difficulties. 
At the present stage of philological research in S. India it is indispensable. 

The Tami.I. alphabet differs from the other Dravidian alphabets in using !). (GDT) which 
is simply a jz'nal n (i·. e. of the syllable), and is therefore unnecessary according to the 

S. Indian system. It is here, however, a distinct letter as it was in the VaW~Iuttu, 

and in its original form not unlike the Sassanian r-{ generally read nzan. 

It follows, then, that the pronunciation of Tami). cannot have changed materially 

since the third century B. C.; but, as it is impossible to put the introduction of writing 
into the Tami), country at so early a date, it is evident that the Tami). alphabet is an 

imperfect expression of the phonetic system of that language from its origin, and that 
it cannot have become so by progress of phonetic decay 2 >. As the alphabets used in 

I J So the Peutingerian Map and the R avenna geographer (ed. Part hey, pp. I 4, 40, etc.) have Dimirice (i . e. Tami.\+ 
ike) which is the proper reading for the name, and not Limurike as printed in the Periplus and Ptolemy. 

2) The utter uncertainty of S. Indian chronology renders it difficult to use the T ami.\ literature for purposes of illustra
ting the history of D rav idian phonetics; but I can help, in a small way, to clear up the existing darkness. Buddhamittra 
(a Buddhist of the Co)a country, and appare11t ly, a native of :tvialakuta or Malaikkunam) wrote in the IIth century a Tami.\ 
Grammar in verse, with a Commentary by himself, which he dedicated to the then reigning Co)a king and called after him 
'VirasoF yam'. This C. cites a great number of Tami.\ works current in the I rth century, and is therefore of much 
hi storical importance, for the approximate dates even of most T ami.\ works are hardly known. He cites: Amritasagaram; 
Avinaya1~ar: Arurko vai; E liviruttam; K.apilar; K.amban; K.aviviruttam; IOkkaipacj.iniya r; Katantra(s); IOnbi; K.undalakesi
viruttam ; Kura); Sa!l~aiauthors; Sintama1~i; So.\arajavarifai; Ta11cj.i; Tirussin-ambalakkovai; Tiruma1~11i va)aru ; Tolkap
piyam; Nambi; N a)avenba; N ariviruttam; Nalacj.i yar; Niyayassucj.ama1~i; N eminaoam; P enmi'>evar' s Bharata (Venba); 
Ma1~ippirava)am; Mayesurn11a r; Viras6.\a9me!kavi. This then represents the old Tami.\ literature prior to the I Ith century, 
and to it must be added the older <;:aiva works. The above mentioned literature cannot be older than the 8th century, 
for in the 7th century Hiouen Thsang expressly states that the T ami.\ people were then indifferent· to literature. That 
this literature arose under N. Indian influences and copied N. Indian models, can hardly be disputed; but it is time now to 
assert that it is nothing more than an exact copy ; if there be any originality, it is in some of the similes and turns of 
expression only. This was, long ago, remarked by Mr. Curzon (J. R. As. Soo.), and h as since been emphatically asserted 
by :tvI. J. Vinson. ("Le Verbe dans Jes langues Dravidiennes", pp. viii-ix. and in Hovelacque's "L a Linguistique".) Some 
have supposed, but without the least reason or evidence, that this Sanskritizing literature supplanted an older Tami.\ 
literature of an indigenous growth. 
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the Ac;:oka inscriptions prove, the Sanskrit grammarians had already extended the 
alphabet to suit their marvellously accurate discrimination between the different sounds 
of the language in the 3rd century B. C.; it is impossible, therefore, to ·suppose that 
the TamiJ alphabet is to be attributed to them. Besides their treatment of the Canarese 
and Telugu phonetics is totally different, as I shall now show, though the Canarese 

. grammar was formed on the same model as the Tami.J.. 

§ CANARESE PHONETICS. 

The Hindu civilization of the Canarese country is quite as old as that of the TamiJ 
people, but the earliest traces we nnd of writing are in a modified form of the Ac;:oka 
character, and the orthography, with a few unimportant exceptions and allowing for the 

obsolete form of the letters, is just what we find now. About the tenth century A. D. 
Canarese grammar was treated on the principles of the Sanskrit grammarians of the 
Aindra school1l , and with steady reference to Sanskrit phonetics; the author of the 
Canarese Grammar "<;abdamal).idarpal).a" evidently considered the alphabet he used as 

a mere adaptation from the Sanskrit, and he was perfectly right in doing so. His 
account is as follows2l: 

There are fourteen Sanskrit-Canarese vowels (a, a, i, ~. u, u, ri, rI, lri, lrI, e, ai, o 
and au) and in Canarese e and o have both long and short forms. There are 34 
Sanskrit-Canarese consonants classed (vargaxara) and unclassed (avargaxara), that is to 
say, the ordinary Sanskrit alphabet with xa; but of these aspirates are not used in 

Canarese, except in some peculiar cases. To these are added the peculiarly Canarese 

letters r. J and !· The author then states (p. 44) that there are only 4 7 letters in pure 
Canarese-a, a, i, I, u, u, e, e, ai, o, 6, au; k, kh, g, gh, n, c, eh, j, jh, n, t, th, <;l, <;lh, 

lJ., t, th, d, dh, n, p, ph, b, bh, m, y, r, 1, v, s, h, x, r. J, !· The Sanskrit pre
possessions of the author have induced him to include erroneously the aspirates and 
x; h is the modern representative of p. Rejecting these letters, therefore, the re

mainder represent very nearly the sounds we find really to exist in Tamil 
This Canarese Grammar is, like the TamiJ Tolkappiyam and Nannul, a very complete 

work, and is really what it professes to be. 

I) As to what is to be understood by the A indra Grammar see my book on this subject, 1875 . 
2) Kit tel' s "<;abdama1~idarpal).a'', pp. 13-4 5. 
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§ 3. TELUGU PHONETICS. 

Here again the grammar has been formed on Sanskrit models, but the pattern is 
either Pal)ini's or Hemacandra's treatise, and the terminology, chiefly, that of Pal)ini'J. 

The earliest of the two g rammars is by Nannaya; he begins by saying that Sanskrit 
has fifty letters, Prakrit ten Jess, but the Telugu has thirty-six, as the other letters only 
occur· in Sanskrit wor.ds which have been adopted in that lang uage. These letters he 
says are: a, a, i, I, u, il, e, e, ai, o, o, au, two anu.svaras (o and c ), k, g , two c (c 
and!), two j (j and g), t, 4, I), t, d, n, p, b, m, y, r, l, v, s, f• !2>. . 

Atharval)acarya is by no means so precise, but as he is later than Nannaya what 
he says is of little importance. He mentions seven or (excluding ai and au) five vowels 
(i". e. a, i, u, e, o) which might be short, long or pluta 3 >. He does not specifically 

enumerate the consonants. 
Thus two Telugu grammarians, not of the Aindra school, have treated the Telugu 

alphabet far more completely than was done by Aindra grammarians in respect of the 

Tami.\, though the Telugu grammarians hold the strange theory that the Telugu langu
age is a "Vikriti" of Sanskrit'1>, and treat the grammar as a mere appendix to Sanskrit 
and Prakrit g rammar. 

This theory is an important one in considering references to foreign words in Sanskrit 
g rammatical works, and has been, as yet, quite misunderstood. The meaning of the 

term vilq·iti, as thus used, is as follows: The grammarians (as is required in Hindu 
cosmogony 5>) considered all languages to be eventually derived from the Sanskrit, 
much as in Europe, in the Middle Ages, Hebrew was supposed to be the source of all 

1) T he dates of Nannaya Bha\ta and Atharvai;i:lc·arya can eas ily be fixed. Nannaya Bhaita tram;lated the first part of 
the Mahc1bh'1rata into Telugu for Visl11~uvardhana who was R amanujiicarya's chief convert, arid therefore li ved in the middle 
of the IIth century ["Cyclic Table" by C. P. Brown; .Madras Jom·nal, x., p. 52; Brown's "Telugu Grammar" (2nd ed.), 
p. i.]. Atharva9acarya is generally supposed to have preceded N annaya; but this cannot be the case, as he twice cites 
Hemacandra by name ("Trili1igayabdanuyasana", i., 5; iii., 13 of the Madras MS.). Hemacandra was probably born in 
1088 A. D. and died in rr72 A. D. (Bombay Jow·nal, x., p. 224) ; A tharvai;iacarya must, therefore, have written about 
fifty years later than Nannaya, and was probably a J ain rival of this Brahman. 

~) "Andhrayabdacintama1~i'', i., I4-I 8 and 23 . 
3) "Trilingayabdanuyasana", i., 8-I I. "Pra r~ah sapta svarupe9a" (8) "vacam (1•ead aucam) vina s ,·arah pa1ica hrasva

dirghaplutais tridha" (9). 
4) "Ji..ndhrayabdacintama9i'', i., I2. iii., 8. 43. 59. 83. iv., 2. II. · 23. 28 . 42. 46. Thefirst of these siitras is : "Adya

prakritih prakritiy c:l 'dye, esha t ayor bhaved vikritih." Ahobala says on this: "'Ji..dyaprak1;itih' ili sarvabhashamiilaka
tvena Andhrabhashahetutvena ea 'dya Samskritabhasha."-" 'Esha' Andhrabh:isha ." 

f•) See ~·Iuir's "Sanskrit Texts" (i., pp. ~80 ffg.) where several passages are to be found in which it is asserted that 
peoples of quite different races, e. g. O<;!ras, Dravi<;!as, Kambojas, Yavanas and Cinas (Mann, x., 43-4); Yavanas, Cinas, 
Pahlavas, Andhras and Kambojas (C,.:antiparvan) ; <;akas, Yavanas, Kambojas, Colas and Keralas (Harivamya) were origi
nally Xatt riyas . This notion is found already in the Brnhma9as. 

17 

• 
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lang uages then known; they also considered merely the external forms of words and not 
the meani·ng· 1!. It was thus easy to find a plausible explanation of any foreign words 

by means of Sanskrit. The Mimamsists contended against this doctrine, as they attached 

more importance to the 11Zeaning than to the jorm ~ 1 • In considering foreig n words men

tioned by Sanskrit g rammarians it is necessary to keep the nature of this theory in view. 

Comparing the Telug u-Canarese alphab ets with the Tami.\ it is, then, impossible to 

s_uppose that the last is the work of Sanskrit grammarians; for had they b een the authors 

of it, it would have been far more perfec(1
J, and would have shown signs of adaptation 

which are wanting in it. Add to this that the TamiJ letters !, J"l and r are totally distinct 

from the T elug u-Canarese corresponding letters and 1) superfluous, and the C).mount of 

proof that the VatteJuttu is of independent orig in, and not derived from the S. Ac;oka 
character, appears to be conclusive">. 

App END Ix B. (Seep. 17.) 

I HAT the alphabets of the Inscriptions of Java and Sumatra present many points 

' of similarity with old Indian and Pali alphabets was early noticed0 J, and traditions 

pointed to Kali1i.ga as the source of the old civilization of Java, but proof of the 

true origin of the Kawi and Javanese alphabets has only lately been furnished by the 

discovery of the late Dr. Cohen Stuart that two Sanskrit inscriptions in W. Java are in 

I J Thus Durgacarya (on Yaska, Naig. ii., 2 ) says: Ekeshu de~eshu prak5itaya eva dhatu~abdanam bhash yante vikri tya 
ekeshu I dhator ~khyatapadab h:\ ve n ci yah prayogah sa prak!· itih I namibhutasya tasyai ' "a yah prayogah sa vikritih II". 
There is no ques tio11 o f meaning here but of form merely. 

2) See the article by me (on a passage in K.umarilasvamin' s " Tantravarttika") in the lnclian Antiqiia1·y, vol. i. pp. 309-1 0. 
3) The Sanskrit-1v1alaya:am alphabet, as adapted to Malay:l )am uses g, j, d, to express 0, j, b. 

4) In Telugu~ is always expressed by sl; e. g. Cor,la=soAa. 
5) It may perhaps be well to remark that the TamU peo ple (as Mr. F . Vi. Ellis fir st noticed) have always put their 

language and literature on a level with the Sanskrit, calling their own tongue T e1.1moli (southern speech) and the Sanskrit 
Va<~amoli or northern speech. 

G) Raffles,(" Java'', i., p. 37 1) noticed the almost complete identity of the Kawi and the squa1·e Pali characters. F . W. Ellis, 
about the same time, drew attention to the resemblance between the Granth a-T ami). and Java alphabets , but, rather hast ily, 
assumed the first to be the source of the last. Friederich, ("Over Inscriptien van Java en Sumatra", p. 78) compared the old 
Kawi alphabet with th e Calukya. Mr. K.. F. Holle has now in the press a vt ry complete collection of the Alphabets 
of the Archipelago compared with those of India- "Tabel van oud en nieuw-Indische Alphabetten." sm. folio, 
Buitenzorg (Java), 1877. 
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a character identical, so to speak, with that of the Ve11gi inscriptions1>; these very 

interesting lines are in Sanskrit verse, and are engraved on rocks at Tjampea and 

Djamboe, places not far from Buitenzorg. They apparently are intended to record a 

conquest or taking possession of the country by engraving the impression of the king 's 

feet on a rock, and these lines explain who it was that did so-Pun:ia Varma. 

An inscription in a character nearer that which I have termed "Eastern Cera" (Pl. 

xii.) ?-nd which is a development of the Veng i character, occurs a t a place called K ebon 

Kopi. It is probably of the same nature as the two already mentioned, as near it are 

representations of an elephant's foot-prints. This inscription is not legible in the photo

graph g iven in the "0udheden van Java" (No. 12), and is evidently much weathenv:orn 2>. 

These three inscriptions are, unquestionably, the oldest that have been as yet found 

in the Sunda Islands . Profr. K ern puts the first at about 450 A : D., and it appears to 

me probable that the third may be of about 600 A. D. With these inscriptions in view, 

it is impossible to doubt the general truth of the Java tradition which derives the civiliza

tion of the islands from Kali11ga 3>, and this is rendered more certain by the name Pun:ia 

Varma; for varma was in general use as a title by the Ve11g i and Pallava kings, and by 

them only, of all the dynasties then reigning in India which could possibly have fitted 

out an expedition to Java. The title 'varma' is (according to Hindu law-books) a pro

per one for Xattriyas; but it was very little used in S. India, except by the Ve11gi

Pallavas. 

But it appears to me that a close consideration of these inscriptions will make it 

possible to define still more precisely the relation between t~e character we find in 

them, and those used in Eastern India. 

I have already mentioned (p. 36) that the Ve 11gi dynasty which ruled on the Telug u 

sea-coast, and the Pallavas of the TamiJ coast near what is now Madras, were probably 

of the same family. For many reasons, which would take too much space to g ive here, 

it appears to me that the territory of these kings extending from the borders of Orissa 

down · to near Madras constituted the three Kalingas, mention of which often occurs, 

and except Conjeveram be allowed to be one, it seems impossible to make up the num

ber; for Ve11gi proper was the most northern, and between these (according to Hiouen 

Thsang) was only one kingdom which must answer to the Nellore country. 

I) See his paper in the "Bijdragen" ( 187 5) with Profr. Kern' s note fo llowing, and also : "Over het opschrift rnn Djamboe" 
("Verslagen en Mededeelingen der Konink. Akademi e van Wetenschappen", Afd. " Letterkunde". :?de Reek~ , D. Yi.) 

2) I much regret that want of time prevented me from visiti ng the place; with a little trouble, th~ insc ription might 
probably be read from the rock itself, as the letters appear to be very large. 

3) Collected in Lassen 's I. A . - K. 

17* 
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Admitting then that Kalinga extended even into the Tami.( country I\, it is possible 

to look there for the type of character which represents the orig inal of the Djamboe 
inscription, and, in fact, the earliest Pallava character suits this purpose even better than 
that used in Veng i. The two (as I have already said ~ ) ) do not differ sufficiently to 

constitute separate varieties of the developments of the 'Cave' character, though the 
writing of the earliest Pallava inscriptions presents some slight, yet peculiar , variations. 

These are: I) the tendency to put a round dot at the top of the strokes which end 
vertically, where the Veng i has an ang ular mark (p. 1 7); 2) the letters in the Pallava 
character are slightly more round than those of · the Veng i; 3) the letters are less · 

regularly formed in the last than in the former. 
Now if the character used in the W . Java inscriptions be compared with that of the 

Vengi and Pallava inscriptions, it will at once be seen that it is nearest to the last. The 

Java character has the peculiar small m used for a final m (i'. e. with virama), and we find 
this also in· both the Ve1'lg i and Pallava characters, and in them only. 

For these reasons, it appears to me that the source of the primitive Hindu civiliza
tion in Java must be looked for in the N. Tami} coast, rather than in K alinga proper, or 

the Telug u sea-coast; to seek it in Bengal is out of the question, and it is also impossible 
to seek it directly in Western India, though that is the ultimate source of all S. Indian 

civilization of which we have any traces. 
The Gupta and ValabhI characters are now well known, but though a general re

semblance, such as exists between all the Indian alphabets of the 5th century A . D., can 

at once be traced between them and the character of the vV. Java Sanskrit ins:riptions, 
this entirely fails in respect of details, which must be, in this case, the means of deter
mining the exact orig in of the character in question. 

That S. India is the source of the early civilization of Java, is also established by 
other facts: 

r) The civilization of Java is Sanskrit, as was that of S. India, but Sanskrit words occur 
in Dravidianized tadbhava fo~ms rather than in their original shape as might be expected 3 J_ 

l ) With the narrow meaning generally given to 'Kalili.ga' it is impossible to explain many facts. At Singapore I found 
the K lings to be all T amil people, mostly from the upper Tamil coas t, though many came from the T anjore coast. T he 
early Portuguese writers (i n the l 6th century) make it plain that this was the case even then : Correa (" Lendas" , vol. 
ii., pt. i., p. 264) says that in I 5 I l the chief of the Klings at Malacca was Nynapam (i. e. N ainappan) which can only be 
a T ami). name. P ulicat was , then, the chief port of trade with the Straits. A Kling told me (1 87 6) that the only Telugu 
people he knew of in the Straits were convicts from India. 

2) Above pp. 16-17 and p. 37. 
' 

S) e g. Bram ban; Citraxan ; Bhiiri~ra"an; -an is the Ta mi). form ati ve fo r p roper names. So also -ramyan, ~ i ghran etc. 
seem to be D ravidianhed forms. I must remark that Profr. Kern does not accept a S. I ndian origin of the Javane~e 
civilization, though he admits Dravidian influences . I t ake the above words from the "Zang xv. van 't Bh arata-Yud:l ha" 
by Prof. K ern. 
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2) Dravidian words occur in Kawi and Javanese, and these are, apparently, all 
TamiI 1>. 

3) The architecture of the temples in Java is South-, not North-Indian in style ~ 

From the \V. Java inscriptions there exists a very complete series of inscriptions 
with dates down to modern times 2l, and a close examination of these will show that the 

Kawi and, hence, the modern Javanese alphabets came frorn the W. Java (or Pallava) , 
type. 

In this respect the Brambanan inscription (No. xxvii. of Cohen Stuart) is very important, 
for it shows the derivation of the peculiar Kawi ?TI .(= k) ·which might seem at first sight 

to be nearest to the old Pali square form. In this inscription this letter has the form (f\, 

and this is merely a development of T which occuts in the Pallava inscriptions. This 
development is also apparent in inscriptions at the Djeng and Djogja (Holle, "Tabel" 

pp. 4-5). 
The other letters do not need any remark, for the gradual change's in form are evi

dent; but it is necessary to notice a remarkable additional letter which was very early 
added to express a sound not marked in the Indian prototype, viz.,~ for the short e. The 

presence of this sign in Kawi is the more remarkable, as it was, till quite recent times, 
not marked in the Prakrit or Dravidian alphabets, all which languages possess this sound. 

This letter occurs, however, in the earliest Kawi inscriptions, or from the 8th century 
A. D.; and is, evidently, a modification of the mark for the short i, and is not, therefore, 

of Indian origin. For, if it were, a modification of the mark for e would have been 
used, as is now done in the Dravidian languages. 

The development of the Kawi-Javanese alphabet into the actual forms as used in 
Java, Bali and elsewhere, was very slow compared with that of the Indian alphabets, 
for several centuries; and the current alphabets do not appear to be older than the 1 5th 
or 16th century. 

It is impossible for me here to even attempt to consider the exact origin of the 

many different alphabets in use in the Malay Archipelago; as regards many, it seems 
probable that the question can never be solved; for old specimens of writing seem to 
be entirely wanting. But there can be no doubt that it will be possible to trace the 

development of some in a perfectly satisfactory manner, and the necessary materials 

1 J e. !J· tinghal, tan gal. 
2) The most important are those published by Cohen Stuart ("Kawi Oorkonden"J. The chronol0gical order is: No. 

xviii.=y· 746; ii.=762; xxv. = 779; xxiii.=784; xi.=800; xiv.=803; xv.=804; ix.=808; xxiv.=828; i. and 
xx.=841; vii.=853; xxii.=861; iv.=945; xxviii.=1216; iii.=1316; xxvii.=1371. There is an inscripti<;m of>· 
1265 in the z. d. d. M. G. vol. XVI!. 
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will be found in Mr. K. F. Holle's excellent "Tabel van oud en nieuw-Indische Alpha

betten" ( r 8 7 7 ). 
At present it does not appear necessary to distinguish between the varieties of the 

Kawi alphabet, except so far as the Java and Sumatra types are concerned: the last 

are slightly archaic as compared with the former 1>. Considering the number of flourishing 
kingdoms that existed in the Island of Java before the Muhammadan invasion, and the 
g reat extent of the Island, it seems most probable that several types of the Kawi alpha

bet will be discovered to have been in use in different parts2
', but, at present, the 

materials necessary to decide this question are imperfect. The places where several 
inscriptions were discovered is, unfortunately, unknown, and most of those in existence 

are from the east part of the Island. But with the great progress of archceolog ical 
and scientific research in Netherland's India, this blank will not long remain. 

These questions, however, do not form part of the scheme of this book, and beyond 

the mention of the immediate orig in of the Kawi or old Javanese alphabet, do not, 
strictly speaking, relate to S. India. 

The most superficial observation will now suffice to make it clear that the old 
Cambodian alphabet is very near the E. Calukya character; this fact was first noticed 
by Dr. R. Rost, but materials for the history of the Indo-Chinese alphabets are, as yet, 

wanting. 

Ij See the Inscriptions of Batoe Beragong (y· 1269) and Pagger Roejong-both from S umatra, in Friederich's Essay. 
Both these Sanskrit inscriptions have been sat isfactorily explained by Profr. K ern (Bijdragen). The alph abets of Sumatra 
were fir st given by i\'Iarsden in his work on that island {!783). Since then i\'I iiller is the chief authority on this subject, 
but Holle's work will supersede all earlier essays. 

2) Holle (u. s.) distinguishes two types, Yiz., the E. and W. Java. 



APPENDIX C. 

~S alphabets of the hands and styles of wntmg current at different periods give 

"'but a faint impression of the character of the documents from which they are · 
derived, I shall now g ive specimens of the most important inscriptions from which 

I have derived the alphabets already discussed. 

Without inordinately extending the size of this work it would be impossible to give 
complete copies of all these inscriptions, as most of them are, at least, five or six times 

as long as the specimens given. Nor do I give a translation of the passages, as it 
would be irrelevant to my purpose. I give however a transliteration (as far as possible) 
of the specimens that are likely to prove not easy to read at first. Where I have found 

it necessary to add a letter that has been omitted, I have done so in ( ). My 

object being purely palceographical, I have been obliged to choose these specunens 

accordingly. 

Plate xxiv. 1
) 

This grant may be taken as an exact copy of the forms given in the law-books. 
rb. Hne I. svasti. vijaya Ve1i.gipura.d. bhagavacCitrarathasvamipaclanuddhyato Bappabha-

2. Wlraka2Jpa.dabhakta~ paramabhagavata<;: <_;alankayano 3J maharaja Ca-
2 . I. l)c;lavarmmal)as snnur jyestho maharaja<;:rIVijayanandivarmma Kuc;luharavishaye 

2. Vic;lennrpa1lika 1lgrame munyaQ.asahitan"J gramy(a)n samajnapayati: asti 

2b. - 1 . asmabhir asmatkulagotradharmmaya( <;:a)lz kanti6>k1rttipravarddhanaya etesha(nz) 

Karava-

1) This document was first described by Sir W. Elliot (in Nad1·as Jou1·1wl, xi . , pp., 302-6) who then showed that it 
belongs to a dynast y that preceded the E astern or K alinga Calukyas. A ccording to that account the plates were "found 
in the /,ol or {read l•ole1·u/ lake near Masulipatam, some years ago (i. e. prior to 1840) and h ad been laid as ide as utterly 
unintelligible." A facsimile and transcript in Nagari are promised in this article, but I have not been able to find them in 
any copy of the il1ad1·as Jom·nal, accessible to me. I have used an impression made on China paper, which I got from a man 
formerly in Sir wr. Elliot' s employ ; of the original plates I can learn nothing. It h as been lately published by l\'lr. Fleet 
in the lndfo-11 Anti11iai·y, vol. v. p. I 77 . 

2) ? Some local deity. 
Z) Cfr. gai)a 'rajanyl\di' (P. iv. 2 , 53); it is included among the Bhrigu gotras of Apall\yana, and was of course that 

of the famil y-priest. 
4) In modern T elugu pallika is palliya. 
5) On munya<).a (?) see Mr. F leet's remarks ; he would correct to amatyadi. May it not be some T elugu title of a head-

man or chief ? 
G) R ead (as Mr. Fleet sati sfactorily amends it) ya~ahkanti. Indian Anti']mt1·y, vol. v., p. 69. 

"' 
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kac;:rivaragraharvastavyana(m) .nanagotracaral).asvaddhyayanam 

saptapancac;:aduttarac;:atanam brahmal).anam esha grama;:: prattali. tad avetya 

dec;:adhipatyayuktakavallabharajapurushadibhis sarvapariharailz 

3b. - I. parihartta vyo raxita vyac;: ea. pra varddhamana vijayarajyasaptamasa(m )vatsara

sya Paushyamasakrishl).apaxasya 'shtamyam pattika 1>datta. II tatra 'jnaptili 

mulakarabhojaka.2
' II "bahubhir vvasudh:i datta bahubhic;: ea 'nupalita 

2. 

4· - I. 

2. 

3· 

yasya yasya yada bhum(i)lz tasya tasya tada phalam II 
shashtivarshasahasral).i svargge k(r)Ic;lati bhumida axepta ea 'bhimanta ea tany 

eva na(ra)ke vase(t)." 

Plate xxv. 
West (Kalya1~a) Calukya, 690-1 A. D. 

(This is from an inscription somewhat later than that [d. 609] from which the alphabet 

on pl. iii. is taken, and the first page of which I gave as a specimen in the first edition; 

but as it is far better preserved and more correct3 1 and legible, I give first leaf instead 

from the excellent impression in the lndz'an Antz'quary, vi., P· 86.) It illustrates the earlier 

and better kind of genealogy. Mr. Fleet has translated and commented on it. 

r. svasti. jayaty avishkritam Vishl).oli varaham xobitarl).1).avam; daxil).onnatadam

shtragram vic;:ranta-

2. bhuvanam vapulz'11
• <;rimatam sakalabhuvanasamstuyamanaManavyasagotranam 

3. HaritipntrJ.1).am saptalokamatribhis saptamatribhir abhivarddhitananz Karttikeya

pan-

4. 

5· 
6. 

7. 
8. 

raxal).apraptakalyal).aparamparal).am bhagavan Narayal).aprasadasama

saditavaraha larfchanexal).axaryavac;:1kritac;:eshamahibhritam Calukya-

nam kulam ala11karishl).or ac;:vamedhavabhrithasnana pavitr1kritagatrasya c;:rIPu

lakec;:ivallabhamaharajasya sunulz parakramakranta Vanasasyadiparahri-
, 0 

patimal).c;lalapral).ibaddhavic;:uddhakirttilz Kirttivarmmaprithivivallabhamahara-[jas 

tasya 'tmajas etc.] 

!) Pa~~ikli for patrika, and the construction asti .... prattah point to Prakrit influences. 
t) The grant is therefore of the royal dues (legally one-sixth) from the village. The villag~ itself (or the proprietary t/I 

right to the ground) could not be given by Hindu Law as it belongs to the occupants ; all the king could give is hi s right 
to certain shares of the produce etc. (See the discussion which settles this point in :Mima nisasutra, vi. 7, 2 .) This phrase 
occurs in the oldest grants (as above) and also in the Calukya and Calukya-Co)a grants . 

3 ) The endless errors in this document render it almost unintelligible. It must have been dictated lo a lipika ra who did 
not understand it. These men se~m to have be~n mere arti 7.ans, and not scholar s. 

·l) Thi s is a ~l oka. 

' 
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Plate xxvi. 

I owe the following revised transcription to Mr. J. F. Fleet, Bombay C. S. The docu

ment presents many difficulties, but is interesting as a specimen of a grant by a minister 

(see p. 115). I give only the first page. It is .in Canarese mixed with Sanskrit. 

1. Svasti 1 
J. <_;akanripakalatitasamvatsaramga! e.~nurrr(ir-)ppattarane-

2. ya subhanu embha(-ba) va(r)shada Vaisakhamasakrishl).apa-

3. xaparicama(-I) brihaspativaramagI(-i) svastI(-i) prabhu-

4. tavarsha<;riprithuvivallabhamaharajadhirajapa(ra)me-

5· <;varaGoyindara bhatarara gamul).c;labbega! mahade-

6. viya(-a)ragI(-i) rajya(-a)pra(va)rdhamanakalado! etc. 

Plate xxvii. 

This document was found near Vizagapatam in 1867, and is now (?) in the Govern

ment Office at Madras 2 i; it is correct in form according to the law-books. 

Pl. I. line I. Svastih <;rim(an)Calukyakulajalanidhisamudito nripatini<;akarah sva-

2. bhrulata vajria (a) namitar (i) punripatimakutamal).iprabhavicchuritacaral).ara vin
da-

3. dvayah Satya<;raya<;rivallabhamaharajah; tasya priyanujah sthalajala-

4. vanagirivishamadurggeshu labdhasiddhitvad vishamasiddhih dinanathadvija

vasuvrishti-
0 

5. pravarshal).ataya Kamadhenuh yuvatishu madanayamanacaru<;arirat(v)an Ma-

karadhvaja(h) 

2. I. svadanarl).l).aveshu parimagnakaliprabhavah anekasamaravijayasamudita-

2. vimalaya<;ovi<;eshavibhushitasakaladiti.mal).c;lalah Manur iva vinayajnah Prithu-

3. r iva prithukirttilz Gurur iva matiman Paramabrahmal).yah <;rIVishl).uvarddha

namaharajah 

4. Dimilavishaye Kalvakol).c;la(?)gramadhivasina(h) kutumbinas samavetan imam 

arttham a-
5· jriapayati yatha: adhitavagatavedavedati.gasya Brahma<;armmal).ah pautra

bhyam adhi-
l J Mr. F leet reads: 'Svatti' as sometimes occurs in early inscriptions. The original is doubtful as the letters of the 

word are prolonged and thrust aside to make room for the second line. 
2) For the lunar eclipse mentioned in pl. iii., that which occurred in 622 A. D. (July 28) appears to sa ti sfy all the necessary 

conditions. See "L'art de verifier Jes dates" (8° ed.) second series: vol. i., p. 309. Mr. Burgess suggests that of July 17th 
623 as preferable because fully visible, but as this occurred in the evening, it seems, astrologically, inadmissible. (Of1·. 
Hem:idri's Danakh. pp. 61-2, 79.) The only possible date is eithei· 622 or 623. 

18 
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2b. r. gatasva<rakhacoditasvakarmmanushthanatatparasya Du(r)ga<rarmmal).alz pu-

trabhya(m)vedave-

2. dangetihasapural).adharmma<rastradyanekagamatatvadidbhya1n Gautam( a)go
trabhya(m) 

3. Taittirikacaral).abhyam1J Vishl).u<farmmaMadhava<rarmmabhyam Puki(?)vishaye 

Cerupura-
4. gramam adhivasatalz c_;raval).amase candragrahal).animitte sarvvakaraparihare-

5 · I).a 'graharikritya 21 svapul).yayurarogyaya<robhivriddhaye, gramo 'yam datta/z; 
asya 

3. 1. kai<rcid api na bad ha karal).Iya \ atra Vy~sagitau: bahubhir vvasudha datta bahu-

2. bhi<r ea 'nupalita; yasya yasya yada bhumi/z tasya tasya tada phalam shasti-
varsha-

3. sahasral).i svargge modati bhumidaft axepta ea 'numanta ea tany eva narake 

4. vaset. <rrimatimatsya ? liprasutalz svabhujabalapratapavanataripu-

5· r ajnaptirada(?)vidurjjaya/z. sam 16; ma 4; di 153
i. 

I Plate xxviii. 

This plate gives the first eighteen lines of an Inscription d. 945 A. D. and thus of 

the most flourishing period of the Eastern or Kalinga Calukyas. See p. 109. 

I. ( 1) Svasti. <rrimatanz sakalabhuvanasamstuyamanaManavyasagotranam HarI-( 2) 
tiputral).a1n Kau<rikivaraprasadalabdharajyananz matrigal).aparipalitanam (3) svamimaha

senapadanudhyatanam bhaga vanNarayal).aprasadasamasadi( 4 )ta varavarahala[ 11cha Jnexa-

1).axal).ava<rikritaratimal).c;lalanam a<rvamedha-(5)vabhritasnanapavitr1kritavapusha.. Calukya
nanz kulam alamkarishl).o/z Sa-(6)tyasraya vallabhendrasya bhrata Kubjavish.t).uvarddhano 

'shtada<ra varshal).i Vengi-(7 de)<ram apalayat tadatmajo Jayasimhas trim<ratam I tadanu

jendrarajana-(8)ndano Visl).uvarddhano nava I tatsunur Mangiyuvarajalz pancavim<ratim I 
tatputro 9) Jayasimhas trayoda<ra \ tadavaraja/z Kaukikilish shal). masan I tasya jyeshto 
bhra-

II. ( 1) ta Vishl).uvardha(nas tarn) uccatya saptatrim<ratam tatputro Vijayadityabhatta 

rako (2) 'shtada<ra I tatsuto Vishl).uvardhanash shattrimr,atanz I tatsuto Vijayadityanaren

dra-(3)mrigaraja<r ea 'shtacatvarim<ratanz I tatsutalz Kalivishl).uvarddhano dvyarddhava(r) 

lJ Should be T aittiri ya; it is here correctly called a Carat)a. Max .Mimer's A. Sanskrit Literature, p. 371. 
2) i. e. the inhabi~ants were consti tuted into an agraha ra and the village was then given to the two persons named, who 

had then a right to the dues formerly paid to the king. 
3) The reading of this date is due to Mr. Fleet; Vish17-uvardhana' s reign must, thus, have begun about 606-7 A. D. 
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sh(a)~1i II (4) tatsuto Gul).agamkavijayadityac;: catu(c;:c)atvarimc;:atam I ta-(5)danujayuvarajah 

Vikramadityabhupat(e)h sunuc;: Calukya-(6)bh1mabhupalas trimc;:atam II tatputrah Kolla

bhigal).<;1.avijaya-(7)dityah shal). masa(n) / tatsu(nu)r AmtJlarajah sapta varshal).i /I tatsutam 

Vijaya-(8)dityam balam uccatya Talapo masam ekam I ta(m) jitva yudhi Calukya(9)

bh1mabhumipates sutali Vikramadityabhupo 'pan masan ekadac;:a xitim. II 

Plate xxix. 

It is unnecessary to give a transcript of this, as, coming after the earlier grants, the 

character presents no difficulty. 

Plate xxx. 

1. ( c;:ri)yam Bhukkabhupatim yatkirtilaxmah krI<;l.anty ava

hamal).<;1.am ratnamal).thapam muktacchatram c;:ac;:a(m)

kasudipah c;:ukradivakarau J dharm( e )1J.a raxati 

x( o)1J.(I)m virac;:rIBhukkabhupatau I niratamkabha-

5 · yat tasmin nityabhogotsavah prajalt Gaurisaha

carat tasmat pradurasin Mahec;:varat / c;:aktya 

pratltaskamc;:amc;:o (si"c?) raja Hariharec;:varah / sarva

varl).asamacarapratipalanatatpare I tasmin 

catuhsamudramta bhumih kamadugha 'bhavat sim-
10. hasanajushas tasya kI(r)tya bhamti dic;:o dac;:a I u

dayadrigatasye 'ndo(r) jyotsna yeva 1 l kalanidheh I 
tulapurushadanadimahadanani sho<;l.ac;:a / kri

tavan pratirajanyavajrapatatmavaibhavali II 
c;:rl'madrajadhirajaparamec;:varah I pu(r)vada-

15. xil).apac;:cimottarasamudradh1c;:varah I sa nishka

ritadushtarajarajanyabhujamgavainateyah I 
daral).agatavajrapamjarah I kalikaladharmah I 
Karr:iatakalaxmikarl).avatamsah / catu( r)varl).adara

( 1J.a) palakah / kalagiritatalikhitaghoshal).ah 

20. ral).aramgabhishal).ah / pararajarajivasudhaka-

1 J Yeva, the common Te!t~u way of writing e v a cf1·. pl. ix. There are several errors in orthography and mistakes 
in this document. Much is in \: 1 o k as. 

18* 
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ra/i J paranarisahodara/i I pm:iyac;l(o)kapraha(r)shalz I 
c;ardulamadabhamjana/z I CeraColaPaI).~lyasth(a)
panacaryalz I Vedabhashyaprakac;akalz I vaidikamarga-

24. sthapanacaryalz I karmopetaca(?)ryalz [ rajakalyai:iac;ekhara-

[ sidhasarasvatetyadivirudavalibhushita/z sa khalu DraviratapaHariharamaharayalz etc.] 

This is sufficient to explain my remarks (on p. I 10) respecting the later, bad official 
style. 

Plate xxxi. a. 

The MS. from which this is taken is a Vratavalli which was written for the last of the 
Telugu Nayaks of Tanjore-Vijayacokka. He was conquered by the Mahrathas soon 

after 16 70. There is no distinction made between long and short i, otherwise every 
letter is perfectly distinct and legible. 

Plate xxxii. a. 

This contains the first leaf of the grant in possession of the Israelites at Cochin. 
The date may be safely put at about 7 50 A. D. I have already given a revised transla
tion of the whole elsewhere. (Indz'an Anti'quary, iii. pp. 333-4.) It was translated for 
the first time by Mr. F. W. Ellis. 

1. Svasti c;:ri-ko'D'on amai koi:iQ.an. ko c;ri Parkaral). 
2. Iravival).mar tiruva<;li pala nurayira-

3· ttaIJ.Q.um sen'D'ol na<;latti yaJa niIJ.ra yan-
4. Q.u iraIJ.Q.am ai:i<;laikk' eoir muppattaram aIJ.Q.u Mu-

5· yirikottu irunoa 'ruJiya nal pirasaoisfa 'ru-
6. Jiya pirasaoamavaou: Issuppu Irappai:iukku 
7. al).juval).i:iamum veQ.iyalum payal).attalu-

8. m pa'D'uQ.amum ai:ijuvaIJ.i:iapperum paoalvi-

9. Jakkum pavac;laiyum1
' anooJa'D'amum ku<;laiyum . [koQ.uttom]. 

Though this grant is of the 8th century, yet it fulfils the prescriptions of the Sanskrit 

law-books, except as regards the imprecations. I give the TamiJ pronunciation. 

J) pavag.ai=variegated cloth (chintz) used as a kind of petticoat. The Portuguese writers show that in the r6th century 
men of rank in l\'Ialabar wore thi s kind of dress which must have resembled the Malay ' sarong', but the practice is now 
quite unknown, and only white clothes are used. 
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Plate xxxii. b. 

I give this document m full as transcribed by a Nayar accustomed to read the 
character. 

<1-.\ ~1cw&:::\om_~c00 OJ::ia£1cfffiiro-mm..1 Sl&:::\::i§)6leJ a.m~~cm-a.GW6lcm~ cmm..1 ro::>6l(Y) &~~&::iro 

GJ o, 6l&::i~ccrrmcw~ ~&::>roGJ o a.mwdilcw &Gmc96l. 

6lc£h0\;d o cY000-::>!2lrm-o-O)SOJ6Ym::>CWO co® ro- wgi::i_% m::>~-6lo...J::>cm::>ml OJ::>~6)«JO-o...Ja£1ro6lm~ CO Gdh::> 

o.JleJdh<O"'ID @©3CYD©36l~. 

i2d CYOm.J Qd (Yc)- 6)6Ql::>Wm::>if: m::i~ (S)'CJ~ 01.~' nm~ cwmm..151, dil<0312& cOO&:]::i§)cm a.G)lf@cm~, 

cO'lcn...\CO::l6)ffi dh::>6YYOdhC060 6).!LlCSi• C06)~5~o @©3CYD©3~ c£),~@O @\;d::l ell® (Yc)- CW::>@ ~6fficcM))~, 

a.-.\ 06)Q_j~dha£1am, (S)'CJCYD CW::>@ ~6Y"Dco-rIDlc96lGm.J::>~ 0rolro::iB ~c910 OJe'.ili2l (0)6)(Y)') {jQJ6\'Y)6)Q)(\'Y) ~Gm 
Q_j 

ccM))~ dil6lcmo aw~o, cmocm OJe'.ili2l <m6lcm a.mcm (S)'CJ©3~6l~ ~. m~ di!©\ di!CITT/2rl oo&:::\::i§)cm dil©3 

O.J clli)«Jo a.G)lf6lCYD~CW::>6lO, @©l&j::icm 6)(()3 dhcOlm.JSo 6ldh::>~ccrrmdilc00, @C01CYD CW::>@ 6)6ffico-rIDl~ 

6lo...J::>06lo--1 ~&a£1ria 6ldh::>~CO'YID. 
Q_j 

(Jl)<flle..IDtRJ <fu8::\DCl21o 

6l0-6l<fll D§Clll'Ol <fll ffi)Cl.J6l<l!lDa:::\1 

6l0-~dl5l!lll'Ol dl5l runnim1mb ct.J8::l<fllcrn>Olrnmb m~m1lro1<06> 

6l<fllD§ Clll'Ol ru"1roruoll).1 14)~. 

-.o 

-.o 

6l0-IID1>8::lO m~im1ro1dl5l ru"1ro::uoll).1 14)~ 

6l0·ct.J~cfffiSl6l<ll>ocflslmm> m~im1ro1.asi cu"1roruoll).1 14)~ 

imnn1060Be..1mm> <ll>6ffidl5lCLJ1~cfffi ru"1roruoll).1 14)~ 

ill'©6l<fll Ol•LJCO ~-nn 6l<fllD§Clll'Ol o1lroruoll).1 14)~ 

-.a 

-.a 

-.a 

6>0-nfi)Ollil.S!lll'Ol 6l<fllDOllll.C01 m~im1ro1dlsl 6ldM§Clll'Ol 6>0-(®Slrunn-m~orornoro-OlCLJro o_-crroo-6ln..Jo~ruornoro-

ru"1ro ruoll).1 14)~ -.o Olrwro m.-crroo- d'h6ffic05>CLJ1@§.0om-a!CLJCO CTl)-crn>o 

6l0-6limrum-ime..1-0~1oi81lro1 m~ro1lro1dlsl ru"1ro::uoll).1 14)~-.o «l'©J6ld'h <l!o_1ro w,.o-nn 6l <tM § mm> .ainn16lC121oe..114Jo18:.:l3 -w.a 

6l0-6l<fllo6l3 omb m~ro1lro1<fJ;l 6l<fllD§Clll'Ol o1lrooJolll.1 14)~-.a 6l0-moC121rnoro <l!o...-1ro e..ora'-nn 6l<ll>D§6101ID d'h::U6m1 

6l0-1{)6l5'BD§ ct.Je.i1Cl21QJOmJlmb mrqi,im1ro1 c£l6l 6l<fllD§mm> 

o1lro ::uoll).1 14)~ 

@. Q,0De.J -,ai:>l<lVJ !O' 

-,.o 6l0-QJOeJ1Cl21c£l6lDCO <l!CLJ CO wo_-nn 6l<fllD§<lll'Ol Q,0De.J -cr....UITT) 

a.G)lf@cm~ o...J::>mcm m::i~ cm S)QJffi.lO.J 0 @©3cm cih~c£hC06 0 6).!LlCSi. 

6li2l-mm..J Sl&:::\::i§)ae.icfffii 6'.>ro ~m GoJ6ffi6li2lcm o...J06m'Ylrldil@m .a.310J~ cwm::i3 (S)'CJIZIZlcB°' @©3ccmiS1cw 

6lfilO)CQ> 6lc£h::>m.J(Y):J(Y)c&1s::io'.il6lm 6ldh::>~cfffiia£1c00 o'.ile.i6lOJ~ ~ ®no--0-~ (Lcra-...O@OJ6')..D6)-cm 6lc£h::> 

oOJS1c£h_% - OJ::>oWlcw o'.ll\;d1§-@CY2l dhOO.~<X1J o ~Sl ~i2l::>S c-Dl!feW@. 

6li2l-OJ(OOJ n._J ®o--16YY>O l'O'OJQ)Jm.. GCJO~o CL.l6ffio (L __ n.tDccmiS1cm ~ n o_i1c£h 6lc£h::>~ccrrm o'.J)~c£hcw0 o 
Q_J \la-----' . () Q_j 

This is taken from a Granthavari (or book of counterparts of leases, etc.) belonging 
to the Zamorin. I have not been able to get an earlier specimen of this character. 
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Plate xxxiii. a. 
This is a page of a Vritti (on the Purvamlmamsa sutras of Jaimini) called Phalavatl. 

Plate xxxiii. b. 
This is easily legible; it is a page from a Tami.~ Mahatmya. 

Plate xxxiv. 
This illustrates the way of describing boun~aries. The village of Kumac;limati.O'alam 

must be somewhere not far south of Madras, but I cannot identify it. · 

I. olai seyou nattar vic;lutta araiyolaippac;li nilattukk 'el-

2. lai: kI]park 'ellai, kut).amo.1ivaykkalukku me(r)kkum; tet).parkk 'ellai, 

3. irat).c;lu mavukke ki]akku nokki ppayn5a utsiruvaykkalukku vac;lakkum; me-

4· lpark 'ellai, mac;laittalaivaykkalukku ki]akkum; vac;lapark 'ellai mac;laitta-

5· laivaykkalu terkuma'b'a- ivvise(c;li)ttaperunat).O' 'ellai'b'alilum a-

6. O'appatta nilattu! suc;lu'b'ac;lu Oru mavaraiyum nlkki, Ut).t).ilati.oliviti.ri, uc;lu-

7. m b'odi amai tava.\t).f>ao 'ellam Kumac;limari'b'alam et). t).Utn peral pira-

8. mao2yama'b'a (brahmadeya) ppenaoarku ppena pariharam nac;latsiyum uratsiyum vattina-

9. Jiyum puoarana.Jiyum tattakkayamum IJamputsiyum ic;laipputsiyumm anru [ . . set).raou ii J 

It will be observed that this inscription (like all old TamiJ inscriptions found as yet) 

is in language much like what is now spoken; this is a 'very strong reason for regarding 

the Set).f>ami.1 as an artificial style, for at the time this document was written but little of 
the poetical literature was in existence. 

-------.cC"--~- H 
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40 
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42 

43 
43 
44 
44 

45 
47 

51 

52 
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note 1 . Profr. Whitney has lately (PP . Am. Or. Soc. 1877, pp. i. and ii.) expressed doubts as regards the 

lin"e 

note 

l·ine 

note 

lines 
line 

note 

line 

Egyptian origin of the Phcenician character. 
4. For: 64, a. 1·ead: 61, a. 
1, etc. ,, Vatte}.uttu ,, Vatte}.uttu. 

20 fr om bottom. Spiegel ("Eranische Alterthumskunde, iii., p. 7 59) still insists that V dip= V lip. 
14. Profr. Euting appears to accep t the Egyptian origin of the Phcenician alphabet. See Curtiss' transl. 

of Bickell's 'Hebrew Grammar' (plate at end). 
5 f1·o m bottom. Fo1·: Karici 1·ead: Karici. 
3. When this was originally written and now reprinted, I was not aware that Sir W. Elliot h ad already 

noticed this dynast y in a paper in Mad1·as J. (N. S.) IV. 
4 f1·om bottom. Fo1·: dhama 1·ead: dha ma 
I. This view (that 'Trilinga' must be a recent fabrication) is fully confirmed by the result of Mr. Kittel's 

researches in respect of linga-worsl1ip, by which it is established that this religion was foreign to the 
South of India, and was introduced in comparatively recent times. Another proof of this can be added 
the great linga-temples of S. India are all built outside the towns, and, therefore, must belong to a 
time subsequent to the foundation of the towns which are certainly, in many cases, very ancient. The 
great T anjore temple is mentioned in an inscription of the IIth century (a few miles to the North of 
T anjore) as then being 'outside the town'. 

6 fro;n bottom. Fo1·: V te), V tel ?'ead: V t e), V tel 
16. For: M. Rhys Davids ,, Mr. Rhys Davids 
7 f1 ·orn bottom. Fo1·: unkown ,, unknown 

10 ,, Dwara- Dvara-
18 Gail'b'aikkuJ.lqansolapuram ?"ead: Gail'b'ai-koJ.lqan-so}.apuram 

The Co)a capitals appear to have been as follows: 
2nd. century A. D. U raiyiir (Trichinopoly) 
7th. ,, :Malaikiirram (Com bacon um ?) 

1oth. ,, ,, T anjore (?) 

11th. ,, Pandniir (sic Albiriini) ? Tanjore. Without points, the two words would, 
in Arabic letters, be nearly alike. 

2, line 2. Fo1·: eta- 1·ead: etat-
3· According to Mr. Rhys Davids ("Num. Or." , pt. vi., p. 20) Ceylon was conquered in 1050 . 

14 & 16. For: E}.uttacchan read: E}.uttaccan 
1 3 f1·om bottom. ,, Pu}.akkale ,, Pu}.akkale 

II E }.uttacchan .•• . sanyasi 
" 

E}.uttaccan .•.• sannyas i 
21 Purchas' "His Pilgrimes" ,, "Purch as His Pilgrimes" 

6 ,, Add: The Supplement (1878) to Brunet's "Manuel du Libraire" mentions a book printed at Goa 
in 1561 by J. de Emdem and J. de Quinquencio (s. v. Compendio) . 

19 ,, Fo1·: Gail'b'ai-kkoJ.lqa r ead: Gail'b'ai-kol).qan 

3· 

9· 
II. 

The Vatte}.uttu i s now called momQl'11Ziomo (nanammonam) in Travancore, but what this name means 
I am unable to say. 

u. 
The best representations of the Pahlavi characters are to be found in E uting' s "Drei Tafeln des Pahlevi

Zend-Alphabets" 1878. 
F. W. Ellis explains 'kol' by 'durbar'. 
Fo1•: unquestionable read: unquestionably 

last line. Raffle's "Java". 
the alphabet 

Raffles ' "Java". 
a specimen. line 2. " 
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Page 

54 line 32, Add: F leet in Bornbay Joit1·nal, vol. xi i. 

59 

6 1 

61 

v. Kremer ("Culturgeschichte des Orients unter den Chalifen" , ii. p. 440) adopts the 9th century as 
the date of the importation of the Indian numeral figure s by the Arabs. 

6. See pl. xxvii. The old system was, then, in use up to the 7th century A. D. in Central India. T his 
fact would put the common use of the cypher s till later even than I suggest. It is obvious that the figures 
in pl. xxvi i. are the prototypes of the modern TamU signs. I have also met with (TamiA·Grantha) ,1J = 5; 
(.1 = 6; ~ = 7, but of uncertain date. ? 1oth century. 

4 f1·om bottom. Ji'o1·: a11ka 1·eacl: (anka) 
62 note 

63 

3. A large shell is, however, sometimes used to mark the cypher. 
r , See Chasles " Aperyu historique" (2nd ed.) pp. 456 ff. also his "Histoire de l' Arithmetique" pt. i. 

68 
80 
86 

87 

88 

92 
96 

99 
105 
107 

113 
Il7 
1:20 

line 19. 

p. 9; pt. ii. pp. l, 2, 15-17 etc. It is impossible now to doubt that the Abacus was in common use long 
before the introduction of the Arab arithmetic and that value by position fo rmed part of the system. It 
is remarkable that in the Abacus system the numbers were read from right to left, wliich is the contrary 
of the Indian practice, but points to a Semitic origin. 

Ji'o1•: KocJ.un 1·ead KocJ.un 
last line. Pelerins 

Older MSS. (of 1008 
Talipat leaves with ink. 
pt. ii., plates I 6 and I 7. 

,, Pelerins 
line 3· and 1084 A. D.) have lately been brought from N epal; they are written on 

See "Palaiographical Society's Facsimiles of Ancient MSS. Oriental Series", 

line 20. Adel: Albiriini (Reinaud, "Fragments", p. 149) mentions that a chronicle written on silk cloth was 
preserved at N agarkot (Panj ab). 

14. Ji'or: there are many 1·eacl: there are not many 
21. :Mr. Fleet has found an instance (W. Calukya) of the Gth century A . D. 
10. Ji'or: sandhivigrahadiklir il).a 1·ead: sandhivigrahadhikari1~a 

l 8. samxepena ,, sarnxepe1~a 

9 from bottorn. Ji'o1·: Vyavaharamayiikha Vyavaharamayiikha 
19. Other Kadamba seals present merely the name of the king (Indian Antiqua1·y, vi. and vii.) Mr. Fleet 

I-2. 

18. 
16. 

h as found an old W. Calukya seal with a boar. (Inclian Antiqiia1·y, vii., p. I 61.) 
This gross exaggeration even attracted the notice of the Portuguese. J arric (after many remarks on the 

arrogance displayed) g ives the following as the usual preface to letters of the Vijayanagara kings 
("Thesaurus", i., pp. 653-4): 

"Sponsus Sebuasti (id est bonre sortis) magnarum provinciarum Deus, regum potentissimorum rex, 
omni um equitatuum Dominus, magister et doctor loqui nescientium, trium Impp. Imperator, omnium qure 
videt conquisitor, conquisitorum conseruator; quern octo mundi partes metuunt et formidant, exercituum 
Mahometicorum destructor, omnium provinciarum quas subegit dominus, spoliorum et opum Ceilanensium 
direptor, Eques, cui nemo par, et fortissimorum quorumque debellator, qui . potentissimo bellalori 
Viraualalano cervices praiscidit, doniinus Orientis, Austri, Septentrionis, Occidentis et maris, elephantum 
venator, militari scientia innutritus, exercitus nobilis" -and he goes on to state that these titles were 
assumed by the wretched Venka~apatil Still earlier, Prataparudra of Orun~al indulged in much the 
same boasting. 

Ji'o1·: nearly all 

(5ucJ.ukkacJ.u) 
1·ead: most 

(5ucJ.u~licJ.u) 

On recently visiting the so-called tombs of the Rajas near Tanjore, I found a small monument erected 
quite recently with a Mahratha inscription on it, but so badly written as not to be legible. Memorials 
erec ted on the places where cremation has taken place, are either: temples, with a li1iga, if in memorial of 
a male, and a female idol, if of a woman; or are small masonry platforms with an ornamental short pillar, 
and a kind of pot on the top fo r a tulasi (Ocynium Sanctum) plant. Lingavants are buried, and a linga, 
usually in cement, is erected over the place. 

I2 5 8 f1·om bottom. Ji'01·: vowels beginning 1·ead: vowels; beginning 

l 2 5 2 The Safa alphabet seems to be the link between the Phcenician and Himyaritic characters 
(Jounial As. series vii., vol. x.) and other alphabets will, no doubt, be found. 

126 14. Ir'o1·: PObi~ai 1·ead: Po<'.li~ai 
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Page 
132 note r. That the Klings were Tamils abo ut 1600 appears from Houtman's Voyage (see Dutch ed. of 1648, 

136 
r36 
136 

137 
137 
139 
140 

142 

li11e 18. 
19. 
25. 
19. 
32 . 

4· 
18. 

6. 

P· 36). 
Fo1·: 0 agram. vi 0 

gotranam 
Vanasasyadiparah i-i0 

vasuvrishti-
pl. iii. 
ta(m) 

reacl: 0 agravi 0 

gotrai)ii?n 
V ana vasyadi paranri 0 

vasuvrish\i-
pl. 2 b. 
ta(m) 

k i5)'i5n amai ko1)c;ian. I have given this reading which was justified by F. \ V , E llis (for reasons, see 
.il1acl1·as Joiwnal, xiii. pt. 2 , p. 2); but 'ko k onmai k oi)c;lan' seems for preferable; 'konmai' being from 
'kol' and= sovereignty. 

The term ma1i)'alam in S. India signified a Brahman village or agraha ra inhabited by mere householders ; 
puram etc. = town where only priest s live. [See Manasara (yilpaylistra) etc.] But there is no such 
distinction now. 

List of Plates iii. Fo1· : 609 1·eacl: c. 578. 
In a few instances the long mark over i etc. has got broken in the impression. 

It having become necessary to reprint pp. 17-21 and pl. iii. in order to give the latest discoveries , I h ave taken 
advantage of the delay to g ive above some add itional information. (September 1878.) 

A. B . 
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